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LECTRIC

ECONOMIC

LTD.

32 PACES AND
OVER 200

Are not a spasmodic production to meet
a sudden demand, but have been on the
market for over three months, and during
this period 27,000 have been 'distributed
to the trade, and consequently we have
not been able to offer them direct to the

ILLUSTRATIONS

retail buyer.

INCLUDING

1000 per week are now available, and we announce

If You Require

NOTE
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To -day
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CRYSTAL

4d.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

& VALVE

for the

"E.E.C." List

RECEIVING

You post your order,

CIRCUITS

premises and get them at once.

Think
what this means to you-you, perhaps, who

have been waiting and are still waiting.
Standard resistance 4,000 ohms, double headgear with

WARNING !

double headstraps, comfortable, highly effi cient,
and foolproof
per pair.

The wireless boom has been
the signal for a number of in ex pe r ienc ed , and in some
instances, unscrupulous persons
to jump into the business.

35/_

DEAL WITH A

Special Terms to Traders and deliveries
6
that will surprise you.

FIRM WHO KNOWS
"E.E.C." have 25 years Electrical
including 16 years Wireless

MITCHELLS Electrical & Wireless Ltd.,

Experience.
Head Office : 10, FITZROY

New Showrooms:

SQUARE, LONDON, W1.

303, EUSTON. ROAD, N.W.I.

Telephone :

Branch Showrooms:

MUSEUM 1055.

c

TWICKENHAM.

Postal Address: McDermott Road, Peckham, S.E.15.
Retail Address: 188. Rye Lane, Peckham, S.E.15.
'Phones: New Cross 1540/1541.

GREAT BRITAIN'S GREATEST WIRELESS STORE -4(e)

TELEPHONE DOUBLE HEAD SETS. Suitable
orV
Crystal forValve

THE WIRELESS CRYSTAL OF TO -DAY AND THE FUTURE

2,000 and 4,000 Ohms in stock.

Also wound to any specification

Complete Crystal Receiving Sets,

"HERTZITE "

SIMPLE TO USE.

or call at our

including Receiver ... (guaranteed) £4 12 6
Winding wires, resistance' coyer.
cotton covered.

NO BATTERY REQUIRED

Ebonite.

Aerial masts and wires. Bare, silk and
Stalmf for List.

Terminals.

P. H. BOYS & CO., 187, Goswell Road, E.C.1

Price 2/6 post free
UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL:

The piece of Hertzite " sent some time ago has given splendid results. This evening I
C. PLEASS, Johannesburg
heard Mozambique (1,260 miles from Johannesburg) on

DO YOU READ PRACTICAL BOOKS ? -5

We can give you the best Wholesale Terms for all Crystals

"ORA" VALVES

15/- post free

E

See Cassell's List

RUSSELL - SHAW

=

38, Great James Street, Bedford Row, W.C.1

=-

(From Holborn through Brownlow Street, or Hand Court)

-7-=

of Technical,

=
Practical and Money -saving a =

Bcoks.A p.c. will ensure your receiving it.

,a,
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DAVIS LIMITED
& TIMMINS

AT POPULAR PRICES

::

CRYSTAL SETS, VALVE SETS, etc. EVERY
NECESSITY & LUXURY FOR THE WIRELESS EXPERIMENTER.
Fully Illustrated List of Wireless Goods, post free, 4d.

34a, York Road, King's Cross, N.1
1

.i H. D. BUTLER & CO., LTD.
:.

ut

Office :

SCREWS and TERMINALS
for WIRELESS SETS.

BANK BUILDINGS, 222, GT. DOVER ST., S.E.1
(0,O,Oosite Boro

Tube Station).

Works: CANONBURY, LONDON, N.I

1 Tile's/tone: Hop

Teleg.: "Ingenuity, 'Phone London."
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Is Mars Trying to Communicate?
THE possibility of definite attempts at
communication

being

made

from

other planets is so startling and captivating

to

the

imagination

that

one

is

tempted to dwell on the conceivable results-to let the mind wander' along a
vista of fascinating "might -he's "-and to
overlook the tremendous scientific improbability.

Readers will find this an opportune article
in view of the fact that Senalore Marconi,
who has recently crossed the Atlantic on the
steam yacht "Elletra," is credited by the
American Press with having stated that he
would be at work all day Sunday, June 18th
(the day when Mars came closest to the
earth), in the hope of receiving wireless
messages from the planet. The Senatore is
reported to have said : "I listened practically
all the time, day and night, for the fortnight
of the voyage, and had instruments ready to
receive from anybody. Several times I
heard mysterious sounds, which I could not

When one remembers that. only thirty
ago the Philosopher's Stone-to
take but one of many similar instancesunderstand or explain, but I don't think
the quest of the ancient alchemists, was
they came from Mars; in fact, I am not
certain whether the Martians, are trying to
regarded as an amusing dream of a bycommunicate. But I was there to do everygone age, and that to -day nothing is surer
thing possible to record any message sent.
than that the -transmutation of the eleI shall continue to try to receive communicaments is an everyday occurrence, one
tions,however slight,on the chance of success."
hesitates to dismiss any idea, however
startling, without careful thought.
know nothing, compared with which the
ether of space is as poor an agent for the
People of Other Worlds.
What assumptions, then, have we to transmission of messages as a messenger
make in order to justify us in assuming boy. We propose to weigh the possibilithat the ethereal disturbances which have ties in the balance of our present knowas well as we are able, however, and
given rise to so many conjectures are a ledge
leave
this promising line of speculation
definite attempt on the part of the in- for a rainy
day during the summer holihabitants of some other planet to get into
years

communication with us?
Firstly, of
course, that the other planets have intelligent beings of a similar or higher state of
knowledge of natural philosophy than our
own, who,are sufficiently interested in our
small fragment of the universe to wish to

days.

communicate

sufficiently

with us,

or who,

while

attempting to talk to some neighbours, are

unwittingly being overheard by us. On
the face of it this is at least possible,
for there seems to be no reason why our
planet should be unique in ,possessing in-

sensitive,

Nature

having

INTER -STELLAR
SPACE

through a similar cycle of development,
which in due course has led to the evolution of life and ultimately of rational
thinking beings. Whether such a one
actually exists and is within speaking disPLANET

-e- TRANSMITTING STATION

least the possibility cannot be ruled out.

Having granted this premise, the next

There

may be some form of radiation, or even
some medium, of which we at present

not

be established.

necessary.

As Mars is our nearest neighbour and is

now passing as close to us as our respective orbits will allow, and as there
seems to be some reasonable chance of its

being inhabited, apart from the general
considerations

already

mentioned,

we

might examine the possibilities of Mars
being able to "ring us up.".
Strange Phenomena
First, though, let us recall what has
already happened in the way of engaging
the attention of wireless men in the matter.
"Signals," closely resembling certain
letters in the Morse code, have been
received simultaneously by stations as far
apart as England and America. That
they were practically simultaneously received is obviously no evidence as to their

origin, as the time taken to traverse the
Atlantic is only a fraction of a second.
But they were of uniform intensity.

This

Apparently no terrestial

were

stations

was-as most people will doubtless
hope-a definite and intelligent attempt
it

at communication, or it was some accidental ethereal disturbance, say, on the
sun or other star. Knowing as we do
how closely electronic disturbances are
connected with other waves, and that sunspots and the like frequently take place
simultaneously with magnetic storms on
the earth, we must not dismiss this second
possibility too hastily.
Observation leads us to assume that the
ether of space is perfectly elastic. This
means that when a certain amount of
energy is expended in producing vibra-

point is : Is there any limit set by natural

greater discoveries yet to be made.

should

The point where the first large element of
doubt enters is when we come to consider
what power and what sensitivity would be

already supplied the medium-laid the responsible, so it seems highly probable
wires right up to the house, so to speak- that the latter alternative is correct.
There remain two possible explanations
for the phenomenon even at that. Either

Surely other globes thrown off
by our own or some other sun have been

laws, of which we are cognisant, which
makes the thing possible ? ant here we
must pause to remember that, far as our
scientists have taken us along the path of
knowledge, there are doubtless other and

municarion

Is It Possible?
indicates either that their point of origin
It would appear that there is no actual was somewhere on the earth on a longitiimpossibility implied in the idea of inter- tude midway between that of the twe
planetary conversations. Given a trans- stations, or that it was outside the earth
mitter sufficiently powerful and a receiver altogether and a great distance away.

habitants.

tance of us time alone can tell, but at

there seems to be no reason why corn

/

///

ATmoshiEsic
BELT

/

/

Diagram Showing the Probable Effect of
the Atmosphere on Wireless Waves

tions none of it is frittered away as the '
waves pass onwards (as is the case with
sound -waves in air). The only reason
that their intensity decreases as _they progress is that they always tend to spread
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out and so distribute their power over a
larger area. It is only when associated
with matter-as it is in the earth's atmosphere-that absorption takes place and
some work is expended on the medium.
lf, then, we could produce a wave with
either a straight or a converging front,
and ensure that it keeps straight, we could
transmit to any distance without limit and
without losing intensity or strength.
In producing such a beam of waves the
planet's atmosphere would be of some
slight assistance in the manner illustrated
on p. 63. The atmospheric belt would
act somewhat as a convex lens and tend
to refract or bend the waves, owing to the

lesser density of the outer layer. However, this belt only exists fof a small
fraction of the distance the wave has to
traverse. Even supposing the transmitting aerial could be so arranged that a
parallel or only slightly divergent beam
of waves was initially produced, the tendency to spread out into spherical waves
would come into play immediately it left
the transmitter.
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Waves of short length would be most
suitable for such a beam, as they do not
tend to spread out and form a spherical
front so much as larger ones. On the

ampere to flow in the aerial. To do this
we must construct a transmitting station
having an aerial capable of dealing with,
roughly, 4o kilowatts and needing generators of about too h.p. Supposing Mars to

other hand, short waves spend themselves
much more rapidly in passing through be 40,000,000 miles away, or 20,000 times
the width of the Atlantic, we begin to see
planetary atmospheres.
how many super -power stations they
Only 2,000,000 Horse-powerl
would have to link up in order to reach
These two considerations would lead us us; for if it be assumed that the power
to expect that a medium wave -length required increases only as the first power
would be adopted by our Martian friends. of the distance, 2,000,000 horse -power
Yet the signals so far received have been would be required.
It may be objected that this is an unfair
of exceptionally great wave -length.
We may be able to form some idea of comparison, and the two cases are vitally
the power necessary and the difficulties different. It is true, as already mentioned,
which our planetary neighbours would that in transmitting through the earth's
have to face'in their attempts to reach us atmosphere we have to contend with

by considering the same problem on the
infinitely smaller scale on which it confronts us when we wish to transmit across
the 2,000 odd .miles separating Ireland

absorption, but then, on the other hand,
reflection and refraction by the rarefied
upper

atmosphere

assists

us.

The

Martians, too, would probably be faced

with much greater difficulties than we are
The wave reaching the receiving station in handling the necessarily high voltages,
must be of sufficient intensity to cause a owing to the rarefied nature of their whole
S. W. G.
current of about 3o millionths of an atmosphere.
and America.
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FAULTS IN VALVE CIRCUITS

Di
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FAULT S may be broadly divided into
two classes : (a) noises; (b) failure of
the set to give signals. The first -mentioned trouble is probably the more assertive, and it is with this class that this
article chiefly deals.

When an amateur complains that he

gets noises in the telephones he is almost

In tracing the cause of noise it is advis-

the valve or panel is tapped or vibrated,
and may be remedied by splaying out the

another set or by trying another battery

legs of the valve.
The second effect cannot be strictly
called a noise. In a two -valve set, in
which one valve is rectifier and the other

(known to be O.K.) on one's own set.

When the insulation of the telephone
winding has deteriorated, as it will in
high -resistance telephones used in valve
circuits, loud crack ling noises result.
Telephones may be

tested on another set

or by comparison with

another pair on one's
own set.
The grid -leak
often a source

is
of

noise. Once the
been
has
trouble
traced to this it is
easily remedied.

The noises may be
due to bad contact between the element
and the terminals,
with the result that
Example of Valve Panel with Three Valves

any vibration of the
valve panel, or even
the bench,

produces

invariably told that the cause is a bad noises which completely drown signals.

The noises produced by a faulty grid -leak
greatly resemble atmospherics, that is,
sharp cracks followed by long-drawn-out
Of course, noises are often due to bad rustling noises.
Valves may produce noises : (1) by the
high-tension batteries, but more often to
other causes. Common sources of trouble legs making bad contact in the sockets;
are : (1) telephones, (2) grid leak, (3) (2) by uneven electron emission from the
high-tension battery.

The writer has been

troubled with noises from many sources
but not yet from high-tension batteries.

valves.

(i) The first cause results in noises when

able to commence by testing the hightension battery, either by trying it on

filament.

low -frequency

is

amplifier,

with

the

'phones in the latter circuit, if the filament
current of the ampLifying valve is turned
on nothing will be heard (except, possibly,
a slight hum due to adjacent A.C. mains).

When the filament current for the rectifying valve is turned on, however, a
slight hissing sound is usually audible but
which does not interfere with reception.
This hissing is caused by uneven electron
transmission from the filament. It is
difficult to

obtain a valve without this

effect, but the slight hissing is negligible.

A good way of tracing the cause of

noise is to make up a circuit consisting of
valve, telephones and high-tension battery, the valve filament being lighted as

usual. If there is no sound in the telephones the high-tension battery, tele-

phones and valve are obviously all right,
and the fault must be searched for elsewhere. Other causes are faulty low -frequency transformers and condensers !

Failure of the set to oscillate may be
to : (1) insufficient high-tension
supply; (2) reaction coil leads reversed;
(3) reaction coil too small; (4) aerial shorting to earth; (5) no by-pass condensers provided across telephones, high-tension
battery, low -frequency transformer priB. J. A.
.naries. etc.
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"Rigged-upA

PP

Transmitter and Receiver

El
E3
E3

An Easily Improvised Set for Amusement and Practice
El
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the time is fast passing
ALTHOUGH
when the very elementary experiments
in wireless will present any novelty, quite
a lot of entertainment may be secured in

connection for the end of the winding on
the magnet M. The second strip E is
shorter than the other and also carries a

the assembling and working of simple
apparatus such as is described in this

wood base on which is mounted the inductance L c, wound with one layer of
No. 28 S.W.G. cotton -covered wire on a

E

article, and which, as will be seen, requires
the minimum of outlay and trouble to con-

showing that the apparatus consists of the
loading coil (Fig. 4), the detector (Fig. 5),
and the telephone condenser (Fig. 6).
The loading coil (Fig. 4) consists of a

K

wooden bobbin measuring 2 in. diameter
by 4% in. long and thoroughly soaked in
shellac varnish after winding.

struct.

The Transmitter.-Commencing with the
transmitter, Fig. r shows the mechanism of
an electric bell which has been converted
in such a manner as to be capable of propa-

The ends of the wire are secured to
terminals at either end of the coil L c,
2

Fig. 1.-An Electric -bell Transmitter.

marked 5 and 6 respectively. The detector
(Fig. 5), consists of two essential parts,
the crystal and the copper point, the

latter being provided with a means of

terminal, shown at r. At the opposite end
is a screw with the head filed flat to form
a contact C, the screw on the knob K being
treated in the same way. A small strip of

paper may be gummed on

the

base,

between the terminals, r and 2, marked
"battery," a second strip marked "aerial "
Fig. 3.-Diagram of Simple Transmitter.

gating ether waves over a distance of some
thirty yards.

being placed by terminal 4, and a third
marked "earth " by terminal 3.
A small adjusting screw S is mounted on

The small casting carrying the electro
magnets M should be removed bodily
and mounted on a wood base measuring
6 in. long by 4% in. wide. The striking

E

D

Fig. 5.-Detector.

The crystal is a standard
galena element and may be purchased for
is. 6d. mounted in a brass cup.
adjustment.

The brass cup D C is mounted on the
base, as shown in Fig. 5, and connected

knob and wire should be removed from the

armature, which is then left as shown at
C
1.1
A, Fig. r. A bell should be chosen with,
Fig. 2.-Sending Key.
fairly fine wire for the windings, as not
only will this take less current from the the base on the opposite side of the armabattery, but it will have a greater induc- ture A to the contact screw C S. This screw
tive effect. The contact screw c S is re- S serves to limit the amount of play on the
moved from the dismantled bell and fixed armature and also to prevent it sticking on
in the position shown in Fig. 1. A strip the poles of the magnet.
of brass or copper is screwed on the base
A two -volt battery or accumulator is now
and holes drilled in it through which two required, and the transmitting set is corn terminals are screwed, as shown by r and 2,
the contact c S being screwed through the
third hole.
A sending key is made up as show n in

electrically with the terminal marked 8 by
means of a brass strip as used in the
transmitting set. A small block of ebonite

fibre H is mounted on the base as
shown and carries a strip of springy
phosphor bronze r, which is fixed to the
block H by means of the terminal 7. A
small hole is drilled in the spring strip r
about half -way between the extreme end
and the inside edge of the block H. A
or

screw, either 4 or 6 B.A. thread, is screwed
through the bottom of the base and passes

through the hole in the spring strip P.

A

terminal nut T is screwed on about the
the spring strip, as shown in Fig. 5, and
serves to adjust its position within certain

LC

9
s
10

PH

[Fig. 4.-Loading Coil.

Fig. 6.-Telephone Condenser.

Fig. 2, and serves the purpose of making
and breaking the battery circuit operating
the buzzer mechanism. It consists of two Fig. 7.-Di'agram of Simple Receiving Circuit.

limits.

take the terminal 3 at one end and a small
knob K, of wood or ebonite, at the other.
It will be noticed that the brass strip D
is cut so as to form a lug F at right angles
to its length. This serves the purpose of a

arranged to just rest lightly on the sur-

brass strips D and E, D being drilled to

plete,

the electrical connections

being

A short length of No. 36 copper

wire is soldered to a small screw j, which,
in turn, is carefully soldered to the spring
strip P. The copper wire should be

shown in Fig. 3.
face of the galena D C, the fine adjustment
The Receiver.-The receiving station is being effected by means of the terminal
a little more complicated than the trans- nut T.
mitter, a reference to Fig.. 4, 5, and 6
The telephone condenser is made up of

JULY I, 1922
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Qtrteteur
twenty-five small sheets of tinfoil measur- best for him to purchase a head -gear ready

ing I% in. by u4 in. with a small strip left
at one corner to form a lug, as shown in

the opposite end of the garden or some
made or rewind a pair of ordinary re- thirty yards away, connection being made

to terminals 5 on ,the loading coil. The
earth connection is made to terminal 8 on
wireless receivers in his possession the' the detector, the remaining portions of the
in between, with the lugs alternately at receiving set should be connected up as apparatus being wired up, as shown in
one end and then at the other, as shown. shown in Fig. 7, the numbers on the con- Fig. 7.
The transmitting buzzer should now be
It is most essential that the adjoining nections corresponding to the numbers in
pieces of tinfoil do not touch each other the sketches, while P H represents the tele- adjusted, by depressing the key K and
manipulating the screws s and c s until a
electrically, and the waxed paper should phone head -gear.
therefore be cut larger all round than the
It is a good plan to mount the whole high-pitched note is obtained. If the
instrument on a wood base or in a small ground is damp and the aerial wire be
tinfoil.
When the condenser has been built up wooden containing case, terminals being touched with the bare hand a slight shock
the ends of the tinfoil should be carefully fitted to the outside for connection to the should be felt.
An assistant should now be obtained to
sealed together by means of a blob of aerial and earth, as shown in Fig. 7.
To test the apparatus, the transmitting operate the sending key K, while the resolder, two pieces of cardboard being
placed on either side of the condenser and set should be taken out in the garden, the ceiving set is tuned up. The telephone
a length of linen tape wound round to keep terminals marked s and 2 being connected receivers should be placed over the ears,
the whole together. The condenser should to a battery or accumulator. The earth the tension screw T on the detector rotated
then be immersed in the melted paraffin terminal 4 is connected to a short length slightly to vary the pressure of the copper
wax and allowed to set in a solid block. of wire, the other rn3 of which should be point on the crystal, and the clear note of
It may then be mounted on a small wood soldered to a piece of brass strip measuring the buzzer should then be heard clearly in
base and the ends of the tinfoil plates 12 in. long by 2 in. wide. This serves as the 'phones.
By the way, the lightest possible conconnected to terminals 9 and so. The an earth connection, and should be buried
tact is all that is necessary for the deteccondenser is mounted on the base by in some moist earth.
The aerial is simply a to -ft. length of tor, the most delicate contact giving the
means of two strips of fibre sheet, which
have holes drilled at each end to take bell wire, one end being connected to loudest signals.
The receiving set can now be moved
terminal 3, the other being joined to a
small wood screws.
The only remaining portion of the set short length of cord and suspended from farther and farther away from the transmitter until the results obtained get
required is the telephone head -gear, and a tree.
A similar aerial should he rigged up at unduly faint.
A. W. HULBERT.
the reader must decide whether it will be

Fig. 6. It is built up by placing the
strips of tinfoil, with pieces of waxed paper

ceivers himself.

Assuming that the reader has a pair of
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Machine for Winding Honeycomb

Coils
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THE fiddling operation of winding
honeycomb coils is reduced to a mere

mechanical operation by means of the
Lokap coil -winder, made by Mitchell's

Electrical and Wireless, Limited, which
imparts a neatness and precision to the
convolutions of the coils entirely unattainable by hand methods (see Fig.
The mechanical principle of the in -

or cam. This cam actuates a feeding
device or finger which guides the wire
across the face of the drum on .which the
coil is being wound, and to ensure that
the follower rod mantains contact with the
cam a return compression spring is fitted
to it. It is clear that a different cam is
necessary for each width of coil, and a set
of three cams is provided for this purpose.

the drum is in motion, the end of the wire
is passed through the eye of the feeding
finger and secured to the pin on the drum.
The fingers of the left hand should place a
tension on the wire to avoid kinks and to
lock each layer to the one beneath it. One
finger of the left hand must also be pushed
against the follower rod to make sure that
"jumping" on the cam does not take place.
Upon turning the handle it will be found
that the wire is fed across the face much
in the same way as cotton is fed across a
bobbin on a sewing- machine, except, of
course, that the coils follow a wavy path.

When the coil has been wound to the
size required, a blob of sealing -wax should

be dropped on to the end of the wire and
the end then cut off.
To remove the coil from the drum, pieces

of twine are passed through the four slots
in tne face of the drum and tied round the
coil. Unfasten the wire from the driving
pin and slide the coil off. For safety, coils

should be steeped in shellac and then

thin d.

Fig. 1.-Honeycomb Coil in

Fig. 2.-"Lokap" Honeycomb Coil Winder.

Process of Winding

strument is briefly that of a drum rotated
through bevel reduction gearing by means
of a cranked handle. The shaft to which
the handle is attached carries an eccentric

LICENCES
AT present it is not possible to obtain

Fig. 2 shows the method of using this
Having secured the machine
to the bench, and arranged the bobbin of
wire so that it may easily unwind when
instrument.

the necessary licence for wireless receiving at the local post office. Before very>
long, however, it will be obtainable without much formality.
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HOW THE "VALVE" WORKS. -II
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u
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By Means of the Water Analogy We Further Explain

u
u
u

Ia

CI

Its

Action
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IT may be objected that the water analogy
used in the first article to illustrate the
working of the three -electrode valve did
not take account of some of the properties

addition to this,

it may be used as a This, by varying the rate of circulation of

generator of electric oscillations of almost
any frequency.

Naturally such an adaptable piece of

of the valve; for instance, the so-called apparatus opens up a field of tremendous
possibilities, and already there are many
different ways in which it is being used
either in its original simple form or in

the water, will in turn raise and depress
the key Y.

some development worked out to fit some
special purpose.
The three important functions mentioned above may, perhaps, be very simply
explained along lines similar to those
adopted in the previous article.

P

Only very slight movement of

x is needed to control the speed of G,

RESULTING FLUCTUATIONS
or PLATE -CURRENT

F
f_APOSITTVE NMI-PERO°

Amplification.
T

the key X is so arranged
In Fig.
that a brake is kept lightly pressing on
a drum carried by the shaft of the small
z

-I

A

Fig. 2.-The Electrical Circuit for Amplification.

variable speed motor B. By raising or de-

pressing the key the friction on the drum,
"space charge." This is, of course, true. and therefore the speed of the motor, may
It must be borne in mind, however, that be increased or decreased at will. The
an analogy, however useful it may prove key Y is attached to a vane inserted in
in assisting us to take a first grasp of a the piping of the water circuit. The vane
complicated technical matter, has com- is hinged at the bottom of its container in
pleted its purpose, when that understand- such a way that the flow of water when
ing is attained and should then be circulating in the system tends to depress
dropped. If we attempt to push the com- the key, but is just balanced by the spring.
parison too far we are more than likely If the flow decreases, Y is raised by the
to get confused or even erroneous im- spring, while if it increases Y is depressed
pressions. When a man has obtained the by the increased pressure on the vane.
Let us set both motors running and
necessary confidence in the water which it
is the purpose of swimming floats to give
him, he casts them aside as a hindrance
rather than an assistance.

Three Important Functions.

CYLINDRICAL DRUM

-

P

Wherever we erect an aerial, signals
passing in all directions immediately
cause a number of high -frequency currents

to rush up and down it, and if we wish

to interpret them we must install apparatus to sift these currents out and reduce

VARIABLE SPEED
1,4o rwe

OSCILLATIONS IN

Fig. 3.-Diagram showing Current Fluctuations.

a movement many times smaller in extent and power than the resulting movement of Y.

It will be noted that the effort required
to vary Y is drawn from the large motor A.

This is an important point, and enables

us, by making A sufficiently powerful, to

reproduce the original alternations on a
much larger scale and to operate instruments which those alternations would be
incapable of doing if applied direct. So
small, too, is the strength of the original
effort required at x that it is very
little exhausted, and the extent or
amplitude of the variations is very
little reduced when that effort is
put forth.
In the equivalent electrical circuit shown in Fig. 2 the varying
potential of the grid has the .same
effect on the flow of electrons as
the varying speed of G has on the
flow of water in Fig. 1. It is first
set

them to air -vibrations of audible frequency. The frequency of the currents is

at such a value as will

pass through a pair of telephone
receivers at all they would be without

effect on the diaphragm. .The proCess of
obtaining vibrations of speech -frequency
from

currents

oscillating

at

battery B. Subsequently it will be
subject to slight
variations
above

currents may be so weak as

LIGHT SPRING

rKrr X

Key Y

radio -fre-

quency is known as rectification, and the
three -electrode valve may be made use of
as a rectifier. Some of the high -frequency
to fail to

operate the receiving apparatus, however,

and these must be magnified before use

not

affect that flow by means of the

so high that even if they could be made
to

L

NEGATIVE HALT -PERIOD

FIXED SPEED MOTOR
1

`-'

Fig. 1.-A Water Analogy of Amplification,

adjust the speed of B by electrical means
(not shown) until the fan G does not inter-

can be made of them. As an amplifier of fere with the flow of water across the
weak currents, both of radio and of speech valve. If now x is alternately, and very
frequency, the valve has been found to slightly, raised and lowered, the speed of
be so well adapted as almost to revolu- the fan G will be decreased and increased
tionise wireless in the last few years. In in time with the alternations of pressure.

and
below
this
value, imposed by
the high -frequency
currents oscillating

in the inductance L.'
These faint oscilla-

tions will be faithfully reproduced on a
much larger scale across the inductance Li
in the plate circuit, the necessary addi-,
tional energy being drawn from the plate
battery A.

We may represent this process by the,
diagrams in Fig. 3, which also serve to,
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This is known as rectification, and is mechanical link between x and Y is the
brought about in the electrical circuit in reaction coil L, in Fig. 5. This forms one
Fig. 2 by turning the selector switch till winding of a transformer, L, being the
half a period and then reverse and flow contact is made at -z on battery B, just other. Oscillations set up, say, in L,

draw attention to the fact that, whereas

Y.

the incoming currents are oscillating (that
is, they flow one way round the circuit for

as in the case of the hydraulic analogy we
reduced the speed of the fan G by means

WAVES At AUDIO -FREQUENCY

cause corresponding and magnified varia-

of the motor 13.

The effect on incoming electrical oscilis illustrated in Fig. 4.
The
essential difference between the resulting
fluctuations in Figs. 3 and 4 is that,
whereas in the former the average plate current is practically constant and may he
represented by the dotted straight line, in
the latter it increases slightly for each
train of values, as is shown by the curved
dotted lines. Thus the incoming currents
oscillating at radio -frequency are rectified
into fluctuations of plate current, at audio lations

WAVES Al RADIO -FREQUENCY

TIME

Fig. 4.-Effect of Rectification.

or speech -frequency.

the other way for the next half period)
the resulting fluctuations of the plate current are unidirectional.
Rectification.
Leaving A (Fig. i) running as before, let
us decrease the speed of B by its electrical
control till G is only lust revolving. With
this adjustment any additional friction on

the drum will stop the flow Of water in
the main circuit altogether, whereas a
decrease of friction will increase that flow
as before. Consequently only the positive

Reaction.

Having set our device running, as de-

scribed under amplification, let us link
up key Y mechanically with key x, so that
when Y is depressed by an increase in the
flow of water, x is depressed in turn by it.
Thus the fluctuations in the main circuit
react sympathetically on the control and
render the model to a certain extent automatic. When once it has been set going
it will continue to work indefinitely, the
necessary energy being derived entirely

halves of the alternations of pressure on from the motor A.
the key x will be reproduced on the key
The electrical

equivalent

of

the

Fig. 5.-The Electrical Circuit for Reaction.

tions of the current in the plate circuit, of
which L, forms a part. These in turn react on L3, and so the whole circuit becomes

the seat of a continuous oscillation, the

battery supplying the requisite
The applications of this principle,
however, are beyond the scope of this
article.
As mentioned in the first place, we canplate

power.

not claim that the hydraulic analogy is a
working model. It, will have served its
purpose none the less if it has enabled
readers to form a conception of the fundamental principles underlying an extremely
SIGMA.
useful piece of apparatus.
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The "Officieal Receiving' Set

ITS RANGE ;
SPECIAL SWITCHES;
OTHER DETAILS.
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of queries has been houses, these conditions confer great adasked concerning the receiving range vantages.
of the "official" receiving set described in
(5) The efficiency of the receiving set.
the first number of "Amateur Wireless." This depends on (a) good insulation, (b)
It is impossible to state offhand what the proper adjustment of detector, and (c)

ANUMBER

range of a set will be, for there are dif- good telephones.
ferent factors that govern the operation.
The only sound answer one can give is
Briefly these are as stated below :

:

Erect a set and discover for yourself what
the range is. The knowledge that will be
gained by experimenting will always be of

Now inductance necessitates a length
of wire, preferably in the form of turns;
two turns, provided they are close together, give four times the inductance of
one turn; three turns give nine times
the inductance, and so on. Also the inductance increases in proportion to the
AERIAL WIRE

,value.

One or two correspondents have had
difficulty in understanding the operation
of the tens and units switch on the tuning
inductance. In order that signals may
be received, it must be remembered that
WIRE TO
WIRE TO EARTN
the receiving set shall be in "tune" with
2.-Detalls of Lightning Switch and
the vibrations in the ether set up by the
Connections.
Fig. 1.-Diagram of Oscillating Circuit.
transmitting station. Assuming that the
reader has a grasp of the meaning of the
(1) The distance of the transmitting terms "inductance" and "capacity," which square of the diameter of the turns in the
have been explained in the elementary same way. By having, say, roo turns of
station and its direction.
(z) The power used by the station; this, articles that have appeared, he will know wire in a former (each turn being close
that to tune in stations of different wave- to its neighbour but well insulated from
of course, varies enormously.
(3) The height and length of the re- lengths either the inductance or capacity, it), and having a slider, we can vary the
or both, of the oscillating circuit (see inductance over a wide range, increasing
ceiving aerial.
(4) The position of the receiving station. Fig. r) must be altered. The method by a single turn at a time. The slider
If it is on a hill or a level plain, and adopted in a simple set is to vary the has certain disadvantages. It wears the
is not sheltered by trees or neighbouring inductance.
wire by constant rubbing and is liable to
TuNING INDUCTANCE
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short circuit two or more turns, which will

The lightning switch is shown enlarged
2.
A single -pole change -over
switch is used. The aerial wire is connected to the arm. The lead to the tuning
inductance is connected to A and the earth
wire to B. When the set is in use the
switch should be over to the left (A), and
when out of use it should be over to the

of this switch the inductance is varied by

by Fig.

In order to comparatively large amounts at a time.
overcome these objections, and also to To tune more closely the units switch is
make an inductance suitable for panel used, ten studs being connected to the
mounting, the turns are brought out to last ten turns on the coil.
waste some of the energy.

two switches, one called the "tens switch"
and the other the "units." Each stud on
the tens switch has ten complete turns connected to it, so that by moving the knob

By using both switches together it is
possible to include any number of turns
varying from one to the greatest number
on the coil.

right (a), thus earthing the aerial.
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THE simple operation of soft soldering
enters largely into the construction of

but it cannot be used in electrical work
because it corrodes quickly, and, more-

ex-

over, any spilt on the ebonite or wood will

plains how it is done. It is only necessary

partially destroy their insulating properties. You will find resin a safe flux, but
Fluxite may be used. Resin should be
powdered and sprinkled on the article.

wireless apparatus, and this article

ever, adopted with instruments.

Another

method rarely used and not generally

adopted is as shown at B, which is selfexplanatory. When the joint is -twisted
up simply spread some flux on it, heat
the bit, and melt a little solder on to the
joint. Then "draw" the solder through

Solder.
Any very soft solder will do. I always

use blowpipe solder because it melts at
such a low temperature, and there is thus
less risk of melting the shellac, etc., or
charring the wood or other parts of the
work. It is quite strong enough for the
purpose. Certain combined solders and
fluxes are on the market; and these are
just as good.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Figs. 1 to 3.-Three Types of Soldering Bits.

to follow one or two simple rules, and
anybody can do it straight away. There is
no need to bother with the theory of the
subject.
Tools.

Nothing much in the way of tools

is

required; a soldering -bit and an old
pocket-knife are all that are necessary,

Heating the Bit.
The bits may be heated in the kitchen
fire, or, if the bit is quite small, even on
a gas -ring. A gas -iron makes an ideal
stove for lheating the bit. The bit must
not be allowed to get red hot, because the
copper burns away as well as the tinned

face: With a little experience you will
be able to judge the correct heat.

Tinning the Bit
Before we can actually solder it will be
necessary to tin the faces of the bit. This
only takes a minute or so, and it is
effected by heating the bit to the tempera-

ture at which it will be used, filing the
faces bright, and then melting a bead of

and as there are no large pieces to be solder on to a piece of bright tinplate, on
soldered a small bit can be used; mine which some flux has been spread, and rubweighs about 3 oz., and with this size
several joints can be made with one heat. bing each face of the bit on the tin so

For getting in awkward places a hatchet that a film of solder is spread on them.
bit will be handy, but most jobs can be
done with any of the bits shown by Figs. Some Examples.
Suppose you Ix ant to solder the ends of
to 3. I use the old pocket-knife for two
pieces of wire together, all that it is
scraping the parts bright and clean, because solder won't "take " on greasy or
dirty metal. A scraper can also be used
for this purpose. A piece of clean tinFig. 4.-Simple Twisted Joint.
plate for use in retinning the bit should
always be handy.
necessary to do is to scrape the ends with
x

Flux.

a knife

A flux is necessary when soldering to

make the metal chemically clean and also

to cause the solder to " flow " well into
the joint. Spirits of salts is the best flux,

qb

(even new

wire must be

so

cleaned), and twist the ends together as
shown in Fig. 4. Sometimes the ends are
bound together with fine wire, as shown
at A (Fig. 5), but this method is rarely, if

Fig. 5.-Various Joints and Terminals.

and round the joint by keeping it pressed
on to the work for a second or so..
I always like any terminal connection
to look neat, and instead of just twisting
the wire round the contact screw I make
up terminal ends as shown in C (Fig. 5).
They are easily cut out of flat copper of
about z6 gauge and bent to encircle the
flex; the end is, of course, stripped of
insulation and the wires scraped bright
with a pocket-knife. These ends are then
soldered to the flat part of the terminal,
as shown. Plain wires may have terminals formed on them as shown by D
(Fig. 5).

To solder the edges of two sheets of

metal together, each of the contacting
edges must be tinned. If the edges are to
overlap for
in., the edge must be tinned
for
in. This is done by cleaning the
edges with emery cloth, spreading flux
along them, and melting a blob of solder
on to the point of the bit. This is then

rubbed up and down the edges until a
thin film of solder is spread along it.
Having tinned both edges, they are fluxed

and pressed together with the heated
soldering -bit, when the solder will

"sweat" through and make the joint.

einatur wugss
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ERECTING AN AERIAL BY THE "TABERNACLE" METHOD

11

don't put

11
IJ

it in the ground, to

use an

Irishism. Make a tabernacle, as it is
called. Any well-appointed flagstaff will

1-1

11

show what that is, but in case such a
thing is not in sight, it consists of three
thick planks of hard wood fastened together to form a box without ends. Bury

fl

11

II

this half -way down in an upright position,
and bolt the pole into the part which rises

up again; it can hardly get too much of
this treatment.

Thoroughly wet the wall that you are
going to work upon. Take a length of
wood very slightly larger than the pole
at the foot, and tack oiled paper, American

cloth, or even thin roofing felt, closely
down on to it so that it will not draw

moisture from the cement when it is being
This piece of
plastered in.
the

wood is

"pattern"

of

the foot of the pole, and then
when the cement is set it is

to be removed and leave a
place for the pole to be set
in.

Fasten this wooden block

.

in the exact
position that the bottom of

on to the wall
Fig. 5.-Photograph showing Aerial Described
in this Article.

EVERYBODY

now

is

putting

the pole is
occupy
erected.

up

poles there will not be enough fir poles
The writer has used and advocated
something cheaper, lighter, and easier,

and the photographs show that the height
doesn't suffer; in fact, a 35 -ft. length of
2 in. by 2 in. is longer than the usual fir

pole, and is also considerably easier to
erect.

The Wood to Use.

First of all with regard to the wood :
Go to a timberyard and ask to see some
long lengths of 2 in. by 2 in. wood without
knots. Explain what you want it for and
why knots are ncr:-. desirable.

Pick out your piece of wood, but be

careful to see that the knots are very few,
very small, and that none of them comes
on the corners. Plane it up, or get it
planed just enough to get it smooth and
take off the sharp edges. Give three coats
of lood paint, and you will have a cheap
and durable pole.
Twenty-five to thirty feet in length is all

you are likely to get in one good piece,

so if you want a greater length two pieces
must be joined. This unfortunately cannot be done by placing two ends together
and gluing them. You will want about
3 ft. overlap, and two 0 -in. bolts to bolt
the fivo lengths together, as shown in the
sketch, Fig. r.
What looks particularly swagger up in
the air is to plane off the edges of the top

length gradually from bottom to top till
the top is octagonal, that is, all the eight
sides you have made are of equal width.
This gives it a graceful taper, makes it
lighter at the top, and does not much reduce the strength.

If you are setting this in the ground,

it will carry the long bolt and have to

support the weight of the pole. Be careful not to .get the cement in front of the
pole, or you will not be able to take the
dummy out and fix the permanent one in.
When this stage is finished you must

leave it alone for at least fourteen days

-a month is bettercover it up so that
neither sun nor frost can get at it, though
rain and moist air will do no damage.
Two bolts, "rag bolts " for preference,

;should be set well into the wall and the

Fig. I.-Method

Fig. 2.-Mast in " Tabernacle"

of Joining Masts.

on Ground.

with a small 18 -ft. fir
pole bolted to the

it is perfectly

all
The

to keep the wet out.

prevent the cement sticking to it, and threaded

and has stood the test of time, he pro-

well

greased

where its counterpart, the

The cement should not be too new and

fiery, and certainly not too old and partly
slaked. The sand should be "sharp,"
that is, gritty, clean and sharp to the
touch, and not powdery and dusty when
dry.

Take equal parts of cement and sand

and mix them intimately while quite dry,
that is, so that no streak of sand or streak

of cement shows if the heap is cut into
anywhere.

Builders

say,

turn

it

com-

pletely over three times dry (perhaps if I
say, shuffle the cards three times dry I
shall be understood); moisten sparingly

and gradually with cold water, mixing
the while and only giving enough water
to make it cling together-the less water
the better, so long as it just keeps from
In this stage it should get
two or three times as much mixing as it
had before the water was added. As you
take away a supply from the heap beat it

crumbling.

round too small an
arc. Wire it firmly

position, the weight of the

Several

dozen

to the top of the pole

L
Small

Shell Insulator.

Insulator.

9 -in.

nails should be worked
into the brickwork of the
so

to

speak, or,

in

with stout soft copper wire, but not so
tightly that it cannot
accommodate

wall

on

each side of the wooden block and lubricated,

paper and measure along the base line the

This will give the length of the latter to
scale.
All sorts of devices are recommended
for anchorage for stays, but in London and
most big towns it is very unlikely that a
convenient fencepost or garden wall will
not present itself. In the case illustrated

all the stays are attached to the house,

technical

language, grouted in, with some of the

aerial up tight. Now attach stays at every
15

ft.

take it down.

Don't allow it to cross overhead wires ;

there is always a risk of its falling on
to them, with perhaps disastrous results.

Don't neglect to include a lightning

protector or au earthing switch that will

put the earial to earth.
Don't forget that the insulation of the

is one of the most important
Don't use insulators that are un-

aerial

points if efficiency is desired.

necessarily heavy.
Don't use any common bit of rope to

support the ends of the aerial.
Don't omit to make some provision
for the contraction of the aerial ropes
that will take place in wet weather.

Don't forget that soot on an

in-

sulator makes an excellent conductor
and that the efficiency of the set will

suffer as a consequence.

Don't contemplate using a frame

aerial

if you only have a crystal re-

ceiving set.
Don't try to economise by using a thin
wire ,for the aerial.

single -wire aerial is

is an important adjunct to the aerial.

stake driven into the ground a la tent peg will take a lot of beating.
It is the writer's opinion that a too -ft.
the best

to use.

Short spans may make a double aerial

desirable, but a spreader thrashing about
in a gale might do damage. If you use
rope halyards hang a weight at one end

Don't use very light supporting masts ;
they bend too easily.

Insulators.-Porcelain or ebonite. Quite
good results are obtainable with insulators

made of hard wood soaked in melted

Pea

paraffin wax.

RAG BOLTS

-4-

_

1.-- .L _

Don't omit to clean the insulators

occasionally, especially if the installation is near the sea or in a smoky
atmosphere.
Don't forget that the earth connection

Mast Stays.-Galvanised-iron or steel
wire, stranded or single.
Leading -in Insulator.-Ebonite.

T -4 -

- -
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itself

to the strain when the halyard pulls the
point.

Aerial " Don'ts "
DoN'T run your aerial over a public
highway; you will probably have to

except the long one in front, which takes
the strain against the aerial and is made
off on to an old tree stump. A hard -wood

shall 'not be strained

inserted into the pole in

cement tabernacle.

pulley

that the halyard

that when the bolt is withdrawn from the block and

bolt and be held by the

iron

is not too large-so

pole, will be hinged, so

Other Materials.

The materials must he good portland

ised

block with as large
a pulley as possible
-3 in. in diameter

through it near its end

pole will come upon the

cement and the best washed builders' sand.

a well -made galvan-

to

poses to describe how it is done.

already

have

given the pole three
coats of paint. Get

a bolt, the

away from the surface of the soil with the
foot of your pole (see Fig. a).
iron and cement; that is all the difference,
and the photograph (Fig. 3) shows an
example of this construction. As it was
original, so far as the writer is concerned,

You

carry

latter

If your pole is to go into a wall or
a chimney you make your tabernacle of

the top of the pole

block of wood

above the ground, keeping a clear 6 in.

Draw the pole to scale on a sheet of

Anchorage.

top. Make a lead or
zinc cup to put over

should

provided.

Staying the Mast.
The photograph (Fig. 5) shows a 3o -ft.
pole 2 in. by 2 in.

Take

round.

The free ends should now be bunched together and screwed up in the chuck of a
carpenter's brace and twisted together
while a fair tension is kept on the wires.
If this is done carefully and the twisting
slightly overdone, it will untwist a little
on being released, but exhibit no further
tendency to come undone. Four staysback, front, and each side-should be

distance to the anchorage of the stays.

when

upright

same tension on them in a straight line.

cement, near the top of the tabernacle, so
that an iron strap may be bolted over the
pole to secure it when in position.

great care that

aerials, and if everybody demands fir

available for immediate needs.

to

cement wall thicker at the bottom where

all the way up, four stays at each
Two or three turns of thick soft

cement mixture, so that, rather than force *copper wire round the pole will do to
the bricks apart when weight comes upon secure the stays, and then, if there is a
them, the cemented nails will tend to hold chance of them slipping, a small tack or
staple will make them secure.
them together more firmly when set.
Keep the work well wetted all the time,
No. 16, 18, or even 20 S.W.G. bronze
so as to wash the cement between the wire will be quite heavy enough to hold
against any strain, and will not rust as
bricks (see Fig. 4).
Get some stout iron wire, galvanised or might galvanised -iron wire. Be careful
plain will do, and interweave it in any not to "kink " the wire or it will break.
If a little more expense is not objected to,
pattern in and out amongst the nails,
which should only project from the wall the top stays, particularly the one which
sets against the pull of the aerial, may be
far enough to be flush with the front of the
stranded with a carpenter's brace from
pole when in position.
Take the cement mortar and work it in three lengths of single stay wire. To do
amongst the nails and wirework and the I° this measure off, say, to per cent. more
wetted wall till it is a solid mass, and than the length the stay is to be and fasten
trowel it off so that it is level with the one end of these wires to a nail. Now
run the three wires parallel and with the
front of the dummy pole. Make the

T -4 -

-4 4 -I- - -:f --.--T -

- - --- -

Fig. 4.-Method of Making Tabernacle
on Wall.

so as to keep the aerial taut and yet permit
the wet rope to contract without endanger-

ing the structure.

A

GAMMA.

Materials for the Erection of Aerials.
IVood for Mast.-(a) Ash, (b) fir,

(c)

DI

bamboo.

Spreaders.-(a) Ash, (b) bamboo.
Aerial and Lead-inWires.-(a).Stranded
phosphor -bronze,

say

three

strands of No. 20 gauge;

to

seven

stranded
copper wire; (c) No. 14 to 18 gauge single
phosphor -bronze or copper wire.

A

(b)

Fig. 3.-Photograph of Mast in Tabernacle
on Wall,
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ERECTING AN AERIAL BY THE "TABERNACLE" METHOD

11

don't put

11
IJ

it in the ground, to

use an

Irishism. Make a tabernacle, as it is
called. Any well-appointed flagstaff will

1-1

11

show what that is, but in case such a
thing is not in sight, it consists of three
thick planks of hard wood fastened together to form a box without ends. Bury

fl

11

II

this half -way down in an upright position,
and bolt the pole into the part which rises

up again; it can hardly get too much of
this treatment.

Thoroughly wet the wall that you are
going to work upon. Take a length of
wood very slightly larger than the pole
at the foot, and tack oiled paper, American

cloth, or even thin roofing felt, closely
down on to it so that it will not draw

moisture from the cement when it is being
This piece of
plastered in.
the

wood is

"pattern"

of

the foot of the pole, and then
when the cement is set it is

to be removed and leave a
place for the pole to be set
in.

Fasten this wooden block

.

in the exact
position that the bottom of

on to the wall
Fig. 5.-Photograph showing Aerial Described
in this Article.

EVERYBODY

now

is

putting

the pole is
occupy
erected.

up

poles there will not be enough fir poles
The writer has used and advocated
something cheaper, lighter, and easier,

and the photographs show that the height
doesn't suffer; in fact, a 35 -ft. length of
2 in. by 2 in. is longer than the usual fir

pole, and is also considerably easier to
erect.

The Wood to Use.

First of all with regard to the wood :
Go to a timberyard and ask to see some
long lengths of 2 in. by 2 in. wood without
knots. Explain what you want it for and
why knots are ncr:-. desirable.

Pick out your piece of wood, but be

careful to see that the knots are very few,
very small, and that none of them comes
on the corners. Plane it up, or get it
planed just enough to get it smooth and
take off the sharp edges. Give three coats
of lood paint, and you will have a cheap
and durable pole.
Twenty-five to thirty feet in length is all

you are likely to get in one good piece,

so if you want a greater length two pieces
must be joined. This unfortunately cannot be done by placing two ends together
and gluing them. You will want about
3 ft. overlap, and two 0 -in. bolts to bolt
the fivo lengths together, as shown in the
sketch, Fig. r.
What looks particularly swagger up in
the air is to plane off the edges of the top

length gradually from bottom to top till
the top is octagonal, that is, all the eight
sides you have made are of equal width.
This gives it a graceful taper, makes it
lighter at the top, and does not much reduce the strength.

If you are setting this in the ground,

it will carry the long bolt and have to

support the weight of the pole. Be careful not to .get the cement in front of the
pole, or you will not be able to take the
dummy out and fix the permanent one in.
When this stage is finished you must

leave it alone for at least fourteen days

-a month is bettercover it up so that
neither sun nor frost can get at it, though
rain and moist air will do no damage.
Two bolts, "rag bolts " for preference,

;should be set well into the wall and the

Fig. I.-Method

Fig. 2.-Mast in " Tabernacle"

of Joining Masts.

on Ground.

with a small 18 -ft. fir
pole bolted to the

it is perfectly

all
The

to keep the wet out.

prevent the cement sticking to it, and threaded

and has stood the test of time, he pro-

well

greased

where its counterpart, the

The cement should not be too new and

fiery, and certainly not too old and partly
slaked. The sand should be "sharp,"
that is, gritty, clean and sharp to the
touch, and not powdery and dusty when
dry.

Take equal parts of cement and sand

and mix them intimately while quite dry,
that is, so that no streak of sand or streak

of cement shows if the heap is cut into
anywhere.

Builders

say,

turn

it

com-

pletely over three times dry (perhaps if I
say, shuffle the cards three times dry I
shall be understood); moisten sparingly

and gradually with cold water, mixing
the while and only giving enough water
to make it cling together-the less water
the better, so long as it just keeps from
In this stage it should get
two or three times as much mixing as it
had before the water was added. As you
take away a supply from the heap beat it

crumbling.

round too small an
arc. Wire it firmly

position, the weight of the

Several

dozen

to the top of the pole

L
Small

Shell Insulator.

Insulator.

9 -in.

nails should be worked
into the brickwork of the
so

to

speak, or,

in

with stout soft copper wire, but not so
tightly that it cannot
accommodate

wall

on

each side of the wooden block and lubricated,

paper and measure along the base line the

This will give the length of the latter to
scale.
All sorts of devices are recommended
for anchorage for stays, but in London and
most big towns it is very unlikely that a
convenient fencepost or garden wall will
not present itself. In the case illustrated

all the stays are attached to the house,

technical

language, grouted in, with some of the

aerial up tight. Now attach stays at every
15

ft.

take it down.

Don't allow it to cross overhead wires ;

there is always a risk of its falling on
to them, with perhaps disastrous results.

Don't neglect to include a lightning

protector or au earthing switch that will

put the earial to earth.
Don't forget that the insulation of the

is one of the most important
Don't use insulators that are un-

aerial

points if efficiency is desired.

necessarily heavy.
Don't use any common bit of rope to

support the ends of the aerial.
Don't omit to make some provision
for the contraction of the aerial ropes
that will take place in wet weather.

Don't forget that soot on an

in-

sulator makes an excellent conductor
and that the efficiency of the set will

suffer as a consequence.

Don't contemplate using a frame

aerial

if you only have a crystal re-

ceiving set.
Don't try to economise by using a thin
wire ,for the aerial.

single -wire aerial is

is an important adjunct to the aerial.

stake driven into the ground a la tent peg will take a lot of beating.
It is the writer's opinion that a too -ft.
the best

to use.

Short spans may make a double aerial

desirable, but a spreader thrashing about
in a gale might do damage. If you use
rope halyards hang a weight at one end

Don't use very light supporting masts ;
they bend too easily.

Insulators.-Porcelain or ebonite. Quite
good results are obtainable with insulators

made of hard wood soaked in melted

Pea

paraffin wax.

RAG BOLTS

-4-

_

1.-- .L _

Don't omit to clean the insulators

occasionally, especially if the installation is near the sea or in a smoky
atmosphere.
Don't forget that the earth connection

Mast Stays.-Galvanised-iron or steel
wire, stranded or single.
Leading -in Insulator.-Ebonite.

T -4 -

- -

1-4-

Poic

itself

to the strain when the halyard pulls the
point.

Aerial " Don'ts "
DoN'T run your aerial over a public
highway; you will probably have to

except the long one in front, which takes
the strain against the aerial and is made
off on to an old tree stump. A hard -wood

shall 'not be strained

inserted into the pole in

cement tabernacle.

pulley

that the halyard

that when the bolt is withdrawn from the block and

bolt and be held by the

iron

is not too large-so

pole, will be hinged, so

Other Materials.

The materials must he good portland

ised

block with as large
a pulley as possible
-3 in. in diameter

through it near its end

pole will come upon the

cement and the best washed builders' sand.

a well -made galvan-

to

poses to describe how it is done.

already

have

given the pole three
coats of paint. Get

a bolt, the

away from the surface of the soil with the
foot of your pole (see Fig. a).
iron and cement; that is all the difference,
and the photograph (Fig. 3) shows an
example of this construction. As it was
original, so far as the writer is concerned,

You

carry

latter

If your pole is to go into a wall or
a chimney you make your tabernacle of

the top of the pole

block of wood

above the ground, keeping a clear 6 in.

Draw the pole to scale on a sheet of

Anchorage.

top. Make a lead or
zinc cup to put over

should

provided.

Staying the Mast.
The photograph (Fig. 5) shows a 3o -ft.
pole 2 in. by 2 in.

Take

round.

The free ends should now be bunched together and screwed up in the chuck of a
carpenter's brace and twisted together
while a fair tension is kept on the wires.
If this is done carefully and the twisting
slightly overdone, it will untwist a little
on being released, but exhibit no further
tendency to come undone. Four staysback, front, and each side-should be

distance to the anchorage of the stays.

when

upright

same tension on them in a straight line.

cement, near the top of the tabernacle, so
that an iron strap may be bolted over the
pole to secure it when in position.

great care that

aerials, and if everybody demands fir

available for immediate needs.

to

cement wall thicker at the bottom where

all the way up, four stays at each
Two or three turns of thick soft

cement mixture, so that, rather than force *copper wire round the pole will do to
the bricks apart when weight comes upon secure the stays, and then, if there is a
them, the cemented nails will tend to hold chance of them slipping, a small tack or
staple will make them secure.
them together more firmly when set.
Keep the work well wetted all the time,
No. 16, 18, or even 20 S.W.G. bronze
so as to wash the cement between the wire will be quite heavy enough to hold
against any strain, and will not rust as
bricks (see Fig. 4).
Get some stout iron wire, galvanised or might galvanised -iron wire. Be careful
plain will do, and interweave it in any not to "kink " the wire or it will break.
If a little more expense is not objected to,
pattern in and out amongst the nails,
which should only project from the wall the top stays, particularly the one which
sets against the pull of the aerial, may be
far enough to be flush with the front of the
stranded with a carpenter's brace from
pole when in position.
Take the cement mortar and work it in three lengths of single stay wire. To do
amongst the nails and wirework and the I° this measure off, say, to per cent. more
wetted wall till it is a solid mass, and than the length the stay is to be and fasten
trowel it off so that it is level with the one end of these wires to a nail. Now
run the three wires parallel and with the
front of the dummy pole. Make the

T -4 -

-4 4 -I- - -:f --.--T -

- - --- -

Fig. 4.-Method of Making Tabernacle
on Wall.

so as to keep the aerial taut and yet permit
the wet rope to contract without endanger-

ing the structure.

A

GAMMA.

Materials for the Erection of Aerials.
IVood for Mast.-(a) Ash, (b) fir,

(c)

DI

bamboo.

Spreaders.-(a) Ash, (b) bamboo.
Aerial and Lead-inWires.-(a).Stranded
phosphor -bronze,

say

three

strands of No. 20 gauge;

to

seven

stranded
copper wire; (c) No. 14 to 18 gauge single
phosphor -bronze or copper wire.

A

(b)

Fig. 3.-Photograph of Mast in Tabernacle
on Wall,
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PROBLEMS YET TO BE SOLVED ICI
Captain J. Hollingworth, M.A., indicates in this article what great fields of investigation still remain
for the wireless experimenter
::
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'would probably not be far wrong to

ITdescribe the difference between an engineer and a layman by saying that the

latter is one who is aggrieved when a piece

of apparatus does not work, whereas the
former is agreeably surprised when it does.
Instances of this could be multiplied from
any of our present-day mechanical aids to
civilisation, partly, no doubt, due to a
flattering belief in the omnipotence of the

"expert," but much more to a lack of appreciation of the complex problems in-

theory has been of enormous and vital imHigh -frequency resistance is another big
portance, but there are many points, problem. It is not generally known that
especially in the operation of a valve, an inductance, especially a multi -layer
not yet answered. The problem of radia- one, may easily have a high -frequency
tion through space and the effects of resistance of twenty times its continuous absorption and reflection are not yet current resistance.
understood.

Complexity

The second general problem is one of
complexity.

Unlike ordinary electrical
practice, in which in most cases a definite
circuit with only one degree of freedom is

Even among technical men them- being dealt with, practically all wireless
selves, the field covered by their individual problems are three-dimensional, and as
experiences can only be so small that such lead to the most elaborate mathematithey do not always fully appreciate the cal treatment. Simplification, adopted to
problems confronting their colleagues.
abbreviate the mathematical work, often
In a comparatively young subject like leads to results so different from. practice
volved.

"Harmonics"
Two

problems

brought

home

very

strongly to the amateur are "jamming "
and "harmonics." About the former there
is. no need to say anything; the latter is
yet another reminder of the fact that the
aerial circuit is not a simple one, but that
it contains inductance and capacity distributed throughout its length in varying
degrees. Such a circuit, when excited,
may respond not only to the harmonics of

the exciting source, but also to the free
as to be nearly worthless. To take an periods of various sections of itself.
example, the "simple oscillating circuit,"
As soon as the energy gets into the
less work with non -technical people I have as generally dealt with, is supposed to conheard the opinion expressed that since it is sist of a "pure inductance," a "non -in- ether, it passes more from our control.
now commercially possible to send mes- ductive resistance," and a "pure capacity " Even if we knew, which we do not, the
sages by wireless, what is there in the 'sub- all in series. In this form it yields to very factors governing absorption and reflecject to bother about further? Of course, simple analysis. But, as anybody who has tion, it is difficult to see how we could
even the barest acquaintance with this fas- actually dealt with such circuits knows, control them. It is generally held that
cinating subject soon dispels such ideas, the inductance possesses both self -capacity the electrical state of the upper layers of
but even then it is difficult for anybody and resistance, the resistance possesses in- the atmosphere have a great bearing on
who is not devoting his whole time to it ductance and capacity, and so on. The these points, and, as we cannot get up
to appreciate the magnitude of the prob- behaviour of the circuit is also influenced there to investigate them directly, it has to
be done in an indirect manner. One such
lems still awaiting solution.
by the proximity of other circuits, by the method, now being employed, is to investiearthing effects and many such details. So gate the abnormal variations sometimes
Leeway To be Made up
that while the simple circuit provides a occurring in directional wireless teleof
(including,
Wireless telegraphy
fair description of the action taking place,
course, telephony), besides being a youth- any effort to base numerical results on it graphy, and, if possible, to deduce from
these the nature of the electrical state in
ful subject, has, due to outside circum- may easily lead to errors.
the upper atmosphere capable of producstances, had rather an abnormal adoles
ing results like those actually observed.
cence. Its prime importance during the Overall Efficiency
war caused a forced development, in which
Another problem is that of overall effici- We have to deal with the ether as it is,
the principal object was the production of ency. In a big transmitting station we not as we should like it to be, and must
sets which worked rather than the investi- think nothing of plant of several hundred hope that, even if we cannot control the
wireless telegraphy such ideas are very
prevalent; in fact, when discussing wire-

gation of underlying principles, the latter kilowatts capacity, and are quite satisfied
only being touched where essential to the to receive at the far end about one milformer. Consequently there is now a con- lionth part of a watt. Compared with this,
siderable leeway to be made up on the the steam engineer with his boiler losses,
theoretical side, or, in other words, the his condensation losses and his other losses,
reduction of the whole subject to a sys- usually considered so serious, appears a
tematic form. Conditions very much re- genius. A large amount of the loss in
semble the early days of electrical en- wireless work is, of course, inevitable from
gineering before the theory of magnetic the nature of the case, but not all. A conand electric circuits was fully understood, siderable porton of the energy produced is
and when the chief Abject of each maker of used up in heating the transmitting inductdynamos appeared to be to produce some- ance, the aerial stays_ and masts (if of
thing as unlike any of his competitors' metal) and the ground in the immediate
machines as possible.
neighbourhood. The last-named is now
Broadly speaking, an important problem being tackled by the use of the counterof modern wireless is to reduce the subject poise earth, a frame of wires stretched
to systematic and numerical form and under the aerial; since it is now concluded
eliminate as far as possible the "trial and that the majority of earthing losses are
error " factor. Here we are at once met by due to eddy currents surrounding the feet
two difficulties. The first is that our of the lines of force, rather than to anyfundamental principles are not in all cases thing of a purely ohmic nature at the
fully and accurately defined. The electron earth plates.

ether, we may be able to foretell its effect.
Atmospherics, X's, or strays present
another big problem now being attacked.

Problems at the Receiving End
At the receiving' end, the problems again

become more of an instrumental nature,
and are concerned with the design of
efficient receivers and amplifiers. Here,
probably the chief enemy is stray capacity.

With the enormous frequencies used in
radio work the smallest capacity imaginable makes itself felt; a mere rearrangement of the apparatus is often enough to
change completely the 'working.

Mathe-

matical treatment is here of little help,
and one can only fall back on experience.

It is, in fact, a moot point how much of
energy of a radio -frequency transformer is transferred from the primary to
the

secondary electro-magnetically and
how much by capacity coupling.
the

In valves themselves, grid current is a
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potent source of trouble. If, as suggested in many text -books, the grid current
be actually reduced to zero by making the

greater jamming than telegraphy, owing
to the high damping of the oscillations
forming the carrier waves of the speech.
For this reason short waves are the most
suitable for telephonic purposes.

grid sufficiently negative with regard to
the filament, the valve generally stops
working altogether. It is one of the
Instances of smaller problems connected
reasons why the actual amplifying power with the pure technique of the subject
of an amplifier is frequently' not more could be multiplied almost indefinitely, but
than i per cent. of its amplification while extremely interesting and important
deduced from sithple theoretical grounds. to those who are daily "up against." them,
Although the losses in a valve may be they do not possess the same importance
microscopic, the power available in the for people concerned with the more general
aerial is correspondingly small, and none lines of the subject. Detailed description
must be wasted.
of them is also very lengthy. Reviewing
In wireless telephony there appears the subject as a whole, one cannot but be
again the fundamental telephonic problem, led to the opinion that a vast amount of
namely, the undistorted transmission and work lies in the consolidation of the ground
reception of the highly complex forms of gained, and this will elucidate many outspeech waves. It also causes somewhat standing problems.
J. H.
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The Receiving Circuit.

FOR the moment let us assume that
our aerial has been erected and the
earth connection made. We can connect up our tuning device. The simplest
form of tuner consists of a single -slide
tuning inductance as shown on p. 74.

It will be noticed that the slider end of
the coil is connected to the earth. This
is' a most important point, because when

only a portion of the coil is in use the

unused part should always be left nearest
the- earth end rather than the aerial end
of the circuit.
We will remember that when we tune
in a signal we find that a very rapid
alternating potential is set up across the
simple dodge. Wind some No. 28 or inductance. However, this is not conNo. 3o gauge wire into a coil sufficiently tinuous 'when it is produced by a spark
large to fit loosely over the secondary of station or telephony, and, therefore, we
the coupler, as indicated in the drawing. found that if we rectified this alternating

SOMEAMERICAN IDEAS
A Non -inductive Potentiometer
NON -INDUCTIVE
potentiometer
A may
be simply constructed in the

manner shown in the accompanying illustration. The base is a neat piece of hard
wood approximately 12 in. by 2 in. by
2% in. The slider rod is made from a
piece of M. -in. square brass rod, and is

potential and passed this energy on to
telephone receiver and obtained an
audible note.
a

As previously mentioned, one method
of detecting or rectifying this potential
is by the use of a crystal detector. Perhaps the simplest type is the Perikon
Detector, which consists of two crystals,
a piece of zincite and a piece of bornite

to in. in length. Holes are drilled near
each end so that brass screws will pass

through, as shown. Two pieces of square
54 -in. brass tube, each t in. long, are used
as

the supports for the slider rod, as

TO PLATE
CIRCUIT OF

TO NEGATIVE

OF B - BATTERY

ALPIDiON

.'i' TO PHONES

The resistance rod is a piece of
graphite obtained by soaking a 4H drawing pencil in hot water to loosen the glue
and removing the wood protection. Two
small spring clips hold the graphite rod
securely in place under the slider rod. A

slider is made in the usual way.-Radio

-substitute

for

those

amateurs who are unable to erect a suitable aerial is simply to connect a wire' to
one of the terminals of the door bell.
This, he states, provides an aerial extending through the house which really gives
results.

Increasing Loose -coupler Efficiency
familiar loose
coupler can be increased measurably by a
THE

efficiency

of

the

is

a condenser is shown connected across the

Tuning Coil Hints
To remove the insulation from the wire
fasten two laths on one side of the tuning
coil, spaced
in. apart, and scrape the

ACCORDING to Walter G. Voss in Radio
simple

crystal

tive regenerative set.-Popular Mechanics.

A New Indoor Aerial
a.

Each

the coil to the plate circuit of the valve,
one wire to the negative pole of the hightension battery, and the other to the receivers. Application of this idea to the across the active portion of the tuning
loose coupler really turns it into an induc- coil (see p. 74). It will be noticed that

News.

News

pyrites.

mined by experiment. Connect the ends of

The number of turns can best be deter-

shown.

copper

mounted in a small metal cup by means
of solder or Wood's Metal. One cup is
fixed and the other is movable, so that the
pressure between the crystals can be
varied. The crystals are only sensitive at
certain pressures, and therefore before it
is possible to receive a signal the detector
must be in a sensitive condition.
The telephones are connected in series
with the detector, both being shunted

Increasing Loose -coupler Efficiency.

A Non -inductive Potentiometer.

or

.....?"Nktkftwww

Tuning Coil Hints.

insulation away by rubbing a wooden

block covered with emery -cloth up and
down in the groove formed between the
two laths.-Radio News.

telephones.

This is not really an essen-

tial, but it is a great improvement. It

is usually known as a telephone or block-

ing condenser; we may best understand
its action by considering it as a kind of
reservoir which stores up electricity during a signal. The condenser is usually
made of either alternate sheets of tinfoil
and paper or copper foil and mica.
The telephones are the only component
of the receiver not yet considered. Telephones for use with a crystal detector
should be of the high -resistance type. A
very good value for general use is 4,000

ohms, but higher values may be used if
desired. Results will be very poor if the
value is much lower than about 2,00C
ohms.
High -resistance telephones are
more expensive than those of lowet

values, and they are usually more deli-

eltritvtr Wireless

As an alternative to high -resistance

cate.

telephones, those of lower value may be
used if they are connected through a
transformer.

A very usual value is

IULY I, 1922
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Adjusting the Detector.
A detector is usually adjusted by a testing buzzer. This- is exactly like an' electric bell with the hammer removed. Any
ordinary buzzer will answer the purpose,.
but it is much nicer to use one giving a

very high note, that is, one with a very
small and light armature. The buzzer is

connected to a battery and put some distance from the receiver, preferably near
the earth lead. The telephones are then
TUNING

COIL

put on and the slider is moved to the

bottom of the coil so that nearly all the
coil is in circuit. The pressure between

the, crystals is varied until the note of the
buzzer is heard in the telephones. The
buzzer is switched off, and everything is
then ready for receiving signals. These
EARTH
are tuned in by simply moving the sliding
Connections of Simple Receiver.
contact up and down the coil. When a
ohms connected to a suitably designed signal is properly tuned in it is advisable
telephone transformer, the high -resistance to readjust the crystal detector, as somewinding of which is connected in the ' times a, slight alteration will give a louder
position usually occupied by the high - note than would be obtained with a buzzer
PAUL D. TYERS.
on that setting.
resistance telephones.
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HULLO !
House

Hullo !
Hullo ! Marconi
Hullo !
2 L 0 speaking.
Caxton Hall ! Hullo ! 2 B P. Marconi
House speaking. I have here a message

from the Archbishop of Canterbury to the
Bishop of Willesden for transmission by
wireless telephony from Marconi House to
Caxton Hall on the occasion of the Actors'

Church Union annual fete in aid of the
children of travelling actors. The mes-

sage is as follows :
MY DEAR BISHOP, --Please convey the

warmest expression of my goodwill for
your efforts, and my hopes that, by 'the
blessing of Almighty God, they may be
abundantly fruitful.

Hullo, Caxton Hall ! Marconi House
speaking. We now propose to give you a
few musical items. The first is a 'cello
solo, by W. H. Squire.

[h er e

followed

'gramophone record

a

remarkably clear
Squire's

of W. H.

AMATEURS are frequently at a lass to oscillating. The great disadvantage with solo.]
Hullo, Caxton Hall ! Our second item
1-1 decide what kind of an amplifier they H.F. amplification is that it only works
is
a
cornet solo, by C. Laycock, entitled
over
the
comparatively
small
band
of
waveThey
may
have
had
some
exshall use.
perience with crystal or single -valve work- lengths for which the air -core transformer "Robin Adair."
[This was equally clear and beautiful.]
ing and wish to have louder signals, or is designed. This trouble can be overcome
Hullo, Caxton Hall ! Our third and last
they may be beginners who are puzzled by by having the transformer windings tapped
and the tappings taken from the switch, item is " Dreamy Paradise," played on
the variety of apparatus offered for sale.
Three kinds of amplifiers are in common the latter being varied to suit the wave Hawaiian guitars. '
[This item was as unique as it was
use-low-frequency, high -frequency, and lengths being received. A better method
resistance-and very often these are com- is to have a separate transformer for each melodious.]
band of wave -lengths and plug in the one
bined in a single receiver.°
The message from the Archbishop of
required.
Canterbury to the Bishop of Willesden was
Low -frequency.
repeated, and after wishing everybody
A low -frequency amplifier entails the Resistance.
"Good night" the speaker finished, and
The resistance amplifier is used like a the ether was still save for one or two
use of an iron -cored transformer for each
stage of amplification, and is only of use H.F. amplifier for magnifying the received solitary "spark" signals. Our home-made
in a circuit after the received aerial cur- current before it is rectified. It is very use- crystal set had done well.-H. L. S.
rent has been rectified either by a crystal ful because it is suitable for all waveor a valve. Its main advantage is that a lengths over about r,000 metres. It almost
single transformer is suitable for all wave- equals the L.F. amplifier in simplicity of

lengths; adjustment of the apparatus is
thus fairly simple. If the rectified received

adjustment.
A very good combination for long waves

current is weak, a L.F. amplifier is not is a three -valve receiver having one re-

very advantageous; loud signals are mag- sistance amplifier, one detector, and one
nified more (proportionately) than weak L.F. amplifier. Probably the best and
ones. Also a L.F. amplifier has a tendency simplest single -valve amplifier to a'dd to
to pick up stray outside noises-both elec- an existing crystal or valve receiver is
trical and mechanical. No one living near the L.F., providing the disadvantages
an electric tramway, or railway, or near a mentioned are not experienced.
For the enthusiastic instrument -maker
road over which there is much heavy traffic,
and experimenter the H.F. amplifier will
should use a L.F. amplifier
undoubtedly prove the most interesting.
L. A. W.
High -frequency.
0
A high -frequency amplifier is used to
magnify the received current before it is
Every Reader of " A.W," should have at
rectified. It does not pick up stray hand for reference a copy of the "Work"
electrical disturbances unless the latter are
of high frequency, such as those caused'by
your neighbour's valve receiver when it is

Testing Your 'Phones
THE test commonly used in the early
days for receivers was made by means
of the handiest and weakest of batteries-a
penny and a two -shilling piece, between

which a bit of moist paper was placed.
The end of one wire from the 'phones was
connected to the " copper," and then the
silver coin touched lightly (and re' peatedly) with the end of the other wire.
Nowadays a similar test is made with a

single piece of sheet aluminium which
should be damp. Simply connect one
wire of the 'phone to one end of the aluminium plate, and then touch the plate
Handbcok, "Wireless Telegraphy and with the other wire, when, if the 'phone
Telephony : and How to Make the Appar- is properly adjusted, each contact will
atus," is. 6d. net.

cause a click, in the 'phones.

W. W. D.

makur Wtra2ss
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RADIOGRAMS
WOMEN are eligible for the Postmaster -General's certificate in wireless telegraphy.

In recent tests on the Elletra a transmission speed of too words per minute was
attained.

Obviously the future of the industry de-

pends to a great extent upon the steps
which are taken to regulate it.

in any place of public amusement in the
United Kingdom. By -a loud -speaking device the audience will be enabled to obtain
all the advantages attaching to a wireless
installation. It is hoped to give a public
demonstration within the next few weeks.

phone, but produces its tones more clearly
and free from foreign vibrations.

Little or no information is yet available
as to when the inception of the broadcasting will take place. Apparently the cause
of the delay is because manufacturers
of

instruments

have

not

yet

agreed

upon a scheme which is to be submitted
to the Postmaster -General. The suggestion has been made that the manufacturers

are unwilling to bear the annual cost of
It is stated that a German scientist has the broadcasting stations, as it is estimated
discovered a new attractive force which that the upkeep of each will be about
is non-magnetic, and yet which causes £20,000 a year:
attraction between all metals and even
minerals. If any credence can be attached

The proprietors of a well-known make
to the report it would seem that such a
A report is to hand that a Hungarian discovery will find immediate application of cigarettes, in order to improve the conengineer has invented a device for print- in wireless telegraphy and telephony.
dition and comforts of their workers, have
ing at limited distances by current or
installed a fully -equipped receiving apwireless.

paratus. Some years ago this same firm
The papers say that a communication erected a wireless installation on their
One result of the experiments conducted has been forwarded to the Postmaster - factory and on one of their motor cars in
on board Senatore Marconi's yacht the General suggesting that the interests of an endeavour to obtain direct communicaElletra is considerable progress in the way this new industry can best be safeguarded tion from traveller to factory at any and
by applying a condition, already required all times. The war prevented them purof eliminating static disturbances.
in all existing contracts under the Post suing this idea to a successful conclusion;
Office-that only British -made apparatus but it is a development that is nowadays
quite practicable.
The Federation of British Industries will be utilised in its expansion.

has had under consideration

for some

time the scheme for wireless broadcasting
recently outlined by the Postmaster -

Wireless receivers in newspaper offices
are not of much value, says a correspondent of the Newspaper World, the trouble
being the conflicting electrical currents
Wireless telephony has been established caused by the presence of electric motors.
in The British West Indies between the When the mechanical work of the office is
Turks and Caicos Islands. Grand Turk finished for the day excellent wireless
is now connected up with South Caicos results can be obtained, but of course that
and Salt Cay, distant twelve and eight is not when they are wanted.
General.

miles respectively.

The Postal Authorities in this country
have decided to follow the example of the
Washington Conference held recently. A
meeting of experts Is to be called in

London to settle the question of wavelengths, limitation of power and control
generally.

According to reports there is a " space
of territory" in California inside of which
wireless telephone messages absolutely
disappear. So far as wireless is concerned
it is a region of eternal silence. Some
sort of invisible barrier in the ether

seems to barricade the wireless waves.

A system of " ringing up " a station has
been invented by a French engineer. It
consists of sending a certain number of
signals in proper sequence (which actuate
relays

in

the receiving

station,

these

relays being such that they only respond
signals
intervals.

to

of

correct

sequence

and

Messrs. Walturdaw have secured the
rights of installing the " Marconiphone "

At a meeting of Hastings Town Council
a proposal for a wireless set to be installed
on the front was considered. It was esti-

In the

wireless station at Lyons two

systems of receiving high-speed messages

are to be employed. -One is the method
of making a photographic record on a strip
of sensitised paper, and in the othgr
method the message is taken on a special
high-speed gramophone. After the mes-

sage has been recorded on the disc the
latter is placed in a machine running at

much lower speed, and can then be transcribed by an operator. The revers of
this system, can also be used in transmitting messages at speeds up to 15o words

mated that the cost would be ,too to per minute.
Z3oo.

The mayor said that he thought it

would be a good advertisement for the
The most famous wireless station in the
town and they might be able to make world
has been closed. Poldhu has sent
The
motion
that
the
set
money out of it.
its
last
message, and M P D, the famous
be installed was adopted.
The English wireless concerts transmitted each Tuesday evening from Writtle,

call sign that has been heard for close on
twenty years, is to he heard no more.
The historical side of wireless telegraphy will

ever be

concerned

with

Essex, now take place at 8 P.M. British Poldhu, for it was the first high -power

wireless station to be built, and from there
metre; not at 7 P.M. on a wave -length of the first wireless message was sent across
boo metres, as hitherto. Amateurs through- the Atlantic on a 2,000 metres waveout the country are invited to send reports length on December 12, tom, to St.
on their reception, with criticism of the John's, Newfoundland.
It has been found that the station has
individual items, to the Writtle station.
several disadvantages, chief among them
being its inaccessibility and the necessity
A special type of gramophone has been of having long telegraphic lines over the
developed for producing music to be most exposed parts of the Cornish coast.
The future uses of the station, it is exbroadcasted. The tone chamber is larger
than that of the ordinary gramophone, and pected, will be for experimental purposes,
is supported on three posts which rest on though this has not been definitely decided
a sound box similar to the body of a up to the present. Its work is to be taken
guitar. It is claimed that this machine up by Clifden (on the west coast of
is not only louder than the regular gramo- Ireland) with its call letters of M F T.
summer -time, on a wave -length of 400

emateur Wire145
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OUR INFORMATION BUREAU

1:1

Expert Replies to Readers' Questions.
All Readers in Difficulty should Avail Themselves of This
Free Service.
Replies sent by Post when Stamped and Addressed Envelopes Accompany Queries
LOUCCIZIGICLUIZLI21:2=0Q0:1;11ZIQGIOQUOGIGIUGIQUQ=CLIGLIQGC,Q00:7=UpZinQOUQGGICIGIGIQUCQUGUIZIQUZZQUGUuQUGIOClil
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Q.-I desire to know how to wire a single
valve, L.P. amplifying panel so that it can
be used in conjunction with an existing
detector panel of usual design without additional batteries.-R.H. (II)
A.-The accompanying diagram shows a
suitable circuit arrangement for the L.F.
amplifying panel. T represents a step-up

QUERIES !

connected to the two terminals marked " output," across which it will be noticed there is
another small fixed condenser of similar or

0

read at night under favourable conditions.

EXPEDITED SERVICE
ALWAYS mindful of our obligations to our

Tuckerton comes in strongest, and on
occasion when they were working
Rome I read them for half an hour with-

querists (and .we hope that every reader will oc-

one

casionally become a querist), we havemade special

arrangements with a view to the improvement of
our Information Bureau, and we are now able to
announce that, dating from the publication of this
issue, the bulk of toe queries that reach us will be
answered on the day of their receipt. Putting it
more definitely, our special aim will be this : In
the case of queries that reach us by the first post
each day we shall do our best to send out expert

marked " input " and shunted by a small
fixed condenser having a capacity of, say,
.002 mfd. If the detector panel itself is
already provided with a telephone condenser,
this .002 mfd. condenser may be omitted.
The " input " terminals are to be connected
to the telephone terminals of the detector
panel. When the amplifying panel is in
operation, the telephones (preferably having
a resistance, of say, 4,000 ohms) are to be

out interruption.
I was once able to receive New Bruns-

wick after P 0 Z (with whom they were
working) had asked them to send v's be-

replies by the evening of the same day. We
know that readers will greatly appreciate this
improved service, but its success will largely
depend on them. Let them write their queries as

briefly as possible consistent with supplying all

the details required by our experts ; let their
writing be plain and easily read ; let the questions
be written on one side of the paper only ; and
let a stamped and addressed envelope for the
repl

accompany each quer

.

0

0

CLUB DOINGS

Freak Results

Wireless Society of Highgate

my own experiences may be of interest.
Using a wire -bed mattress rolled up in

tures on wireless was given at the Highgate
Literary and Scientific Institution on Friday
evening, June i6th, by Mr. J. Stanley, B.Sc.,
A.C.G.I., to an audience which again comprised a Iarge number of visitors, including

(Affiliated with the Wireless Society of London).
SIR,-I consider F. H. M.'s results, as Hon.
Sec.-MR. D. H. BADE, " Gatra," t3A,
related in "Amateur Wireless" for Sedgemere Avente, East Finchley, N.2.
June 17, very good. Perhaps a few of THE second of the series of elementary lec-

difficulty at night in copying many 600 At times even St. Marks several ladies.
Mr. Stanley went briefly over the theory of
de la Mer, F F S (Marseilles), comes in

metre stations.
HT
BATTERIES

Diagram of Connections for Low -frequency
Amplifying Valve.

cause they were receiving them badly.
The Dutch concerts are clearly audible,
and on the new 400 -metre amateur wavelength telephony from at least six of the
London amateur stations can be heard.
The valve I use is of the "soft" variety,
and in my opinion is equal to two of the
hard R-type.-F. D. C. (Cambridge).

CORRESPONDENCE

a corner and a good crystal, I have no
LT

Brunswick

and Long
Island (W 0 K)-can nearly always be

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT OF AN

iron -core transformer (of the type known as
intervalve transformers), having its primary
winding connected to the two terminals

The four large American C.W: stationsTuckerton (W G G), New
(W I I), Annapolis (N S S),

quite readable.

My outside aerial is a 4o -ft. twin about
28 ft. high. On this, using the crystal,
Madrid (E G C), Petrograd (P T G), and
Posen (P S 0) are readable. Six hundredmetre traffic comes in extremely well; all

the ether, showing that it possesses the properties essential for wave motion -elasticity
and inertia-and then took his hearers care-

fully over the important subject of wave motion generally, showing exactly what is
meant by wave -length and frequency. He
slightly smaller capacity to that across the
illustrated his remarks by analogies derived
input terminals. R represents the usual
from the action of water waves, and led up
the
British
shore
stations
can
be
heard,
filament rheostat and c and A the grid and
to the fundamental equation for all wave
anode sockets respectively of the valve - nearly all of the French, Norwegian and motion, that is, velocity = frequency x waveholder. In order to permit the use of common Danish, ,most of the German, Spanish, and length. He then took up the 'question of
L.T. and H.T. batteries it is necessary that one or two Italian .stations. The longer oscillating current, showing how oscillations
the telephone terminals of the detecting panel
could be produced by the discharge of a conare between the positive of the H.T. battery ranges are, of course, only obtained, at denser through a circuit containing inductand the anode. As many detecting panels night.
ance, and how trains of oscillatory discharges
are wired up with the telephone terminals
There is no need to possess a valve could be produced by the inclusion of a spark
on the negative side of the H.T. battery, the amplifier to get stations on one's body. gap in such a circuit. The lecturer followed
present panel should be examined and the By disconnecting the aerial and applying by showing what was meant by the " impedance " of a circuit, and gave the formula for
connections modified if found necessary. The
alteration in question will not interfere with a wet finger to the aerial terminal F L this quality, and went on to point out how it
the subsequent use of the detecting panel can be heard. With the crystal these followed from this that the wave -length of a
alone if desired.-CAPACITY.
"freaks" are, of course, -much more pro- circuit was dependent upon the inductance and
in that circuit.
Ovvvw-sa-wvneve
nounced during the hours of darkness, capacity
Finally he showed how, by application of
results
at
times
being
scarcely
believable.
People who are partly deaf can in some
oscillating currents to open radiating circuits,
such as ordinary wireless aerials, electrocases use the telephone with ease. Wire- -H. G. S. (-Wakefield).
waves were set up in the ether and
less telephony is bringing a new hope to
SIR,-Having read with- much interest magnetic
out into space. In conclusion, he showed
the deaf. A case is mentioned in the the letter of F. H. M. (Bexhill -on -Sea) in sent
how the different forms of aerials affected the
Medical Press and Circular by Dr. Dan the issue for the 17th ult. I think that shape of the waves produced and the direcM'Kenzie of a man to whom the ordinary some of my reception results might be of tional properties of the aerials. Mr. Stanley's
electrical hearing aids were useless but interest, though I should hardly call them remarks were illustrated throughout by exdiagrams thrown on the screen, and
who by wireless can hear the Dutch con- freak results. For some months past I cellent
this added considerably to the interest and
certs more plainly than can an ordinary have been using a single -valve circuit on clearness of the lecture.
person,
the regulation double -wire aerial.
(Continued on page 78.)
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RADIO TELEGRAPHY & TELEPHONY
ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS SUPPLIED FROM STOCK.
PULLEY BLOCKS, best galvanised, as illustrated, 2,1 post free.
diam., 3/ SPREADERS, finest stout ash, free from cracks, 6' x
each. Carriage 6d. extra.
AERIAL WIRES, best quality only supplied. Phosphor Bronze -7/2o,
18,'-; 7:22, 13,/6; 7/25, 7/, Copper -7/2o, 15/-; 7/22, 11/6; 7/25,
All per xso' coil.
SHELL INSULATORS.
Green Porcelain, as illustrated,square,
sizeweight
"A,"4 ozs. Price 1/8 each.
3" square, weight 6 ozs. Price 2/2 each.
As illustrated, size

ti"

Size "B,"

EGG INSULATORS.
x x ". Green porcelain. Price 9d. each. Postage extra.

REEL INSULATORS.
As illustrated, g" diam., white porcelain, per dozen, 2/3, post free.
H. T. BATTERY.

36 volt unit with tapping key 6 volts.
extra.
7/6. Postage
LEAD-IN INSULATORS, as illustrated, 9" long,

32
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x a" long, 3/3.

Postage 4d. extra.

PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 7d. Post Free.

RADIO SUPPLIES
111

;

Supplied complete with two plugs,

111111111111

(Dept. 9), 236 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.

11111111111

'Phone-Museum 6894.

1111111111
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ELECTRADIX RADIOS.
Marconi Trench Receivers (crystal), variable Condenser
Inductance, Reactance, etc., £3 10/. each.
Aerial Insulators, R.A.F., ebonite brass ring, 6d. each.

Aerial Wire, 7/22 stranded H.D. copper, 71- per zoo ft.
Aerial Pulleys. Duralumin with brass bushed wheel, Navy
type ; small, 216; medium, 3/- ; large, 3/6 each.

1111111111111111111

111111111111111111

Aerial Lead-in Wire, rubber covered, 35/40, zz yards, if..
Earth Clips, 6d. each.

Double 'Phone Cords, new, 316. Used.1/6
Plugs, sockets and cords of all kinds, solo

Earth Spikes, 1/- each.
Earth Mats, 10/- each
Switches, A-E, 2/9 each.
H.T. Battery Boxes, polished mahog.

1) 3 pair, ; twin, 1/6 ; 4 -way,

Terminals, 3/- dozen.
Condensers, 2 M.F., 2/- ; 4 M.F., 5/- ;

6 plug sockets, 7'-.

Lightning Arresters, 2/6 each.
Dewar Switches, for panel, 3/6.
Wireless Head 'Phone Sets, Ex .W.D.

Vernier for (panels, 4/9, 10/- and 11/6
each. 'ma Cabinet, 32/6. Fine Rheostats for panels. Highest grade, 7'3;
with Vernier extra lever, 8/ -

L.R., 10/- per pair,with!head,band and
cord. Single receivers L.R.. 4 6. New
delivery Marconi -Brown head phones
51/- pair, 2,0000 or 4,000 ohms.

Receiver Amplifiers (Mk. z B) 2 valve
Amplifiers, quite new guaranteed
£7 10/.
Field Telephone Portable Sets, ex -Army, with roo yards insulated w:re and earth
pikes, 27/6 per station or 50/- per pair.

Handiest Depot for City Buyerab
LESLIE DIXON & Co., 9, Colonial Avenue, Minories, E.1 (Nr. Aldgate station).

Wireless is attracting all men,

The Amateur is entering

the field in great numbers, and he wants to know all
about it. He will require Materials, Parts, Tools, He
will also want to sell surplus material.

" AMATEUR WIRELESS "
is out to cater for this class of reader, who will be eager
for knowledge and bargains, To meet him, use the Sale
and Exchange colums, which he is sure to search. Rate

3d. per word, 3s. minimum, prepaid,

Latest date

INSIST ON HAVING A

I FULLER"BLOCK"TYPE
ACCUMULATOR
FOR YOUR WIRELESS SET !
The only Accumulator on the market that will hold its charge from 12
to 18 months when not in use

4 -volt 40 amp, hours, £1 12 6, plus 1/3 carriage

6 -volt 40

£2 8

9,

1/6

Note :--These prices are 331% below those of the actual makers.

8,000 Sold. 20,000 still in stock.
Descriptive and Instructive Pamphlet on request front-

The CITY ACCUMULATOR Co. (Dept. 14)
79 Mark Lane, E.C.3 (A7,19,M1;1)

Saturday mornings.
Address :

The Advertisement Manager,
"Amateur Wireless,"
La Belle Sauvage,
Ludgate Hill, London, 5.0.4.

ALSO SUPPLIED EY-

Selfridge & Co., Ltd., Wireless Section ; A. W. Carnage, Ltd.,
Wireless Dept. ; Barnsley British Co-operative Society,
Radio Section; Richford and Co., 153, Fleet Street, E.C.3.
AGENTS WANTED IN ALL PARTS.

emattur Wireless
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CLUB DOINGS (CO/1E0MM from page 76)

Crosby, Waterloo and District

The Hon. Sec. will be pleased to hear from
Wireless Society
anyone interested. The Society has made Hon. Sec.-S. FRITH, 6, Cambridge Road,
arrangements to receive the Marconi concert Crosby, Liverpool.
at the Highgate Literary and Scientific Institution on Tuesdays at 8 P.M. during July, THE association'invites application for mem-

and anyone interested will be welcome on bership.
these occasions.

Bradford Wireless Society

Stoke-on.Trent Wireless and
Experimental Society

(Affiliated with Wireless Society of London).

(Affiliated with the Wireless Society of London).

Hon. Sec.-Ma. J. BEVER, 85, Emnt Lane,
Heaton, Bradford.

Hanley.

7.45 P.M., on Friday, June 16th, when Mr. J.
Bever gave his lecture on " General Wireless
Matters." This consisted in the main of a

Questions were asked and answered regarding
the relation of X-ray waves to wireless waves,

lion. Sec.-F. S. DINEs, 36o, Cobridge Road,

Thursday, June 15th, Mr. J. Gaskell gave
A MEETING was held in the clubroom, at ON
a lecture and demonstration on X-rays.

and comment was made upon the similarity
tubes and the thermionic tube.
the course of his remarks Mr. Bever made of AX-ray
corresponding section for members unable
description of his own four -valve set. During

JULY I, 1922

COMPETITIONS FOR
ALL READERS
THREE WIRELESS RECEIVING
SETS AS PRIZES
Closing Date, Friday, July 7th

WE offer as a prize in each of the following competitions a well -made
wireless receiving set manufactured by
one or other of our advertisers, the

approximate value of each set to be at,
least seven guineas.

Rules.-The Editor's decision in any
and every case is final. There is no

appeal from it. The copyright of all comattend the ordinary meetings has been petition efforts published by us will be
people using valve sets, who not having the to
necessary knowludge to operate them, cause formed.
ours. All entries to be in by Friday,
interference by allowing their apparatus to The Leicester Radio and Scientific
July 7, and to be addressed to
oscillate unnecessarily. Mr. Bever's set was
Society
on view and was connected to the Society's (Affiliated With the Wireless Society of London).
THE EDITOR,
aerial. Excellent signals were obtained on
"Amateur 'Wireless,"
Hon.
Sec.-J.
R.
CRAWLEY,
269,
Mere
Road,
short wave, including telephony from a local
La Belle Sauvage,
station. The signals were easily readable Leicester.
London, E.C.4.
THE monthly meeting of the society took place
with the telephones lying on the table.
on Monday, June 19th, at headquarters.
set is
several references to the increasing number of

Sheffield and District Wireless
Society

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
ON and after June 23rd, 1922, the address of
the Hon. Sec. will be : 18, Linden Avenue,
Woodseats, Sheffield.
Hon. Ser.-LEONARD H. CaciwTHEE.

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
Wireless Apparatus-Complete or parts. Consultations.-Coy, 6, Cambridge Road, Crosby, Liverpool.
[2 S
Morse Code.-Easily learned with the " Little
Brick " (Prov. Pat. No. 13,846) which sends messages and speed. Price complete, 6s. Full particu-

lars, stamped envelope.
Obtainable only from
Grimshaw (Dept. A.W'.), Legh Street, Golborne,
Lancs.
13 s
Monthly Competition, Free. -4o -ft. aerial mast.
Particulars and list, 2d.-F. Armstrong, Wireless

[3 1
Mast Works, Weybridge.
Zincite Bornito supersensitive crystals. Tested.
,s. 8d. per pair.-Wallace, 113, St. James' Road,
Tooting.
[4 s
Wireless.-Complete sets. or spare parts. Everything the amateur needs. State your requirements.
15 s
Advice .free.-Davies, 73, Dale St., Liverpool.
Wireless.-Make your own apparatus; ,8 connection diagrams.
OS.
6d.-Edwards, 38, Chancery
[I r
Lane, W.C.2.

No. 47

S.W.C.

ENAMELLED COPPER
WI

From stock while it lasts, 40/- per lb., bobbins and post.
age free. Cash with order. Reductions fos quantities.

J. JENKINS, 3, CLOAK LANE, E.C.4.

TO WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS. PATENT YOUR

INVENTIONS.

They may prove very'valuable. Particulars and consulta.

tints free. BROWNE & CO, Patent Agents, 9, Warwick Court,
Holborn, London, W.C.r. Est. 1830. Tel. Chancery 7947.

UR CLASS ROTARY VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
',.00s in Polished Cabinet, 4' X 4" X 4', Ebonite
Top and Knob, Ivorine sc, o." -18o*,
16'8
Ditto for Panel (scale extra)
...
.. .. 10/6
'0004 in Cylindrical Brass Case, Lacquer finish,
Ebonite Top and Knob, Ivorine scale ; a very
handsome instrument ...
..
161 Vanes, z/-; Spacers, 6d. doz. ; Ivorine Sale, 0°.1.80°, 1/6, post
free. Ebonite Knobs, 7d. each.

WEATHERALL & Co., 28. Woodbridge Street,
Clerkenvrell, London, E,C. Estab. over 20 3 ears.

AERIAL WIRE, 7 Strand 22 Gauge, 4'6 100 ft.
Leading -in Wire, high tension, heavily rubbered, 6d yd.
Porcelain Insulators, Ring Type, a° diameter, 6d. each.
Brass Rod, t square, /3" lengths ready drilled, 3d. each,
Contact Studs, large or small, with nuts & washers, 1./4 doz.

Condenser Parts and all Wireless Apparatus and
Sundries in Stock.

ATKINSON & HOOK

WIRELESS FACTORS, 25, Hamilton Road, WIMBLEDON.

The lecturer for the evening was the president
of the Society, Mr. Cyril T. Atkinson, and the
subject " Short-wave Reception." Mr. Atkinson first of all pointed out the reasons for the
special measures necessary for receiving short

ether waves of below 30o metres, and then
described step by step the various classes of
gear and methods of construction. The lecture was illustrated by a number of pieces of
apparatus of the lecturer's own construction.

The Wallasey Wireless and
Experimental Society
(Affiliated to Wireless Society of London).
Hon. Sec.-C. D. M. HAMII,TON, 24, Vaughan

Road, Wallasey.

AT the meeting of -the society held on Thursday,

June 15th, Mr S. J. Martin gave a most interesting lecture on the " Theory and Construction of Simple Valve Sets.',

Competition No.

I. -A wireless

offered for the best article of about 1,5oo
words, written from your own personal
knowledge and experience, and calculated
to help or interest your fellow amateurs.
Illustrations will in most cases be re-

garded as a feature

of merit.

Articles

should be written in simple language and
be as bright and informative as possible,
and the subject may be anything that you

think wireless amateurs would care to
read about. Should we publish any article
that does not win the prize we shall pay
for it.
Competition

No.

2. - Another set

is

offered for a brief description (with illustration if necessary).of the most novel and

useful item in wireless apparatus-in its
design, material, make, electrical connec-

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Wireless Society of Hull and District.
July so, 7.30 p.m. Annual meeting for the
election of officers. After the conclusion of
the business the rest of the evening will be

devoted to questions and answers.
Wireless Society of Highgate.
June 3o,
7.45 p.m.
At the Highgate Literary and
Scientific Institution. Lecture (part III) by Mr.
J. Stanley : " Elementary Theory of Wireless
Telegraphy and Telephony."
Newcastle and District Amateur Wireless
Association. July 3, 7.30 p.m. Annual general

meeting for election of president and officers.
Ilkley and District Wireless Society. July 4,
7.30 p.m. At the Regent Café, Con -pasture
Road. Lecture and demonstration on shortwave telephony reception.

tions, etc. etc. The novelty must be
copied from any source
whatever.

original-not

Competition No. 3.-The third receiving

set will be presented for an ideal broadcasting programme of twelve items. You
can enter for this competition on a penny
postcard. Simply write down in column
form twelve items that you consider would
make an ideal programme.

When Will You
Send Your Effort ?

Leeds and District Amateur Wireless Society.
July 8. Field day.
O
a
Catalogue of Wireless Apparatus and Parts.
-The Economic Electric Limited, 303, Euston
Road, London, N.W.r, has just issued a new
catalogue devoted entirely to wireless apparatus and parts. The catalogue will provide a

ANNOUNCEMENTS
"Amateur Wireless and Electrics."
Edited by
Bernard E. Jones. Price Threepence. Published on
Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following. It will be sent post free to any
part of the world -3 months, 4s. 6d. ; 6 months,
Ss. 9d.; s2 months, 17s. 6d. Postal Orders, Post

useful reference for all those who are constructing apparatus, in addition to those who

Office Orders, or Cheques should be made payable
to the Proprietors, Cassell & Co. Ltd.
General Correspondence is to be brief and written
on one side of the paper only. All sketches and
drawings to be on separate sheets.

and some general information on matters

considered, and if used will be paid for.
Communications should be addressed, according to
their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement
Manager or The Publisher, "Amateur Wireless,"
La Belie Sauvage, London, E.C.4.

are interested in complete sets, for every part
and material used in wireless work is listed.
In addition, the catalogue contains a. series of
crystal and valve receiving circuit diagrams,
wireless.

Contributions are always welcome, will be promptly

.wCQ Std bi

emo tour Wireiess
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ACCUMULATORS FOR WIRELESS
4 v. 40 amp. ... 18/6
6 v. 40 amp. ... 26/3
4 v. 60
31/9
... 21/6
6 v. 60
4 v.
80

...

4v. 100

28/2
30/-

6 v.

...

80

6 v. 100

II

for ERICSSON PHONES

37/3
41/6

wHEN you instal your wireless set

-crystal or valve-you'll get

maximum results if you fit Ericsson
Phones-clarity, sensitivity, strength of
signals and absence of "
Specially
suited to telephony.

each, carriage forward.
4 volt 24 amp. in celluloid cases, absolutely newonly 11/9 each. Postage 11,
WE CAN SUPPLY THE HIGHEST QUALITY GUARANTEED
ACCUMULATORS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES
lee, CHURCH ST

'Phone

Ericsson Phones embody the accumulated
experience of telephone manufacture for a
generation.

NSIN, '

Easy to the head, light and comfortable. The
magnets never lose their strength and " shorts'!
are non-existent.

KENDONG,
LO
W
(One minute from Notting
Hill Gate Station).

Park 4276 Write for lists,

enclosing stamp to cover postage.

MI

11111 In. ime

Ebonite cases. -1 only, 3/9 post
SPEC IALS -2 volt
162amp.
or 3, 3/6 each, post free. 4 to 6, 3/ free.

F. YATES & SON,

II II

.8TON.

Write for Particulars

TheBRITISH L.M.ERICSSON
MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.
Head Office :

WHY NOT CONSTRUCT YOUR OWN SETS ?
We can supply from Stock.
A.E.C. and Telefunken Valves... 1'16
... 4/6
Aerials, Stranded 7/o5 .0'

Egg Insulators (high insulation) 9d.
best quality ... 4d.
Reel
... 1/6
Filament Resistances, Flat
Lead -in -Insulators, Ebonite ... 2,6
Td.
Ebonite Knobs, Drilled...
2/6
Switch Arms, Laminated

Vanes, Aluminium
(accurate size and gauge), per doz. 1/6
Condenser Scales, Ivorine, 0/180° 1/ -

Condenser

6o, Lincoln's Inn Fields, E.G.

Crystals (Special Selected), Bornite, Galena, Silicon, etc.
... 6d.
Fusible Alloy (for fixing Crystals) ed.
Inductance_ Tubes, sz in. x 3 in. ed.
12 in. x 4 in.
9d.
9d.
Sq. Brass Red, (2 x x
Enamelled Wire, .3 gauge, lb.... 1/6

Sliders, Ebonite, with Plunger 1/A to E Switches on Porcelain ... 2,9
Valve Holders (new improved type) 1/9

Detectors, Complete (2 Crystal) 8; Studs with Two Nuts, per doz.
1:6
PANELS, TUNERS, HEADPHONES, etc. Postage extra.

Transmitters with Cords

...

51 -

THE

Telephones

499, GROVE GREEN RD.,

ESSEX WIRELESS CO., LEYTONSTONE, E.11.

0 min. from Station, G.E.R.)

Telephone-- WANSTEAD 749.

DON'T MAKE

'haphazard purchases till you have
sent for our CATALOGUE of

RADIO, ELECTRICAL & MECHANICAL SUPPLIES.

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES
3.

NEWINGTON
LONDON,

CAUSEWAY,
SE I'.

WIRELESS
INSTRUMENTS,
ACCESSORIES

I

IH He is

Si

11111

le ER II

II

. and .

114.111

MATERIALS

1,11'

_ 44...

i

i

s4J

f

A.--...1 ,. =

,t.. ' s; >°=j,.

Z°;,a,

FOR TOOL
BARGAINS
CALL or WRITE TO -DAY to ;
GEORGE ADAMS

W. HOLLINS.

HENRY .1. DALE.

11 0 29, Sicilian Avenue, Southampton Row, London, W.C.1,
In Centre of London.

ELECTRICIANS.

i."

Corner of Bloomsbury Square.

OPTICIANS.

EBONITE.

BATTERIES.

AERIALS.

INSULATED WIRES. CRYSTALS.
MICA.
HANDLES.
ENGRAVED DISCS.
SWITCHES.
TERMINALS.
STUDS.

Call and see us.
View our Show
Windows. Send for List post free 2d.

Splendid Value in
Second-hand Appliances
Every Branch of Optical

and Applied Science

Scientific Appliances, 11 & 29, Sicilian Avenue, London, W.C.1.

,..
1[1.1

Cid'

you cannot do better than use the tool
that was designed for all such work,

Me DRUMMOND 31 in.

Screwcutting and Boring Lathe
Let us tell you about it.

ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS at our Works, East Street, W.C., thus saving all intermediate profits.

PARTS and FITTINGS
Immense Stock constantly adding to, and
Making ; Speolally for the Amateur to
Build up a Set Complete and Perfect.

..,

1.1

Electrical Installations,

MECHANICIANS.

The Store for all Electrical and Scientific Material
VALVES. 'PHONES.
WIRELESS & RADIO MATERIALS,

11:1111111r,

--for the construction and repair of

W.C.L

SCIENTIFIC APPLIANCES

111111

',V

DiPT. L W, 255-6, HICK HOLBORN,
LON DON,

egg

ga

ottfittitokt,

'-

Before buying elsewhere compare our prices. Remember, we have the
Largest Stock of Tools to select from in London. We guarantee you
satisfaction, so you can safely shop by post. Bargain List sent post Free.

el

Make your own plant

We st:ek everything for the Experimenter who wishes to build his own Set.

Top of Kingsway.

2

Send a card, or

Post this coupon for id. (printed rate)
To DRUMMOND BROS. Ltd., Englewood Works, Guildford.
Please send me full details of your 2 in., 4 in., and 3) In. lathes,
together with details of deferred payment system.
Name

Address

(Imatzur Witness
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All Wireless Amateurs should order a copy of this book To -day
Absolutely Up -to -Date

Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony
And How to Make the Apparatus
An Entirely New Work

By E. Redpath
NOTE ITS CONTENTS :
General Principles; Experiments ; Tuning and Resonance ; Transmission and Reception ;
Various Detectors ; Thermionic Valves as Detectors, Amplifiers and Generators ; Making
Single -circuit Receiving Set, Short-wave Receiving Set, Valve Panel and a Five -valve
Amplifier ; Wireless Telephony ; Arrangement and Erection of Aerials ; Index.

87 Illustrations

I s. 6d. Net

'faille House of Cassell
LA BELLE SAUVAGE, LONDON, E.C.4.

The Famous "WORK" Handbooks
1/6 net each ; .1/8 post free.

Each 160 Pages.
Basket Making. With 151 Illustrations.
Beehives and Beekeepers' Appliances. With 155
Illustrations.
Bent Iron Work. Including ELEMENTARY ART METAL
WORK. With 269 Illustrations.
Bookbinding. With 125 Illustrations.
Boot Making and Mending. Including REPAIRING,
LASTING, and FINISHING. With 179 Illustrations.
Building Model Boats. With 168 Illustrations.
Camera Making. With 245 Illustrations.
Clay Modelling and Plaster Casting. With 153 Illustrations.
With 97 IllusClock Cleaning and Repairing.
trations.
Conjuring Apparatus. With 167 Illustrations.
With 79 IllusCycle Repairing and Adjusting.
trations.
Domestic Jobbing. With 157 Illustrations.
Dynamo and Electric -motor Building. With 145
Illustrations.
Dynamo and Motor Erection and Management.
With 98 Illustrations.
Small. MAKING SMALL
MOTORS. With 132 Illustrations.

Dynamos,

DYNAMOS

AND

Electric Accumulators. With 57 Illustrations.
Electric Apparatus, Small. With 134 Illustrations.
Electric Bells and Telephones. With 144 Illustrations.
Electric Clocks.
ING.

PRINCIPLES. CONSTRUCTION IND WORK-

With 213 Illustrations.

Electric Lighting. With 65 Illustrations.

Electric Primary Batteries. With 91 Illustrations.
Electro-plating. With 77 Illustrations.
Fishing Rods and Tackle. With 199 Illustrations.
Furniture Repairing. With 178 Illustrations.
Gilding, Silvering and Bronzing. With 27 Illustrations.
Glass Writing, Embossing and Fascia Work. With
129 Illustrations.
Gramophones and Phonographs. With 103 Illustrations.
Household Repairs. With many Illustrations.

House Painting and Decorating.
trations.
Incubators

and

Illustrations.

Chicken

With 74 illus-

Rearers.

With

124

Induction Coils.

With 82 Illustrations.
Knotting and Splicing Ropes and Cordage. With
203 Illustrations.
Lathes, Small. With 314 Illustrations.
Magneto Repair and Adjustment. With 104 Illustrations.
Miniature Electric Light. With 141 Illustrations.
Model Aeroplanes. With 190 Illustrations.
Motor Cycles and Side -Cars. Wits 70 Illustrations.
Mounting and Framing Pictures. With 240 Illus.
Orations.

Oxy-acetylene Welding. With 43 Illustrations.
Patents, Designs and Trade Marks.
Photography Simplified. With Frontispiece and 63
Illustrations.

Pianos: Their Construction, Tuning, and Repair.
With 74 Illustrations.
Poultry Houses and Appliances. With 226 Illustrations.
Pumps and Hydraulic Rams. With 171 Illustrations.
Rustic Carpentry. With 194 Illustrations.
Sewing Machines: Their Construction, Adjustment,
and Repair. With 177 Illustrations.
Soldering, Brazing and Welding.
With 78 Illustrations.
Tailoring: How to Make and Mend Trousers, Vests,
and Coats. With 1S4 Illustrations.
Taxidermy: Skinning, Mounting and Stuffing Birds,
Mammals, and Fish. With 100 Illustrations.

The Handyman's 1,000 Practical Receipts.
Ticket -writing and Sign -painting. With 154 IL us-'
trations.

Tinplate Work. With 280 Illustrations.
Toy Making. With 237 Illustrations.
Watch Cleaning and Repairing. With 73 Illus-

trations.
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony. With 100 MUstrations.
Wood Finishing. Comprising STAINING, VARNISHING,
and POLISHING. With 12 Illustrations.
Workshop Appliances, Small. BUILDING MACZNEs

AND APPLIANCES USED IN WOODWORKING AND METAL-

WORKING. With 232 Illustrations.
Workshop Arithmetic.

Workshop Hints for Metal Workers. With numer.
ous Illustrations.

THE HOUSE OF CASSELL, LA BELLE SAUVAGE, LONDON, E.C.4
Printed and Published in England by CASSELL & COMPANY, LIMITED, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4.
AGENCY, LIMITED.

Saturday, July t,

1922.

Sole Agent for South Africa, CENTRAL NEWS
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MAKE YOUR OWN ONE -VALVE SET (See pages 90 and 91)

Ind Electrics
No. 5

Price 3d

SATURL eiY, JULY 8, 1922
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(See p. 89)
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(*M1TCHELFONES*1
Are not a spasmodic production to meet
a sudden demand, but have been on the
market for over three months, and during
this period 27,000 have been distributed
to the trade, and consequently we have
not been able to offer them direct to the

I

If You Require

NOTE

Wireless

32 PACES AND
OVER 200

Apparatus

ILLUSTRATIONS

retail buyer.

INCLUDING

CRYSTAL

1000 per week are now available, and we announce

Send 4d.
To -day for the

& VALVE

" E.E.C."

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

RECEIVING

List

You post your order, or call at our
premises and get them at once. Think

CIRCUITS

OW'

WARNING !
The wireless boom has been
the signal for a number of in e x pe r enced and in some
Instances, unscrupulous persons
to jump into the business.

what this means to you-you, perhaps, who

have been waiting and are still waiting.
Standard resistance 4,000 ohms, double headgear with
double headstraps, comfortable, highly efficient,
and foolproof
351_ per pair.

DEAL WITH A

Special Terms to Traders and deliveries
that will surprise you.

FIRM WHO KNOWS
" E.E.C." have 26 years Electrical

including:15 years Wireless
Experience.

Postal Address : McDermott Road, Peckham, S.E.15.

Retail Address: 188. Rye Lane, Peckham, S.E.15.

Head Office : 10, FITZROY

New Showrooms:

SQUARE, LONDON, Wi.

303, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.I.

Telephone :

Branch Showrooms:

MUSEUM 1055.

TWICKENHAM.

-FEDERAL JUNIOR

MITCHELLS Electrical & Wireless Ltd.,

-

CRYSTAL WIRELESS RECEIVERS

Thousands of these instruments are in actual use
all over America to -day.

'Phones: New Cross 1540/1641.

1/430-GREAT BRITAIN'S GREATEST WIRELESS STORE

r

-4)

1111111111111111111111111111
EQUIPMENT.IIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIit

AE EQUIPMENT II, 271-:-100

AE EQUIPMENT I, 21/-:-mo ft. 7/22

ft.

12/22 Enamelled Aerial Wire, a Shell Insu-

bare Copper Wire, a Reel Insulators, Earth
Clip, 4 yards Lead-in Wire, Aerial -earth

lators, 4 yards Lead-in Wire, Earth Clip,
Aerial - earth Switch, Lightning Arrester,

Sweaddc.h, Lightning Arrester, Insulated Earth

ILsulated Earth Lead.

AE EQUIPMENT DE LUXE, 50/-:-200 ft. 12./22 Enamelled Aerial Wire, a large

8 yards Lead-in Wite, large Earth Clip, superior Aerial -earth Switch, double
length Insulated Earth Lead, Special Lightning Arrester. Carriage Paid.

Shell Insulators,

G. D. HINKS, WIRELESS DEPT:, HARDINGTON, YEOVIL.
1111111118181111111111111111111811111111111111111 Write for lasts. (11111111011101111110111111101111111101011111

Complete with High Resistance Headphones and Aerial Wire

Price £6 6s.

f
TELEPHONE DOUBLE HEAD SETS. Suitable
ystalvale
or

DELIVERY
AT ONCE
ONLY A LIMITED QUANTITY

2,000 Ohms, 3216 ; 4,000 Ohms, 34/6. In stock.
up your own receiving sets. Our price for compleie set of parts
MAKE
£1 le. carriage paid, comprising wound inductance with ebonite panel
drilled for 20 studs, necessary studs, ebonite knobs, etc., crystal detector,
terminals, wire for connecting. (No extras to buy ; nothing to make.)
Stamp for List.

HENRY J. BREWSTER & CO.
11, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET,
LONDON, E.C.4

P. H. BOYS & CO., 187, Goswell Rd., London, E.C.1

THE WIRELESS CRYSTAL OF TO -DAY

AND THE

FUTURE

"HERTZITE "

SIMPLE TO .USE.

NO BATTERY REQUIRED

Price 2/6 post free

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL:
The piece of "FIertzits "'sent some time ago he.s given splendid results. Thin evening I
heard hlozambique 1,260 miles from Johannesburg) on
C. PLEASS, Johannesburg

We can give you the best Wholesale Terms for all Crystals

" ORA " VALVES, 151- post free

RUSSELL - SHAW

38, Great James Street, Bedford Row, W.C.1
(From Holborn through Broumlow Street, or Hand Court)

The

NEWTONIAN WIRELESS FACTORY
for

any parts to make
up your own sets
GOOD VALUE AND COMPETITIVE PRiCES

The Trade Supplied

13-15, WHITCOMB ST., LONDON, S.W.2.
Telephone: REGENT 643.
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WIRELESS AND TANKS
ONE of the greatest problems of the Transmitter.
war was to find -a reliable means of

At this time continuous -wave or valve
communication between the front lines and transmitters were not very efficient, and
the rear during an attack, and until the were found to be useless for tank work.
advent of the wireless tank in early 1917 The Wilson transmitter was used, which
it was usually quite impossible to tell how has a high spark -frequency and emits a
an attack was progressing until after the high, musical note. The make and break
quietened

of 36,000 per minute was driven by a small

With the ever-increasing number
of British offensives from early 1917 onwards it became essential that headquarters should know immediately of every
fresh development in the attack in order
to make preparations for further advances
or to repel counter-attacks. It was this
need for reliable information which led

motor running at about 4,000 revolutions
per minute. The normal input of this
transmitter, using 30 volts, was about iso
watts, but it was often necessary to transmit straight from the 8o -volt dynamo, and
the input in this case was 400 watts. This

inevitable counter-attack had
down.

the

authorities

to

instruct

So -volt

dynamo,

driven

off

the

tank

engine, was normally used for charging

Captain

',W. R. H. Tingey to make experiments to
ascertain if it was possible to employ tanks
as Wireless station carriers.
There wee many difficulties in the way
of their successful use,- amongst them
being the impossibility of using the high
aerials which were _necessary with spark
transmitters ; the large mass of metal surrounding the

the tank workshops in France in May, cabin and the electric fans.
The cabin was rendered almost
1917.
soundproof by making its walls of two Receiver.

Aerial Systems.
The aerial consisted of eight strands of
insulated electric lighting cable, arranged
in sets of four on cross -shaped spreaders
asshown in the illustration. It was about
20 ft.
to -ft.

long, supported at the front by a

steel masf which could be raised or
lowered from inside the tank. The aerial
was let down to supports at the back and

thence to the instruments by means of
heavily -insulated high-tension cable: The

owing to the rolling of the tank this was
never satisfactory, and it was necessary
for one of the operators to keep one hand
on the dynamo switch and an eye on the
voltmeter.

It was never possible to

charge for more than a few minutes at a
time, because,. the tank was_ constantly

stopping and starting, speeding up and
slowing down. 'Each time -the speed was
reduced, and the needle of the voltmeter

came near the safe charging point, the

dynamo switch had to be opened and then
closed again as soon as speed increased.
The result of this was that the accumulators .were never properly charged, and it
often became necessary to run the transmitter straight off the .dynamo NyiAll the
risk of burning out the spark coil or
puncturing the condensers.

was not possible

apparatus and in close

munication with the observation officer,
who had a table and chair, together with
maps, telegraph forms, etc.

an automatic mercurv-cup cut-out, but

Work'ng Range.
In spite of the large power employed, it

proximity to the aerial ; the difficulty of
receiving wireless signals on account of
internal noises in the tank; the. supply of
the Method of Ereefng the
power to the transmitter; and the danger Diagram showing
Aerial on a Tank.
that the sparks from the transmitter might
ignite the petrol fumes.
two sets of accumulators for the transmitSix tanks were fitted with wireless at ter and two sets for the lighting of the
thicknesses of wood four inches apart, the
space between being filled with sawdust
and other packing. A small door led into
the interior of the tank for direct com-

tors to the other, and for cutting out the
currant from the dynamo. There was also

to

exceed about ten

miles range owing to the smallness of the

aerial and absorption of the transmitted
power by the tank itself. At that time
high -frequency

amplification

had

not

come into use .in the army; the low -frequency amplifier used on the first wireless

tanks hindered, rather than helped, the

reception of the rather weak signals picked
up on the small aerial of "t

The receiver was a Mark 1 t 1 tuner with Portable Instela'Ions
These tanks did good work at Ypres in
valve attachment, with internal alterations
to bring the wave -length up to goo metres July to September, 1917, but it was soon
and also to permit of reaction being used. found that the wireless apparatus became
A three -valve low -frequency amplifier was useless when the tank itself was put out
used in conjunction with the tuner, and of action. The remedy was to make the
both amplifier and tuner were run off the wireless apparatus portable, so that it
could be removed from the tank when
same high-tension battery.
Charging.

-

Charging was a very difficult operation.
The useful life of a tank engine is limited,
and it - was therefore an uneconomical

scheme to run a 150 -horse -power engine
for several hours solely to drive an 8o volt dynamo for charging accumulators,
so the charging had to be done while the

tank was moving up the line to go into

action. A large charging board was fitted
earth used was the tank itself, which, of in the wireless cabin, with switches for
course, did not make for efficiency..
changing over from one set of -accumula-

necessary and installed in a handy du
out or under any available cover. Po
able installations were made in wooden
cupboards, using the same apparatus as

described above. A large supply of ready charged accumulators were taken on board
the tank before going up into action. Two
3o -ft. masts and several spare aerials were
carried, and these were erected when the
tank had gained its objective. Naturally,
the masts were very conspicuous, and the

station came in for a lot of shelling in
consequence.

enulteur W4115
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These C.W. sets simplified

privately thinks that next time it will be

another to send the messages and keep an apparatus much smaller-both the transeye on the aerial ammeter. When the mitter .and receiver were confined in one
needle of the ammeter dropped to zero he box 15 in. square by 6 in. deep-but there
knew that the aerial had been shot away, was no necessity for a large supply of
and operator number three had to attend accumulators. Six or eight accumulators
to the repairs to the aerial under very for the valve filaments were sufficient.for
great risk. The average life of an aerial an action lasting three days. These sets
under these conditions was about ten employed one valve for transmitting and
minutes, and the masts after a day's work two for receiving, the receiving valves
looked very weird in their splints made being low -frequency transformer -coupled.
from barbed-wire stakes and telephone They were very efficient. Using 600 volts
cable.
high-tension, a range of nearly zoo miles
was obtained with a set which followed the
Valve Transmitters.
German retirement after the armistice, the
In the following spring valve transmit- apparatus in this case being carried in a
were installed, continuous -wave work, light car attached to the Armoured Car
having made great strides in the p/eced- Squadron.
P. S. B.

Of course, in addition to all this, there
is the usual routine work, such as writing
up minutes, circularising members (some

The usual procedure was for one opera-

tor to put the messages into code and

ing months.
matters

very much; not only was the cheaper to give a donation I

ters,

job !) and general correspondence.
And yet the secretary seems to thrive on

it. The Sunday morning visitor is greeted
with a smile, and alter treatment is sent
away with a " Come again as soon as you
like." Lecturers still continue to be
worried and cajoled, the wiring diagrams
still get out, and the queries are answered,
and that special little job you have
assigned for to -night is cheerfully put on

one side when a member brings his set
which is on strike.
It is little wonder that there is no competition for the position of "hon. sec."

L. J. W.

7,................................................................._.

The
on. Sec

sticky tape and Chatterton's compound.
You start tracing connections, eventually
finding, say, the primary of the intervalve

ff
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WHATEVER competition there may
be for positions on the committee of
any wireless club or society, it is perhaps

transformer has ceased to function. Well,
then the favourite stand-by transformer

you have been saving for a rainy day is
rooted out and screwed and soldered into
position, and the signals roll in. Perhaps
a valve filament is touching the grid in
the aforesaid member's set. He brings his

t

i

i

Coil Mounting

i

Simplified!
ii.,..111.4..11.011.41....10.1.44,
THE sketches, Figs.

r

to 4,

show a

simple method of mounting coils of the
basket type. An ordinary ebonite valve

panel, but no valves, and the set works,
using the secretary's. Back home goes bolder is used as a support, this being
not a very remarkable fact that there is the member and still no results.
fitted to the panel in the ordinary manner.
never any great rush when nominations
Then the requests for wiring diagrams
The leads from each of the coils are
are invited for the position of hon. sec. and the numbers of turns ; and " Why will
Two years' experience in such a- position not a resistance amplifier work on short
have revealed the reason. Consider what wave -lengths?" and "Is the three -coil sysis required of this (to himself) important tem better than the two -coil ?" And so
person.
on, day after day and week after week.
Then there are the lectures. How many
In the first place, a secretary of a wireless society must possess a full knowledge

members realise

the work behind the

of everything appertaining to the science neatly printed little syllabus issued at the
from " How many turns on a honeycomb beginning of a session, the difficulties to
primary " to " the wave -length and call find men to fit dates and dates to fit men,
sign of Honolulu." If shaky on any when you must meet the second and fourth
query put before him, he must have the Wednesday ? Do they realise the correcapacity of making his questioner feel spondence involved in fixing 'up the lecsure that the answer given is quite correct turers, and later on in finding out the
apparatus required, the begging, borrowand not to be challenged.
He is expected to have the finest receiv- ing or otherwise acquiring such apparatus
ing set of the club, and his door must be without expense (for most wireless
societies have to watch this),

walk round at any time to see why his one
valve set will not get the Dutch concert.

avoidance of the hundred and one hitches
which always crop up on lecture nights ?
Then there is the tradesmen's associa-

home-made set with loose wires and shaky
connections, the whole held together with

Every reader of " A. W."

lecture or bazaar room, generally assisted,
of course, by one or two members of the
wireless club. When he gets his appara-

and so does the aforesaid member with a

should have at hand for reference a

copy of the " Work " Handbook, " Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony: and How

to Make the Apparatus," is. 6d. net.

Fig. 1.-Coils on
Holder.

tion which wants a free lecture, or the
bazaar committee who want a free side
They suddenly realise that a wireless society exists in the town and decide
to approach the secretary. For the credit
of his club he decides to give the lecture
or run the side show, and it gets through.
He has the pleasure and privilege of

course he can, and Sunday morning comes

Fig. 2.-Mounting
for Fixed Coil.

and the

ever open to any member who cares to
He must 'be ready every club night to
hear, "1:n ! my set will not do anything
but crackle; can I bring it round on
Sunday morning so that you can have a
look at it and put it right for me ? " Of

re

show.

carrying his apparatus to and from the

tus back home he finds that a couple of
valves have passed their last electron.
The nicely written vote of thanks he gets
about a fortnight later he frames, and

Fig. 3 -Coil on
Hinged Supports,

Fig. 4.-Holder
with Coil on Base.

soldered to two thick pieces of copper
wire, and the latter are then put through
the " spider holes " and twisted round, as
shown, so as to form plugs to fit the valve
sockets. The wire supports of the variable
coils are bent round and two other pieces
K. U.
attached to form a stiff hinge.
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it,.............Sts.................40.1.61,111.10.

I TAPPING THE INDUCTANCE COIL I
THE following description, together
with the illustrations, should enable the

amateur to make his own variable induc-

end of it.

This procedure

is

continued

until the tube is fully wound to within
about 1/2 in. of the other end, when the last

few turns must be

winding), and these connections are taken

to a stud -switch, of which a very good
pattern is shown in Fig. 2. The number

secured with narrow

bits of tape in exactly the same man-

ner as at the beginning.

The next thing is
tp scrape the insulation from each of

the raised turns of

wire just where they
lie on
strip.

the ebonite

To each of

these bare spots a
short length of well
insulated

wire

is

soldered (as well as
Fig. 1.-Photograph showing Method of Making Tappings.

tance at a very small cost.

A

to

each

end,

of

Fig. 3.-Photograph of Wound Coil.

course, of the whole

and positions of the "tappings" can be

is a stiff'

varied according to individual requirements, there being no hard and fast rule.
This form of inductance will be found to

cardboard tube about 4 in. in diameter and
so in. to

12

in. long.

B

is

a strip of

ebonite, or even of hard wood, the same
length as the tube, and about 14 in. by

have great advantages over the sliding

contact form when home-made, as the latter
is liable to give a lot of trouble in the way

.A in. cross section.

The tube is wound with No. 22 gauge
copper wire, either enamelled or double cotton -covered, the winding being started
in. from one end. The first two
about
or three turns should be neatly secured by
means of narrow tape tied in two or three

of faulty contact unless the workmanship
is perfect. The method of mounting the
tube is shown in the first illustration, the
ends being of ebonite and hard wood.
When screwing the parts together the narrow strip, with its connections, is turned

After five turns lay the strip of
ebonite on the coil so that the end just
projects beyond the last turn; the sixth
turn obviously will be brought over the
places.

underneath, and

wires

the

are

taken

through holes' in the base, so that the
appearance of the finished inductance is
very neat, as in Fig. 3. The switch can,
if - desired, be attached to one end of the

strip. After another five turns on the tube

the strip should be pushed along so that
number twelve will again come over the

completed inductance.

Fig. 2.-The Tuning Switch.

PHEAUX.

WHAT WIRELESS TERMS MEAN. -IV
Some Technical Words Explained as Correctly as Popular Language Allows
VALVES, SOFT.-The type of valve M UTUAL INDUCTION (See In - the potential of which is thereby constantly
used for reception does not need
duction). - The resulting effects in a state of change, these changes being

to have so high a vacuum, and such valves of induction by which the induced current reflected in the plate circuit.
are called " soft." The glass of these valves throws back and produces an effect on the
small cylindrical plate of
is clear, but appearance does not always first coil and so on, thereby producing a PLATE.-A
metal surrounding the grid and
indicate a hard valve.
" swinging " backwards and forwards of filament of a valve. It is connected to the
current from coil to coil. This effect is leg of the valve marked " P " opposite to
VALVES, HARD.-The glass chamber present whenever two coils are in electrical " G." The leg " P " is always set out of
in which the parts of a valve are relationship.
square with the other legs to prevent any
enclosed has nearly all the air removed.
possibility of the valve being wrongly inA hard valve implies a very minute amount GRID. -A mesh or spiral of wire sur- serted in the holder. The plate is connected
of residual air. A very hard valve is necesrounding the filament of a valve. in the high-tension circuit of the receiver,
sary in transmitting owing to the high It is connected to the leg of the valve and is supplied with current from the highvoltage applied to the plate. Such valves usually marked " G." The aerial circuit tension battery. The changes in potential
are not so suitable for reception, though they of a receiver is connected to the grid of the of the grid are reflected in the plate circuit,
can be used for the purpose. A hard valve first valve in a circuit. Currents striking and the telephones being also in that ciris frequently very black.
the aerial are thus conveyed to the grid, cuit are thereby affected.
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DRY CELLS AND THEIR WAYS

i
i
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WHEN the dry cell was invented, and
there were many inventors, not one
of the inventors imagined that it would be
used for the variety of purposes that it is
to -day. The chief use of the dry cell is to
give little flashes of -light, sometimes for a
second or two, sometimes for a little
longer, and it is also largely used for
wireless receiving sets.
Most readers have bought one of those

little three -celled batteries that are used
to give the energy for lighting up flash lamps. For a little while all has gone
right. Then, perhaps a week or so after

the original purchase, the need for the
light, or perhaps the interest in the thing,
has gone for the time and it has been put
away. When it is taken out again, it
refuses to work.
The " refills," as they are called, cost
very little, so as a rule you just buy a new
one and take no further trouble about it.
Perhaps that is the best thing to do.

Bunsen and Grove, but they are almost
forgotten, whilst 'thousands of Leclanche
cells are used every day.
Just as the original voltaic cell was the
mother of all the group that followed, so
the Leclanche cell is the mother of all dry
cells.

It is just as well, therefore, to

examine some of the excellences and defects of the mother before discussing the
uncertain temper of the daughter.
A Leclanche cell has one pole of zinc
and another of carbon, and the liquid between the two is a solution of ammonium
chloride in water. The solution has a
slow action on zinc, but a coating of mercury prevents the zinc from wasting away
on this account. When the poles are
joined up the zinc decomposes the amsalt, forming zinc chloride,
which dissolves at once, ammonia gas,
monium

But the dry cell is a great device.
There is no need to call it an invention.
The invention came a century or so ago,

warmed them for an hour or two. He put
them in the kitchen oven after the fire had

gone low and the oven was cold enough
for his hand to bear and left them there
for the night.
In the morning they
worked. At first he did not recognise

what had happened inside the cell, so he
tried the same treatment with some cells
that had become exhausted by use in a
flash -light.

They refused to start working

again.

Before trying to understand the effect of
heat on the cells we need to know exactly
what the cells contain. The case of the

cell is made of zinc, and this forms the

In the middle of the cell
a rod of composition, mainly carbon

negative pole.
is

with the necessary dioxide. The space be-

which likewise goes into solution, and the

tween the two is filled with a paste of

old enemy hydrogen, which forms little

some kind, flour paste, wood pulp, plaster-

bubbles on the carbon plate.

Getting Rid of the Bubbles.
Of course, there is a device for getting
ride of these bubbles. It consists of a
coating of manganese dioxide around the
when men set themselves to clean up the carbon. Manganese dioxide, however, is
defects of the original voltaic cell. Volta but a poor conductor itself, so the coating
never dreamed of electric lights or wire- of the carbon plate is never made of the
less. He was happy enough with his own pure substance, but has an admixture of
discovery that a piece of zinc and a piece something such as finely divided carbon
of copper, when dipped into a solution of to make it conduct. Whatever the comsalt or acid, could send a current of elec- pound may be, it is the dioxide that burns
tricity through a wire that connected up the hydrogen bubbles. Unfortunately
them. All the cells that have been made it does this rather slowly, and if the cell
since then are the descendants of the be worked for more than thirty seconds or
original one of Volta. The first users of so at a time, the hydrogen will form
the voltaic cell soon found out its great faster than the dioxide can deal with it
defect. They found that the copper pole and the current will begin to die away.
began to bubble all over with hydrogen It only needs a moment or two of absogas. Sometimes the zinc pole got frothy lute rest to allow the destruction of the
-as well, and the froth consisted of hydro- hydrogen to catch up, and the cell is as
gen bubbles, just like those on the other fresh and ready for work as ever.
This property of quick, recovery is what
plate. The hydrogen bubbles proved to
be exceedingly bad conductors of elec- makes the Leclanche cell so perfect a
tricity. They have other evil properties source of power for electric bells. Its
which were not discovered until later, and other property of needing frequent rests
their power of stopping the current from rules it out from all such sustained efforts
flowing through the cell was quite enough as are needed for keeping a small bulb
to set inventors the problem of getting rid constantly alight.
All that has been said so far is common
of them.
There is no need to tell of all the dif- knowledge, or at any rate most of it is to
ferent cells that were devised imme- be found in the text -books, but we must
Most readers know quite a look a little more deeply into the working
diately.
number of them, but for the most part both of the mother Leclanche and the
they are only historical curiosities. They daughter dry cell before we find out the
have nearly all been superseded by cells cause and cure of the daughter's ailments.
of the secondary or accumulator type.
Reviving Dry Cells.
The Mother of Dry Cells.
One of the worst defects of many dry
One, however-the Leclanche-remains cells is that they will not keep. It frein constant use. In the early days it was quently happens that cells that have been
considered to be a feeble thing compared quite carefully stored for six months
with the powerful nitric acid cells of refuse to work. A friend of the writer of
Bubbles.

this article found a way of making such
cells return to better ways. He simply

of-paris, sawdust-anything, in fact, that
will absorb the solution and prevent it
spilling. The paste is, of course, saturated with ammonium chloride solution,
and usually a little zinc chloride is added
to keep the mass always damp.
It was said somewhere near the begin-

ning of this article that zinc and ammonium chloride have a slight action on
one another, even when no current is
running. This is negligible in the mother
cell, where the solution is free to move,
but in the dry cell the layer of paste next
the zinc gradually loses all its ammonium
chloride and, although there is plenty of
it left in the cell, it diffuses so slowly
that the cell will not start. When the cell
is warmed the paste is liquefied to some
extent and the ammonium salt finds its
way back to the exhausted layer and the
cell is once more ready to start.
Worn Cells.

It is very different with a cell- that has
seemingly been worn out. Most of us
have had a battery in this state, and most
of us have at some time or other pulled
one to pieces. We have seen the three
small zinc cases inside and, -as likely as
not, we have found one or more of the
zinc cases punctured as though it had been
eaten away by the chemical inside.

Quite naturally we have put down the
failure of: the cell to the giving out of the
zinc.

But a moment's thought ought to convince us that there is plenty of zinc left,
and a very slight knowledge of chemistry
enables us to calculate that for every
grain of zinc we need nearly two grains of
ammonium chloride. As a matter of fact

we Use a great deal more, because the

solution refuses to act when it falls below
a certain strength. FRANK T. ADDYMAN.
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Converting 'Phones for Wireless
.0.
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WITH a few exceptions, it is necessary that the telephone headgear for
wireless work be wound to a high resistance, anything from Soo to 3,000 ohms
per receiver being general. The state -

figures in the sketch corresponding with
the reference letters in Figs. f, 3, 3a and 4.
It will be seen that with such a small
coil and with only a bent strip of metal P

friends has increased considerably, at
least amongst those with receivers to
wind. The arrangement is clearly shown

in Fig. 4, E being a small electric motor

to hold, winding the empty bobbin by hand

would be an extremely awkward job; in
fact, it would be almost an impossibility
to wind the wire with sufficient evenness
to get anything like the required amount
on the coils.
Again, the wire being so fine it is neces-

sary to use great care to avoid breakage,
which would mean starting all over again,

Fig. 1.-Diagram of Interior of Receiver.

ment "high resistance" is perhaps apt to
mislead the

reader ;

what

is

actually

P

Fig. 4.-Motor with Magnet Mountel.

Fig. 2.-Wound Coil

4 or 6 volt, using current from an accumulator and having a variable resistance

on Magnet.

meant, of course, is that the magnet coils

in

must be wound with a great number of
turns of fine wire in order to produce a
maximum magnetic effect with very little
current. The resultant resistance is, therefore, merely a necessary evil, unavoidable

Figs. 3 and 3a.-

Another point about wireless 'phones is

Magnet a n d
Spool Mounted
for Wind ng.

in all magnetic devices which are more
or less voltage operated.

that the diaphragms are much thinner
than those used on ordinary commercial
telephones. This makes them more sensitive to small variations in the magnetic
force from the coils. At the same time,
the diaphragms are more easily damaged,
an excessive current causing them to
buckle.

Construction of Receivers.
Second-hand receivers, of the type
known as watch -pattern, may be picked up
very cheaply at most large dealers in
electrical sundries ; many of these are
surplus Government instruments and well

The general arrangement of a receiver of this pattern is shown in Fig. 1,
made.

the ebonite earpiece and diaphragm having

been removed. A permanent magnet ht
of semicircular shape is screwed to the

Figs

as near as possible

in the line

of the

armature shaft, so that, in spite of the coil

passed through the hole in the pole -piece P.

windings

Complete Double Head -set.

ments.

The coils C when removed from the
ordinary receiver will be found to contain
fairly thick wire, the resistance being
about 3o ohms. The task, therefore, is to

circuit to regulate the speed.

being rectangular in shape, it will
and also the coil being so small, it would itself
revolve
with as little wobble as possible.
without
be almost impossible to hold it
This
is
very
necessary, as any tendency of
getting cramp long enough to get all the the coil to revolve
eccentrically will tend
wire on at once.
to
break
the
very
fine
The ebonite
There are several ways of getting over block B is turned up wire.
in the lathe and a
this difficulty, with winding machines of hole
bored through whilst still in the chuck
various types, and the writer has tried to take the armature spindle; this can
them all with varying degrees of success. either be a good tight fit in the first
Most of them had the disadvantage that it instance or the block may be clamped on
was necessary to have an assistant, either the shaft by means of a small set -screw,
to turn the handle or to guide the wire; the shown in Fig. 3a. A second clamping
screw C S is fitted, to hold the coil c in
position for winding. This screw must be
accurately positioned to ensure the coil c
running true. The best plan is to hold
the coil in position and then mark the
place for the screw by means of a scriber

outer containing case, and mounted on the
poles are two pole -pieces P, which are
bent at right angles and carry the magnet

The ends of the windings
C.
are connected direct to the terminals T,
which pass through insulated bushes in
the metal case and serve' to connect the
coils C with the main receiving instru-

the

Clamped to the end of the armature shaft
is a circular block of ebonite or fibre Bon
which the telephone coil C is mounted,
being secured in position by means of the
clamping screw c S, which passes through
the holes in the pole -piece P. It will be
noticed that the coil C is arranged to rotate

time taken to wind, even with practice,
was considerable, and the result not
entirely satisfactory. Some little time

ago, however, the idea occurred of using

strip them and rewind with much finer a small -power electric motor with the coil
wire to a resistance of 2,000 ohms each directly mounted on the armature shaft.
Fig. a shows the general The result was entirely successful, and
receiver.
appearance of the coil when wound, the from that day the writer's circle of wireless

Revolving the Magnet.
Returning for the moment to the question of true and steady running, it is most
important that the hole to take the armature spindle is accurately bored, and also
that the armature spindle runs absolutely
true, otherwise the coil c will wobble and
difficulty will be experienced, not only in
the wire continually breaking, but also in
getting it to fill in close to the cheeks of
the coil. If the motor F. is of the type in
which the armature shaft extends at lxith
ends, the opposite end to which the block B
is mounted may be used to carry a small
knurled knob fitted with a short piece of
brass wire about
in. in diameter to form

etnoleur 14003
a handle.
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This will prove particularly

useful for controlling the motor or for

winding certain portions of the coil by
hand.

Winding.
With regard

to the most practical
method of winding the coils, the following
procedure is considered by the writer to be
the most satisfactory :
The motor should be connected up to the
accumulator and regulating resistance and

tested to see that it is in running order.

The block B is then permanently fixed to
the armature shaft and one of the coils to
be wound clamped in position and trued
up.

Some

fairly thin

shellac varnish

should be near at hand, together with a
strip of silk ribbon, this latter cut to the
width of the inside of the coil:

resting lig7ltly across the second brittle and liable to break. Having finally
finger of the right hand, the motor should connected up to the terminals T the whole
be started on the first speed, gradually of the case should be filled with melted
increasing the speed of the motor as paraffin wax up to the level of the top of
the coils, the loose connecting wires will
confidence is gained.
It is far better to go slow at first than thus be firmly embedded and a break in the
to risk breaking the wire when the coil is wire rendered almost impossible.
partly wound and having to commence all over again. Naturally, a little practice is Diaphragms.
A special thin diaphragm should be purneeded at first, but the knack of holding
and guiding the wire is soon acquired, and chased in place of the comparatively thick
after a time it will be possible to wind a one originally fitted. The ear -piece is'then
screwed on; clamping the diaphragm in
coil and finish it off in fifteen minutes.
When the coil is almost full a single position, and the receivers are ready to
layer of silk ribbon should be put on, the be fitted with the headgear. This can
last layer of the wire being wound over easily be made from a length of old clock
this, leaving about six turns from the end main -spring, the ends being softened, holes
empty. The top layer is then held in posi- being punched or drilled in to take small
tion with the thumb and finger, while an screws, with which to secure the spring to
assistant quickly soft -solders a short the back of the cases. With a little trouble
wire

A single layer of silk ribbon is stuck on length of double -silk -covered No. 28 S.W.G.
the core of the coil with shellac varnish, wire to the winding. The last six turns
one layer of wire is then wound on and will consist of thick wire, when the coil
covered with a second layer of ribbon should then be covered with two layers of
soaked in shellac. The free end of the ribbon and the whole thoroughly soaked
wire is then carefully brought outside the in shellac varnish and allowed to dry
coil and secured to the clamping screw before touching again. The second coil
C S for the time being.
It is taken for should then be treated in the same way.
granted, of course, that the sides of the
coil c are already insulated with varnished

ribbon or paper; at the same time it is a
good plan to stick a small piece of
varnished ribbon over the free end of the
wire, to insulate it from the subsequent
layers of wire when these are wound on.
The main winding is now ready to start.
The bobbin on which the wire is purchased

should be mounted on a small brass rod
so that it is free to rotate, and with the

JULY 8.1922

the ends of the spring can be slotted to
take the screws, so that an adjustment is

,

possible to make the receivers adaptable to
heads of various sizes. The only remain-

ing thing to be done is to attach the
flexible leads to the instruments. These
leads may be ordinary silk flex of good

The wires should not be twisted
together, however, as in ordinary practice,
quality.

but should be quite separate. The two
When both coils are perfectly dry they receivers should be wired in series and
may be remounted on the magnet poles in the two ends of the flexible leads can be
the receiver case, and the winding con- soldered to terminal tags or plug

Assembling.

nected to the terminals.

It is a matter of 'opinion as to whether
the inside ends of the winding should be
connected to leading -in wires of a stouter
gauge, some contending that the heat used

in soldering tends to make the fine wire

connectors.

With a little adjustment, the 'phones
should be as sensitive as a specially constructed pair of wireless receivers pur-

chased in the shop5, and will well repay
the trouble involved.
A. \V. H.

STARTING WIRELESS. V

THE AERIAL
AND EARTH

I

111.Vflo..

Designing and Erecting the Aerial.

SPEAKING generally, in order to receive the most energy from an aerial,
it should be as long and as high as possible. However, at the time of writing
there are certain restrictions and regulations with regard to aerials. The ,Postmaster -General

states

that an amateur

from trees as much as possible, and do not types respectively.
let

both these conditions tend to screen the end of the aerial in order to secure better
aerial, thus decreasing its efficiency. It is insulation. The method of joining is also

not advisable to run an aerial parallel

with telegraph wires or above a lead roof
or guttering.

insulating the Aerial.
The aerial only receives a very small
and not more than too ft. long. If a
double -wire aerial is used, the length of amount of electrical energy, and therefore
wire allowed is extended to 14o ft._; this, every precaution must be taken to secure
of course, includes the total length of the best possible insulation. A small leakwire-that is, two wires 70 ft., spaced age will affect the signal strength to a
some distance apart. It should be remem- very marked degree. The two best aerial
bered that these measurements include the insulators are glazed porcelain and
length of the down lead to the receiver.
ebonite. Some comparative tests made by
Speaking broadly, one type of aerial is the writer showed that the best results
just as efficient as the other, and therefore were obtained with ebonite.
the form adopted will depend upon the
An excellent insulator can be made from
ebonite rod. A
available space. Fig. r shows one of the a 6 in. length of
best arrangements for a single -wire aerial, small hole is drilled through each end for
and Fig. 2 a similar scheme for a twin - the purpose of attaching the wire, as
wire aerial. When determining the posi- shown in Fig. 3. Two forms of porcelain
tion of an aerial, remember to keep it away insulators are known as the reel and shell
aerial must not be more than too ft. high

When using these it

it run by the side of a building, as is advisable to use two or three at each
shown in Fig. 3.

Referring to Fig. r, it4vill be seen that

at the top of the mast there is a small

pulley which is used for hauling the aerial
wire up or down. Rope impregnated with
some form of preservative is desirable, and
the rope should he about twice the length
of the mast. It is slipped through the
pulley before the mast is raised. In order

to prevent the mast from swaying in the wind, and also to counterbalance the pull
of the aerial wire, it is usual to fasten a
number of stay wires to the top, and these
wires are very frequently insulated by in-

serting a shell or reel insulator near the
top and bottom of each, as shown in Fig. 1.

The down lead should be kept as far
away from the wall as possible. In Fig.
it, is brought into the house by means of a

long ebonite tube, which is fixed to the
top of the window -frame. When erecting
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Fig. I.-Single-wire Aerial.

Fig. 4.-Lightning Protector.
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Fig. 3.-Insulators.

Fig. 2.-Double-wire Aerial.

The ends of the wire are opened out and blades of the switch, as shown in Fig. 4
A small- part of the surface at B. The upper contacts are short cirmade as large as possible. Another point of the pipe is scraped clean, and the ends cuited and the lower ones are connected
to bear in mind is that if one end of the of the wire are soldered to the pipe.
to the tuner. When the receiver is in
aerial has to be higher than the other the
use the switch is put into the lower posidistant end should. always be made the Earth Plates.
tion, thus connecting the aerial and earth
If a water pipe is unavailable, a metal to the tuner. It will be seen that when
higher.
plate should be buried at least 4 ft. below the switch is in the upper position the
the surface of the earth, and if possible aerial is connected directly to earth, and
A Twin Wire Aerial.
To gain the advantage of two wires they directly under the aerial. Wire netting, at the same time the tuner is absolutely
should be spaced apart, at a distance of at copper gauze, and copper and zinc plates isolated.
PAUL D. TYERS.
0 vs.".".\.w.n."."./0
least 6 ft. The spreaders are best made of are all equally useful for earths. The
bamboo on account of lightness. It will be plate should be at least 6 or 7 ft. long
noticed that the two wires must be insu- and about 2 or 3 ft. wide. A number of Making the "Wave" Visible
lated from each other until they merge to- thick (say No. 12 or 14 s.w.G.) copper
AN interesting experiment
those
gether at the end of the down lead. The wires are soldered to the earth plate, being r -t who possess a spark coil is for
momentmethod of insulation should be apparent twisted together and brought to the re- arily to light up an electric lamp by
ceiver. Since the plate is to be buried in wireless, that is to say by a wave from the
from Fig. z.
the earth, the soldered -connections are coil situated at the far end of a large
Aerial Wire.
liable to corrode owing to electrolytic room.
Copper, phosphor -bronze, silicon -bronze, action. To prevent this it is essential to
The ends of a coil of wire, consisting
or aluminium wire rriay be used for an protect the connections by well covering
them
with
paint
or
some
insulating
comaerial. The wire should be of a fairly
large gauge, say No. 16 S.W.G. Stranded pound. It should be remembered that the
wire, such as 5/22, is the most suitable. more moisture there is in the ground the
Aerial wire of this description may be pur- better will be the connection to the earth.
chased in lengths of loo ft. or too ft. ; this
is very often enamelled, which serves as a Protecting the Aerial from Lightning..
an aerial the angle between the down lead

and the main part of the wire should be

protection against corrosion.

well "Finned.

It will be obvious that an aerial will

act more or less as a lightning conductor,
The Earth Connection.
and therefore it is advisable to protect
It is important to obtain an efficient the receiving apparatus during a storm.
connection to the earth, and usually a main This is best accomplished by connecting
water -pipe can be employed for the pur- a " micrometer spark gap " across the
.pose. Connection should never be made aerial and. earth. The arrangement is
to a pipe containing screwed joints, such shown at A (Fig.. 4), and it will be seen
as a branch pipe to a cistern, neither on that- it consists of two very fine points
any account should a gas:pipe be employed separated 'by a very short distance. One
for the purpose. In arranging the position is made adjustable, and the gap is set by

of the receiver, it should be placed as
near the earth connection as possible. A
very long earth lead should be avoided.
Preferably it should . not be more than
about 20 ft. to 25 ft. Stranded copper
wire may be used for the purpose, and it
should be connected to the pipe as follows :

screwing the points together until they
just touch, when the movable one is given

a fraction of a turn back until the connection is broken.

An alternative plan is to use a double pole two-way switch. The aerial and

earth are respectively connected

to the

Lighting a Lamp by Wireless.

of about thirty turns, 20 in. in diameter,
are connected to a 32-c.p. lamp as shown
in the illustration. When the coil is
operated and suitable adjustment made,
the wave passing into space will cause the
lamp to light up.
W. W. D.
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A SINGLE -VALVE RECEIVING

SET AND HOW TO MAKE IT I
THE EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION
THIS one -valve set has been specially designed (at the request of the Editor of

" Amateur Wireless ") to follow on from the " Official " crystal set fully described
and illustrated in the first number of thisojournal. The crystal set is being made by
hundreds of our readers, and we trust that the present and rather more ambitious
apparatus will be as welcome and as sucdessful. It will answer the needs of those
readers (1) who live at some distance ft4om the broadcasting stations ; (2) whose
space for aerials happens to be restricted ; or (3) who in general desire a more

advanced type of receiving apparatus than the crystal set above referred to.

Photograph of Receiving Set with Valve as Detector and Low -frequency

Photograph of Receiving Set with Crystal Detector and High -

Amplifier Combined.

frequency Amplifier.

AT the outset it may be remarked that to make
everything which appears in the accompanying
drawings from the rough material would require a
well-equipped workshop, but most, if not all, of the
parts which require special machining can be bought
ready made. Those who have already made a

crystal set will not have had their labour in vain,
for most of the apparatus can be used in the set to
be described. Those who have not made or used a
crystal set are advised to do so before they attempt
the valve set for two reasons. The first is that it
needs a little experience to know how to get the best
results from a home-made set, and the second that

the mere use of a crystal set will thoroughly instil
into the mind of the amateur that he must have all

,

his apparatus thoroughly efficient.
One can sometimes afford to be a little wasteful
when signals are amplified, but when it is impossible to put more energy into the telephones than is
received by the aerial, which is the case of the crystal
set, much will be learnt of the advantages of keeping
insulation and apparatus up to the mark.

The Circuits.
Figs. r and z show alternative circuits which will
give good results if the instructions are carried out
in full. In both these circuits the valve acts as an

Fig. 1.-Valve as High -frequency Amplifier vv'th
Crystal Detector.

amplifier. In the First it amplifies
the radio -frequency currents which

oscillate in the aerial circuit, and these

the detector circuit on the right.

Fig. 3 may help to explain the
meaning of the 'terms used. The top

frequency oscillations in the aerial circuit. These may be supposed to have
been considerably amplified (increased
in strength) by the valve. On passing

l I

a.

finished off smooth with fine emery

surface will give a good colour.
The wooden part is made out of two

Fig. 2

solid pieces of mahogany or teak (or
soft wood wil do) TI in. and
in.
thick respectively. Some of the thick
piece has to be carved away to leave
room for the terminals, valve legs and

Fig. 2.-(above) Valve as Detector and

Y4.

Low -frequency Amplifier Combined.

Fig. 6.-(right) Layout of Valve Panel.
Cab of pore

Ebanile shr,r

connecting wires, this, of course, being
done when all the parts are assembled
on the ebonite panel. If the maker is

Fig. 6

High- o)1 radio -frequency
oscillations (too rapid to
ailed telephones).

The apparatus needed for circuit
No. r comprises :
I. A complete receiving set.

good at engraving he can mark the
letters to the terminals of the plate,

E-

grid and filament, but otherwise they
should be stamped on or marked in

Rectified 4..oscalations ob-

tamed' with detector.

ink on the wood underneath. The
connections of the terminals to the
valve should 'be made with No. 20

2. An additional aerial tuning inLow- er audio -frequency

ductance.

-

4. Telephones with condenser.
5. Grid condenser C and grid leak L.

If the amateur has already two tuning inductances it would need less
work to fit up circuit No. 1, but if he

has not, it might be easier to adopt
circuit No. 2; the latter also has the

<_oscillatio.^- produced

in

iMt.phones.

Fig. 7.-Diagram of Con-

Fig. 3.-Diagrammatic Representation of Oscillations.

advantage that it can be vefy easily
converted to a "regenerative circuit.'
Valve Panel.

and two of these should be ample for the purpose.
The tinfoil is cut up into six strips 2 in. by
in.
and a hole punched A in. frorn`the end of each one.
Copper foil is better than tin because it will not
tear so easily, but tinfoil will answer quite well.
The "leak" is made of a piece of sheet fibre or
in. by y4. in., with two holes made at
ebonite
each end 2Y4, in. apart. Fibre is preferable; if
ebonite is used it must be roughened with emery cloth. A thick line with an H B pencil is drawn
from one hole to the other, and the pencil is well
rubbed in round the holes, as shown in the drawing,
to make good contact with the clamping nuts. The

cloth, and a little oil rubbed over the

Apparatus.

For circuit No. 2 :
I. Aerial tuning inductance.
2. A valve holder.
3. Batteries Br and Bz.

measure flu in. total thickness.
A little over or under will not matter very much.
Care should be taken to obtain the mica as clear as
possible. It can usually be obtained in 2 in. squares,

sulphur in the ebonite. After the
holes have been drilled the top can be

--1-Iii11111111111-'
ea

valve performs the two operations of
amplifying and rectifying together.

B2 of 30-40 volts.

thickness should be checked with a micrometer if
possible, otherwise the only way to measure the
thickness is to. cut up a piece into M. in. squares
with a sharp pair of scissors and pile thirty-four of
these little squares together, when they should

quickly get dull on account of the

tho Cam

on to the detector, and in Fig. 2 the

3. A valve holder.
4. Batory Bt of 4 volts and battery

legs cannot be made at home they can
be bought for a few pence.

thick pieces and is split with a sharp penknife. The

The legs and terminals should be
polished and lacquered or they will

line represents two groups of high -

hence the term audio -frequency. In
Fig. t the valve magnifies the radio frequency current and allows it to pass

There are six pieces of mica i% in. by r in. and
about 0.003 in. thick. The mica can be bought in

are then tightened up. If the valve

magnified currents are passed on to

through the detector circuit they are
deformed in shape Lo be something
like the second line, and the effect
produced in the telephone may be
likened to the third line oscillations,

B.A. (see Fig. SA). They can be adjusted by placing them in position and
pushing a valve right home. The nuts

nections of Valve Panel.

and finished off smooth with an iron
smoothing plane set very fine. Failing that, a "dreadnough" file will cut
it better than any other. Fig. 6 shows
the layout of the holes. The four

The valve panel is illustrated by
Figs. 4 to 8. The top is made of a holes for the valve legs should be
piece of ebonite 4 in. by a% in. by .4., marked out very carefully; they are
in. thick;
in. thickness would drilled A- in. in diameter so as to
do, but the thicker material will be allow a little play for adjusting the
valve legs, which are screwed No. 4
stronger. The edges can be trued up

*.- .

'mu

0 ®o

gauge bare copper wire. A little piece
of rubber tubing should be slipped over
the plate connection which has to
cross one of the filament wires.

Grid Condenser and Leak.
The next piece of apparatus is the
grid condenser and leak, which will be
needed for circuit. No. 2. These are
shown in the diagrams Figs. 9 to 13,
and also in the photograph. The

condenser is made up of copper or
tinfoil, both of which can be purchased

from

any electrical

stores.

,

0

0
Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Figs. 4 and 5.-Plan and Side Elevation of Valve
Panel.
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everything which appears in the accompanying
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well-equipped workshop, but most, if not all, of the
parts which require special machining can be bought
ready made. Those who have already made a

crystal set will not have had their labour in vain,
for most of the apparatus can be used in the set to
be described. Those who have not made or used a
crystal set are advised to do so before they attempt
the valve set for two reasons. The first is that it
needs a little experience to know how to get the best
results from a home-made set, and the second that

the mere use of a crystal set will thoroughly instil
into the mind of the amateur that he must have all
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his apparatus thoroughly efficient.
One can sometimes afford to be a little wasteful
when signals are amplified, but when it is impossible to put more energy into the telephones than is
received by the aerial, which is the case of the crystal
set, much will be learnt of the advantages of keeping
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Figs. r and z show alternative circuits which will
give good results if the instructions are carried out
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frequency oscillations in the aerial circuit. These may be supposed to have
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in strength) by the valve. On passing
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on the ebonite panel. If the maker is
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The apparatus needed for circuit
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good at engraving he can mark the
letters to the terminals of the plate,
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grid and filament, but otherwise they
should be stamped on or marked in
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ink on the wood underneath. The
connections of the terminals to the
valve should 'be made with No. 20

2. An additional aerial tuning inLow- er audio -frequency
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4. Telephones with condenser.
5. Grid condenser C and grid leak L.

If the amateur has already two tuning inductances it would need less
work to fit up circuit No. 1, but if he

has not, it might be easier to adopt
circuit No. 2; the latter also has the
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iMt.phones.

Fig. 7.-Diagram of Con-
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advantage that it can be vefy easily
converted to a "regenerative circuit.'
Valve Panel.

and two of these should be ample for the purpose.
The tinfoil is cut up into six strips 2 in. by
in.
and a hole punched A in. frorn`the end of each one.
Copper foil is better than tin because it will not
tear so easily, but tinfoil will answer quite well.
The "leak" is made of a piece of sheet fibre or
in. by y4. in., with two holes made at
ebonite
each end 2Y4, in. apart. Fibre is preferable; if
ebonite is used it must be roughened with emery cloth. A thick line with an H B pencil is drawn
from one hole to the other, and the pencil is well
rubbed in round the holes, as shown in the drawing,
to make good contact with the clamping nuts. The

cloth, and a little oil rubbed over the

Apparatus.

For circuit No. 2 :
I. Aerial tuning inductance.
2. A valve holder.
3. Batteries Br and Bz.

measure flu in. total thickness.
A little over or under will not matter very much.
Care should be taken to obtain the mica as clear as
possible. It can usually be obtained in 2 in. squares,

sulphur in the ebonite. After the
holes have been drilled the top can be
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valve performs the two operations of
amplifying and rectifying together.

B2 of 30-40 volts.

thickness should be checked with a micrometer if
possible, otherwise the only way to measure the
thickness is to. cut up a piece into M. in. squares
with a sharp pair of scissors and pile thirty-four of
these little squares together, when they should

quickly get dull on account of the
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on to the detector, and in Fig. 2 the

3. A valve holder.
4. Batory Bt of 4 volts and battery

legs cannot be made at home they can
be bought for a few pence.

thick pieces and is split with a sharp penknife. The

The legs and terminals should be
polished and lacquered or they will

line represents two groups of high -

hence the term audio -frequency. In
Fig. t the valve magnifies the radio frequency current and allows it to pass

There are six pieces of mica i% in. by r in. and
about 0.003 in. thick. The mica can be bought in

are then tightened up. If the valve

magnified currents are passed on to

through the detector circuit they are
deformed in shape Lo be something
like the second line, and the effect
produced in the telephone may be
likened to the third line oscillations,

B.A. (see Fig. SA). They can be adjusted by placing them in position and
pushing a valve right home. The nuts

nections of Valve Panel.

and finished off smooth with an iron
smoothing plane set very fine. Failing that, a "dreadnough" file will cut
it better than any other. Fig. 6 shows
the layout of the holes. The four

The valve panel is illustrated by
Figs. 4 to 8. The top is made of a holes for the valve legs should be
piece of ebonite 4 in. by a% in. by .4., marked out very carefully; they are
in. thick;
in. thickness would drilled A- in. in diameter so as to
do, but the thicker material will be allow a little play for adjusting the
valve legs, which are screwed No. 4
stronger. The edges can be trued up
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gauge bare copper wire. A little piece
of rubber tubing should be slipped over
the plate connection which has to
cross one of the filament wires.

Grid Condenser and Leak.
The next piece of apparatus is the
grid condenser and leak, which will be
needed for circuit. No. 2. These are
shown in the diagrams Figs. 9 to 13,
and also in the photograph. The

condenser is made up of copper or
tinfoil, both of which can be purchased

from

any electrical

stores.

,

0

0
Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Figs. 4 and 5.-Plan and Side Elevation of Valve
Panel.
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box for the leak should be- made of hard fifty hours; a'good cell has a total capacity tension battery, so that there is no need
wood if possible. It is easiest to make it of 7o ampere -hours. If not used too often to have new cells for the purpose if old
solid and carve the centre out like the they would perhaps last for three months ones can be obtained. An alternative is
valve panel, the bottom piece being glued or more, and when unfit for this purpose made up of three units of eleven cells;
on. A piece of wood or, better, ebonite they can be added to the high-tension these units can be purchased for about 5s.
V in. thick is cut to the same size as the battery.
each. Also twelve to fifteen pocket lamp
leak; this is to clamp the condenser down A 40 -ampere -hour 4 -volt accumulator batteries (3% volt) might be used. It has
with. The terminals should be as shown will cost about 25, and must be charged already been stated that if dry cells are
every month whether it is in use or not. used for lighting the filament they can
in the drawing, with nuts and washers.
The condenser can now be assembled.. The cost of charging usually depends on be passed on for this service when they
First the terminals are pushed through the conscience of whoever does the job. are too old for the former.
the holes in the lid of the box, then the It will probably be about 2s. per time.
When using old cells care should be
condenser is assembled in the following Of course, if more than one valve is used taken from time to time to see that the
order : a piece of copper foil on one ter- it would pay to have the accumulator be- voltage of any 'cell does not fall below
minal, a piece of mica, a piece of foil on cause of the extra current consumed., A o.7 volt. The battery should be carefully
that insulated. It may rest upon glass plates,
the other terminal, a piece of mica, and big disadvantage of accumulators
such as old photographic negatives, and
so on. These must be carefully laid on, they are messy and not easily portable.
It will be noticed that no filament re- preferably it should be enclosed in a box.
one exactly over the other. When the
last piece of foil is in place the ebonite sistance is included in the apparatus or Operation.
strip should be pushed over the terminals diagram of connections. When using
Having now described all the apparatus
and then the fibre with the pencil mark accumulators the writer considers that it which is needed, a few words on the workoutwards. Washers and nuts are used to is not worth the extra cost and trouble ing of the set may not be out of place.
Always take the valve out of the holder
when making connections. If you accidentally connect the high-tension battery
across the filament it will be a costly
mistake.
Fig. 9

To further obviate accidents a piece of
% ampere fuse wire may .be connected in
series with the H.T. battery. No. r circuit

will need two inductances; these should
Fig. 11

--rt6 dm -

Fig. 10

Figs.. 9 and 10.-Case for Grid Leak
and Condenser.

96%I

O

?loco

17g.x/'

Copper

Stele 2

Figs. 11 and la-Elevation and Under Plan of Grid Leak.

clamp the whole tightly together.

c3

34

Fig 13.-Constructional Details of

Fig. 12

The

capacity of the condenser should be about
.0003 microfarads and the resistance of
the leak z,000,000 ohms. The condenser

will not need any adjustment once it is
put together, as it will be approximately
of the stated value -if it has been made

Condenser.

to have a 6 -volt battery and variable resistance. A 4 -volt battery can be connected straight on to the filament of the
valve without the least danger of burning
out, whereas one has to be careful with a
6 -volt battery. When using dry cells it
would be worth while including a rheo-

properly, but the leak will have to be stat, but instead a short piece of resistance
adjusted when the set

k---1

Fig 8a.-Valve Leg.

pencil line

is in use.

The

method will be described later.

Batteries
The low-tension battery next claims
attention. This is needed to light the

filament of- the valve, which may be an

M or R type. These valves take a current
of about y. amp. The two most suitable
sources of current are accumulators or

wire could be inserted as' a connection to
get over the difficulty.
In this connection the writer would
emphasise the need for a voltmeter if
valves are used. It should preferably read
up to 6 volts. It should also be used to
check the voltage across the filament in
order to see that it never exceeds 4.5

The high-tension battery niay be obtained in a number of ways. In the
dry cells, and if there is any difficulty in writer's case it consists of about thirty
getting accumulators charged, the writer discarded electric -bell dry cells. When
would certainly recommend dry cells. the voltage of a cell drops below t a
The initial cost of four good cells (they hole is drilled in the top and a little
must be large ones) will be about its. water added; this usually freshens it up.
These should easily have a life of about Ve.ry little current is taken from the high-

be about the same size, and when everything is connected up and you are listening for signals you should tune both circuits at once.
In circuit No. 2 only ,one inductance is
used. The
of its box.

grid condenser is taken out
When signals are heard
thicken the pencil line on the- grid leak
and the signals should gradually become

If too much pencil has been
added it can be rubbed out. As it may
stronger.

take a little time to adjust the leak it
should be- done when a station is transmit-

ting for a long time; for instance, the
Paris weather report or the Admiralty

signals. When the leak is finally adjusted
it is put back in the box and the edges are
sealed round with paraffin wax to prevent
the ingress of moisture.

J. F. S.

o

A perhaps unusual source of noise in
a receiving set was the presence of spiders'
webs on the aerial. This particular aerial

was low at the house end, and during
last August a quantity of spiders' webs
appeared on the insulators, etc. The first
intimation of these was that signals were
very weak, and the set would not oscillate
above

about

5,200

metres.

EVentually

this was found to be due -to the webs,
which caused fiendiSh noises in the telephones when thea'erial swung about at all.
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ELIMINATING THE AERIAL

i

The Squier System of " Wired Wireless "

1

4,

I

T is evident even to those who up to
the present have only taken a super-

power line in various ways; the preferred
arrangement used at present is shown in
the -illustration. In this method of connection- the danger of short circuiting the
mains is entirely avoided, the condensers
between the mains acting as a by-pass for

ficial interest in wireless that one of the
most desirable objects to be achieved is
the elimination of the aerial. The aerial
is the one inconvenient component of the
receiving set. True, with a valve ampli- the high -frequency currents only, perfying set_ frame aerials can be used, but mitting the power current, direct, or alterthen not everyone can afford such sets, nating, but of low frequency, to flow
and, moreover, many would not have the along the mains. For the wireless curtechnical ability necessary for their opera- rents the two mains are connected in
tion. Obviously, the type of instrument parallel and used as one conductor, the
that would be ideal for those whose chief ground being the return conductor. Good
interest in wireless telegraphy is simply results are also obtained by connecting
the broadcasting reception would be one the transmitters and receivers between the
of the simplest nature and would not, re- mains, suitably protected by condensers to
keep the large power current from passing
quire an aerial.
To this public wireless is a means to an through the wireless apparatus, but the
end and, providing that broadcasted pro- arrangement indicated above is more suitgrammes could be received successfully, able.
their care is not whether the ether is the Its Advantages.
conveying medium or whether wires are
The advantages of the line wireless
used for transmission. In the latter case method
of broadcasting are many. In the
the installation of transmitting wires or first place,
the ether channels used for
lines is, of course, out of the question.
But if use could be made of existing wires,

wireless broadcasting
employed

for

such

wireless

without affecting their ordinary use, a very activities where ether wireless is the only
useful object will have been attained.
or best method of communication. Also
That this is a possibility of the near since there is no wireless interference
future is proved by a demonstration re- caused ,by broadcasting on power or lightcently given in America by General ing circuits, any number of wave channels
Officer

George 0. Squier, Chief Signal
be employed and, therefore, multiU.S.A., of the application of his system may
plying
the possible number of stations that
wired wireless." An American con- can be operated on tile same line. It is
f
conceivable that in every community we
PJWCP
may have several transmitting stations
MAINS
operating at the same time, but each on a
different wave -length and supplying difaunts
rooktopurrat
ferent services. One might be used exclusively for music, another for current
EARTIS
EARTH
news, and still another for educational in-

Suitable Connections for the "Wired Wireless"
System.

temporary gives an account of the demonstration. "Radio Broadcast," the paper
referred to, says:

General Squier's Wired System.
General Squier has demonstrated experimentally in his laboratories that it is
entirely feasible and practical to transmit
high -frequency -current

telephony

over

power lines and electric light circuits, and
for it to be.received by a large number of
people by connecting receivers at various

points on the line, the connection being

made by a suitable plug in any light
socket.

The transmitters or receivers are of the

usual types now employed for wireless

telephony and may be connected to the

formation, etc.

would

arc -lights

"hum" at the pitch of the circuit which
supplied them. Someone proposed that a
telephone transmitter should be connected
to a city's arc -fighting system to broadcast
police calls, news of robberies, etc. The
difficulty, however, was that the arc -light
was not a sufficiently "loud -speaking"
receiver to be heard above street traffic, so

nothing ever came of the idea,

The

problem of putting on another stream of

"talk" without interference

was

only

solved when a reliable method was found
for using a high -frequency electric current
as a "carrier."
0 \-15."5./WINIVNIVNIC)

TWO KINKS
A CONDENSER HINT

IN the construction of small fixed condensers difficulty is often experienced in
making connection to the tinfoil sheets. A
simple and effective Method is to use ordif

are limited, and

the few wave channels which are
say the lighting mains which are now even
general in all towns of any size, and this available for broadcasting can be more
profitably

alternating -current

CONOC,40

Condenser Plates Held by Eyelet.

nary eyelets to fasten the plates together.
If several condensers are made of uniform
dimensions they are easily interchangeable. The method of application is illustrated above.

A. M.

LIGHTNING PROTECTOR

AVERY efficient lightning protector

can be made from a thin sheet

of

mica and two discarded carbon brushes
such as are used on electric motors and
dynamos.

Drill a hole in the mica about -A--in.
diameter and one in a brush the same
CARSON

A suitable plug connection in the light
',OLDER
socket is all that will be required, so that
A 5 SPRING
wherever the light circuits extend, which
is nearly universal these days, "wireless"
broadcasting may be received.
It is hard to realise at this moment the
vast possibilities of this method of broadWOOD BADE
casting, but judging from the universal
Lightning Protector.
interest in the preliminary announcement
in the press, it is a fair guess that the diameter but
in. deep, and fill this
-system will come into general use very hole with soft solder. Then place the
quickly.
brushes together with the mica between,
There is nothing new in this idea; it care being taken to ensure that the hole
occurred to many people years ago, but in the mica is opposite to the solder.
its fulfilment was just out of reach. For Mount the protector on a well -varnished
instance, it was found that if telephone board, and fasten with clips. One of the
currents were passed through an electric brushes should be connected to the aerial,
arc the original sound would be repro-, the other (containing the solder) should
duced audibly, just as the old-fashioned be connected to earth.
J. -L.

la i5
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RADIOGRAMS
Wireless parties are being organised
now.

wards switches itself off until the next one
is due. Of course, time switches are not
new, for they have been in use for electric
lighting, etc., for some time, but this

One broadcasting station in New York appears to be the first attempt to apply
sends out no fewer than ten musical pro- them to wireless.
grammes a day.
Three Continental wireless services are
now being conducted simultaneously from
the Ongar Marconi stations.

The European wireless weather report,
transmitted daily at 11.30 a.m. (Greenwich Mean Time) from the Eiffel Tower;
is now being supplemented by data from
America.

The Almanzora recently, when sixty

miles north of Fernando Noronha, ex-

changed wireless signals with Cape Town,
a distance of 3,457 miles, thus constituting

imagination to see a future Derby photographed, wirelessed from the course by a
super -directional transmitter, received and
projected on the screen of a cinema ten
minutes later !

Speculating as to the future of the wireless

industry a writer in the "Sunday

Chronicle" uses the gramophone for purposes of comparison. According to this

writer there are roughly two million
gramophones in use in this country.
Every year about i5o,000 gramophones are

A great number of schools are taking sold to the public, of which roughly 25
per cent. are made complete in this

up- the subject of wireless, and are accord-

ingly installing suitable apparatus. Two
recent additions are the Lowestoft Central
School and the school at Grayswood,
Surrey. In the latter two pupils are de-

tailed each morning to take the time signal
from Paris, and to adjust the school clock
accordingly. The daily weather report is
also received each day from the Air Ministry's station at Kingsway House. A wire-

less lesson is given each week to a large
class of scholars, all of whom can "listen
in" simultaneously by means of a loud
speaker.

a wireless record for the South Atlantic.
According to the latest reports broadcasting
is delayed for three reasons which
Radio House, Wilson Street, Finsbury
Square, E.C., is the newest sending station may be summed up as follows :
Differences have arisen in regard to the
of the Marconi Company. The station is erection
of the broadcasting stations.
for the control of the new station at
Manufacturers
desire protection for
sent
out
A continuous wave is
British
-made
wireless
sets. They argue
from Ongar, and that wave is interrupted
that hardship will be involved if, after
at Radio House.
they have incurred heavy expenses in the
erection of the broadcasting stations,
"Fire" in an editorial says : The fire foreign manufacturers are allowed to
hazards of the country are likely to be flood the market with receiving sets.
The special machinery and apparatus
considerably increased by the broadcasting
of wireless news and the installation of require a considerable time for constructhousands of receiving sets by amateurs. tion and installation.
It is thought improbable that there will
It is well to be forearmed, because carelessness or ignorance in the setting up of be much further delay.
It is understood that the majority of
an installation and use thereof may cause
.much fire damage, and at the least inter- the broadcasting firms are in favour of an
;fere with fire -alarms that have above- increase in the cost of the licence, and it
is proposed that the suggestion should be
ground wiring.
put before the Postmaster -General. It is

country,

5o

per

cent.

contain

foreign

mechanism, and 25 per cent. are imported
from the Continent. The capital employed
in the industry is about ,5,000,000 for
manufacture and Li,000,coo for wholesale
distribution. The number of people employed in the industry is, roughly, io,000,

and the number of dealers who handle
gramophones 8,000. Every year about
Lio,000,000 worth of gramophones are sold

throughout the land.
Assuming, therefore, that there are as
many people willing to buy wireless sets
as there are to buy gramophones, this

country ought to be able to absorb two
million sets. If the average investment
on every set were only Zs, the total in-

vestment would be Z;to,000,000. If the
country could absorb these two million receivers in a period of five years this would
of new
mean an average of
business each year with employment for
several thousand people, and that is a very
moderate estimate.
" Wireless in the Tropics."-With reference
to the photographs used in a recent issue to
illustrate this article, Mr. Chatwin asks us to

state that these were taken by Mr. J. A.

Cooper, A.M.I.E.E., who has a collection of
photographs illustrating the East African
campaign from 1916 to 1918.

CORRESPONDENCE

suggested that the extra fee should be

Considerable acceleration of the com- los. 6d., making the total yearly cost to
mercial wireless service existing between the amateur £1 is.
England and Spain has been secured by
the recent transfer of this service from
the Poldhu station to a new Marconi
Some little time ago a technical journal
station at Ongar. Under the new condidevoted
considerable space to a method of
Spain,
marked
"Via
to
tions messages
transmitting
photographs by wireless. In
Marconi," instead of being relayed by
long land line circuits to Cornwall, are its present form the system is rather intransmitted direct by distant control from volved; at the same time, considering the
Radio House, Wilson Street, E.C., to the vast strides made in the past few years it
is quite within the bounds of reason that a
receiving station in Spain.

An entirely new automatic receiver is
claimed to have been invented by a Newcastle engineer. The apparatus is tuned
to a certain station, and it switches itself
on at certain times of the day in anticipation of scheduled transmissions, and after-

method of broadcasting photographs may be
evolved shortly which will enable pictures

of, say, a big fight, race meeting or other
public function to be flashed from the
nearest broadcasting station to be picked

up by any private station equipped with
suitable reception apparatus.
It only needs a small flight of the

Can any Reader Kindly Explain ?
I

SIR,-In all the text -books I have read
have been informed that the medium

through which the electro-magnetic waves
(used in wireless) travel is the same as that
of light. This medium is called ether and
is all-pervading. Below is a rough table
of wave -lengths radiated in this ether.
X-rays, about 2.5 millionths of an inch.
Actinic rays of maximum intensity, to
millionths of an inch.
Heat rays of maximum intensity, about
15 millionths of an inch.
Electric rays, shortest measured, 0.24
in. ; as used in wireless, about 300 ft.
to 50,000 ft.

It is quite commonly understood that
the velocity of the above waves are all the
same, namely, approximately 186,000 miles

entattur ittrelesS
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per second, .hence the argument that the
medium must be the same for each. Now,
the velocity of sound is much smaller,
being 11,120 ft. per second, the medium for
sound -waves being air. An experiment
proving that the medium for sound waves

enthusiasts I find they are just as much in
the dark. I would be greatly obliged if
you would insert this query in your thost
helpful journal and let myself and others
have the benefit of other readers' scientific
knowledge.-G. B. (Sacriston).

and the medium for waves of light are
entirely different is easily demonstrated by
the classical experiment of placing an
electric -bell under the bell -jar receiver of
an air pump and removing the air. Upon
the circuit being closed the trembler of the
bell is seen to vibrate, proving that the

CLUB DOINGS
The Hackney and District Radio
Society

Hon. Sec.-E. R. WALKER, 48, Dagniar Road,

South Hackney, E.g.
THE third meeting of the above Society took
place on June 22nd at III, Chatsworth Road,

Freak Results
Clapton, at 8 p.m.
SIR,-F. H. MPs letter on freak results
A meeting, to be held on July 7th, will be
has greatly interested me, as only the other

day I had a similar experience of receiving signals without an aerial. I use a
one -valve set, and was in the act of dis-

open to the general public. An elementary
lecture on the " Principles of Wireless " will

be given, terminating by the reception of
telephony and music. The apparatus to be
used will consist chiefly of units made by

medium of light which allows us vision connecting the outside aerial and changing members.
still exists within the bell -jar; also that over to a hore-made frame inside when
Wireless
the sides of the vessel are transparent to I heard signals, my hand touching the end Birmingham Experimental
Club
the waves of light. One cannot, however,

hear the action of the trembler because,
the air being withdrawn, there is no

of the aerial wire (not the terminal). This
so interested me that I called my friend

in, and signals were still heard when he
touched the aerial wire. This seems reMy difficulty, which I would like ex- markable, as neither of us had any conplained, can be very clearly presented by nection with the apparatus. Can anyone
changing the substance of the bell walls. account for this? Another little experiInstead of glass let it be porcelain (an ment was receiving telephony from Marinsulator), or any substance opaque to light coni House with a simple crystal set,
waves. We can now neither hear nor see using- the above -mentioned frame aerial.
the action of the trembler blade, but if we My station is only about 2% miles from
have a sensitive detector of electrical Marconi House, which may account for
oscillations placed outside of the jar we this, but the frame is a very primitive
can easily detect these oscillations caused affair, consisting of two pieces of wood
medium for the sound -waves to travel in.

by the spark at the trembler blade.

I

think this proves that electro-magnetic
waves do not follow the laws which govern
light waves. By this experiment it is

shown that electro-magnetic waves will
pass through intervening objects which
are impervious to light waves. My difficulty is in satisfying myself that the

(4 ft. by 4 in. by q. in.) made in the shape
of a cross and wound with fourteen turns
of No. 2S enamelled wire. No other insulation is used. The frame is hidden away
in a dirty little office in the city, with
high buildings all round and a P.O. telegraph pole on the roof.

I may say that my valve set ,works

medium for light and wireless transmis- very well on this small frame.-L. P. S.
sion is the same. At present I cannot be- (City).
lieve it and wish it could be made clear.
Referring to the table of wave -lengths,
I can understand X-rays passing through
substance because they are so minute. All
eibstances, it is generally agreed upon,

are made up of molecules separated by
spaces which are filled with ether. If this

(Affiliated with the Wireless Society of London).

Hon. Sec.-MR. rRANK. S. ADAMS, III), Ivor
Road, Sparkhill, Birmingham.

AT a meeting held at Digbeth Institute on
Friday, June r6th, a lecture was given by

S. H. V. Abbott, Esq , on " Wireless at Sea "
Mr. Abbott described wireless systems and

methods since the earliest days of marine
wireless. An interesting programme of lectures, discussions, and demonstrations has
been arranged, for the summer months.

Leeds and District Amateur Wireless
Society
(Affiliated with the Wireless Society of London).
D. E. PETTIGREW, 37, MexHon.

borough Avenue, Chapeltown Road, Leeds.
A GENERAL meeting was held on Friday,
June 23rd, at the Leed§ University. It had
been found impossible to arrange a discussion

on " Direction Finding," as scheduled in the
syllabus, but Mr. G. P. Kendall, B.Sc. (Vice President) had offered to describe his four valve receiver.
This set, Mr. Kendall explained, was still
in the experimental stage, being assembled in
the well-known 50 -watt trench -set cabinet, and
(Continued in second column of next page)

"P 0 Z"

is so one has no difficulty in realising the
probability

of

X-rays

waves

creeping

through these spaces between the moleHowever, wireless waves are very
large and could not possibly creep
through. I am aware that wireless waves
cules.

can be distorted, but even this fact does

not help us to an easy solution of the
above experiment.

At the present day when signals can be
readily heard without an outside aerial,
the apparatus being totally enclosed within

four walls of a room in the centre of a
house, it is not to be wondered at my
doubting the assumption that the medium
for light waves and the medium for electro-magnetic waves are identically the
same.

The waves of light from the sun do not
travel all around the earth's surface. In
the case of wireless transmission, however,
the electro-magnetic waves are well known
to follow the earth's surface.

All this may be very easily explained.
I have never had it made clear to me, and
upon asking quite a number of wireless

One of the great German stations which amateurs are constantly hearing. In addition
to much Press work it transmits time signals and weather obse, atiors.
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OUR INFORMATION BUREAU
Expert Replies to Readers' Questions.

Hundreds of Replies are sent by Post.

TO ENSURE A PROMPT REPLY PLEASE OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING RULES

Write distinctly, give all necessary details and keep to the point. Ask one Question at a time-never more
than two. Send a Stamped and Addressed Envelope. Send the Coupon cut from page 98.
0.111.111.11.1

Range of Apparatus

other end is then twisted.

-

./"."

14.11.611AW

This may be done

Q.-Please say what signals could be re- in various ways, the best being to fasten it in
ceived by means of the receiving apparatus the cli-uck of a drill brace, and rotate it until
as described on p. 10 of the first issue of it is evenly twisted all the way along. The
AMATEUR WIRELESS if erected at Luton. wire should be pulled tight all the time.
When finished, unwind a little to take the
-F.H. (26)
A.-The receiving set referred to, when spring out of the wire, and coil it up carefully.

................111.

held on June toth at the Signal Corps Headquarters, to hear a paper by Mr. W. J. Feather-

stone, entitled " Miscellaneous Subjects Re-

lating to Wireless." The lecturer gave a clear
description of the various detectors (past and

present), and explained the various uses to
which a relay could be put. He exhibited a
used in conjunction with the usual " amateur " The stranded wire may now be wound on the good type of this latter piece of apparatus.
inductance.
To keep the turns from touching Mr. G. H. Strong (President), who occupied
aerial should prove capable of tuning in wavelengths from about 150 to about 700 metres. one another, a ball of fine string is wound on the chair, proposed a vote of thanks, which
,Therefore, in the first instance signals can be at the same time side by side with the wire. was seconded by Mr. C. Dyson (another
received from stations which employ waves The whole can then be varnished with shellac pioneer). Fourteen new members were
between these limits. These will include ships and baked dry. (2) The connections to the elected. Intending members should get in
and coast stations (on 600 metres), amateur crystal were quite clearly shown in the draw- touch with the Hon. Sec.
transmitting stations (180 metres), telephone ing. The aerial wire is connected to one
Stockton - on -Tees and District
stations (amateurs on 18o and 440 metres, switch 'arm and the crystal itself. The pointer
Amateur Wireless Society
proposed new broadcasting stations on 35o touching the crystal is connected to one
to 425 metres), and a few ship and shore terminal of the telephones. The other tele- Hon. Sec.-Ma. W. F. WooD, 4, Birkley
stations working on 300 -metre waves. This phone terminal is connected to the other Square, Norton, Stockton-on-Tees.
is quite a fair selection, but it must be remem- switch arm and to earth. Use silicon or Tins society is only a month old, but is one
of the largest in the district, having close upon
bered that the question of range must be French galena.
considered, and this is a most difficult matter
to estimate, depending upon several factors

SHORT ANSWERS

eighty members. Permanent rooms have been

taken in the Malleable Workmen's Institute,

such as (r) the power employed by the disAmateur (Cheshire). - (I) Coloured polish Norton Road, with the use monthly, for
tant transmitting station ; (2) the height and may possibly act as a conductor and " short " lectures, etc., of the large concert hall. An
efficiency of the receiving aerial ; (3) the' your detector. Use insulating varnish over aerial is being arranged for, and considerable
efficiency and sensitivity of the receiving "wood (2) One layer only. (3) Clean off insula- apparatus has been placed at the disposal of
apparatus ; and (4) the very important ques- tion only on the surface edge of the wire ; brush the members.
A Club official will be in attendance in the
tion of the skill of the receiving operator. It the coil in the direction of the " lay " of coil
is considered, however, that, with a good afterwards to remove dust, etc. (4) A pocket - rooms every evening.
The membership is open to persons of any
aerial, average care in the construction and lamp battery will last longer than a Leclanche,
use of the apparatus and the use of really good cell, and would not run down so quickly age, including ladies. The general meetings
telephone receivers, the signals receivable owing to high resistance of potentiometer. take place on the second Thursday in every
month.
should include " spark " telegraphy from Voltage is required, not current. (276)
shipping and several English coast stations
W. H. H. (Macclesfield).-You should cerWireless Society of Highgate
as mentioned above, together with telephone tainly be able to receive over a longer range of
(Affiliated
with the Wireless Society of London).
(speech, music, etc.) from one or two of the waves, but it would not increase or decrease
nearest of the proposed new broadcasting your reception of signals over long distances. Hon. Sec.-Ma. D. H. EADE, " Gatra," 13A,
stations.

With regard to this latter, however,

Wave -length has nothing whatever to do with

Sedgemere Avenue, East Finchley, N.2.

it must be understood that until the stations. distances in miles. Other instruments do not, MR. J. STANLEY, B.Sc., A.C.G I gave the
third of his series of lectures on the 'elementary
actually commence operations it is impos- iieed. altering. (166)
theory of wireless telegraphy and telephony
sible to state with any degree of accuracy
on Friday, June 23rd. After briefly alluding
just at what distance their transmissions
to the different types of aerials and indicating
should be receivable upon a crystal receiving Cum DOINGS (ontinued from page g5)
functions of the earth connection, Mr.
set.-CAPAcITv.
utilising some of this set's components. The the
went on to deal with tuned circuits
first valve functions at radio frequency having Stanley
Gauge of Wire for Inductance
showed how, by coupling a coil in an
grid control, and is directly He
Q.-(i) Would it be possible to use No. 36 potentiometer
circuit with a coil in another cirby means of reactance -capacity or oscillatory
s.w.c. bare copper wire for the " Official " re- coupled
oscillations could be induced in the
resistance -capacity methods to the grid of cuit,
ceiving set described in No. r, as I have plenty the
second
circuit,
and that these oscillations
rectifier, which functions on the grid con- would have maximum
on hand ? (2) The method of wiring up the denser
when the
system. The set is provided with natural frequency of the strength
crystal detector is not quite plain to me. Will magnetic
second circuit was
regeneration
taken
from
the
plate
von kindly give me some information, and also,
same as the natural frequency of the first
side of the rectifier to the aerial circuit,,,which the
what is the best crystal to use ?-A. E. S. will
He pointed out that by this means
provide for the reception of continuous circuit.
could be transferred from one circuit
(194)
if the coupling be tight enough to set energy
A.-(i) No. 36 s.w.c. wire is too small to waves
to
another,
the amount of energy transferred
self -oscillation or autodyning. Two stages being largely
use as a single wire for an inductance coil of up
governed by the tightness of the
of
low
-frequency
magnification
follow,
and
low wave -length. No. 26 wire has a cross by means of a plug -and -jack combination, coupling between the . coils. Mr Stanley
sectional area of .00025 sq. in., whereas No. 36 the telephoner or loud -speaker may be placed showed that the closed circuit coupled.to an
has an area of only .000045 sq. in. However, in the plate circuit of either the rectifier, the aerial circuit is such an arrangement, and,
if five strands of No. 36 were twisted together first L F valve or the second L F valve. The since in this ease it is desired to radiate as
they would give the same area as one strand receiver uses valves and will function on all much energy as possible from the aerial, he
of No. 26. Stranded wire has the advantage wave -lengths, being very useful for telephony dealt with various methods employed in pracover single wire that there is greater surface reception. Theoretical and practical diagrams tice to prevent the energy transferred from the
for the same cross-sectional area, and as 'high - of the scheme of connections were explained closed circuit to the aerial circuit being re frequency currents flow chiefly at the surface briefly but clearly by the lecturer.
transferred back to the dosed circuit, mentionof a wire, and not uniformly all through as
ing in particular the rotary and quenched
direct currents do, the stranded wire will offer
spark gaps. He then passed on to consider
Wireless Society of Hull and

,less resistance. To strand the wire a clear

District
space of about too ft long will be- required.
The wire should be laid out straight on the Hon. Sec.-H. NICHTscAr,rts, 16, Portobello
ground in five pieces of exactly the same Street, Holderness Road, Hull.
length. The ends are twisted together, and THERE was a,large attendance of members at
one end is fastened to a firm object. The the monthly meeting of the above Society,

the receiving station, and showed how electro-

magnetic waves impirging on the receiving
aerial produced oscillations in the aerial circuit, and that these oscillations would be of
maximum strength when the receiving aerial
was tuned to the same frequency as the trans-
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Build Your Own Sets !

We can supply YOU with ALL

We are the PIONEER FIRM to specialise in sets of parts for any type of Wireless?
All PANELS are drilled and tapped ready to receive fittings.
All FITTINGS are ready made.
All YOU DO is assemble and connect up.
BLUE PRINTS and INSTRUCTIONS are supplied.
Please mention "Amateur Wireless" and send 6d. stamps right now for our 24 -Pagel

COMPONENT PARTS

Apparatus.

for your wireless set straight from stock

Illustrated Catalogue " A/W " with list of Transmitting Stations.

If you wish to save money, send for our
Complete List

CONDENSER VALUE

TRADE SUPPLIED

Complete Sets of Parts for VARIABLE
CONDENSER ready to assemble

5/6 per hank
6d. each.

Aerial Wire, 7/22 bare copper stranded in 100 ft. hanks
Ring Pattern Insulator, 2 in. by 1 in., S in. hole
...

in. sq. Section Brass Rod for Sliders, cut in 13 in. lengths,

*0015

and drilled each end ready for fixing
8d. each.
Inductance slider complete with plunger
Cardboard Cylinder? 12 in. by 4 in. diameter
10d. each.
No. 24 enamelled wire, H.C., true to gauge
...
2/8 per lb.
Large or small Condenser Plates (Aluminium) ...
1/8 doz.
Large Spacer Washers for condensers, cut true to 1,000 of an

Small spacer washers Ditto ...
.
Ivonne Scales ...
Condenser Box in Polished Oak or Mahogany, 31 in. by 83 in.
by 2 in.
'0003 mf. Condenser complete -assembled in polished mahogany or oak boxes
All necessary parts for above condenser -no drilling or fitting
required, but unassembled
Ditto, but without box
...

Ditto, but without ebonite top, and box suitable for panel

mounting
Crystal detector, mounted on Ebonite, complete with Crystal
Large or Small Contact Studs
Valve Legs, complete with nut and washer
...

27/-

'0001
71 -

Cabinets :
4/3.9
2/9
The above are supplied with Ivorine-Scale for Panel mounting or Ebonite top 89' x 41" fo
box mounting.
We can substitute Ebonite Bevelled dial in place of scale for 3/6 extra.
PLEASE STATE WHICH YOU REQUIRE.
419

6d. doz.
11- each.

416

4/3

PARTS FOR TUNING COILS

5/. each.

IMPREGNATED TUBES, 3', 1/9 ; 4', 1/9 ; 5'. 213, perfectly round, per ft.
SLIDERS, fitted with 14' square brass rod and terminal, 2/3.
ENAMELLED WIRE, per lb., 22 gauge, 31- ; 24 gauge, 34 ; 26 gauge, 3/9.
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, 3/6. CRYSTALS, Galena, Bornite, Carborundum, 9d. per
packet.

17/6 each.

15/- each.
111- each.
10/- each.
el- each.

COMPLETE SETS OF PARTS

1 /- doz.

Sd. each.

to build the following :
SHORT WAVE TUNER with switch, studs, wire, ete., 18/6 ; Cabinet, 416.
SINGLE VALVE RECEIVER, 15/9 ; Cabinet, 3/6 extra.
Send for particulars of our Unit System Complete Sets or Parts. By this System you
can build a most powerful 5- or 7 -valve set in easy stages. Each unit is complete to
itself, and can be added to at will.
CALL AT HOLBORN AND HEAR SETS DEMONSTRATED

Instrument Wire at Rock -bottom Prices

J. B. BOWER & CO., Ltd.,
WIRELESS MANUFACTURERS,

PETO SCOTT (The Condenser King);

15, Kingston Road, WIMBLEDON, S.W.19.
'Phone: WIMBLEDON 1030.

No Drilling or Fitting -required.
*0(05
1003
'0002
21/14/11/8/'001

7, FEATHERSTONE BUILDINGS, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.1. (Turn up by No. 63.)

Works: MERTON.

Also at Stores: 17, Frome Road, Wood

COLLOY WIRELESS INSTALLATIONS

THE 66 ESI-FIX " AERIAL Patent applied for

FREE Demonstration in your home if in London

"FIX IT LIKE A CLOTHES -LINE"

Let our expert call and advise you. Werinstall free
Provinces, stamp for list.
and give working instruction.
area.

.A new "one-piece" aerial conip.ete with patented continuous insulation, lead
in tube, wire and socket, straining eye and adjustable hook. No joints, no sot
de, ing, no leaking, no bother. Absolutely weatherproof: Send cask with order
and secure delivery at once. Length, 50 ft., i2j6; 75 ft., n7/6 ; too It., 2216.
Carriage paid in U.K.
Agents wanted.

All component parts stocked at lowest prices

4, CLONMELL ROAD, S. TOTTENHAM

CHAMBERS & ELLIS, 6 & 7, CRAVEN HOUSE, KINCSWAYJOND3N, W.C.2

"SECONDS OUT OF THE RING
Quality that will not be counted out.

9

One Trial will convince yon.

Aerial Wire, 7/zz's Enamelled Hard Drawn Copper, 6/ per too tt.
Aerial Insulators, Shell typezIt in. x al in., green, 1/6 each.
Reel type, 3 in. diam., white, 6ad. each.
vt
Batteries. For H.T. Make your own. Flash Lamp
Batteries, 5/- doz.
Battery Cases. Mahogany, Terminals for tapping, fitted
13/- each.
Buzzers for Morse practice. 3/- each.
Condensers. Fixed. Exceptional quality. Terminal
connections : from *000t to *oot, 2/9 each.
Best Aluminium, 1/-

Condenser Vanes. Not rubbish.
doz.

Condenser Spacing Washers.
doz.

;

large, 8d. doz.

Accurate. Small, 4d.

Condenser Screwed Rod. Brass, 12 in, lengths, 2 B.A.,
9d. each. 4 B.A., 6d. each.
Contact Studs. Large, well finished, 2/- doz.
Copper Foil Sheets. 9 in. x'3 in.,6d. each
Ebonite.

Best quality.

Any size, oil or sheet, 5/- per lb.

Filament Resistances. For panel mounting. A speciality.
41- each.

Grid Leaks.

Exceptional quality. All tested. Terminal
connections, 2/6 each.

Ivorine Scales. o to 180P.

Engraved (not printed), 1/2

VALVE PANELS. Single valve.

Ivorine Tablets.

covered base, ebonite top.

Set of 6, 9d.

(4 ohms per yard), 2d. per yard.
Switch Arms. Exceptionally strong and well made, 3 leaf.
2/6 each.

TELEPHONES. Our Speciality. A much needed
want. A sensitive light and comfortable head -set at the
right price. In huge demand. Complete with cords.

140 ohms, 27/-; 4,000 ohms, 30/-; 8,000 ohms, 32/6

each.

Terminals. A very neat wireless terminal.
complete with nut and washer, 2/6 dozen.

Polished,

Terminals to fit flash lamps refil contacts, with slot and

12
14

16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30

1/It

III,

216

2/2/1
2/2
2/3
2/11

31,-

316

21-

zlx

z/z
317

4/4

411
417
516

4/41"

4/2
4/4
4/8
51-

5/6
6/8
712
8/ -

screw, 2/- dozen.
6/2
32
7/3
Tin Foil. Free from lead. Sheets, 26 in. by 13 in., 4d. each.
i9i//o
34
7/813
o in., Ed. , 3 in., 7d. ;
in., Sd. ; 4 in., 10d. ; 4i in., Valve Sockets. With nut and washer. Fine finish, set
8/8
5012
36
1411/ 4; 5 in., 1/2 ; 6 in., 1 6 each.
of four, 10d.
x1/3
16138
13/2
Inductance Sliders. Polished Ebonite, in. square hole, Valve Holders. Best quality ebonite, 1/6 each.
18118/6
40
1516d. each.
Valves. Zenith, 4 pin vertical filament, 10/8 each.
2113116
42
2713
Insulating Tubing, 6d. per yard.
Mullard, 15/- each. Marconi -Osram, 26/6 each,
I Carriage extra. PI ease remit ample postage, balance returned. Orders over 42 carriage paid. Money back if not satisfied.

Inductance Tubes. 12 in. long. Specially imp'egnated.

Cent.

Mahogany case. Baize -

Containing grid, leak
and condenser, telephone condenser. Filament
Knobs.
Ebonite. 14 in. diameter. Superior finish.
resistance, and with terminals to allow the addiKnurled, 8d. each.
tion of extra panels. A beautiful piece of workLOUD SPEAKERS. Marked efficiency. 4000 ohms,
manship. Price, 296 each.
£2 each.
SUPERIOR QUALITY WIRE.
British Made.
Mica. Pure Ruby. Pieces, 3 in, X 3 in. X .002 in. thick.
All whe wound free.
Post extra.
6d. each.
Paraffin Wax, 1'- per lb.
Single D. Silk
Enamelled
Resistance Wires. "
" brand. 22'S (1 ohm per S.W.G. S.C.C. D.C.C.
Silk
yard), 24's (II ohms per yard), and 28's, enamelled
each.

5/4
514

5/6

rho

516

6fe

68
741

8/2
9/101-

13/141-

15/6

246
341'

2/6
218

2/8
3/2
3/6

3/10
4/2
4/4
4)8
5/3
616
91-

J. L. CARTWRIGHT & Co., Manufacturing Electrical Dept. A, 130/132, London Road, Manchester. [G"'"'s:
PI durum,
Special Terms to the Trade.

Agents Wanted : Agents names will be included in our advertisements.

M.acheater.

mateur Wirdess

98

mitting station. He pointed out the various
methods of increasing or decreasing the natural
frequency of an aerial by suitable combinations
of inductance coils and condensers. At the
conclusion of the lecture, the whole of which
was followed with great interest by the
audience, a cordial vote of thanks was given

to Mr Stanley.

direct

from manufacturers.
State requirements,
quotations per return.Box No. 2, Amateur Wireless.
High Grade Variable Condensers, ebonite top and
knob engraved ivorine scale, 00-180, .0005 in polished
cabinet ins. 6d., or in cylindrical brass tube, as.;
ditto for panel mounting with scale, 125. ; crystal
detector on ebonite base with ball and socket adjustment, 5s. 6d. ; post free.-Weatherall & Co. festal,.
over zo years), 28, Woodbridge Street, Clerkenwell,

London,

s

The South London Wireless and
Scientific Club

(Affiliated with the Wireless Society of London)
St John's Institute, Larcom Street, S.E.I7,

REcExTIN Mr. Walsh gave a very interesting

lecture on high frequency, accompanied by
practical demonstrations with a ro-in. spark

coil, glass -plate condensers, Oudin coils, etc.,

besides furnishing very interesting data re-

garding the construction of this type of transmission apparatus.

THE BEST BOOK ON

WIRELESS FOR AMATEURS.

cinematograph film, he then dealt with the
theory of light rays.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Ilkley and District Wireless Society. July 5,
7.30 p.m., Committee meeting ; 8 p.m., lecture
and demonstration on " Short-wave Telephony
Reception."
Leeds and District Amateur Wireless Society.
July 14, 8 p.m. I.ecture by Mr. D. E. Pettigrew on " Maritime Radio Communication."

TELEPHONY TRANSMISSIONS
The Hague, Holland (POGO).

July 9, 3 to 5 p.m.

Writtle (2MT). 400 metres.

'

Eiffel

Tower (FL).

1,070 metres.

July it, 8 p.m.

2,600 metres.

Each

afternoon (Saturdays and Sundays excepted).
PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
Monthly Competition, Free. -4o -ft. aerial mast.
Particulars and list, 2d. -F. Armstrong, Wireless
[3 r
Mast Works, Weybridge.
Receiving Sets, " A.T.M." crystal, complete, ready

for fixing; guaranteed; £4 ios.-Turner, below.
Double Headphones, 2,000 megohms, complete,
325. 6d. -Turner, 79, Playford Road, London, N.4.

[8 r

Newtonian Wireless Factory. -2,000 telephone receivers, single 215., cords 1s. 6d.; double, with head
band, 40s.-13-15, Whitcomb Street, W.C.2. Regent
643.

Factory. -Reel insulators,
samples, 6d. each; condenser plates, 3d. pair; crystal cups, 4d. each; ebonite inductance sliders, iod.
each; 3 by 12 spiral wound tubes, 9d. each;
shellac insulating varnish, iod. per bottle; square
rods, drilled, 13 in. long, 6d. each. -13-15, Whitcomb
Street, W.C.2. Regent 643.
Newtonian Wireless Factory. -Complete crystal set
for making up your own apparatus, comprising all
materials and 2,00n-olim receiver, reduced price,
Street,
435. 6d. ; carriage, zs.-13-15, Whitcomb
W.C.2. Regent 643 Agencies wanted for supplies for cash for amateur
wireless outfits. First-class position, largest city in
Scotland. -Apply Box r, c/o " Amateur Wireless," La
[7 r
Belle Sauvage, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
Filament Resistances, 4s. ; radial switches, ebonite
mounted, 5 -way 5s., to -way 7s. ; switch arm, 2s. 6d. ;
mounted knife switch, S.P., 2s. 3d. Post free.Micklewright, Ltd., Manufacturers, Perivale Lane,
Newtonian

Wireless

Alperton, Middlesex.

[6 s

Ratchet Wheels for electric clocks, 30, 4o, 6o teeth,
25. 2d. -Wm. Bristow, 166, Pavilion Road, S.W.i. [2 5

Always Get it from K.E.W.S.-Crystal receivers,

5s.; crystal detectors, 6s. ; 24 S.W.G. enamelled
wire, 2s. 8d. per lb. ; aerial, enamel, d.c.c. and s.c.c.
1:2

wire, valves, terminals and all accessories stocked.
Revised list with full particulars of our unit system,
stamp. -Inquiries K.E. Wireless Service, io, Glen[8s
view Road, Lewisham, S.E.i3.

FROM STOCK

INSTRUMcErthisWIESout

8.W.G.

S.S.C.

0.8.C.

EN.

120/107/80/66/52/33/32/22/21/3
19/17/3
15/14/13/9
13/12/10

41/26/20/16/13/9/-

14/12/6
11/-

110/97/64/50/40/31/30/18/17/16/-

47
46
45
44
43
42
41

40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31

30
29
28
27

foreference.

S.C.C.

delivery of all parts

own

specifications

Closing Date, Friday, July 7th

1*

17/15/13/12/10/9/3

8/6
7/9
6/10 8/6/2
7/6
5/10
7/2
5/6 6/10

5/4/9
4/3
4/2

5/4
5/4/6
4/5

14/6
13/9
12/9
11/3
10/6
9/1

"Amateur Wireless,"
La Belle Sauvage,
London, E.C.4.

5/3
4/11
4/8
4/6
4/4
4/3
4/2

11/6

4/3/10

9/8/6

FINE WINE- SUPPLIa.

Competition No.

3/8
3/6
3/5
ft
100

.' 61-

A. E. DAVIS, 41, 3.trinttir8.rad,
AERIAL WIRE, 7 Strand 22 Gauge, 46 100 ft,
Leading -in Wire, high tension, heavily rubbered, 6d yd.
Porcelain Insulators, Ring Type, 2' diameter, 6d. each.
Brass Rod, I square, 13 lengths ready drilled, 13d. each.
Contact Studs, large or small, with nuts & washers,114 doz.

Condenser Parts and all Wireless Apparatus and
Sundries in Stock.

Male for Price List.

Terms cash with order.

to be in by Friday,

THE EDITOR,

6/-

9/10
9/6

7/-

All entries

July 7, and to be addressed to

6/6

719

Other Sizes on Application.
AERIALS, 7 22
.

least seven guineas.

petition efforts published by us will be

8/-

8/9
7/6
7/2

approximate value of each set to be at

ours.

Postage extra

ATKINSON & HOOK,

WIRELESS FACTORS, 52, Hamilton Road, WIMBLEDON.

REILESSFOR THE HOME
By Norman P. Hinton, B.Sc.
Written by an Expert for the Amateur.
A complete guile for all who contemplate installing wire.
less apparatus. It tells how to install the apparatus, gives
advice on its selection and purchase, and explains everything in a manner quite easily understood by the beginner
-everything that will smooth the way for the amateur and
help him to grasp the main principles of wireless, so as to
be able to receive messages, has been included. Well bound

I. -A wireless

set is

offered for the best article of about 1,500
words, written from your own personal
knowledge and experience, and calculated
to help or interest your fellow amateurs.
Illustrations will in most cases be regarded as a feature of merit. Articles
should be written in simple language and
be as bright and informative as possible,
and the subject may be anything that you
think wireless amateurs would care to
read about. Should we publish any article
that does not win the prize we shall pay
for it.
Competition

No.

2. - Another set

is

offered for a brief description (with illustration if necessary) of the most novel and
useful item. in wireless apparatus -in its
design, material, make, electrical connections, etc.

etc.

The novelty must be

original -not copied from any source
whatever.

Competition No. 3. -The third receiving

set will be presented for an ideal broad-

casting programme of twelve items. You
can enter for this competition on a penny
postcard. Simply write down in column
form twelve items that you consider would
make an ideal programme.

and illustrated -a book you will want to keep.

Price 2,%. net, of all Booksellers
Published
PITMAN'S, PARKERRINGSWAY,
STREET,
by

ANNOUNCEMENTS
" Amateur Wireless and Electrics." Edited by
Bernard E. Jones. Price Threepence. Published on
Thursdays and bearing the dale of Saturday imme.

diately following. It will be sent post tree to any
part of the world -3 months, 4s. 6d. ; 6 months,
8s. 9d. ; 12 months, 17s. 6d. Postal Orders, Post
Office Orders, or Cheques should be made payable

[o s

to their

THREE WIRELESS RECEIVING
SETS AS PRIZES

appeal from it. The copyright of all com-

Lightning Protectors. -Don't take unnecessary
risks with your buildings and your receiver. Use
Jefferson's improved broadcasting type. Substantial
insulation, complete with base, terminals, fixing
screws and directions, as. ad., post free. -From
Cyril P. Jefferson, 3A, Golders Way, London, N.W.
[to s
Wireless. -Complete sets or' spare parts. Every-

thing the amateur needs. State your requirements.
Advice free. -Davies, 75, Dale St., Liverpool. [13 s
Manufacturers' Notice. -Wireless dealers, retailers
and manufacturers of sets can obtain immediately

ALL READERS

Rules. -The Editor's decision in any
and every case is final. There is no

For Sale. -Double head receiver, 6o ohms,
(Brown's), price .£1. -Scott, io, Hamilton Road,
Oxford.

COMPETITIONS FOR

Day after Publication of this Issuo.
How to make and use a Wireless Valve Receiver Set, by-E. K. Spiegelhaler.
This book has been specially written
for Amateurs in Wireless. Clear Constructional details
WE offer as a prize in each of the
accompanied by 24 very practical illustrations are given,
which will enable the operator to build his own set
following competitions a well -made
economically and to work it successfully when made.
wireless receiving set manufactured by
Price 3/6 ti t. Send P.O. for a copy.
E. & F. N. SPON, Ltd., 57, Haymarket, London, S.W.1. one . or other of our advertisers, the

This lecture was followed by one by Mr.

Wilkinson on " Cinematography," with special
reference to kinematics. Having dealt with
the projection, manufacture, and taking of the

JULY 8, 1922

to the Proprietors, Cassell & Co. Ltd.
General Correspondence is to be brief and written
on one side of the paper only. All sketches and
drawings to be on separate sheets.

Contributions are always welcome, will be promptly

considered, and if used will be paid for.

Querist's Coupon Available until
Saturday, July 15, 1922

Communications should be addressed, according to

to The Editor, The Advertisement
Manager or The Publisher, "Amateur Wireless;'
their nature,

La Belle Sausage, London, E.C.4.

9y

JULY 8, 1922
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for ERICSSON PHONES
WHEN you instal your wireless set

-crystal or valve-you'll get

maximum results if you fit Ericsson
Phones-clarity, sensitivity, strength of
signals and absence of " click." Specially
suited to telephony.
Ericsson Phones embody the accumulated
experience of telephone manufacture for a
generation.

Easy to the head, light and comfortable.

The

OUR POLICY IS TO

LIVE QUICK DELIVERY & SATISFACTION

Condenser Vanes, Aluminium (accurate size and gauge), per doz. 1/8
Do., Large Spacers (true to 'poor'),

A to E Switches on Porcelain ... 2;9
Valve Holders Screwed Legs & a Nuts

(bushed) 1'3
Aerial Wire Stranded 7/25 roo' ... 4/8
Do., Egg Insulators (high insulation) 9d.

Fusible Alloy (for fixing crystals)

eadi 1/6
Crystals (special selected), Bornite 6d.
Carborundum, Silicon, C. Pyrites
Etc., Etc., 6d.
Crystal Cups, Brass with Fixing
Screw 6d.

per doz, Bd.
Do., Small Spacers (true to .000r")
per doz. 4d.
Do., Scales Ivorine calk° each ... 1/Do., Ebonite Tops and Bottoms

Inductance Tubes If x 3'
v)

Do., keel

ESSEX WIRELESS CO.
ltetxit.l

(Wholesale

499, GROVE GREEN RD.,
LEYTONSTONE, E.1 I .
(1 min. from Station, G.E.R.)

Telephone-VVANSTEAD 748.

TheBRITISH L. M.ERICSSON
MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.
Head Office:
6o, Lincoln's Inn Fields, E.C. 2

6d.

... 6d.
... 9d.
... 1 -

best quality 4d.
Sliders Ebonite with Plunger
Ebonite Knobs, Fluted Top (drilled) 7d.
A.E.G. & Telefunken Valves, tested 10,6
Genuine " Hellesen"Batteries. New
Enamelled Wire, 23 gauge, i lb. 1/6
36v H.T. Unit with Wander Plug 8/8
Sq. Brass Rod, le X e X V ... 9d.
Tuners, Headgear, Transformers, etc. Postage extra. Advice given with pleasure.
bhowronms
THE

magnets never lose their strength and " shorts "
are non-existent.

Write for Particulars

12' X 4'

WE OFFER

PROMPT DELIVERY
OF

COMPLETE SETS and ALL AMATEURS' NEEDS
SETS OF PARTS to build your own Valve Panels,
Condenser Panels, Variable Condensers, etc. etc.
Aerial Wire, Insulators, Filament Rheostats, Accumulators, H.T.
Batteries, Valve Holders, Switches, Knobs, Terminals, etc. etc.

Ebonite Sheet Rod and Tube; cut or in bulk.

Telephones
l

III

III II

UM I= II

11

TRADE SUPPLIED ; CATALOGUE (now due from press), 4e1.
Showrooms open q mm. till 7 p.m., where you can "listen in" and
inspect our latest productions.

The " H.B. " RADIO EQUIPMENT COMPANY,
HEAD OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS, 109, HIGH ROAD, KILBURN, N.W.6.
Bus Services: 8, 16, 28 and 51 pass door.

3 mins. Kilburn Park aria (Bakeries Rly.)

*FOR WIRELESS 4
Build your own Wireless Set.

from a Crystal

to

We can supply all parts
a Complete Set.

LISTS FREE w."."-fs-rwes.n..n.".n.wN PROMPT DELIVERIES

Try- ELECTRICAL SUPPLY STORES,

DAVIS LIMITED
& TIMMINS
34a, York Road, King's Cross, N.1

5, Albert Terrace, King Cross, HALIFAX.

DON'T MAKE

haphazard purchases till you have
sent for our CATALOGUE of

RADIO. ELECTRICAL & MECHANICAL SUPPLIES.

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY'STORES
8,

NEWI$CTON
LONDON,

CAUSEWAY,
SE I.

SCREWS and TERMINALS
for WIRELESS SETS.

WIRELESS
INSTRUMENTS,
ACCESSORIES

. and .

::

ASK FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS.

I
::

MATERIALS

We stock everything for the Experimenter who wishes to build his own Set.

C. S. SWAN
.. 3/3
15 Volt H.T. Units
Filament Switches for Panel
3/9
Mounting
Crld & Hocking Condensers 2/6 & 3/ 8d.
Aerial Insulators

191, BISHOPSGATE, E.C.2.

9

Near Liverpool St. Station.

'PHONE : BISHOPSGATE 1155.
Leading In Tubes
13d. to 2/6
Microphones with replaceable
Insets
2/8
Crystals In cups
..
9d.
A. Type Valve Holders
..
19

New & Ex -Government Wireless Apparatus in Stock

THAT BOOK YOU WANT
ON WIRELESS OR ANY OTHER TECHNICAL

SUBJECT

SCIENTIFIC APPLIANCES
W, HOLLINS.

HENRY J. DALE.

11 II 29, Sicilian Avenue, Southampton Row, London, W.C.I.
Top of Kingsway.

In Centre of London.

ELECTRICIANS.

Corner of Bloomsbury Square.

OPTICIANS. MECHANICIANS.

ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS at our Works, East Street, W.C., thus saving all intermediate profits.

The Store for all Electrical and Scientific Material
WIRELESS & RADIO MATERIALS,
PARTS and FITTINGS
Immense Stock constantly adding to, and
Making; Specially for the Amateur to

VALVES. 'PHONES.
Call and see as.

View our Show
Windows. Send for List post free 2d.

Splendid Value in

;!'oyles have it or will quickly obtain it.

Build up a Set Complete and Perfect.

cal and every other conceivable subject in stock.

Every Branch of Optical
and Applied Sc ience
Scientific Appliances, 11 & 29, Sicilian Avenue, London, W.C.1.

1,000,000 Vols. (Second-hand and New) on Techni-

Books sent

on

approval. Write for Catalogue lot (free) mentioning
,requirements. Books Purchased.

FOYLES, 121, Charing Cross Rd., London.

EBONITE.

BATTERIES.

AERIALS.

INSULATED WIRES. CRYSTALS.

MICA.
ENGRAVED DISCS.
TERMINALS.
SWITCHES.

HANDLES.
STUDS.

Seeond-hand Appliances

r

Wireless

100

JULY 8,1922

HEADQUARTERS

Universal Electric Supply g
'

Telephone
34,29 CITY

4 BROWN STREET

FOR

644.664Are

ONE DOOR FROM MARK ET 5e

1892

MANCHESTER

-.

WIRELESS

0.P.Q,Box No. tn.

SUPPLIES

In addition to our own wide range
we
of " Wireless Specialities
carry stocks and can give prompt

deliveries of the Leading British
Makes.
Send your Inquiries.
Large Illustrated Catalogue, post Free 6d.
CONDENSER UNIT

INDUCTANCE TUBES

Impregeated
Length 12 in.
Dia.
1105 to 0003 laid., 3/ - Dia.
.. 64 4 ..
Set of 3 =mute I on
Ebonite Base, 12/6 3 .. 8d 5 ..
and CLIPS
Simple mid eff1 ient.

VANES 3'-

1/DA'

.. 10d a..

2/.

Sit val lies can be ob- SMALL CONDENSERS
tained simply by lift3/4
*00044

ing one end of any
Cu ri dens .r.

LEADING -IN TUBES

Simi:chi. 3 in. 7d , 0 in.
113. 213,15 in, 4/Eel/5 3 in. 7d 1l ,,r',
1/6,
101 in. 2/4.

Ofsni

3/0

ANODE RESISTANCE
/4000 0111 Is .. 3/6
20111 01

AERIAL WIRE
Per lou feet.
3/20 .. 4/7/22 .. 5/2/19 .. 6/6
3/18 .. 6/6
7/2o .. 7/6
REGULATING SCREW

CONDENSER PARTS
FIXED and MOVING

CENTRE ROD. 41 in.

46 ech

1/.

CONTACT STUDS,

S.P.
D.P. 1

and LEAK, 7/6

British Made.

Most

powerful of all Dry
Batteries. Recommend e d for the illumination of
Wireless Valves.
s. d.
Volex Giant, volt, 11 6
Aero

Estrerrie;y sensitive for
Crystal pesting.
Price 22, 6d

2/4
3/9

GRID CONDENSER

VOLE% DRY BATTERIES

6
4
6

BROWN'S

LOUD SPEAKER,
Type 11.2.. £13 0 0

GRID LEAK, 3/.

PLUG CONNECTER,
2 -Pin, 1/6

HIGH-TENSION
BATTERIES,
..
3/6
with head band 6 cord 1.5 volts
EBONITE KNOBS
Variabm Type,36 volts,
120 0111115
..
1.- and 1/6
Tappings
every
3
500
27/6
INSULITE SLIDERS 1/. 1,000
volts. 7/6
30/KNAPE SWITCHES
3
ACCUMULATORS
..
1/9 2.000
S.P. 1 tray
DOUBLE RECEIVER Volta Amps

LAMINATED
SWITCH ARMS 2/6
VALVE SOCKET. 1/9
VALVE SOCKET
TERMINALS
1/3 per set of 4

3/6
Small size, 2,- dozen.
VARIABLE
ANODE RESISTANCE Lare
20,000 to Ili ,000 001uS, AERIAL INSULATOR
la in., 1/3 2i in., 2/6
7/6

SKELETON BUZZER

BLOCKING

CONDENSER, 5/.

.,

Emperal, a

SINGLE RECEIVER,

with head band 6 cord

4

35/37/6

4
6

1,000 °lobs

2,000
4,000

.,

-

..

0

40
60
40
60

..
..
.

28/35/42/-

..

132/ -

REGULATING RESISTANCE
Mounted on white porcelain base.
Particularly suitable for varying filament

LOW FREQUENCY
INTER -VALVE
TRANSFORMER
Wound with 20,000 turns
of wire,each layer spaced

and insulated from the
next. Approximate resistance Primary, zsoo
Secondary, so,000.
Ratio, 1.3. E170. 6d,
Fitted in polished mahogany CASK. with 4 termin-

als in polished engraved
£1120. 6d.
panel.
FILAMENT RHEOSTAT
7/6

CRYSTAL DETECTOR

Lowest prices.
Mounted on polished
Prompt deliveries.
hard-, ood base, Single Silk, Cotton and
Enamelled Wires.
Cup

current in Wireless Receiving Sets.

TYPT,

Send your inquiries.

6L 6d.
On

polisll-

edEbo-

16 6
16 6
23 0
27 6

nite
Base,
70. 6d.

l'ost Free.

.............................................

Wireless is attracting all- men.

The Amateur is entering the field in
great numbers, and he wants to know all about it. He will require
Material, Parts, Tools. He will also want to sell surplus- material.

" Amateur Wireless"
is out to cater for this class of reader, who will be eager for knowledge
and bargains. To meet him, use the Sale and Exchange columns,
wax

which he is sure to search.
prepaid.

Rate 3d. per word, 3s. minimum,

Latest date Saturday mornings.
ADDRESS:

3-

THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER
"AMATEUR WIRELESS,"
LA BELLE SAUVAGE,
LUDGATE HILL LONDON, E.C.4.

5
D
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How Wireless Telephony is Made Possible (Pages 110-112)

SATURDAY, JULY 15, 1922

No.

The Apparatus

Wireless at the
Westminster City

here shown is used
in conjunction with

School, where messages from Belein,

South

Price 3d

a

America,

40

Frame Aerial
inches

square

wound with

5,000 miles distant,
have been received.

turns of wire.

Wireless Class at Westminster City School
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Are not a spasmodic production to meet
a sudden demand, but have been on the
market for over three months, and during
this period 27,000 have been distributed
to the trade, and consequently we have
not been able to offer them direct to the

I

n

If You Require

NOTE

Wireless

32 PACES AND
OVER 200

Apparatus
Send
To -day

ILLUSTRATIONS

retail buyer.

n

INCLUDING

CRYSTAL

4d.
for the

"E.E.C." List

1000 per week are now available, and we announce

& VALVE

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

RECEIVI NG

You post your order, or call at our
premises and get them at once. Think

CIRCUITS

what this means to you-you, perhaps, who

have been waiting and are still waiting.
Standard resistance 4,000 ohms, double headgear with

WARNING!

double headstraps, comfortable, highly efficient,
and foolproof
per pair.

The wireless boom has been
the signal for a number of inexperienced, and In some
Instances, unscrupulous persons
to jump into the business.

35/..

DEAL WITH A

Special Terms to Traders and deliveries
that will surprise you.

FIRM WHO KNOWS
E.E.C. have 25 years Electrical
including 15 years Wireless

MITCHELLS Electrical & Wireless Ltd.,

Experience.
Head Office : 10, FITZROY
SQUARE, LONIWN,

Postal Address : McDermott Road, Peckham, 5.8.15.
Retail Address : 188. Rye Lane, Peckham, S.E.15.

New Showrooms :
303, EUSTON ROAD,

Branch She-,

Trunk

'Phones: New Cross 1540/1541.
:

1/4).GREAT BRITAIN'S GREATEST WIRELESS STORE

-4)

COLLOY WIRELESS INSTALLATIONS

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
Brown -Marconi 'Phones. 3,060 ohms, Aerial Lead-in Wire, rubber covered
3500, 12 yards, 3/-.
51/- per pair ; (000 ohms, 52/- per
pair. Complete with cord and tags. Aerial Pulleys. Duralinnin with brass
Delivery from stock.
bushed wheel, small 210; medium 3/-,
large 3/6 each. '
Brown's L.R. 120 ohm phones with
cords, 37/6 per pair.
Earth Clips, Gd. eaeb.
Head 'Phones. S.M. 12/6 per pair, Earth Spikes, 1/- each.
with cords.
Earth Mats, to/- each.
New Single Receivers. 1,500 ohms in A. to E. Switch on porcelain base, 2/9.
series, 10/- per pair.
L.R. Single Receivers, 4/6 each.
Double Telephone Cords. New,

3/6 each ; Used, 176 each.
Portable, ex - Aerial Insulators. R.A.P. type with
Army, with 100 yards insulated wire,
brass ring, light andistrong,0d. each.
2716 per station ; 60/- per pair.
Lightning arresters, 2/6

Field Telephone Sets.

Wall type,
from 010 to 37/6, all brand
in polished hard -wood box, magneto Condensers
new.
ring, quite new, 301- per station.
2 M.F, Condensers, 1/2 each.

Portable Telephone Sets.

Breast Plate Transmitter in ease, 1716
each.

4 M.F.

FREE

Demonstration in your home if in London
area. Let our expert call and advise you. We instill free
and give working instruction. Provinces, stamp for list.

All component parts stocked at lowest prices

4, CLONMELL ROAD, S. TOTTEN HAM
IF YOU REQUIRE THE
N.W.O.

D.C.C.

22

4/0

16
28

516

ss
BO

62
64
88

as

5/0

8/0
8,6
11/3
14/0

16/6
1a/0

BEST-INSTRUMENT

D. S.C.

ENA.
ls

FAit

819

6/6

1110
12'O
33[6
15/0
20/0
27/41

IT.
we Argiaols8,0auLteadtozapecLeviemse,sda.nd

4/8

la
6/6
7/0

Best ElastankLin 7/25 Mt Copper.

9/0 Pr

9/0 per 100 fk.
Prices et per pound-Reets A Postage Fre e

CODING & CO., 9, GRDSVENOR RD., TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT.

51 -

8 -way lever for A.T.I., 11/ Receiving Sets. Trench pattern, cali- Switches.
each.
brated Receivers, 651- to 65/- each.
Dewar Lever for panel, 3/8. SO amp.
Ditto., with transmitter, £5 each.
D.P., 16,- each.
Mark 2.B. Receiving Sets, perfectly new Transformers. Telephone, 15/6, Inter and guaranteed, £7 10/-.
valve, 211,
Crystal Detectors, 71- each.
H.T. Battery Boxes, polished mahogany,
For Aerials. 7122, stranded copper aerial
6 plug sockets, 7/ wire, 7/- per 100 ft.
Pole Finding Paper, ed. per book.

DYNAMOS, MOTORS. CABLES and ALL

THE WIRELESS CRYSTAL OF TO -DAY AND THE FUTURE

"HERTZITE"

SIMPLE TO USE.

NO BATTERY REQUIRED

Price 2/6 post free

ELECTRICAL and WIRELESS APPARATUS

Mounted' in our Patent Detector, 5/9, post free

THE HANDIEST DEPOT FOR CITY BUYERS

We can give the best Wholesale Terms for all Crystals
BRITISH "R" VALVES 271-. "ORA" VALVES 15/-

LESLIE DIXON & CO.
9, COLONIAL AVENUE

MINORIES,-E.C.1

(Close to Aldgate Station, Metropolitan Railway)

H.T. Batteries, tapped :-15 volt, 4/- ; 36 volt, 8/-.
4 volt Batteries, 6/9 doz., post free

RUSSELL - SHAW

38, Great James Street, Bedford Row, W.C.1

0;

Fortunes Awaiting the Inventor ?
,

Substitute for the Valve

: :

New Circuits

:

Loud Speakers, etc.

can be increased. This is a line which Secrecy.
A further necessity to the commercial
will appeal to many since it involves very
have been due to the efforts of dabblers in little expense; the cost is a vast amount of development of wireless telephony is some
method of making conversation unheard
science. The prizes in the field of inven- patient endeavour.
except by the person to whom lit is adtion are always more plentiful when a subdressed, or, in other. words, attain the same
ject is in its infancy, and in this respect Atmospherics.
The elimination of atmospherics also re- amount of secrecy as is obtainable on ,the
wireless is peculiar, for few subjects have
had such rapid development: At the same quires much research and offers _great land -line telephone. A great deal of -retime, however, it is evident to the most reward. Everyone who has used a receiver search is going on with reference to the
casual observer that only the fringe has knows of the disturbing effect of the directing of ether'waves- to definite points
various cracklings, etc., caused by atmo- so that unauthorised persons may not
been touched upon.
Discovery is not always the perquisite spheric disturbances. In commercial wire- listen in to any communitations1
A necessary: corollary to Ibis .secrecy is
of the highly -trained mind, as a study of less, particularly in tropical countries,
many of the important inventions of these disturbances necessitate the expendi- a device which will enable any definite
the world will show, and it is the purpose ture of a vast amount of energy in order wireless station to be called uFr at will.
of 'this article to indicate to the ordinary to communicate over short distances. The At present there is no device in ekistence
amateur some matters that require eluci- atmospherics are a terrible inconvenience, which will enable an exchange to operate
dation and improvement which are quite. and a great reward awaits the inventor with a number of subscribers on its switchwithin his scope and, possibly, capability. of a device that will entirely eliminate board. The method now involves either
them.
a constant watch being maintained or
attention at definite times when stations
A Substitute for the Valve.
,can communicate. It is qiiite obviouS that
Perhaps the most imperative need is Telephony.
Then in the matter of telephony there a simple device is necessary that will
the discovery of an efficient substitute for
valve detector, or, failing that, a sub- is a number 'of devices required, the in- enable either a wireless exchange to be
stitute for the incandescent filament which venting of which will undoubtedly be to operated or at least which will enable two
stations to work without- the' danger of
is the all-important part of the valve. the pecuniary advantage of the inventor.
Firstly, there is duplex telephony. In signals from any other stations operating
The valve itself, wonderful though it is,
is really a very inefficient device studied- wireless telephony it will have been it and causing false alarms.
from the point of view of energy consump- noticed that "cross talk," such as takes
tion or the relationship of the input to the place on the land -line telephone, does not Loud Speakers.
From the amateur point of view the
output. There are, no doubt, many sub- occur. If two stations are working one
stances yet to be discovered suitable for with the other, the first station has a few invention of a goOd cheap loud -Speaking
the purpose of detection in wireless re minutes' talk, changes over from send- to device is a great. necessity. There are, of
ceivers beside which the valve will be a receive (the same aerial is Used for send- course, a number of such appliances on
ing and receiving, the connections from the market, but few of them utilise any of
puny implement.
But to take the valve as it is, the ques- the transmitter and the receiver being the well-known acoustic effects whereby
tion of a substitute for the electron -giving effected by switches or other means as amplification of sound can be obtained at
filament commands the attention of all, desired), and the other station makes what- little or no cost. The present devices are,
particularly from the point of obtaining ever reply is necessary. This from a in the main, large -editions of ordinary
something which would give off electrons commercial point of view is a great dis- telephone receivers, or they operate on a
without the relatively huge consumption advantage; it is often very necessary that system that simply eats, upenergy with no
of electrical energy as in the present one should be able to interrupt a con- corresponding increase in the volume of
versation, apart from the time which is sound. Few of them are anywhere near
valve.
acoustically perfect.
It has to be admitted that research on lost.
There are, of course,' one hundred and
The present line of research on this subthese lines is limited to a very few, but
there is every chance of the amateur light- ject runs on what is known as the one devices which are necessary and to
ing on some substance or combination of "quiescent aerial," that is, an aerial_ frorri which the budding inventor can "apply his
substances which will give the desired which radiation only takes place when talents. The few particularised in the
speech or sounds are made in the micro- foregoing remarks are matters requiring
result.
phone and which eliminates, the carrier the Urgent attention of every investigator
wave sent out -by many of the present and experimenter.
New Circuits.
A final word. Protect all ideas which
Another good field for ,the efforts of the systems. Another method involves the use
fortune-hunting amateur is that of devls- of relays automatically to change over the you think are' of any Value at all after they
ing new circuits by which the sensitivity connections of aerial and earth when it have received the consideration of a good
T. B. T.
reliable patent agent.
or the amplification properties of the valve 'Is desired either to Send or receive.
MANY of the epoch-making inventions

by which the world has ,benefited

4
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Crystal Detector

THE detector shown by the photograph short stud projecting /zi in. screwed in. than to turn the screws down from the
(Fig. 1) and in elevation and plan by The other is drilled
in. and fitted with solid.
Fig. 2 will interest those who have the an ebonite bush at the bottom (not shown
The bridge for the ball and Socket joint'
time and inclination to make apparatus of in the drawing) for the terminal which is (Fig. 7) is made from %-in. by 34 -in. brass
the best materials and pleasing design.. connected to the crystal cup. The ter- strip, drilled out with a /-in. hole in the
Doubtless a detector giving just as good minal base of ebonite (Fig. 4) is held in centre, and countersunk with a larger
results as the one here described could be place by the two terminals, the left hand drill to take the ball. The strip which
holds the ball:in place must be very caremade in half the time, but there is a good one being screwed on to the stud.
deal to be said for making something that
Fig. 5 shows the arrangement of the fully bent so as to get the holes in the
is worth looking at when it is finished.
crystal cup. It is insulated from the base 'correct position. It is best to turn the ball

first and fit the joint to it afterwards. A

Every amateur has his own particular
crystal or combination of crystals that he
swears by, and this detector will work
equally well with silicon or treated galena,
and with a little modification it could be
used with zincite and bornite. The writer
has always used silicon, chiefly because it
is easy to obtain a good sample and because it does not need a potentiometer and
dry cell.
The base of the detector in the writer's
case was made from an iron chuck plate
casting which happened to be about the
right size. A brass casting would do

gauge for testing the roundness of the ball

can be made by drilling a /-in. hole in a

piece of sheet metal and cutting out a

section of the curve. As will be seen from
the assembly view a small terminal nut is
used finally to adjust the tightness of the
joint.
Fig. 8 shows the construction of the

" point."

It is made from No. 3 B.A.

/-in. ebonite
The other end is

tapped rod, and has a

sphere at one end.

hole for a short
-drilled out with a
distance. The rod should be a fairly tight

in the hole through the ball, but pot
too tight or the ball itself will turn. A
gramophone needle is then soldered in
fit

position as shown.

A piece of fine steel

Fig. 1.-Crystal Detector Complete.

Ebonite

Fig. 5

Fig. 2.-Elevation and Plan of Detector.

equally well, or better, and could be

Fig, 4

Figs. 4 and 5.-Details of. Terminals, Base and
Crystal Detector.

by two ebonite bushes which are clamped
finished all over and polished. It is ad- together with the nut and washer at the
visable to have a heavy base as it prevents bottom, a short piece of copper strip being
the detector getting out of adjustment soldered to the washer and carried under
owing to vibration. The iron casting was the right-hand terminal. The cup is made
turned up to the dimensions shown in from a piece of %-in. brass rod drilled out
Fig. 3 and polished only on the boss, the as shown, and the crystal is fixed in place
rest being enamelled black; three 'small with Wood's metal.
ebonite studs were fastened in the bottom
The pillars (Fig. 6) are made from
for it to stand upon. The two holes for 0 -in. brass rod. It is probably quicker' to
the terminals are made
in. apart. One drill out holes in the end and solder
is drilled and tapped No. 3 B.A., and a pieces of No. 3 B.A. tapped rod in place

Fig. 3.-Details of Cast-iron Base.

wire is wound on the end of a egs in. drill,
and when this is allowed to spring it will

be found to make a good tight fit on the
needle. The end of the wire can then be
bent to point along the axis of the needle.
The object of the needle is to prevent the
coiled spring being damaged if it is
screwed down too far. Very good results

can be obtained by bending the point of
the spring back on itself, that is, U-

shaped, as a very sharp point is not the
best for a silicon detector.
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The bridge and crystal cup are all en- a %-in. hole in the centre. The side and
closed in a clear celluloid cover. This can

be made by bending a piece of -kin. sheet
celluloid round a 1g -in. diameter former,
allowing a at -in. overlap which can be

top are
(Fig. 9).

cemented into a brass ring
It is possible to make quite a

good ring by bending a piece of -A-in.

square brass rod round a former and mak-

It must not be forgotten that note amplification is useless as an attempt to make
extremely weak signals audible, and unless

their initial value is such that they can be
heard with one valve the note amplification will not help matters much. The
function of a note amplifier is to increase

the value of signals which are already
strong enough to be audible in the telephones and to enable a loud speaker to

000001101ESOOLI

Fig. 6

be used.

The construction of an amplifier

for radio -frequency currents-that is, the
magnification of extremely weak and otherwise inaudible signals-is a difficult
matter. Here again one stage of radio.
frequency amplification is usually not very

IPA bire %f frig in
&'

Fig. 9

6,1111W,ffig"'"ZiffesMIIIIM

A Simple Valve Equipment.
A very suitable equipment may consist
Figs. 6, 7 and 8.-Details of of a set comprising one radio -frequency

Ellgill411111113

stage having a tuned plate circuit, one
Fig. 9.-Brass Ring for Cover. rectifying valve with magnetic reaction
circuit, and one note magnifier. A set of

Pillars, Framework and Point.

t;31.nrly Sala)
11

4
Fig. 7

difficult, but two or more stages involve
much patience and experimental work to
obtain balance between the valves.

Fig. 8

cemented up with celluloid solution. The
side is made of a piece of celluloid 2yi. in.
by 6 in., and the top is a I Win. disc with

ing a lap joint.

The joint should be

bound up with wire and well soldered.
J. F. S.

************************
PRACTICAL WORKING
WITH VALVES.
THE' wireless amateur is a person who
dabbles more or less sincerely with an
art which is extremely complex and need-

I

HINTS AND
USEFUL NOTES

hour being twelve miles away, the "swishing" due to oscillation was distinctly
audible.

this description, when using transformers
of the plug type, is capable of giving results which are quite loud enough for all
practical purposes when used with head
telephones, and without the many difficul-

ties experienced when many valves are
used.

The writer has experimented during the
last few months with an amplifier which
has four radio -frequency, one rectifying,
and two audio -frequency stages, and as a
result has obtained considerable experience

of what not to do in the construction and
operation of such a receiver. The advan-

tage of having three or four stages of
radio -frequency magnification is that the
set need not have tuned -plate circuits, and
magnetic or capacity reaction is seldom
necessary, although these features are an
advantage sometimes and should be
arranged for even if not used. A pbtentiometer is necessary in order to control the
oscillation of the set.
An old rule, usually found to be ccrrect,

Even those experimenters who have a
fair knowledge of physics and electricity
many kinds of eiperimenters, from the should not attempt to walk before they can
university professor down to those who do crawl. The writer found this out to the
not know the elementary principles of a cost of much material and wasted labour is, "Plan your work, then work to your
most fascinating and instructive hobby. and strongly recommends anyone com- plan," but in radio -frequency working this
All classes of experimenter are useful to mencing first to work with a one -valve set. rule must not be too slavishly followed,
the community and should be encouraged After a few weeks further valves can be as invariably a set which operates quite
as much as possible, but it should always added without having to scrap parts.
well when roughly coupled up on the
be remembered that those who do not fully
bench entirely refuses to work when put
understand the apparatus can cause con- Adding Valves.
in a neat box and decently connected up.
It
is
a
recognised
fact
that
any
addition
the
in
others
to
annoyanCe
siderable
One of the causes of this trouble is due
first
be
district through allowing their receiving of amplifying valves should at
to effects between the transformers, valves,
The
reason
for
made
as
note
magnifiers.
oscillation
approach
the
to
instruments
this is that note -amplifying valves have etc., and can be overcome to a great expoint.
the transformers constructed with iron tent by taking great care when planning
"Swishing" of a 12 -mile Distant Station. cores, and then windings have no need to to keep the many connections as far apart
as short as possible, and arranging the
As an example covering this point, a be tuned to any frequency or wave -length, and
radio
-frequency transformers at right
whereas
radio
-frequency
transformers
are
recent experience of the writer's may be
angles
to each other so that the lines of
mentioned. A portable set was fixed up almost invariably arranged effectively to
force
do
not intersect each other more
transfer
the
energy
at
one
wave
-length
in a position about twelve miles from a
than
can
be
avoided.
A. F. C.
large town which, of course, had its only. Little difficulty is experienced in
amateur wireless society, and an attempt adding two valves to the initial rectifying
made to hear "The Dutchman" with a valve, but theaddition of a third stage is " WORK," the weekly journal for amateur
(3d weekly), this week contains
seven -valve receiver. No difficulty was sometimes difficult owing to howling of the mechanics
on Chemical Rectifiers, Whitemetalling
experienced in hearing our, good friend, valves, which is often caused by inter - articles
Bearings. A Gramophone Stand and Recorl
but, in spite of our nearest wireless neigh - oscillation between the valves.
Cabinet, Small Bench Drilling Machine, etc. etc.
ing much knowledge, experience and
patience. The word "amateur" covers

4.4,0***************v
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A Combined Crystal and Valve Receiver
THE receiver about to be described is
not new, but is only known to the
advanced experimenter, and its
many advantages are unknown to the newcomer in the wireless field. It is as easy
to make as a simple one -valve receiver

more

diameter is now passed through the in-

ductance coil in the space left between
turns 12 and 13, and the coil lashed
securely

to the brass rod by means of

adhesive tape.

'phones will

do as well

if a telephone

transformer is inserted between the 'phone!
and 'phone terminals.

When testing the receiver make sure

A hard -wood or ebonite

knob is fastened to the end of the brass
rod so that the reaction coil can be rotated
inside the inductance coil (Fig. 3).

A variable condenser

6

2

34

5

6

7

1.-Inductance Coil. Fig. 2.-Reaction Coil

to a person of ordinary ability.

of

about .oco5

micro -farad capacity is connected between
the aerial end of the inductance (A) and the
handle of the seven -point switch, and the
tuner is complete.

'111

Briefly

the receiver consists of a valve used as an
amplifier of radio -frequency oscillations,

The complete receiver is shown in the
diagram Fig. 4. It will be seen that the
aerial is joined to the inductance coil at

the end nearest to No.

tapping. The
earth is connected to the atm of the seven r

Fig. 3.-End and Side Views of Mounted
Reaction Coil Fitted in Inductance Coil.

in conjunction with a crystal used as a point switch, and the variable condenser that the crystal is correctly adjusted, then
detector or rectifier.
is placed between the aerial and earth. rotate the reaction coil; at the same time

The grid of the valve (G) is connected to tap the aerial terminal with the finger. If
clicks are heard in the 'phones each time
aerial terminal is touched the receiver
der 4 in. long by 3 in. in diameter is and condenser (c), which may be omitted the
is
ready
to receive signals. If no click is
with
very
little
detriment
to
the
signal
wound with forty turns of No. zo double heard
reverse
the connections to the restrength.
If
used,
the
grid
leak
should
be
cotton -covered copper wire, tapped off to
a seven -point switch from the following of two megohms resistance and the grid action coil; this will give the desired
result.
turns : 6, 1'2, 18, 24, 3o, 36 and 4o. Be- condenser of .003 micro -farad capacity.
With careful adjustment of the crystal
One connection of the reaction coil
tween turns 12 and 13 a space of yt in.
the
strength of signals will be from zoo
(which
is,
of
course,
inside
the
inductance
is left as shown in Fig. 1.
coil) is connected to the plate of the valve per cent. to 300 per cent. louder than those
(n), and the other connection is taken to obtained when using the valve alone.
Reaction Coil.
This is a basket -wound coil of No. 26 the telephone terminal which is nearest to Another advantage of this circuit is that
single -cotton -covered copper wire wound the positive terminal of the high-tension by simply switching off the filament curon a cork r in. in diameter with thirteen battery (M). Take careful note of this part rent signals can still be received on the
pieces of cycle -wheel spoke or blanket pins of the circuit. A connection is taken crystal. This is an asset when the filament
spaced equally round its circumference. from this telephone terminal to the posi- battery runs down in the middle of an inP. T. B.
tive of the high-tension battery, and the teresting transmission.
negative of the high-tension battery is
connected to the negative of the filament
The Tuner.
An ebonite or prepared cardboard cylin-

the aerial terminal through a grid leak

It will be noticed that the
negatives of both batteries are joined to
battery (H).

the earth terminal (E).
N The Crystal Detector.

............................
.

. Efficient Earth .
Connections .
,

Now for the crystal detector (x). The
writer is using a galena crystal with gold
point contact, but a perikon or any other
crystal combination gives equally good
TOO great an importance cannot be
results. It is advisable to use a crystal
attached to the earth connection for which
does
not
require
an
applied
voltage
wireless
work, as should this not be reliFig. 4.-Diagram of Connections for Complete
through a potentiometer. A connection is able and thoroughly well made in every
Receiver.
taken from the plate of the valve (P) to respect it is impossible, even with instruThe wire is simply wound in and out one terminal of the crystal detector (lc). ments of the highest grade, to get anyround the spokes (Fig. 2) until the coil is The other terminal of the crystal is joined thing like first-rate efficiency out of your
just of sufficient diameter to rotate inside to the telephone terminal opposite to the station. Therefore, even as the strictest
the inductance coil without touching. one which is connected to the reaction coil. attention must be paid to the insulation of
When the reaction coil is wound, leave A fixed condenser (N) of about .or micro - the aerial so must equal attention be paid
about 6 in. of loose wire at each end for farad capacity placed across the 'phones to the good contact of the earth connecconnections, and soak the coil in a bath and high-tension battery as shown will tion. There are several forms of earths
of melted paraffin wax. When the wax is improve results. The valve filament is used in wireless work, but all are not
just about to set, remove the coil and -supplied from .a 6 -volt accumulator suited to the convenience of the everyday
allow it to harden. Afterwards the spokes through a variable resistance (j) of 5 class of amateur, who naturally requires
can be withdrawn and the cork taken ohms.
to secure the maximum of efficiency with
away.
Telephones of from 4,000 to 8,000 ohms the minimum of inconvenience and exA piece of brass rod r, in. long and
in. total resistance should be used, or r2o-ohm vense in the matter of installation.

............................
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Good earth connections can be obtained
by spreading out wire netting over the sur-

face of the soil, or a metal plate 3

should be drilled and tapped yt. in. from

each end

to

take two metal screws as

ft.

square, having the earth lead securely
soldered to it, can be buried to a consider-

fast the earth lead. First place the drilled

piece of brass on top of the other, then
insert the two screws in the holes. Now
lay the brass strips on the water -pipe
where cleaned, holding them firmly in

position with one hand, the piece with

able depth in fairly moist soil.
The earth lead, which, by the way,
should be as stout and short as possible,

may be taken to a water -pipe, preferably
to the water -main on the road side of the
input tap. However, this is not essential
so long as the connection is made to the
cold -water pipe,, and it can even be
attached to the pipe over a sink or in the

the screws being uppermost as shown in
Fig. r. The earth wire, after being well
cleaned, should now be bound round over
the brass pieces between the screws and

Fig. 1.-Plates on Pipe.

round the pipe, say about half a dozen
Fig. 2.-Component Parts of Plates.

bathroom.

times, after which it should be twisted and
soldered at the point Et (see Fig. 3).
All that is necessary to add the required
tension in order to ensure perfect contact

gently to tighten up the two screws.
This will have the effect of forcing the
two brass pieces apart, and as the wire
passes over the top plate and under the

Having decided upon the pipe to be
used, a portion of this, say about 1% in.
wide, must be thoroughly cleaned until

is

quite bright by means of a piece of emery cloth (see A, Fig. x.). It is now necessary
to ensure that the wire when twisted
round the pipe will be quite tight,

arise due to noises when receiving and
failure of signals in some instances. A

Fig. 3.-Finished Earth Connection.

water -pipe it will be strained and pulled
tight up against the pipe. It is, of course,
not necessary to put too much strain on,
only just sufficient to secure good contact.
The bottom plate serves to protect the
water -pipe from being punctured by the
screws as they are tightened up.

good contact can be made quite easily by
securing two' pieces pf flat brass, each
measuring s% in. long by
in. wide and
about /Li in. thick. One of these pieces

shown in Fig. 2. The screws need be no
longer than % in.
Having done this, all is ready to make

for this purpose, as apart from being inefficient they are dangerous in the event
D. F. U.
of lightning.

thus making good contact. This is very
important, otherwise disappointment will

On no account should gas -pipes be used

............................................................................................
:

The Wiring of Aerial

::
.

Insulators

.. ..........................................................................................
THE shell -type insulator is quite a good
pattern for use in amateur aerial construction, as it is light ; at the same time

insulator is here shown properly wired;
the substance of the porcelain is in com-

it presents a considerable area of glazed
porcelain between the wires it is desired
Further, not being reticuto insulate.
lated, or containing recesses, it is generally kept fairly clean by the rain when it

lator be shattered the wires would link up
together and the assembly
not come down. This, if

is up in the air and out of reach of pocket handkerchiefs and dusters.
The insulator is so simple in design that
it would be thought to be obvious how to
Ilse it to the best advantage. In the pho-

pression,

so that even should the insu-

small bobbin insulators as indicated in the
photograph; a chain of four of these will
give insulation sufficient for the most exacting requirements.

fatal to the proper use of
the

aerial

as

such

on

account of loss of insula-

tion, is a consideration if

stays have to be insulated
by means of porcelain insulators, as the loss of a stay

might result in the mast
First of all, the wires are so falling. It will be seen that
disposed that the insulator is under ten- the single wire is carried
sion, and this is not the best stress for straight on after it 'emerges
from the hole in the insuporcelain.
If the insulator were to break the con- lator, and the free end is
struction would part and let the whole brought back and coiled
thing down. Also the single wire is shown round this, so that all the
juste roughly twisted; that is to say, the twisting is done on the end
main wire is twisted and contorted just of the wire which is not
tograph the first shell insulator is wired

wrongly.

as much as the tail or free end.' Everyone
%rho has had to put up thin wires under
any considerable strain knows that any
mechanical twist or kink is dangerous in
a single wire under tension, while the

slightest "nick" in the surface

is fatal.

stressed. In the case of the
stranded wires the wrong

and the right way is shown.
It is bad practice just to

twist up the end round the

Shell Insulator
Incorrectly Wired.

run of the wire as shown

Shell Insulator
Correctly Wired.

Bobbin

Insulators.

The way to avoid this danger is to allow on the left. The cable should be unthe run of the wire to remain as straight stranded and each wire bound round all
as possible, whilst the tail end is coiled the rest till all the loose ends are used

Ebonite is sometimes used for aerial insulation, but, generally speaking, its use

If shell insulators are difficult to
obtain, a "shackle " can easily be made from

and it is simply a matter of passing the
wire through.
S. W. G.

round several times as indicated in the up.
photograph next on the right.

This shell

is not to be advocated. Eyes are provided,
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'THE reader will now understand that tube. This will be understood by refer- and the ends of the winding are brought
I the essential components of the receiver ence to Fig. 2, and it will be seen that through the holes in the wooden disc,
are the tuning coil, the detector, and the they are afterwards secured by small brass being connected to the back of the tertelephones. It is not advisable to attempt screws passed through the sides of the minals. Thus the winding does not come
the manufacture of the latter unless he is

tube.

The end pieces are made from any

into electrical contact with

either the

instrument maker and has a hard wood, and should be about 4% in. cylinder or wooden ends and discs at any
large number of tools at his disposal. The square and 34 in. thick. These are fixed point; this, of course, ensures the best

a skilled

other items can be made very simply from

to the discs by brass screws after the coil
has been wound.
VVinding the Coil.

When winding a very, large coil it is
usual to arrange some form of winding
apparatus, but it is unnecessary in this
case. Referring to Fig. 1, about 6 in. of
free end of the wire is passed down hole
No. 1, up hole No. 2, and down hole

possible insulation. Having reached this
stage the end pieces can be screwed to the
wooden discs, thus firmly fixing the coil.

The Sliding Contact.
The slider may be made if desired, but

as it is a standard detail it can be pur-

chased for about a shilling. It consists of
a piece of moulded ebonite containing a
spring and brass plunger which makes
materials in the hands of almost any ex- No. 3, the end being put through the contact on the winding of the coil. Usuperimenter.
loop which has been formed inside the ally the slider is made to fit a
square
tube between holes No. i and No. 2. It brass rod, as shown in the diagram. A
The Tuning Inductance.
will be found that this will fix the end piece of square biass rod is cut about
We will remember that the longer the of the wire quite firmly. The winding is 7 in. long (that is, the length of the tube
wave -length the greater is the amount of then started, making each turn close and end pieces), and a hole is drilled in
inductance required to tune it in. There- against the other. It is essential to keep each end to take a small terminal screw.
fore, before we make our tuning coil, we the wire fairly tight, but not so tight as Two pieces of ebonite are next prepared.
must decide over what range of wave- to strain it. When the other end of the These should be made about t in. long
lengths we desire to tune. It is impossible coil is reached the wire is fastened off in and i4 in. thick. The width is that of the
to wind up one coil to receive all
end piece, the ebonite being fixed to
wave -lengths.
For example, to re- femora
It will be
Ea ON I 17 this as shown in Fig. 3.
ceive 400 metres wave -length we
noticed that a hole is drilled in the
might require about twenty turns of
middle of the ebonite, a small part of
wire on a certain size tube, while to
the
end piece being cut away to accom%ra CARDBOARD
receive 23,000 metres on the same
modate the head of the terminal screw.
size tube we should require thousands
The screw is put through the ebonite,
of turns. Obviously we must use one
passed through the hole in the square
Fig 1.-Method of Fixing Winding.

No

coil for short wave -lengths and another

--111711

for longer wave -lengths, wound possibly with rather finer wire on a larger
Fig. 2.-Half Section of Tuning Coil.
diameter cylinder. Perhaps the best
range of our first coil would be from about a similar manner to the first turn. The
35o metres to 600 metres when used with best wire is double -silk covered, but this,
of course, is rather expensive, and cotton the aerials previously described.
or enamel -covered may be substituted. It
should be remembered that enamelled
Construction of the Tuner.
The coil will be wound on a cylinder wire is thinner than silk -covered, and
6 in. long and 3 in. in diameter. Card- therefore if this is employed more turns
board postage tubes are very suitable for will be required to fill the winding space,
the purpose if they are previously pre- with a consequent increase in the inpared. A 6 in. length is cut off with a ductance of the coil. It is not very usual
saw and the surface and ends are carefully to use silk --or cotton -covered wire with a
smoothed

with

very

fine

glass-paper.

Three small holes are drilled in each end
of the tube in the position shown in Fig. x.

brass, and the two parts of the terminal are screwed up tightly. The

same process is repeated at the other
end of the square brass, and the pieces

of ebonite are then screwed to the ends.
Two terminals are connected to the
slider rod, whereas only one is needed.
This makes the appearance of the coil sym-

metrical, and the additional terminal may
sometimes be of use in different circuits.
The coil is now complete with the ex -

sliding contact, but this may be done if

the winding is given a thin coat of
shellac.

Fig. 3.-Method of Fixing Slider Rod to End
Piece.
Mounting the Coil.
it is still hot it is given a coat of thick
Although a connection is only required ception of the winding contact; where the
shellac varnish. This is prepared by dis- to one end of the winding, it is useful to slider touches the winding the insulation
solving shellac in methylated spirits. The bring both ends to terminals for use in must be removed. This is best accomtube should be heated and varnished at other circuits. A hole about 3q in. in plished by, rubbing it with a piece of very
least three times.
diameter is made in the centre of each fine glass-paper, using the edge of a
Wooden ends are fixed to the cylinder, wooden disc and end piece. Two squares straight piece of wood as a guide, so that
which serve as a support for the slider, of ebonite about
in. long are placed a neat line of bare copper wire appears.
as follows : Two wooden discs about
in. over the holes in the end pieces, being Only just sufficient insulation should be

The tube is then heated in an oven to
drive out any absorbed moisture, and while

thick are cut out with a fretsaw of such fixed with small brass screws at each removed to ensure the slider making an
size as tightly to fit into the ends of the corner. A terminal is mounted on each, efficient contact.
PAUL D. TIERS.
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A Winder for Cylindrical Coils

...........................................................................................
THE photograph (Fig.

i)

and sketch

(Fig. 2) illustrate a simple machine
which has been designed for winding cylin-

drical inductances of different sizes.

The object of having a machine for

winding coils is twofold : first, it ensures a

better finish, since the turns are naturally
at right angles to the axis of the coil and
it is easy to obtain a tight winding
throughout, secondly, the time required to
wind the coil is reduced to a few minutes.
Nothing elaborate is required to obtain
the taut wire; a pile of books placed between the wire bobbin and the machine

is all that is required.
The base A (Fig. 2)

have two sets of cones as shown in the
photograph; a single cone can be made
to suit the diameters mentioned. It will
be seen that increase in the diameter of
the cones will necessitate increase in the
bearing height; this explains the blocks
shown under the bearings in the photograph; in the sketch the blocks are, of

A problem that soon presents itself is
that of fixing the end of the wire to the

course, dispensed with.
A few washers 'at the handle end of the

wire, and the wire should be passed in and

spindle and a fairly strong spring at the
other end complete this useful appliance.

former.

former at the commencement and the com-

pletion of the winding. This can easily
be accomplished by drilling a couple of

holes at the point where the end of the
wire is to lie.

The holes should be only

slightly larger than the diameter of the

out of these and then run off round the
If tappings are required on the coil they

To wind a coil, first remove the bearing
and cone at the end away from the handle,
slip on the former on which the coil is to

of the machine be wound, put the cone on again, then a
should be of soft wood, so that the spindle washer, spring, another washer, then the
bearings B and c are readily screwed into bearing; push the bearing along until the
any suitable position for any size of former.
The bearings are made from i-in. by
flat iron bent as shown and drilled to reThe
ceive the screws and spindle.
spindle is a length of mild steel rod N. in.

Fig. 1

in diameter, screwed at the handle end
The length can 'be
in. Whitworth.
made to suit the longest coil likely to be

Fig. 1.-Photograph of

requited; a good length should be chosen,

Fig. 2.-Details of

Winding Machine.

say t8 in., as the extra length is not in

Winder

the way. The handle is made from i-in.

iron and a knob rescued from
the " junk heap "; both ends of the iron
are tapped and nuts are used on both

by `3 -in.

sides.

The cones n are turned in a lathe and
will take any coil from I in. to 6 in. diameter inside. It is not really necessary to

Fig. 2

spring is well compressed, and screw it
dawn. It will be found that the former is
now tightly gripped between the two
cones. It should be mentioned that the
cone near the handle should be a tight fit

can be twisted loops, made as the winding

on the spindle:

done.

is done by taking a turn round a match
and giving it one or two turns. A wedge
can be made to fit between the cone and
base to hold the coil while this is being
J. R. H.

...................................................................
A Constant High-tension Battery
.

00000* tf .6.464.44 .9 0 ,t 40**400 c>0

Bend a piece of the zinc into the form
THE battery to be described is designed
to give about 3o volts, which is suffi- shown in Fig. 2. Solder a small connectcient to work most valves, but it can be ing wire to the top. Place the wire and
added to if a higher voltage is required.

sulphate crystals to cover the coil of wire.

Materials.
Thirty 6 -in. test tubes about I in. in
diameter (obtainable at most chemists);

together with wire.

No. 20 S.W.G. bare copper wire;
3o pieces valve rubber 4 in. long; 30
in. wide
pieces zinc 4Y2 in. long by

Zinc

3o ft.

by -3-1, in. thick; a solution of zinc sulphate

RUNIC'

SOLDER( D CONNECTION ZINC
SOLUTION

COIL Of
COPPER WIRE ^
ZINC

(as used in Daniell cells); a small quantity of sulphate crystals.

COPPIA 501,nATE CRYSTALS

Fig. 1

Construction.

VALK

VALVE
RUBBER

Fig. 2

Treat each of the test tubes in a similar
fashion.

A stand similar to an egg -stand may be

made for them, or they may be slung
The "cells" should be connected in
series; that is, the + (copper) connection
of one cell joined to the - (zinc) connection of the next, and so on.
Each cell will give about I volt, and
the current will remain constant for a long
time.
M. S. B.
Ors."."."./%1Ws.PArk"e

Fig. 3

Fig. 1.-Insulated Fig. 2.-Zinc Fig. 3.-Cora-

Take a piece of the copper wire t ft. Copper Element. Element.
plete Cell.
long and twist about half of it into a
coil (Fig. t). Insulate the straight part zinc into a tube as shown in Fig. 3. Fill
of the wire with a piece of the valve the tube half -way with a solution of zinc
rubber as shown.
sulphate and then put in enough copper

"AMATEURS desiring to understand the
principles of the subject and to make their

own apparatus could not wish for anything better." This is what "Electricity"
says of the Handbook "Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony."
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An article in which an expert describes

Switch

clearly and explicitly the underlying
principles of the telephony transmitter

is Made Possible
IN attempting to set out a simple explanation of the apparently mysterious

"mechanism" by means

the
through
"space"-that is, without the assistance
either of wires or any other obvious

human

voice

of which

transmitted

is

medium-it will be found most helpful

in the first place to consider briefly other
known methods of speech -transmission in
order to trace step by step the progress of
invention leading to the final achievement of wireless telephony.
The Link or Medium.
It is a scientific doctrine, which may
safely be taken for granted, that there is

no such thing as what is called "action
at a distance." In other words, if a disturbance of some sort or other gives rise
a corresponding effect some distance
away, there must be an intervening link
to

or medium connecting the disturbance and

the resulting effect. For example, the
cause or origin of ordinary speech lies in
the actions

of the vocal

cords in the

human larynx. As the breath is expelled
from the speaker's lungs it is throttled

or interrupted in such a manner that it
emerges in gushes or waves of differing

frequencies instead of in the steady flow

of ordinary breathing.
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through the air (34o metres per second) it

moves forward about one million times
faster-that is, at the velocity of the electric current, which is the same as that of
light.

The current variations so created are
induced into the line wire and finally pass,
at the receiving end, through a coil wound

needle on the reverse side of the diaphragm

reflects these vibrations is the tracing it
makes upon a revolving wax cylinder.
In reproducing from the record a needle
is forced to traverse the serrated path of
the previously made tracing, and in so

I

Lattice Panel

Sendreceitv

far considered atmospheric air is the connecting link between
the transmitter and receiver. It is a wellknown fact that if an alarm clock is carefully suspended inside a
glass vessel, which is then
so

Combined Telegraphy and Telephony Transmitting and Receiving Station
with

the

fact

that

light

reaches

not only from the sun, which

us
is some

miles away, but also from
the stars, which are inconceivably more
distant, and because of certain other

good and sufficient reasons, we are forced
to

metres

the conclusion that there must exist

of vacuum is reached, can
no longer be heard.
by the Control Valve.
Speech frequencies

The next stage to consider is the ordinary line
telephone, and here we

When one is dealing with the case of a
steady direct current through a wire it is

(same frequency but
varying amplitudes).

begin to approach more
closely to the conditions

have been imposed

that exist in wireless telephony. ' First and fore-

most, we are no longer

Resultant Rectified

Current from A on

the receiving' phones;
no effect.

Resultant Rectified

Current from a on
the receiving' phones;
speech effect.

Fig. 1.-Diagrammatic Representation
of Telephony Waves.

concerned with air as the
medium of transmission,
but instead we have to
deal
with
electricity.
Nevertheless, when we

have adjusted ourselves to
the new medium it will be

found that the "mechanism" involved is closely
analogous to that already
described.

Because we are faced

less" energy. It should be borne in mind

that electric effects always travel at the
same speed, whether they pass over a
metallic conductor of any kind or whether
they are radiated "wirelessly" through the
ether. This velocity of travel is 300,000,000

gives rise to a corresponding effect at some
distant point, the connecting link betwvtx
the two is the ether.

sound of the bell grows

round the poles of a permanent magnet,
where they give rise to precisely similar
changes in the strength of the magnetic
field. The magnetic fluctuations in turn
react upon the metal diaphragm of the
telephone and cause it to vibrate in such
a fashion that it creates air waves corre-

true that the metallic path is the mnin
focus of the electric energy. But the

surrounding ether is also largely concerned. In the case, however, of alter-

nating currents, particularly those of hi,:h
frequency, the metallic path becomes'of

less importance-it is then more in the

nature of a path of least resistance through
the ether. In other words, the wire acts
merely to focus the direction of the moving current.
Finally, if the frequency becomes high
enough the electrical energy no longer

finds the wire the most convenient path,
and, therefore, it commences to rad;,01
outwards in all directions through the
ether itself. This is the condition that exists when an aerial is transmitting "wire-

per second, and is determined
solely by the inherent properties (elasticity

and inertia) of the ether, and not in any
degree by the properties of any particular

conductor.

This condition of affairs is created in
the ether by means of the power valve
shown on the left of Fig. 2. High-tension

current at 600 volts pressure

is fed to

the plate of the valve from the generator.
The plate and grid of the valve are retroactively coupled through the .reactance
coil, so that the valve is caused to "oscillate." A steady supply of high -frequency
current of constant amplitude is thereby
fed into the aerial, and is thence radiated
outwards in all directions in the form of
ether waves of constant and regular form.
steady current flowing in the microphone
circuit of an ordinary line telephone trans-

The main difference lies in the
fact that the energy concerned is in the
mitter.

form of high -frequency alternations, or

waves in the ether, instead of being a
constant and uni-directional current in a

applied to the microphone at the transmitter end. The receiver diaphragm is

metallic circuit.
It will be remembered, however, that jn

those

to

held close to the ears, which receives the
air waves and interprets them as speech
in the ordinary way.

order to make the direct current carry

working of the wireless telephony trans-

more or less energy or current in the whole

We are now ready to investigate the

mitter, and we shall
development

natural

find that it is a
of

O

We have now existing in the ether a
condition that is analogous to that of a

originally

exactly

sponding

fainter and fainter, and

gradually exhausted by
means of an air pump, the

Headifeleph,on

Valves

some all-pervading medium by means of
which such light -energy is propagated. It
has further been firmly established that
this medium, which we call the ether, is
also the ' vehicle whereby all electrical
effects are manifested. In other words,
if an electrical disturbance at any point

transmission
from Power Valve.
(Constant frequency
and amplitude.)

Morse -key

Switch

Three Transmitting

no,000,000

Air as a Medium.

In the cases

Dubilier

Condenser

doing imparts corresponding vibrations to
the sounding diaphragm. These vibra-

C.W . as Modulated

111111111

energy. The medium of transmission has
been changed; instead of the resultant
effect travelling at the rate of sound -waves

against a flexible diaphragm, causing it
to vibrate sympathetically. A pointed

finally, as a high degree
.

throat have in this way been translated
into corresponding charges of electrical

listener, through which they are conveyed
to the brain.
In the gramophone the human voice is
mechanically copied and repeated. In
making a record the interrupted gushes of
air from the speaker's throat are directed

C.W .

A - 1111'11111111,11'1i11111',1111,Ii1111,1111

sound -waves coming from the speaker's

These impulses

or waves spread outwards from the
speaker's mouth through the air and
finally strike against the ears of the

tions are transmitted to the layers of air
adjacent to the diaphragm and, spreading
outwards, reach the ears of all within
range of the instrument.

entatturWtivigss

variations

speech -form

the

microphone

was used, and, in effect, this caused the
sound -waves front the throat to release
of the circuit by varying its resistance.

the cases that have just
been considered.

It should be borne in

The Microphone.

Returning to the case of ordinary wire
telephony, the action of the transmitting
end is due to the effect of air waves from
the throat beating upon a microphone inserted in series with an electric battery.
The microphone consists merely of a box
containing carbon granules, which, it is
found, offer a lesser or greater resistance

mind that, as previously

state d,

an alternating
electric current when of
sufficiently high frequency

is no longer held or bound
to the metallic conductor,
but spreads outwards
therefrom in all directions

form of waves or ripples

according as they are pressed more or less
tightly together. One end of the box is

of electro-magnetic energy.

an aerial a constant sup-

vibrated by the impact of the sound waves
emitted by the throat of the speaker.
The result is that the pressure between
the carbon granules varies with the corresponding movement of the flexible diaphragm, and the battery current reacts to
the variation of resistance thus interposed

ply of such high -frequency
current, that aerial will
become the centre of a
sphere of energy -ripples
in the ether, just as a

The original air -pressure variations or
a.

point on the surface of a
pond

will

become

CnOrct

con

flap
TENS.Or.
GENERATOR

MICROPHONE

Leorrtnsion

SUPPLY T.

VALVE FILAMENTS AND
MICROPHONE CIRCUIT

AERIAL AMMETER
EAR TN

the

centre of an area of continuous ripples, provided

that a constant supply of
stones are

wozoNoNe

TRANV-ORmER

If, therefore, we feed to

closed by a flexible diaphragm which is

Instead of remaining
steady, the current flows in irregular quantities or "gushes" corresponding to the
sound waves imposed upon the diaphragm.

All

through the ether in the

to the passage of the electric current

in the circuit.

*'
AERIAL

dropped into

the pond at that point.

Fig. 2.-Diagram of Two -valve Telephony Transmitter
as Used on Aircraft.
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An article in which an expert describes

Switch

clearly and explicitly the underlying
principles of the telephony transmitter

is Made Possible
IN attempting to set out a simple explanation of the apparently mysterious

"mechanism" by means

the
through
"space"-that is, without the assistance
either of wires or any other obvious

human

voice

of which

transmitted

is

medium-it will be found most helpful

in the first place to consider briefly other
known methods of speech -transmission in
order to trace step by step the progress of
invention leading to the final achievement of wireless telephony.
The Link or Medium.
It is a scientific doctrine, which may
safely be taken for granted, that there is

no such thing as what is called "action
at a distance." In other words, if a disturbance of some sort or other gives rise
a corresponding effect some distance
away, there must be an intervening link
to

or medium connecting the disturbance and

the resulting effect. For example, the
cause or origin of ordinary speech lies in
the actions

of the vocal

cords in the

human larynx. As the breath is expelled
from the speaker's lungs it is throttled

or interrupted in such a manner that it
emerges in gushes or waves of differing

frequencies instead of in the steady flow

of ordinary breathing.
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through the air (34o metres per second) it

moves forward about one million times
faster-that is, at the velocity of the electric current, which is the same as that of
light.

The current variations so created are
induced into the line wire and finally pass,
at the receiving end, through a coil wound

needle on the reverse side of the diaphragm

reflects these vibrations is the tracing it
makes upon a revolving wax cylinder.
In reproducing from the record a needle
is forced to traverse the serrated path of
the previously made tracing, and in so

I

Lattice Panel

Sendreceitv

far considered atmospheric air is the connecting link between
the transmitter and receiver. It is a wellknown fact that if an alarm clock is carefully suspended inside a
glass vessel, which is then
so

Combined Telegraphy and Telephony Transmitting and Receiving Station
with

the

fact

that

light

reaches

not only from the sun, which

us
is some

miles away, but also from
the stars, which are inconceivably more
distant, and because of certain other

good and sufficient reasons, we are forced
to

metres

the conclusion that there must exist

of vacuum is reached, can
no longer be heard.
by the Control Valve.
Speech frequencies

The next stage to consider is the ordinary line
telephone, and here we

When one is dealing with the case of a
steady direct current through a wire it is

(same frequency but
varying amplitudes).

begin to approach more
closely to the conditions

have been imposed

that exist in wireless telephony. ' First and fore-

most, we are no longer

Resultant Rectified

Current from A on

the receiving' phones;
no effect.

Resultant Rectified

Current from a on
the receiving' phones;
speech effect.

Fig. 1.-Diagrammatic Representation
of Telephony Waves.

concerned with air as the
medium of transmission,
but instead we have to
deal
with
electricity.
Nevertheless, when we

have adjusted ourselves to
the new medium it will be

found that the "mechanism" involved is closely
analogous to that already
described.

Because we are faced

less" energy. It should be borne in mind

that electric effects always travel at the
same speed, whether they pass over a
metallic conductor of any kind or whether
they are radiated "wirelessly" through the
ether. This velocity of travel is 300,000,000

gives rise to a corresponding effect at some
distant point, the connecting link betwvtx
the two is the ether.

sound of the bell grows

round the poles of a permanent magnet,
where they give rise to precisely similar
changes in the strength of the magnetic
field. The magnetic fluctuations in turn
react upon the metal diaphragm of the
telephone and cause it to vibrate in such
a fashion that it creates air waves corre-

true that the metallic path is the mnin
focus of the electric energy. But the

surrounding ether is also largely concerned. In the case, however, of alter-

nating currents, particularly those of hi,:h
frequency, the metallic path becomes'of

less importance-it is then more in the

nature of a path of least resistance through
the ether. In other words, the wire acts
merely to focus the direction of the moving current.
Finally, if the frequency becomes high
enough the electrical energy no longer

finds the wire the most convenient path,
and, therefore, it commences to rad;,01
outwards in all directions through the
ether itself. This is the condition that exists when an aerial is transmitting "wire-

per second, and is determined
solely by the inherent properties (elasticity

and inertia) of the ether, and not in any
degree by the properties of any particular

conductor.

This condition of affairs is created in
the ether by means of the power valve
shown on the left of Fig. 2. High-tension

current at 600 volts pressure

is fed to

the plate of the valve from the generator.
The plate and grid of the valve are retroactively coupled through the .reactance
coil, so that the valve is caused to "oscillate." A steady supply of high -frequency
current of constant amplitude is thereby
fed into the aerial, and is thence radiated
outwards in all directions in the form of
ether waves of constant and regular form.
steady current flowing in the microphone
circuit of an ordinary line telephone trans-

The main difference lies in the
fact that the energy concerned is in the
mitter.

form of high -frequency alternations, or

waves in the ether, instead of being a
constant and uni-directional current in a

applied to the microphone at the transmitter end. The receiver diaphragm is

metallic circuit.
It will be remembered, however, that jn

those

to

held close to the ears, which receives the
air waves and interprets them as speech
in the ordinary way.

order to make the direct current carry

working of the wireless telephony trans-

more or less energy or current in the whole

We are now ready to investigate the

mitter, and we shall
development

natural

find that it is a
of

O

We have now existing in the ether a
condition that is analogous to that of a

originally

exactly

sponding

fainter and fainter, and

gradually exhausted by
means of an air pump, the

Headifeleph,on

Valves

some all-pervading medium by means of
which such light -energy is propagated. It
has further been firmly established that
this medium, which we call the ether, is
also the ' vehicle whereby all electrical
effects are manifested. In other words,
if an electrical disturbance at any point

transmission
from Power Valve.
(Constant frequency
and amplitude.)

Morse -key

Switch

Three Transmitting

no,000,000

Air as a Medium.

In the cases

Dubilier

Condenser

doing imparts corresponding vibrations to
the sounding diaphragm. These vibra-

C.W . as Modulated

111111111

energy. The medium of transmission has
been changed; instead of the resultant
effect travelling at the rate of sound -waves

against a flexible diaphragm, causing it
to vibrate sympathetically. A pointed

finally, as a high degree
.

throat have in this way been translated
into corresponding charges of electrical

listener, through which they are conveyed
to the brain.
In the gramophone the human voice is
mechanically copied and repeated. In
making a record the interrupted gushes of
air from the speaker's throat are directed

C.W .

A - 1111'11111111,11'1i11111',1111,Ii1111,1111

sound -waves coming from the speaker's

These impulses

or waves spread outwards from the
speaker's mouth through the air and
finally strike against the ears of the

tions are transmitted to the layers of air
adjacent to the diaphragm and, spreading
outwards, reach the ears of all within
range of the instrument.

entatturWtivigss

variations

speech -form

the

microphone

was used, and, in effect, this caused the
sound -waves front the throat to release
of the circuit by varying its resistance.

the cases that have just
been considered.

It should be borne in

The Microphone.

Returning to the case of ordinary wire
telephony, the action of the transmitting
end is due to the effect of air waves from
the throat beating upon a microphone inserted in series with an electric battery.
The microphone consists merely of a box
containing carbon granules, which, it is
found, offer a lesser or greater resistance

mind that, as previously

state d,

an alternating
electric current when of
sufficiently high frequency

is no longer held or bound
to the metallic conductor,
but spreads outwards
therefrom in all directions

form of waves or ripples

according as they are pressed more or less
tightly together. One end of the box is

of electro-magnetic energy.

an aerial a constant sup-

vibrated by the impact of the sound waves
emitted by the throat of the speaker.
The result is that the pressure between
the carbon granules varies with the corresponding movement of the flexible diaphragm, and the battery current reacts to
the variation of resistance thus interposed

ply of such high -frequency
current, that aerial will
become the centre of a
sphere of energy -ripples
in the ether, just as a

The original air -pressure variations or
a.

point on the surface of a
pond

will

become

CnOrct

con

flap
TENS.Or.
GENERATOR

MICROPHONE

Leorrtnsion

SUPPLY T.

VALVE FILAMENTS AND
MICROPHONE CIRCUIT

AERIAL AMMETER
EAR TN

the

centre of an area of continuous ripples, provided

that a constant supply of
stones are

wozoNoNe

TRANV-ORmER

If, therefore, we feed to

closed by a flexible diaphragm which is

Instead of remaining
steady, the current flows in irregular quantities or "gushes" corresponding to the
sound waves imposed upon the diaphragm.

All

through the ether in the

to the passage of the electric current

in the circuit.

*'
AERIAL

dropped into

the pond at that point.

Fig. 2.-Diagram of Two -valve Telephony Transmitter
as Used on Aircraft.
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If one considers the nature of ether

power valve so

waves a little reflection will show, that
energy -variations can be imparted to such
a "current" simply by varying the ampli-

as to
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carry the sound - the plate circuit of the power valve, as
will be evident upon consideration of the

waves to be transmitted.
There are many ways of doing this, but

diagram.

in the transmitting set shown in Fig. 2,
The effect of this is to vary the amplitude of the waves.
The greater the which is a simplified diagram of a two- - tude of the continuous waves emitted by
amplitude of each wave the more electric valve transmitter, the "amplitude" varia- the power valve to an extent and for a
energy it carries, and vice versa.
tions are imposed by means of a second period determined by the value and duraThe diagram A, rig. 1, shows a steady valve Failed the "control."
tion of the extra voltages derived from
stream of continuous waves of constant
the choke coil-that is, originally from
amplitude, whilst B shows the effect of The Control Valve.
the microphone.
varying the amplitude of such waves by
The message to be transmitted is spoken
In other words, the action of the control
means of impressed speech, the frequency into the microphone, and in the ordinary valve is to increase or diminish, in symof the waves (that is, the number con- way sets up variations in the steady cur- pathy with the action of the microphone,
tained in unit distance) being the same in rent flowing in its circuit. These varia- the originally constant supply of highboth instances.
tions are applied across the microphone tension voltage applied to, the plate of
At the receiving end the dictator will transformer shown on to the grid of the the power valve from the generator. In
simply wipe out the lower half of each control valve, giving rise to corresponding consequence, the normal supply to the
wave, with the result that in Ai there alterations of the grid potential.
aerial of uniform oscillations, representing
will exist a steady current in the 'phones
In the ordinary way these grid changes a constant emission of power at a steady
as shown, giving rise to no audible effect; are reflected as current variations in the rate, is changed, in sympathy with the
whilst in Br the telephone diaphragm will plate circuit, but on a magnified scale variations of the high-tension voltage, into
-

000440o
be vibrated in accordance with the irregu-

owing to the amplifying action of the valve.

corresponding sound -waves.

A choke coil is, however, inserted as
shown in the plate circuit of the control

lar current indicated and will produce

The final part of the problem then reinto finding the most convenient method of varying the amplitude
of - the continuous waves emitted by the

irregular or modulated supply of
power, which constantly varies in accordance with the air waves impressed upon
the microphone. The electric power so
an

valye, and as a result the, plate -current
variations are unable to pass, but are emitted is subsequently rectified and
reflected back as corresponding voltage appears as speech in the telephones of
variations, which in turn are applied to the receiving set.
1. J. HONAN.

solves itself
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Weak Reception

::

Some Afterthoughts

............................................................................................
N -the article on weak reception in No. 3

ohms). So small is this capacity that large

the effect of stray capacity on simple

Unwanted Leaks.

metal terminals or long wire leads may
The grid leak should have a value not
crystal receiving sets was considered. have quite considerable values, and such much greater or less than that already
1

Most amateurs who have commenced with

incidental condensers as these would form

given, and care should be taken that there

metal plates, roughly 4 in. by
2 in., and separated by a piece
of thick, brown paper. It is
unlikely that pieces of metal

amples at random, as being true insulators

such a set will sooner or later wish to might seriously impair the operation of the are no unwanted leaks on the apparatus.
increase their range of reception by con- valve. This -possibility would be better We, are rather liable to look upon the
structing a valve set. One of the most appreciated, perhaps, if we remember that ebonite mountings of terminals and the
satisfactory simple circuits of this type 300 micro -farads is the capacity of two cotton -covering of wire, to take two ex-

V

SECONDARY
WRONG
PRIMA
WINDI

this size

GRID
TELEPHONE

Comxrumi:1
bk

C

TRANSFORMER

-that is, as offering an infinite resistance
to the passage of the current. This is by
no means ,true. Two terminals close towill figure in the gether on a piece of moist or slightly dirty

connections between the grid
and the grid condenser, where
they would do most harm, but

the writer has heard of a set
giving trouble because the
wire forming this connection
was unnecessarily long and

GRID
LEA.,

E

ran close to an earth wire.
An Efficient Valve Circuit

This point is not so likely to
arise where the receiving set
is permanently arranged in

box form, but the amateur
who prefers to make up a
is shown here, and probably many readers more temporary set, so that he may try
are engaged on or are considering the what our American friends call a variety

prospect of making such. It is now intended to point out how likely sources of
trouble may be avoided.
To obtain the best results from the set
shown, the grid condenser C should have
a capacity of approximately .0003 micro -

of "hook-ups," usually has his apparatus
scattered about somewhat, and he would

ebonite, or two cotton -covered wires lying

across one another, particularly as cotton
always holds a certain amount of moisture
unless it has been carefully impregnated
with shellac or some similar insulating
varnish, may have a leakage path between
them of only a few thousand ohms. This
should be particularly borne in mind when
arranging apparatus compactly on panels
or in boxes.
In the set illustrated two or three possible, sources of trouble are avoided by
using the telephone transformer shown,
and these should be considered when it is
decided whether it is worth while constructing or buying such a transformer.
If the 'phones, which should, of course,

be well advised to bear in mind the figures be of high -resistance in that case, had
given above. He should remember, too, been inserted direct in the plate circuit,
that enamelled or otherwise insulated wire the comparatively large potential difhas a capacity twice or three times as ferences existing there might break down
farads, and the grid leak R should be great as a similar piece of bare conductor the weak insulation of the bobbin windabout 2% megohms (r meghom = 1,000,000 similarly situated.
ings, particularly when the interior of the

receivers accumulates moisture from being

strength of the signals received when they
In addition are reversed, but it is better to use a
to this, the continuous plate -circuit cur- telephone transformer, as the secondary
rent may be in such a direction as to tend circuit only carries current when variato de -magnetise them and so to weaken tions occur in the plate -circuit currentthe signals.
that is, during the period of actual recepThis may be avoided by comparing the tion of signals-and so the telephones are

worn for a length of time.

THE elimination of the
accumulator would do
much to make home wireless sets more convenient.

Ontattur Wireless
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subject to no unnecessary de -magnetisation.
Another point fa-.-ouring the use of a trans-

former is that neither the capacity nor the

leakage to earth of the 'phones can disturb the tuning or potential distribution
in the plate circuit when connected in its

44,000.0
secondary.

RADIOGRAMS

Numerous
experimeters
have endeavoured to make

SIGMA.

less

graph

telephone and teleequipment of 35

watts aerial output, with
a sending range of about
180 miles at 900 metres'
wave -length.
The comequipment weighs only

use of the usual direct or alternating cur- much happier he will be with his own
rent lighting circuit. The difficulty here is apparatus away from your over -zealous
the hum of the lighting circuit, which efforts. Besides, he won't send round to
must be eliminated or at least brought have you make his set work every time
down to a reasonable degree in order not one of these minor accidents has occurred."
to interfere with the reception. It is stated
We wonder if in No. 8 the writer means
that it is now possible to operate a receiv- "make the valve howl."
ing set and amplifier on lighting current,
but so far only meagre details are availWireless concerts are now becoming
able.. The interference has been prac- quite a feature of bazaars and similar
tically eliminated by balancing resist- organisations.
ances, grid condensers, and special grid
leaks of comparatively low resistance, teleis never equable. The position
phone transformer in the output circuit, in Taxation
wireless is that the person possessing
and a crystal detector instead of a vacuum a home-made
crystal set with a telephony
tube detector.
range of about fifteen miles pays the same
amount as the owner of the most elaborate
A receiving set has now been installed set with a range of zoo miles.

plete

gramme includes such items as may be

ether is non-existent.

broadcast.

wave, he says, are merely due to changes
in a field of electrical force, occurring at
fixed intervals. A wireless station sends
out a sigrial. In doing so it throws out a
field of force which extends to the receiv-

is mown

in a London picture hall, and the pro -

A greeting was sent to all nations from
the children of Wales on the morning of
Part of the overture and the principal June 28 by wireless. It was arranged that
items in a new musical play, which will the message should be wirelessed before
not be seen on the stage until the autumn, dawn from Leafield Station in Oxfordwere broadcast on Friday last. The trans- shire. This station has a wave -length of
mission took place from Marconi House, 8,750 metres, and is one of the most
the artistes being Miss Florence Smithson, powerful in the world.

who will take the principal part in this

new production, and Mr. Emmett Adams,
the composer of the piece, which will be
known as "Lumber Love."

The post office administration of Germany has entered into an agreement with
a news distributing agency for the circulation of market prices of stocks, prices of
In an article in "Electrical Times and material, and so on. Subscribers to the
Lighting" on selling receiver sets some service pay 4,000 -marks per annum to the
advice is given to the retailer of the post office for installation and maintenmethod he should adopt with the prospec- ance and a subscription for the news sertive customer who wishes to listen -in for vices to the press agency. Reception of
too long a period. The recommendations news services which are not subscribed
are as follows : " (t) Give the only pair of for is partially prevented by changing the
connected 'phones to someone else to figures, which have to be decoded by the
listen; (2) disturb adjustments; (3) let the subscribers entitled to the particular sercustomer try to adjust; (4) have a twisted vice. The apparatus consists of a single connection in the aerial and earth leads, wire aerial and a single -valve receiver
and trip over them; (5) try other pairs of supplemented where necessary by two
headphones; (6) walk rapidly away after stages of audio -frequency amplification.
adjusting. The alteration of capacity will All apparatus is enclosed in sealed cases,
in many cases upset the tuning; (7) tap inspection windows being provided so that
the valve or crystal; (8) make the valve the condition of the tubes may be readily
oscillate, or start the testing' buzzer; (9) ascertained.
earth the 'phones by touching one of their
terminals; (to) connect a different set and
Increasing advantage of wireless is
repeat the performance."
being taken by jewellers to obtain the
The article continues. "The `free enter- Eiffel Tower time signals.
tainment for nothing' brigade considers
these as unadulterated annoyances-they
There has been installed on one of the
are excellent training for the ultimate customer, who will not be slow to realise how London -Paris aeroplanes a combined wire-

wireless

125 lb. An air -propeller -driven generator
for 6 volts and 700 volts and a 6 -volt

storage battery supply the necessary current. A 3 -valve amplifier is used for receiving on all wave -lengths between 3co
metres and i,000 metres.
A receiver has recently been installed in
a London restaurant for the benefit of its
customers. The innovation is one that
might well be adopted in other places
where the customers necessarily remain for
some time.

According to Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz,
the chief consulting engineer of the
General Electric Company, U.S.A., the

The beam of light and the wireless

ing station.

Fears are expressed in the musical world

that people who can listen by wireless to

great singers will cease to attend their
concerts.

The gramophone, however, has

proved that the reverse of this might be
expected.

Arrangements are being made by the
Air Ministry for broadcasting meteorological reports to enable the agriculturist
to plan his work in accordance with the
suitability of the weather.
Three kinds of messages will be sent
out :

I. General inference, which deals with
the whole country. This will be wirelessed twice daily at 9.15 a.m. and

8 p.m., and will be in ordinary language.
2. Codified messages giving full detailed information as to particular areas.
These will be issued three times a day,

at 9 a.m., 3 p.m., and 8 p.m.
3. Synoptic messages, also in code,
giving full particulars received from the
seventeen weather stations throughout
the country.

An amateur at Croydon is wakened
punctually at 6.3o each morning by the
first call-up at the aerodrome.

entattur Wireless
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OUR INFORMATION BUREAU
Expert Replies to Readers, Questions.

.

Hundreds of Replies are sent by Post.

TO ENSURE A PROMPT REPLY PLEASE OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING RULES

Write distinctly, give all necessary details and keep to the point. Ask one Question at a time-never more
than two. Send a Stamped and Addressed Envelope. Send the Coupon cut from page 118.

SHORT ANSWERS
E. I. R. B. (Liverpool).-You have sent us
some crystal -detector drawings but no name
or address, simply your initials. Will you

to use two pieces, and these may be fastened

together with a couple of bolts, afterwards
securely lashing the joint, or, in place of the
lashing, iron straps may be fitted and drawn
up with bolts.

tive terminal of the battery, so that when

mounting there will be no confusion.L. B. P. (Birmingham).

Licences
S. W. (Ripley).-There is no such apparatus
C. M. L. (Felsted).-Yes, but the note heard as you require actually on the market, but it
SIR,-With
reference
to the recent statewill be of very low frequency. (268)
would be quite possible to have it made. It
J. S. (Kilmarnock).-(r) Ear pieces of head would necessarily be costly and also delicate ments concerning the proposed increase of
telephones are connected in series so that each and, moreover, would have to be the subject the "listening -in" licence fee, I think it
ear piece of a 2,000 -ohm. pair is L000 -ohm. (2) of a certain amount of experiment. A valve would be far better to allow about five
A crystal set will receive telephony, music, and or valves would have to be employed together minutes' advertising at the beginning of
spark signals. (3) It is best to use a lead-in with sensitive telephone apparatus. If you
wire of about the same gauge as the aerial are likely to proceed in the matter we may be each broadcasting programme. This would
wire. It need not necessarily be continuous able to provide you with suggestions as to the not only help to defray the cost of broadwith the aerial, but the joint must be sol- lines it should be constructed upon.
casting, but would enable the majority of
dered. (93)
Motors (Strathspey).-No, an ignition coil "listeners -in" to adjust their instruments
H. Vic. (New Brighton).-Your oblong in- is useless, though it can be used for transductance would be quite satisfactory if the mission purposes over short distances. What before the start of the concert.
Increase in the licence fee would either
corners were slightly rounded to prevent sharp is generally termed the crystal is simply a
bends in the wire. (rig)
crystal of a certain mineral (of which there are spoil people's interest or incline them to
W. IL (Hull).-The subject of your letter a number), and which possesses the property install more simple apparatus. I underwill be dealt with in an early issue. (216)
of only allowing the electricity to pass the
A. L. (Lampeter).-We thank you for your point of contact between the crystal and some stand that the cost of the scheme is to be
notes concerning electrolytic detector, and if other conductor in one direction. You will covered to a great extent by the purchase
you will complete your set and then send in find some very informative articles on the of apparatus, therefore that which will
a full description of the detector, and whether matter in current issues.
bring in the bulk of the broadcasting exit compares favourably with a crystal detector,
penses will certainly not be the simple
we should be pleased to consider publishing it.
0 crystal sets, as these can be quite easily
An article will appear shortly on the conconstructed with the aid of the various
struction of telephone transformers. (217)
M. H. R. (Chester).-An article on rewinding
handbooks on the subject, or, as in the
kindly communicate with us ?

CORRESPONDENCE

ordinary receivers appears in this issue. (185)
G. W. D. (Liverpool).-(a) A crystal set will

receive telephony within a range of about

fifteen miles. (b) High -resistance -'phones are
commonly used. Suitable resistances are 2,000
ohms each receiver. (ion)

writer's case, "The Amateur Mechanic."C. H. B. (South Tottenham).

Mounting Coils
SIR,-A

point

often

overlooked

by

Appreciation
amateurs when winding and mounting
SIR,
-I
should
like to take the opporslab,
honeycomb
or
basket
coils
is
the
C. W. R. (Gillingham).-Use reaction couptunity
of
stating,
that
as one who has had
necessity
of
ensuring
that
all
the
windling from " plate circuit " to grid circuit, as
shown on p. 14 of AMATEUR WIRELESS. Grid ings proceed in the same direction. Re- no previous knowledge of electricity or

condenser, .0005 microfarad or .5 j a r. You
will require a larger aerial inductance of about
5,000 to 6,000 mics. (approx. aerial capacity
.00i mf.), 5,000 mic. inductance for primary,
or condenser in series up to .005 mf. Secondary

will have to be greater in value, or else increase capacity across it to .002 mf. Variometer coil is not required with reactance

versed windings in a tuner result, except
under certain conditions, in weak reception or total. absence of signals. Unless
the direction of the winding in each coil

is known at the outset it

is a difficult

wireless, how much success I have been
able to obtain from the instruction given
on pp. io and i i of the first number of
"Amateur Wireless." I have made the set
as described and have had wonderful results, using a telephone receiver with a
resistance of 4,000 ohms in each earpiece.

matter generally to ascertain it. The folcoupling. For reception, less wires, less lowing is a simple method, however, little
capacity, less atmospherics and interference known to amateurs, which never fails : -DEVON.
from stations near at hand on other wave Attach the ends of the coil to the terminals
Interference: A Warning
lengths. Aerial coil 12 in. by 6 in. 20 S.W.G. of an ordinary flash lamp battery. Put
SIR,-Perhaps you will allow me to say
d.c.c. several tappings. Primary coil 6 in. by
4 in. 24 s.w.G. d.c.c. several tappings. Second- a knitting needle or iron rod through the a few words to some of the newest recruits
ary coil 6 in. by 5 in. 26 or 28 S.W.G. d.c.c. coil, and arrange this so that it points to wireless with reference to the trouble
several tappings. (207)
approximately north and south. Now of the oscillating valve. I should like to
B. F. J. S. (Worcester Park).-As far as we push a compass under the end of the rod remind them that it is within their power
have been able to ascertain, there is no com- farthest from the battery, and the magabsolutely to ruin any broadcasting that
pany with the name you mention.
F. J. W. (Redditch).-The use of fir is gener- netism in the rod, induced by the flow of may be done- simply by the mai-adjustally advocated for wireless masts, though any
straight -grained wood will serve. An important point is to use wood which is as free
from knots as possible. It is quite feasib e

Ask A.W." for Cassell's
List of Technical Books.
It is gratis and post free.

current round the coil, will cause the

compass needle to be vigorously deflected

to the right or left, according to which
way the current is flowing in the coil.
By simply changing over the connections
to the battery when necessary the coils can

be arranged so that the compass needle

will be deflected in one direction only for
each coil. When this is done the coils are
all uni-directional,

and a small knot

should be placed in the lead to the posi-

ment of their reaction coil.
A small receiving set when it is in a
state of oscillation, of course, is a small
transmitter, and I shall not be accused
of drawing the long bow when I say that
it is perfectly possible to hear a single
valve receiver at a distance of five miles,
and it may very seriously interfere with
telephony at a distance of two miles.
What happens when one is working to
(Continued on page 116.)
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AVE

you

CHARGE YOUR OWN ACCUMULATORS AND SAVE

REcEivEz)

TIME AND MONEY.

OUR

The
Stevens" Accumulat r
Charging Board will do this fot
,ea with perfect safety from your
House Supply p ovided it is direct
Current.

NEW COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED

S ecificatt n.-Polishedhardwoo
use beard, Ammeter c.-6 amps.,
Switches Resistance.Lampholders

CATALOGUE

and Ter

of Wireless Apparatus and Accessories ?

finals.
Starld ird size
tas illustrated), charging up 11
4 amps , acc,ading to supply voltage. Other sizes made to order.

If not,

Full huartieti:ns with

send 3d. and a copy will be

- Every Board. -

Price 39/6 carriage paid.

POSTED BY RETURN

Cash, with Order to the Makers:

Please4rmention " Amateur Wireless."

HAMBLING, CLAPP & Co.
Phone 8806 Gerrard.

C. H. STEVENS & CO.,
8, Fenchurch Buildings.
LONDON, E.C.3.

110, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.Z.

CONDENSE it S

The "TRAFFORD" RECEIVER
Sintle Slide Tuner, Condenser, Super -sensitive
No.
1 si-Crystal
Detector, Aerial and Insulators,
Terminals for Earth, Aerial and Phones. Mounted Q5j.

on Polished Mahogany Base

Price

...

la'

nals for Aerial, Earth and Phones, on Ebonite Panel. Enclosed
in Handsome Polished Mahogany Cabinet with Snap and Handle.
Compartment for Phones.
Price (including Aerial 60/
and Insulators)

We hold good stocks of everything Wireless, and make
it our boast that every letter has attention

NMENIL 17,ZESrIZ CONDENSERS,
eta
Phones, 1,400 ohms,

KEEN PRICES

WITHIN 24 HOURS.

per pair.

Complete Lists two stamps.

TR 4 DE SUPPLIED

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY STORES,
5, Albert Terrace,King Cross, HALIFAX.

ADDlE g HARTLEY, Carver St., Old Trafford, Manchester
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-WIRELESSEXHIBITION AND
CONVENTION

HORTICULTURAL HALL

WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W.1.
(SATURDAY)
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OCT. 7th
(SATURDAY)

,
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF WIRELESS RECEIVING APPARATUS
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will be held at the

SEPT. 30th

4911.
REGENTLONOON,

WE DON'T WASTE YOUR IME.

VALVE PANELS,

For Above Sets.- 3111t.

W.C.2I

B. L. HOUSTOUN, 65, ENDELHONEL
'P

Tuner with graduated radial scale, Super.
No. 2 e-sensitive
Crystal Detector, Condenser, Termi-

Parts.-

Single Valve Tune;-, £5 103.

0015 Set of Parts 25/- Assembled 30/300-1,100 metres, for broadcast
'001
19/-,
,,,
receiving
24/-0005 ,,
12/13,
15/ Vernier .... 3/4/6 Crystal Sets
£2 10s.
Filament Resistance 4/6, Valve Holders
1/6, H.T. Batteries 3/6, 15 volts. Switch
Single Valve Detector Panel, 25/Studs 1/6 doz., Arms 2/.

=
=
=
E

By PAUL D. TYERS.

E
_
-1-=

The only book which tells you HOW to MAKE ALL the PARTS of a

--E--

Leaks - High -Tension

=
=

Valve or Crystal Set.
Inductances - Resistances - Condensers - Grid

nattertes-Detectors-Potentiometers-etc.
In fact, EVERYTHING you wish to make. No Lathe or expensive tools
required. Essential to alt who wish to make their own sets.

PRICE 1s. 6d. Net.

_
E

:-...--

E
E

(Post Free.)
E.

EiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiIiiiiitnimiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimminliniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilimininE

E OUT ON JULY 19th
E

This will be the most representative Wireless Exhibi-

tion ever held in Great Britain.
This Exhibition has the full support of the whole
of the trade.

WIRELESS VALVES SIMPLY

=

EXPLAINED
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P.
Over 50,0oo copies of John Scott-Taggart's books have been sold by us in
three months. There is a reason. This new book from his pen is largely an
abridgement of his "Elementary Text -book on Wireless Vacuum Tubes,

Only BRITISH allied and kindred trades are entitled
to make applications for stands.

which has had a phenomenal success. The price of this simple book has been cut
down to a highly competitive figure, and is based on the prospect of very large sales,

Applications should be addressed to --

ORDER AT ONCE.

PRICE 2s. 6d. Net. Cloth, 3s.

THE MANAGERS,

BERTRAM DAY &

CO., Ltd.,

RADIO PRESS LIMITED,

Official Advertising Agents for THE WIRELESS WORLD,

9/10, CHARING CROSS, S.W.1.

Gerrard 8063-4.

(Post Free.)

If

35, Norfolk Street,- London, W.C.2.
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r4)
is the strange fact that these people who
a faint station ,is this : You are straining make such noises are absolutely incapyour ears when all 'of a sudden it is just able of hearing the telephony -you can't
as though somebody litad blown a loud hear telephony with an oscillating valve whistle in your ear, and it is quite im- and yet they sit there and howl people
possible to do any more work.
down who are engaged on some serious
There is another side to this -if anybody experimental work.

(Continued from page

will look at the licence granted by the
P.M.G. he will see that one of the condi-
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ourselves.

It is true that evolution on the

red planet has gone forward

to

a far

greater extent than on the earth, -and this

gives colour to the idea that there may
be astronomers and other scientists on

Mars possessing instruments of a precision

and accuracy, not to mention power, far
There is just one hint -if you are un- greater than any we are capable of conable to control the oscillations of your structing. Even so, as we said before,

tions is "that the apparatus will be ad- valve just for once let your good manners
justed in such a manner that it will not overcome your curiosity and leave the two
cause interference with other stations." experimenters in peace. -J. B. (Bradford).
There is also the matter of courtesy. If
Signals from Mars
one saw two people talking together, it

SIR, -Commenting upon the article on
would not be considered the best of good
manners to immediately make such a interplanetary communication that appears
noise that it would be impossible for any- in the issue of "Amateur Wireless" of
body to hear himself speak. Then there July r it appears to the writer that
the initial difficulty would be the pracPREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
tical impossibility of decoding the mesaerial mast.
Monthly Competition, Free. -40-f
sages. For example, mysterious signals
Particulars and list, zd.-F. Armstrong, Wireless
have already been noticed as apparently
Mast Works, Weybridge.
[3
Newtonian Wireless Factory. -2,000 telephone receivers, single 215., cords Is. 6d.; double, with head coming from space, but even supposing
band, 405.-15-15, Whitcomb Street, W.C.z. Regent that they were actual communications from

the inhabitants of Mars, how are we to

how are they to make us understand their
messages and how are we to acquaint them
with the fact that we have done so ?
In the writer's opinion it is quite as
possible that our other near neighbour in

space -Venus -is inhabited; but as this
planet is in an earlier state of evolution
even than ourselves the possibility of its

inhabitants ( ?) being able to communicate

with us has apparently been ruled out.
Considering, however, that Venus is almost

exactly the same size as our own globe,
and that she is always enveloped, as the
earth also is, in such a cloudy envelope
that even her rotation period remains in

doubt, it seems rather premature to assume
that the silvery planet is uninhabited. If
it were possible for us to view our own
Then again, there has always been an globe from space, or from another planet,
extraordinary predilection in the popular the earth would appear to be enveloped in
mind in favour of Mars as being the only clouds in the same way as her sister planet
materials and z,000 -ohm receiver, reduced price, planet of the solar system that could posdoes to us.
carriage, 25.-1, 1g, Whitcomb Street,
435- 6d. ;
sibly be inhabited by sentient beings like
The sun, the great centre of the solar
W.C. 2. Regent 643.
Sale. -Wireless valve set, with valve, telephones,
system, is continually throwing out into
and all accessories. Just purchased, ro ros.
Unused. Price, O. -Wilkinson, Solicitor, 28, Bed- HIGH CLASS ROTARY VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
space electric currents far greater than any
[1 s
ford Row, W.C.r.
4', Ebonite
'coos in Polished Cabinet, 4' Y
signals which could be sent from another
Engineers° Breastdrills.-Two- speed, ball -bearing,
16'6
Top
and
Knob,
Ivorine
scale,
o*-r8o°,
chuck; manufac- Ditto for Panel (scale extra)
spirit -level, self -centering
10/6
planet by man-made wireless, and these
turer's list, 39s. 6d. Indispensable edperimenters, '0004 in Cylindrical Brass Case, Lacquer finish,
chuck, balanced pinions,
Hand -drills,
would have the effect of "jamming" any
195. 9d.
Ebonite Top and Knob, Ivorine scale ; a very
9s. gd. Genuine bargains. -139, London Road, Man16/ handsome instrument ...
signals from Mars or Venus, even suppos[2 s
chester.
adjustment on
Ball
and
Socket
Detector
with
Crystal
Special this Week. -Guaranteed tuning coils, is
ing we were capable of decoding them.
5/6
ebonite base ...
4 formers, mounted mahogany, 25s. Detectors
843.

Newtonian

Wireless

Factory. -Reel

insulators,

samples, 6d. each; condenser plates, 3d. pair; crystal cups, 4d. each; ebonite inductance sliders, rod.
each; 3 by 72 ispiral wound tubes, 9d. each;
shellac insulating varnish, rod. per bottle , square
rods, drilled, 13 in. long, 6d. each. -13-15, Whitcomb
Street, W.C.z. Regent 643.
Newtonian Wireless Factory. -Complete crystal set
for making up your own apparatus, comprising all

x

complete on ebonite base, 5s. 6d. -Fox and Worsf old,
182, Albany Street, London, N.W. List stamp. [3 s
Aerial Wire, 16 gauge hard -drawn copper, roo ft.
3s. gd., carriage paid. -Gibson, Somercotes, Derby[4 s
shire.
Mast Rope, real Manila, maximum strength,
lightness, za in. thick, rob ft. long; price, 4s. 6d.,
carriage Is. 3d. -Gibson, Somercotes, Derbyshire.
Established 1849. Telephone : No. 19 Somercotes. [4 is

Their language would be
"Greek" to us as ours to them.

decipher them?

%VEATHERALL dc Co., 28. Woodbridge street,
Clerkenwell. London, E.C. Estab. over so lea,.

REMARKABLE Offer in WIRELESS SETS.
We have in stock a number of MARCONI TRENCH
WIRELESS SETS, Crystal Type, 50 Watt complete
less Headgear. Bent to any address for £10 10s. each.
Honestly worth double. Cannot he replaced at twice
our price. Secure your set berore all sold.

New Voltmeters, o-6, 5s. Other readings sup[5 s
plied.-Ackrill, 63, Barr Street, Birmingham.
Filament Resistances, 4s. ; radial switches, ebonite
mounted, 5 -way 50., zo-way 75. ; switch arm, 25. 6d. ;
mounted knife switch, S.P., 2s. 3d. Post free.Micklewright, Ltd., Manufacturers, Perivale Lane,

DAVIES, 75, Dale Street. LIVERPOOL.

Receivers. -A large stock of low -resistance receivers, too to zoo ohms, each ex -Post Office and
Government watch pattern, for sale from 3s. 6d.
each, post free. Wireless double head receivers,
4,00o -ohm, London manufacture, from 35s. each, post
free. Everything stocked for the amateur assembling his own apparatus. -W. H. Agar, 8, Finsbury
'Phone:
Avenue, E.C.2 (near Liverpool Street).

REQUIRED by Wireless Engineers for certain areas,
London and Home Counties, and in every principal town,
to act as Sales Agent for the sale of Wireless Apparatus and
Receivers. Splendid Terms. Small deposit against Sample
Outfit. Enthusiastic amateur preferred. Apply in writing -

Alperton, Middlesex.

[6 s

SITUATIONS VACANT

The agitation of magnetic needles
during the "magnetic storms" which
occur during sunspot maxima are only the
greater and more noticeable manifestations

of what

is continuously going on unIndeed, there is a theory which
goes so far as to assume that the sun has
no real "heat rays" as we understand

heeded.

them, but the "rays" or "waves" when

they leave the solar surface are electrical
waves, that is, waves of electrical potential, quite cool in themselves, but capable
of being turned into heat rays on passing
through a resisting medium. This medium
is found in our atmosphere, which converts

London Wall 3305.
[8s
Watch Type Receivers. -Limited quantity, P.O.
pattern, suitable rewinding for wireless, 5s. 6d.

BOX A, COMMERCIAL PUBLICITY COMPANY,
59, NEW OXFORD ST., LONDON, W,C.1.

electric energy into heat.
This theory is certainly borne out by

(7 s

DELIVERY BY RETURN

-heat of the moon.
It is well known that our satellite has'

each; perfect. -R. Heaton, z9, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
25 Sets ex -Government wireless double headgears,
120 ohms; complete with cords, perfect order, comparatively new, ars. 9d. set, post free. -E. Martin,

2, Frenchem Road, Portsmouth.

[9 s

WIRELESy AMATEURS AND RETAILERS
PARTS SUPPLIED FROM STOCK
Litt free. Condenser Plates, VS don. pairs (post 3d).
FRASER, SENTINEL Ho. SOUTHAMPTON ROW, LONDON

WHOLESALE ONLY
High-grade Cabinet Work to your own design

in the best materials only

Prompt Delivery.
Satisfaction Assured
Write for Quotation

ADDIE & HARTLEY

Carver Street, OA Traffer0, Manchester

SPECIAL WIRELESS LINES

the results of Very's researches into the

practically no atmosphere, although some
recent observers claim to have discovered
evidence of air in the valleys. The fact
that there is no air on the moon, according to M. Very's careful experiments with
two
nuts
and
washer
-lacquered,
VALVE LEGS -with
21d. each. 9d. per set of 4.
very sensitive instrumentS, shows that the
temperature of the lunar rocks,
Send for list, Special terms to the trade surface
even under the full rays of the sun, does
Actual Makers: CHAMP, KAY & CO not rise above about 3o deg. to 4o deg. F.
CONCERT HONEYCOMB COILS. -Wave range 300
to Soo metres. Very efficient. Hand wound. PRICE per
pair, primary and reaction -Unmounted 51-, Mounted
11/6. Post 6d.

Electrical Engineers, 92, Saltisford, WARWICK.

Were the rays of the central luminary

TO WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS. PATENT YOUR

really heat rays, atmosphere or no atmosphere, the rocky surface.of our satellite
should attain the temperature of boiling

INVENTIONS.
They may prove very valuable. Particulars and consulta.

tions free. BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents, 9, Warwick Court,
Holborn, London, W.C.r. Est. 133o, Tel. Chancery 7547.

(continued on page 118)
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WE CAN SUPPLY YOUR WANTS FROM A TO

-RADIO EXHIBITION-4

Sq. Brass Rod, le Xi'X 3'...

Do., Small Spacers (true to .00r")

rites, etc. etc.
6d.
Crystal Cups, Brass, with Fixing

Do., Large Spacers (true twooe) 6d.

vitaioN

WIRELL

The event of the year for all
CENTRAL HALL

WESTMINSTER

SEPTEMBER 2nd to 8th

Organisers: DALE REYNOLDS & Co., Ltd., 46, Cannon St., E.C.4. (Bank 3477).

RELIABLE APPARATUS
AT POPULAR PRICES
CRYSTAL SETS, VALVE SETS, etc. EVERY
NECESSITY & LUXURY FOR THE WIRELESS EXPERIMENTER.
Fully Illustrated List of Wireless Goods, post free, 4d.

H. D. BUTLER &

CO.,

LTD.

Office: BANK BUILDINGS, 222, GT. DOVER ST., S.E.1
(Opposite Boro Tube Station).

Works

Telephone: Hop 3029.

CANON BURY, LONDON, N.1

Teleg.: "Ingenuity, 'Phone London."

4d.

Do., Scales Ivorine, o to 1800... each 1/ Do., Ebonite Tops and Bottoms
(bushed) 1'3
Inductance Tubes, le X 3' ...
6d.
0

RADIO ENTHUSIASTS
DEMONSTRATIONS
CONFERENCES
CLUB MEETINGS. Etc.

E

A.E.G. & Telefunken Valves,tested 10/6
Valve Holders, Screwed Legs & Nuts 1/6
Condenser Vanes, Aluminium (accurate size and gauge), per doz. 1/0

22 X 4'

9d.

Enamelled Wire, for Inductances,
23 gauge, * lb.
...

Crystals (special selected), Bornite,
Carborundum, Silicon, C. Py-

9d.
1/6

Fusible Alloy (for fixing crystals)
6d.
Hellesen, 36 v. H.T. Batteries,
with Plug ...
8/8

Headphones, Double, 2,000 ohms,
Sliders, Ebonite, with Plunger ... 9d.
Adjustable Band, excellent
Aerial Wire, Stranded, 7/23 too'
4/6
for speech and music ... 35/ Do., Egg Insulators (high insulation) 8d.
Filament Resistance panel mounting 4/ Do., Reel
,,
best quality 4d.
Switch Arms, laminated, with bush
Do. Pulleys, Aluminium, with cord 1/8
and spring
.. 2/6
Panels, Tuners, Transformers. Postage extra. Demonstrations Daily.
og,ce t Showrooms
THE

ESSEX WIRELESS CO 499, GROVE GREEN RD.,
LEYTONSTONE, E.1 1;

(Wholesale

(1 min. from Station, O.E.R.)

Telophone-WANSTEAD 749.,

ACCUMULATORS FOR WIRELESS
4 v. 40 amp.
4 v. 60
4 v. 80
4 v. 100

18/6
21/6
... 28/2
30/-

...
...

26/3
31/9

40 amp.

6 v.
6 v.
6 v.
6 v.

60

80 ,,

...

100

37/3
41/6

Ebonite cases. -1 only, 3/9 post
SPEC IALS -2 volt
16 2amp.
free.
or 3, 3/6 each, post free. 4 to 6, 3/ each, carriage forward.
4 volt 24 amp. in celluloid cases, absolutely newonly 11/9 each. Postage if..
WE CAN SUPPLY THE HIGHEST QUALITY GUARANTEED
ACCUMULATORS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES
144,

F. YATES & SON, KLONENSINGTONE
N
BSS,
'Phone Park 4276 Write for lists,
enclosing stamp to cover postage.

(One minute from Notting
Hill Gate Station).

WE CAN GIVE YOU DELIVERY AT ONCE
:WIRELESS ACCESSORIES

BEST QUALITY CRYSTAL RECEIVERS
No. 1. THE "JUNIOR"

"1161

Single slider 4 in. Inductance, Blocking Condenser.

Readily adaptable Detector, Highly sensitive Crystal.
Wave - length zoo -goo metres,

Telephony x3-zo miles.

Mounted on Oak Panel.

Vernier Var. Condensers '0001 capacity
.0003
29
fI
'0005
11
11

Blocking Condenser, Highly sensitive Crystal De-

Firt?,,4

Crystal Detectors on Ebonite Bases

6/6

Glass Enclosed
Valve Panel, complete, less valve

10/-

45/-

Filament Resistances
Basket inductances
Resistance Panels H.T. Batteries, 85 Volt (Mahogany Cabinet)
Inductance Switches (5 stud)
-

tector (glass enclosed), Wave -length 200-1,600 metres,

Telephony 30-4o mules, Mounted on Oak Base,
highly finished:

Price (with Headphones) £5 15s.

No. 3. THE "AEROWAVE"
Double slider Inductance, Variable Condenser
Blocking Condenser, Special Galena Crystal
Detector (Ball- jointed Movement), Wave -length
500-1,650 metres, Telephony 3o -4o miles. Compact
in Mahogany Cabinet.

Price (complete with Headphones,
Aerial, etc.)

£6 6s.

10/- each
12/6
16/-

Supplied ready for Panel mounting

Price (with Headphones) £4 10e,
No. 2. THE "ACME"
Double slider 3 in. by sr} inr Inductance,

-

91

(10 stud)

-

4/- & 6/.
2/6 & 3/-

17/6

-

65/-

91

irt

PO

13/6
1816

,111

Porcelain Switches
White Earthenware Insulators
Aerial Wire, 7/22 Copper per 100 ft.
Best Hemp Rope (20 yard Skeins)

6d. .,
5/-

Headphones (High resistance)

35/-

1/-

1/.

WE GUARANTEE THAT OUR WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES
ARE OF BEST WORKMANSHIP, MATERIAL AND MANUFACTURE

HENRY J. BREWSTER & CO.
Wireless and Electrical Contractors

(DEPT. AW), 11, QUEENE.C.4 VICTORIA ST.,
LONDON,

(Few Doors from Mansion House)

=11111=1111111111111.
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water under a constant and continuous insulation of about I.3 days.
If these rays, then, emanating from the
sun, are electrical, travelling through
space at an enormous speed, how can we
hope to pick up the comparatively small
disturbances of the ether produced by the
supposedly highly -developed inhabitants
of Mars or the possibly less advanced
dwellers on Venus?
Be this as it may, it would appear that
there are very many difficulties to be overcome before we can communicate with or
receive messages from possible inhabitants
of other members of the solar system.
Finally, this present opposition of Mars

is by no means the most favourable for
making the experiment which Signor Marconi is undertaking. On August 23rd,

1924, Mars will be nearer to us than for
many years past or to come, the distance

of the society at their headquarters at the detecting and amplifying. Speech and music
Highgate Literary and Scientific Institution.
Mr. Hogg dealt very carefully and lucidly
with the construction of tuning coils and contrasted the relative merits of cylindrical,
basket and honeycomb coils for various wavelengths. He showed how a simple one -valve
circuit should be connected up and then dealt
in detail with the assembling of the various
components which go to make up such a set.
Mr. Hogg's lecture was followed with great
interest by those present.
The lectures on the theory of wireless and
the construction of apparatus are being continued, each Friday, until the middle of August.

The hon. secretary will be pleased to, receive
inquiries from anyone interested and to furnish
full particulars of the society.

Croydon Wireless and Physical "
Society

(Affiliated with the Wireless Society of London).
Hon. Sec.-B. CI,APP, " Meath:I-10°r," Brighton

Road, Purley.
A MEETING of the Croydon Wireless and

Physical Society was held on Saturday evening,

of the planet from us on that occasion July 1st, at the Central Polytechnic, Croydon.

Mr. A. H. Peakman, a member of the society,
being only about 34,000,000 miles on some
very kindly provided two buzzer sets for Morse
occasions, so that it' will be readily under- practice, and the members divided into two
stood how favourable an opportunity for groups, one consisting of the more advanced

interplanetary "conversations" will be the
opposition of the "fiery planet" in 1924.
If Signor Marconi's experiments in the
United States fail on the' present occasion
we must hope for better success at the

nearer approach of Mars in two years'
D. W. H.

time.

Tunbridge Wells.

CLUB DOINGS
Proposed Durham City and District
Wireless Club

WILL all interested please write to Mr. GEo.
BARNARD (Sec. pro, tens), 3, Sowerby Street,
Sacriston, Durham.

Ilkeston Amateur Wireless Club
APPLICATIONS for membership of the above
newly -formed club are invited. Hon. Sec.(pro
tem), Mr. It. W. EMINSON, 2, Station Road,
Ilkeston.
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Morse readers who practised high speed work,
and the other of the less experienced, who were

desirous of improving their Morse reading.

After spending a profitable hour, the members
had an informal talk on innumerable wireless
subjects, ranging from the harmonics of G.N.L.
to the date on which broadcasting would com-

mence, these subjects in particular calling
forth some forcible remarks. The meeting

were received from several stations, and by

means of a simple loud speaker were rendered

audible to all present. The time passed So
quickly that Mr. Gartland was unable to go
fully into the many other uses of the valve,

but the brief outlines which he gave were
sufficient to show that the applications of the
thermionic valve were only just beginning to
be realised.

Hornsey and District Wireless
and Model Engineering Society

Hon. ,Sec.-MR. H. DAVY,

134, Inderwick
Road, Hornsey, N.8.
A MEETING was held on Jrily 4th when a set

was " rigged up " and the concert from
Chelmsford clearly heard.

Mr. H. J. Pugh demonstrated a 2 -valve resistance -capacity set, the only " aerial " being
one of the members standing on an insulated
pedestal with one finger on the aerial terminal.

Messages were quite clear and readable,

many stations being heard.
In future meetings will be held at 29, Felix
Avenue, Western Park, Crouch End.
Applications for membership are invited.

Brighton Radio Society
(Affiliated with the Wireless Society of London).
Hon. Sec.-MR. D. F. - UNDERWOOD, 68,

Southdown Avenue, Brighton.

AT a recent meeting of this Society an in-

teresting discussion ensued, during the course
of which the methods of short-wave reception
were considered. Various useful suggestions
were offered by different members who were

present and it was ultimately suggested and

decided upon that at the next meeting all
members who so desired should bring their

terminated with a vote of thanks to Mr. short-wave sets along for trial with a view to

Peakman for the loan of his instruments.
comparing results.
The secretary wishes to announce that there
As a means of assisting the beginner as far
will not be a meeting of the society in August. as possible in the construction of a set capable
The next meeting will be held on Saturday, of attaining the best possible results at the
September 2nd. He will be glad to hear from minimum cost, Mr. Magnus Volk very kindly
any lady or gentleman who may be desirous offered to provide the funds for the conof joining the society.
struction of a set upon these liqes which

North Middlesex Wireless Club
(Affiliated with the Wireless Society of London.)
Hon. Sec.-E. M. SAVAGE, Nithsdale, Eversley

should be used solely for the, assistance of

members.

Applieations for membership are invited.

Park Road, London, N.2r.
THE ninety-fourth meeting of the Club was

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
held on Wednesday, June 28th, at Shaftesbury
Hall, Bowes Park. Mr. W. Gartland gave a
Leeds and District Amateur Wireless Society.
paper entitled " The Miscellaneous Uses of the July 14, 8 p.m. Lecture by Mr. D. E. PettiValve."
grew on " Maritime Radio Communication."
Birmingham Experimental Wireless Thermionic
Those of the members who have heard Mr.
Leicestershire Radio and Scientific Society,
Club
Gartland on previous occasions were antici- July 17. General meeting, and lecture by Mr.
(Affiliated with the Wireless Society of London). pating something interesting, but all were sur- J. W. Pallett on " Continuous -Wave TransHon. Sec.-FRANE: S. ADAsis, ITO, Ivor Road, prised to hear the very good and consistent mission."
results obtained by Mr. Gartland on apparatus
Sparkhill, Birmingham.
TELEPHONY TRANSMISSIONS
he had just brought to the hall, and had
The
Holland (P C G G).
1,070
THE monthly " General Discussions " meeting which
had very little time to adjust.
who metres. Hague,
July 16, 3 to 5 p.m.
was held at-Digbeth, .Institute on Friday, June has had the unpleasant experienceAnyone
of
bringing
Writtle (2 M T).
400 metres.
July 18,
3oth.
a lot of instruments for a lecture, and has 8 p.m.
The discussion was opened by Mr. B. A. failed
to
produce
the
results
intended,
will
the
2,600
metres.
Each
Eiffel
Tower
(F
L).
Matthews.
more readily understand how gratifying it is
Mr. Matthews' valve receiver was criticised to be able to record that. Mr. Gartland's ex- afternoon (Saturdays and Sundays excepted).
Marconi House (2 L 0).
July 12, 5 to
at length. 'Several other members then men- periments did not fail, but were a great success.
tioned difficulties which they had met, and The chief instrument was an altered Mark III 5.2o p.m., 6 to 6.2o p.m., and 7.3o to 8.3o p.m.
these were discussed.by the meeting. Several receiver, and by means of an ingenious barrel July 20, 8 to 9 p.m. Transmission tests.
interesting and original ideas were described contact switch either one, two, or three valves
by members.
could be used as desired. This enabled _the
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The next meeting will be held at Digbeth lecturer
to show the valve being used for
" Amateur Wireless and Mikados." Edited by
Institute on Friday, July 14th, 7.3o P.M. The
Tierna'rd E. Jones. Price Threepence. Published on
secretary will be pleased to hear from intending
Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immemembers.
diately following. It will be sent post free to any
part of the world -3 months, 4s. 6c1.; 6 months,
gd.; is months, 17s. 6d. Postal Orders, Post
Wireless Society of Highgate
'

(Affiliated with.the Wireless Society of London).

Hon. Sec.-MR. D. H. EADE, Gatra," 13A,
Sedgemere Avenue, East Finchley,. London,
N.2.

ON Friday, June 30th, Mr. F. L. Hogg, gave
the first of his series of lectures on " The Construction of Wireless Apparatus " at a meeting

Querist's Coupon Available until
Saturday, July 22, 1922

Office Orders, or Cheques should be made payable
to the Proprietors, Cassell & Co. Ltd.
General Correspondence is to be brief and written
on one side of the paper only. All sketches and
drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be promptly
considered, and if used will be paid for.
Communications should be addressed, according to
their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement
Manager cr The Publisher, "Amateur Wireless, -

La Bat Sausage, London,
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Do You
get FL ?

YOUR crystal or valve may be the
best of their kind-your aerial high
as Snowdon, your tuner perfectly
tuned, but unless your 'phones

are

O.K. you won't get maximum " sigs.'
Signals come "thumping in" through ERICSSON

PHONES. They're built that way:-for never failing clarity and sensitivity.

The magnets never

lose their strength and "shorts" don't

exist.

And they're easy and comfortable to the head.1
Back

of

ERICSSON PHONES

i's

the

accumulated experience of a generation in.
te!ephone manufacture.

HEADGEAR RECEIVERS
Designed and manufactured by leading Telephone Manufacturers. Backed by many years experience. Highest efficiency,
concentrated magnetic field, instantaneously adjusted to the
ears, comfortable in wear, either receiver detachable from headband, protected terminals, light weight, twin series cord.

Write for particulars-

THE BRITISH L.M. ERICSSON'
MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
Head Office: 60, Lincoln's Ian Fielrds,W.C.

A.T.M. CRYSTAL DETECTOR
SETS. Highest Grade. Maximum Efficiency. Moderate Cost.

A.T.M. LOUD SPEAKING
RECEIVERS.
Three types of Amplifying Horn.

Ask your dealer for

A.T.M. Broadcasting Apparatus
AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,
Head Office & Works :
Milton Road, Edge Lane, Liverpool.

London Office:

fo, Lincoln's Inn Fields.

O MEOW EN MWMII ION III WW1.

DON'T MAKE

haphazard purchases till you have
sent for our CATALOGUE of

RADIO, qECTRICAL & MECHANICAL SUPPLIES.

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLI STORES
8.

NEWINCT3h1
fiNDON.

-

2,000 Ohms, 32/6 ; 4,00B Ohms, 3416. In stack.
MAKE up your own receiving sets. Our price for complete set of parts
carriagie paid. coMprising wound inductance with ebonite panel
drilled for 20 studs, necessary studs, ebonite knobs, etc., crystal detector,
terminals, wire for condecting. (No eidras to buy ; nothing to mate)

MATERIALS

P. H. BOYS & CO., 187, Goswell

.and.

CAUSEWAY,
:SE I.

TELEPHONE DOUBLE HEAD SETS. Cryaittejvar

WIRELESS
INSTRUMENTS,
ACCESSORIES

We stock everything for the Experimenter who wishes to build his own Set.

FOR TOOL
BARGAINS
CALL or WRITE TO -DAY to ;

Morns. for List.

London, LC.1

THE " ESI-FIX " AERIAL Patent applied for
"PIX IT LIKE A CLOTHES -LINE "

Before buying elsewhere compare our prices. Remember, we have the
Largest Stock of Tools to select from in London. We guarantee you
satisfaction, so you can safely shop by post. Bargain List sent post Free.

A new "eneisiece" aerial compete with patented continuous insukotion, lead
in tale, mice end socket, straining eye and aajz.st4le had. No joints no .solde, trig, no leaking, no kilter. A ha&
ute weatherfiroof: Send cash ro.ri4 order
and Secure delivery at once. Length, 50 ft., 12/6 ; 75 ft.; .7/6 ; loo t., 346.
Carriage paid in U.K.
Agents wanted.

GEORGE ADAMS, D.PT. kW. 255 -6, HIGH HOLBORN,

CHAMBERS & ELLIS, 6 & 7, CRAVEN HOUSE, KIHOSWAY, LAWN, W.O..2

,

PRICES ! !

1R\T CID
Condenser Vanes, Aluminium, accurate
Size and Gauge
per doz. 10d.
(Special Price for Quantities)
Condenser Scales, Ivorine
9d.
Ebonite Knobs. Drilled
6d.
Ebonite Sliders, with Plunger .. 8d.
Brass Rod, I Square, 12'. 5d. ; 13". 6d.
Enamelled Wire, 24 Gauge
lb. 2/2
Small Brass Terminals
doz.
1/6
Strong Spacer Washers, Large doz. 6d.
Small
3 doz. for 9d.
POSTAGE EXTRA.

TO THE TRADE
All kinds of parts
made to order,
Quick delivery.

Also Gear Cut-

ting, [Gear Robbing;
Experimental Work
done at lowest
prices.

QUOTATIONS FOR QUANTITIES
NO RETAIL PROFITS

ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS.

.

A "Nr Da CO 1V

27, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2
(Opposite Daly's Gallery Door)

DAVIS LIMITED
& TIMMINS!
34a, York Road, King's Cross, N.1

SCREWS AND TERMINALS

FOR WIRELESS SETS

Cmateur Wss

PETO'S POPULAR PARTS
THE "SPHINX "

COIL HOLDER

111111111111111111
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as shown on illustration

2/9 each

We can also supply with band mounting

CONDENSER VALUE
INSIST ON HAVING A

Complete Sets of Parts for VARIABLE
CONDENSER ready to assemble
'0)13
27:-

Nu Drilling or. Fitting required
-001
005
0003
*0002
- 211-

14/-

4/6

4/3

FULLER "BLOCK" TYPE
ACCUMULATOR
IFOR YOUR WIRELESS SET !

'0001

111-

SI-

7/ -

41-

3,9

219

Cabinets :
4/9

The above are supplied with Ivorine Scale for Panel mounting or Ebonite top
4r x 41- for box mounting.

The only Accumulator on the market that will hold its charge from 12
to 18 months when not in use.

We can substitute Ebonite Bevelled dial in place of scale for 3/6 extra.

4 -volt 40 amp, hours, £1 12 6. plus 1/3 carriage
1/6
£2 8 9,
6 -volt 40
Note :-These prices are 33% below those of the actual makers.

'PLEASE STATE WHICH YOU REQUIRE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE (AIW) 6d.

24 PAGES. ALSO LIST OF TRANSMITTING STATIONS.
Details at All Accessories the Amateur Needs.

PETO SCOTT (The Condenser King),
7, FEATHERSTONE BUILDINGS, HIGH HOLBORN,

LONDON,W.C.I. (Turn up by No. 63.)
Also at 17, Frome Road, Wood .Green.

8,000 Sold. 20,000 still in stock.

Descriptive and Instructive Pamphlet on request from-

The CITY ACCUMULATOR Co. (Dept. 14)
79 Mark Lane, E.C.3 (AT:IMO
ALSO SUPPLIED BY-

Selfridge & Co., Ltd., Wireless Section ; A. W. Carnage, Ltd.,
Wireless Dept. ; Barnsley British Co-operative Society,
Radio Section; IFtichfOrd and Co., 153, Fleet Street, E.C.3, ;
The South Wales Wireless Installation Co, Ltd., xt3, West
Bute Street. Cardiff.

Fr,.:gratringiVisgsi:.Q.,13,11Vai4V4I.M412-0IPOL-9i-4.P"4

t:4i-*WitgltXA% AWAPgliiVC:VMVzsMVigr-*-'gL,--;-QgIe-ViPtPK-''-e"4:s4M3g1-ViCl

-
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Wireless is attracting all- men.

The Amateur- is entering the field in
great numbers, and he wants to know all about it. He will require
Material,- Parts, Tools. He will also want to sell surplus material.

tr-z

"Amateur Wireless"
is out to cater for this class of reader, who will be eager for knowledge
and bargains.
To meet him, use the Sale and Exchange columns,
which he is sure to search.
Rate 3d. per word, 3s. minimum,
prepaid. Latest date Saturday mornings.

at

ADDR ESS.
THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER
AMATEUR WIRELESS.
LA BELLE SAUVAGE,
LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C4.
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PROPOSE A GOOD FEATURE & TRY TO WIN XI
"Q A P"
Queries
Answered
Promptly

Price 3d

SATURDAY, JULY 22, 1922

No. 7

Our Chief Features This Week
Page

A SIMPLE THREE -COIL TUNER

THE NATURE OF THE ETHER
A WEATHERPROOF LEAD - IN

A PORTABLE RECEIVER WEIGHING 28 OZ.

Wireless Crystal of Iron
Pyrites, magnified about
Three Times.

(See "All About Crystals"

on pages 130 and 131.)

Can You
Send "AJY."
Any

Interesting
Photographs?

123
124
125
125
126
127
127
128
129

...
HIGH - TENSION BATTERY NOTES
ELECTRICAL BENCHWORK : Blowpipe Soldering
WHAT WIRELESS TERMS MEAN...
...
STARTING WIRELESS : Finishing the Simple Receiver
PROTECTING THE AERIAL FROM LIGHTNING
130-131
ALL ABOUT CRYSTALS
132
PRACTICAL WORKING WITH VALVES...
MARCONI PATENTS AND THE AMATEUR
132
,, 133
BROADCASTING AND THE PUBLIC
Radiograms ; Information Bureau ; Club Do'ngs ;
Forthcoming Events ; Correspondence, etc.
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10, FITZROY
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Write
To -day for
100 Page

GENERAL LIST
or 36 Page

WIRELESS LIST
post Free
4d.
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MTCHELFONES
Are not a spasmodic production to meet
a sudden demand, but have been on the
market for over three months, and during
this period 27,000 have been distributed
to the trade, and consequently we have
not been able to offer them direct to the
retail buyer.

1000 per week are now available, and we announce

DELIVERY FROM STOCK
You post your order, or call
premises and get them at once.

at

our

Think
what this means to you-you, perhaps, who

have been waiting and are still waiting.
Standard resistance 4,000 ohms, dbuble headgear with

S

11
double headstraps, comfortable, highly efficient,
and foolproof
per pair.

35/..

Special Terms to Traders and deliveries
that will surprise you.

MITCHELLS Electrical & Wireless Ltd.,
Postal Address: McDermott Road, Peckham, LEAS..
Retail Address: 188. Rye Lane, Peckham, S.E.15.

THE "MOSQUITO" BUZZER

UNIVERSAL TUNER

New Showrooms:
303, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.1.

Bi anch Showrooms r

Teleih one :
MUSEUM 1055

TWICKENHAM

tar 'J.7.munt
101111

'Phones: New Cress 1540/1541.

GREAT BRITAIN'S GREATEST WIRELESS STORE

TRADE
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BRASS STUDS
Clean cut.
per dos.
t. high x dia, 010
olo

010
i"
1' ,,
Complete with Nuts
and Washers.

INSIST ON HAVING A

FULLER"BLOCK"TYPE
ACCUMULATOR
IFOR YOUR WIRELESS SET !
The only Accumulator on the market that will hold its charge from 12
to 18 months when not in use.

4 -volt 40 amp, hours, £1 12
6 -volt 40

£2 8

6, plus 1/3 carriage
,,
9,
1/6

Note :-These prices are 331% below those of the actual makers.

8,000 Sold. 20,000 still in stock.

Descriptive and Instructive Pamphlet on request from-

Cirelcp

MARK

O

CONDENSER VANES

per dos.

Aluminium, accurate gauge and size 1,6
Large Spacers ... 6d.
Small
4d.

CRYSTALS

r

Light, Porcelain

EGG INSULATORS
Highest efficiency.

8d.
each.

CRYSTALS
THE BEST

ONE DUALITY

GALENA, BORNITE, SILICON, CARBORUNDUM,
GRAPHITE,
Per 6d. Pkt. COPPER PYRITES,
Etc.

Etc.

Prospective Purchasers are invited to call at our
showrooms and inspect cur varied assortment
OF

WIRELESS AND ELECTRICAL APPARATUS
HIGHEST QUALITY.

COMPETITIVE PRICES.

The CITY ACCUMULATOR Co. (Dept. 14),
79 Mark Lane, E.C.3 (AT:lautoth
ALSO SUPPLIF.D BY-

Selfridge & Co., Ltd., Wireless Section ; A. W. Gamage, Ltd.,

Wireless Dept. ; Barnsley British Co-operative Society,
Radio Section; Richford and Co., 153, Fleet Street, E.C.3,

The South Wales Wireless Installation Co, Ltd., 18, West
Bute Street, Cardiff,

GRAFTON ELECTRIC CO.,
54, GRAFTON STREET,
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, Wam

Te:ephonei Museum 241.

Telegrams s 2=catri.ongon.
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A SIMPLE THREE -COIL TUNER
An Instrument of Wide Range Made from Oddments
tyTIL recently I have been satisfied
with a tuner consisting of A.T.I. and
reaction coil. But with the advent of short
wave -lengths for telephony I have found
it necessary to use a two -circuit set for
maximum efficiency, and since it will be
necessary for amateurs to discard their
single circuits Shortly, I think it
will help them to get good, results
if I describe .my tuner; which is
made up of odd parts which I had
at hand.
The base of the tuner consists of
an old valve panel box 7 in. by
s% in, by 2 in. The ebonite panel
which used to form the top of this
box was too, badly damaged to be
used again, and

for the top and i ;Li in. for the bottom of
each holder. In addition, the rods of one
holder, which is to be the centre one,

in. of holders are now assembled, the centre one
should be threaded for about
their length. Holes are also drilled right being screwed - into the top ebonite, then
through the breadth of the holder about the bottom ebonite .serawed on- to the botin. apart

to accommodate ordinary

"Meccano" rod.' I have fitted a
slow motion geai in this case for
fine- adjustment, though a bevel
gear may be used if, preferred.

not possessing

The free ends of the "Meccano"

in. thick. The
which - is fretwood ready
planed, is 4M.- in. by t3 in. by
3,?%

rads are threaded 3 B.A. and screw

wood,

into tapped circles of ebonite for

75 in. The -two fit close together

in. overlap all round
and leave
the box. On the top are mounted
two wood pillars 3% in. by t in. by 4% in.

tom rod.. Then screw the: bottom .strip of
ebonite to the baseboard and. slip
in the side holders, the rods being
inserted in the top holes first: The
bevel gear of the primary- engages
with .a bevel on a "Meccano" rod,
_Supported in rear by a "Meccano"
strip bent twice. at :right angles.
The pinion of the reaction engages

with a worm gear on a second

much ebonite I had to be content
with a top partly wood and. partly
ebonite, both

On the bottom rod of the primary
holder I have clamped a bevel gear, and
on the reaction holder a pinion. The
parts.

Fig. 1.-Photograph of Complete Tuner.

Next drill three holes in
supporting a piece of ebonite 4 -in. by the top piece of ebonite 0 in. from 'the
2 in., which has a projection of tin. to- edge and g in. apart to accommodate the
wards one side of 'the base, preferably that brass rods, the centre hole being tapped
side fitted with ebonite. This allows the 3 B.A. The bottom rods of the holders
primary and reaction coils to swing well fit in corresponding holes in a small strip
away from the secondary, which is fixed. of y4. in. ebonite 3% in. by % in., which
The coil holders are composed of three is supported on brass screws % in. above
pieces of ebonite 3 in: by t in by .2.5 in. the wooden baseboard. The outer holes
which were cut from the top of a Mark III - should he drilled not quite through the
tuner (see Fig. 1). These are drilled at. ebonite, the centre one being tapped right
each end about % in. from one edge, and through as' above.
In order to provide means of moving
are tapped 3 B.A. to accommodate pieces
of brass rod, which should bet in.. long the coils I have made use of "Meccano"
valve sockets.

Group of Basket and Slab Coils.

handles.
The only thing remaining is to fit

terminals and: wire up. The terminals are in three sets of two, one set at
each end of -the ebonite base strip and one
pair either in the middle of this strip or on
the top piece of ebonite. Though I have
put the strip of ebonite at the side of
the base nearest the handles, it is preferably placed at the other side, under the
coils, to do away with capacity effects
when the hand approaches the handles.
Flex should be used in the wiring of the
moving coils, the wires being separated,
brought through holes in the base and
soldered to the terminals..
The coils used a e baskets for, sho

emoleur Vretes
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The following table gives an idea of the ing to some mutually understood plan or
waves, giving better coupling than honeycomb coils. Each is clamped between two turns needed an the coilsp with a .00i con- code. Yet there is apparently no material
pieces of wood, one piece being sufficiently denser,on the primary and,.a .0005 on the connection between the "transmitter" and
secondary. Reactiop is obtained the "receiver." The only alternative to refrom a coil noein use asmprimary garding this as'a ,case of action at a distance, which is irrational, is to acknowor secondary,
ledge that the space between the lamp and
Mean No.
Diam. of Wave -length
(ems) turns (metres)
6
Io

8
12

Fig. 2.-Coil Holder,

Fig. 3.-Method of Mounting Coils.

in. from the side of
long to protrude
the coil. Small pieces of g in. ebonite
3 cm. by 2 cm. are drilled with two holes
2 cm. apart, and are fitted with valve
legs to plug into the sockets. These may
1

9
22

6o
36
68
I20

the eye must be filled by some medium
having definite physical properties and
functions. In fact, to explain fully this

Gauge

18o -36o

Primary

320-640
600-1,500
180-400
370-800
600-1,200

22 S W. G.

d.c.c.
Secondary
30 s.W.G.
d.c.c.

The coils are easily wound on a
former consisting of a piece of curtain pole about z in. in diameter
having fifteen holes drilled at
equal distances. round its circum-

ference. Into these holes are inserted 2% -in. nails. The wire is wound

round and round, basket fashion, until the

required number of turns

is completed,

then the coil is dipped in a bath of molten
paraffin wax, is removed, and when the

and other similar problems it is necessary
to imagine this medium, which is known
as the ether of space, as existing 'every-

where, permeating even the most dense
matter, as water does a sponge or a bucket
of sand.
The above illustration is something more

than an analogy; it is an actual case of
wireless telegraphy, differing only in meatis,

though not in underlying principle, from
the system in commercial use at present.
Science has certainly discovered the existence of the ether and determined some
of its properties, yet it is strangely elusive
owing to its immaterial nature. It cannot
be handled or examined, as, say, a newly,
discovered gas:

The property of the ether we are most
wax has set the nails are taken out and interested in is its ability to vibrate if set
screwed to the wood projection and the the coil eased off the curtain pole. The in motion by suitable means.
coil ends soldered to the pins. This is photograph (Fig. i) shows the finished inbe obtained quite, cheaply. The ebonite is

clear from Fig. 3.

F. C.

strument.

It is worth while to get as clear a con-

WCCi.ccEcccccc.ccccccccccccc.ceccccccc.c,_cccca.cccccccccc_p
C
4
e
4
4

The Nature of the Ether
to those

whose interest has been newly awakened

case of a man looking at a lamp.

By

some means the source of light is creating

./ wireless matters is, "In what manner is an impression on the retina of his eye,
in
one station in touch with another ?" We surface of
may not know the technical details of the water.
tE-Centre of disttrbance*
transmission of speech and written mesA
Aulihil
kjakidili
i)1
g)
sages sent by wire, but at least there is
some material connection between sender

and receiver in that case, whereas with
wireless there appears to be none. Modern

science, though it cannot claim to have
fully answered this, can yet provide an ex-

planation which gives usa very satisfactory understanding of what takes place.
Much 'of this explanation is wrapped up in
mathematical formulae, but a good practical conception may be obtained without
making use of these by considering other
similar, though more familiar, problems.

.....0.)
ss.,....,)
,

ception as possible of wave -motion. It is
the essential of wireless transmission,

and the clearer our ideas on the point the

better will be our understanding of the

whole subject. With vibration or wave motion of any sort one usually associates

d.1.:11333351333a1331.',733,133-33333333(133130333333,33330333333\1C
THE first question to occur

Wave Motion

_., .._

the

ripples on the surface of a pond.

These ripples are, however, only the surface manifestation of the actual wave motion itself. Beneath the surface, waves
of alternate compression and rarefaction
are travelling outward from the centre of
disturbance in the manner shown in Fig. i.
But for the disturbance of the surface we
should be unaware of their existence. The

motion we see, however, helps us to
visualise and represent what takes place
in the body of the water.
Before going any further we must notice
one important point. It is only the wave
-which is nothing more nor less than

strain, or energy in tabloid form, so
speak-which moves forward.

Fits. 1.-Sectional View of a Pond showing
Waves on the Surface and in the Water.
L

Analogy

This method of gaining an insight into
the less obvious workings of nature will
prove very helpful in introducing us to
new ideas, but such comparisons are -only
for the purpose of getting a first grasp or
impression and should not be carried too
far. It cannot be expected that an analogy,
Fig. 2.-Representation of Wave Motion.
however well it illustrates some points,
will compare throughout with the problem and if a second person has his hand on the
light switch he may "transmit" a message
it is intended to illustrate.
For our first analogy let us take the to the first by turning it on and off accord -

to

The water

itself merely surges forwards and back
again. This is illustrated by the effect
upon a cork floating at A (see Fig. i). As
each successive wave reaches it it will both

'rise and fall, and move backwards and
forwards, but it will not travel onwards
with the wave.

In a similar manner 'a succession of

waves or strains in the ether will travel
out from a centre of disturbance (a transmitter) in spheres of ever-increasing radius
without entailing any motion of the ether
in bulk. From this train of waves the
energy

may

be

liberated by

suitable

apparatus (a receiver) placed at any point
in their path and made to actuate, say, a
pair of telephones. In this case, of course,
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there is no surface, as the ether is con- tration it was brought about by the heating CC,COMGVENCCCCCCEIQCi:CCLVCC;CI
It is, neverthe- and conseqlient energetic and rapid motion 3
still useful to represent a train of of the particles of which the lamp filament 3
waves by a rippling line such as is shown was composed. For producing the inin Fig. 2.
finitely longer waves used in wireless a 4
tinuous in all directions.
less,

ftt;

A Receiver

1 Weighing 28

P
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P
somewhat different method has to be emf,
ployed. The electrons of which all matter 4
is ultimately composed may be regarded as LJ
-in length, in intensity or strength, and centres of strain or knots tied in the ether c.433333333a33333333333331333333e
in shape. The length is the distance, L itself. The passage of °an electric current
THIS is a portable receiving station
in Figs. i and 2, and the intensity is re- consists in the handing pn of some of these
in a polished mahogany box
presented by the maximum height H. For electrons from molecule to molecule. The 6 in.complete
6 in. by 3y in., with a wavethe present we will neglect the equally process is almost as rapid as the motion lengthbyrange
of zoo to i,000 metres.
important factor of shape and assume them of the waves of which we have been speak- Although so small it is quite efficient.
A
to be sine waves, as are those shown in ing, but it is slowed down somewhat by single receiver is used in place of the
Fig: 2.
the disturbance it creates in the material
Whatever their length or shape, they of the wire or conductor. As the elec- usual double -headgear telephones. There
travel at a constant speed in all directions, trons, the motion of which constitutes the

Characteristics of Waves
Waves differ in three important respects

oz.

so long, of course, as they move in the current, are thus part and parcel of the
same medium. This is an important point.
The speed with which they travel is dependent solely on the ratio of the elasticity
of the medium to its density. Thus in a
dense substance which is highly elastic disturbances will travel at the same speed as
in an attenuated, inelastic substance, provided the ratio between the two properties
is the same in the two cases; but if either
density or elasticity changes independently
of the other, it will entail a change in the
speed. This fact is mentioned as it has a
bearing on long-distance wireless trans-

ether, their progress naturally produces an
effect on the ether surrounding the wire,

mission.

.

and if the current is made to oscillate
backwards and forwards in a suitable circuit, as in the transmitting apparatus of a
wireless station, waves of strain will be
flung clear of the wires forming the aerial

of the station and set free to travel outwards in the ether or space.

SIGMA.
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A Weather-

The Receiver Open.

300,000,000 Metres per Second
The speed of wave -motion in ether is
3oo,oeo,000 metres a second, and is the
greatest velocity known. It corresponds 41333333330a33333333513Mv-,..331
to a journey eight times round the earth in
writes as fola second. All ether waves in space, of A CORRESPONDENT
lows : "As rain is likely to be led into
whatever intensity, length or shape, travel the leading -in tube by running down the
at this speed, but as they move outwards wire and by capillary -attraction, I suggest
from the point where they are generated that a copper funnel be soldered in an
they decrease in intensity or height.
inverted position on the down
The number of waves which pass a fixed This is a useful suggestion wherelead."
it is
spot in a second is known as the frequency, necessary for the lead-in ,to be brought
and a moment's consideration will show us down vertically, but it is a bad way of
that this rate (measured in waves per
second) multiplied by the wave -length

proof Lead-in

are only three components in the setthe "figure -of -eight " variable inductance,
the detect'or, and the telephone. A "blocking
across the telephones is
found unnecessary, as the difference in

signal strength with and without this

is

almost imperceptible.
The detector crystal cup is mounted
on a flat nickel silver spring, and the
"point can be mo% ed about to touch any

(measured in metres) is equal to the speed
of transmission (in metres per second).

But we have just seen that this speed is
the same for waves of all lengths, consequently we arrive at .the important conclusion that the greater the frequency of a
disturbance the shorter the length of wave
generated, and vice versa.
The range of wave -lengths in which it
is possible to make the ether vibrate is ex-

tremely wide, varying from less than a
thousandth of a millimetre on the one
hand to thousands of metres on the other.
Naturally the properties of waves at different points on such an extensive scale
vary very considerably, and the only portion of the scale which is at present found
suitable for wireless transmission is that
containing wave -lengths of from 3o to
20,000 metres.

Making the ether Vibrate

Diagram of Weatherproof Lead-in.

The Receiver Closed.

leading -in because any pull on the wind
strains the tube. The better arrangement
is shown in the illustration. In this the
strain on the wire is taken by the insulator
attached to the wall, and the lead 'in is run
upwards into the tube. However, this is
only necessary for heavy wire; a light wire

can easily be bent round the tube.

A

The next point to consider is how we are glass tube answers well for this purpose; it
enabled to set such, an intangible substance can be tent to any shape in a gas flame.
as the ether vibrating. In our first illusJ.F.S.

portion of the crystal without disturbing
the cup.

No buzzer is included in the set, but it
is advisable to have one, as the detector
can be adjusted much more easily. However, it is often found that the buzzer will
automatically start the detector working.
The makers of the instrument are
Mitchells Electrical Wireless, Ltd., 188,
Rye Lane, London;

-
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ONE of the- most important units of the The other terminal and the other end of receive. The "depolarising element of a
valve receiver is the high-tension bat- the resistance coil will be the connections dry cell is manganese peroxide, and in
tery. The 3o to 6o volts most commonly for the voltmeter, as shown in the accom- either a crystalline or amorphous state it
needed must be above suspicion or the paning illustration. If the instrument is it much too hard for the cell to extract all
reliability of the set is very questionable. put across a cell it will read volts, the associated oxygen as it requires it, its
because one volt pressure applied to a funds are invested, so to speak. Ground
Current Requirements
circuit of i,000 ohms will cause one to an impalpable powder and mixed with
Fortunately, the B. Battery, as our milliampere of current to flow. Any cell fine graphite and carbon dust it performs
American confreres call it, is not asked tested this way which shows one volt or its functions faultlessly.
to provide much more than a milliampere more can safely be left in the -high-tension
The active element in dry cells is a
of current, and so the size of the com- battery and others weeded out and thrown paste mixture containing flour, plaster-ofponents need not be great. The cells away. Don't play about trying to repair paris, and sal -ammoniac. This is smeared
must, however, be -of reliable make, but or recharge the cell. It is mere waste of all over the inside of the zinc containing
this does necessarily mean high in time. A cell, when once exhausted, is case. A carbon rod is supported in the
price. The man who makes up his highcentre so as not to touch the paste or the
tension battery by buying up a dozen or
zinc case, and this rod carries the positive
two pocket flash -lamp batteries because he
terminal. The space left between the rod
can get them for so many, or so few, pence
and the paste is rammed tightly with the
per dozen, is asking for trouble, especiaiey
powdered peroxide mixture,
leaving
if the vendor, to convince him of the
enough room to seal off the .cell at the top
freshness of his wares, lights up a small
with pitch. A cell so formed gives a small
bulb lamp with each one in turn to "test "
fraction over 1.5 volts when new.
it. One of these little lamps may easily
The current drawn from a dry cell
require 'the best part of an ampere to
should never exceed one milliampere per
light it up brilliantly, and that amount

of current for eves so short a flash would
do even good little cells irreparable
damage.

Purchase

cubic in. of the black compound-that is,
the carbon rod and the peroxide mixture.

Method of Testing a High-tension Battery.

only

fit

for

dustbin.

Also,

don't

In buying a new battery get one of a attempt to charge up the cell as one would
reputed make, and see that it is not an accumulator.
Careful tests have
tampered with by the ignorant. Above proved that the result, however promising.
all, if you wish to test the voltage don't looking, is a failure.

put a low -resistance voltmeter on it, or a
high -resistance voltmeter either, for more
than an instant. If, like the writer, you
are fortunate enough to get hold of a lot of
larger cells which have been rejected by
the manufacturer for having too high an
internal resistance for their intended use,
you will get, at a low price, a high-tension
battery, which, with proper care, will last
for years.
Testing

Reliability

For many purposes, the life of a dry
cell ends when its terminal voltage drops
to one volt, but a wireless high-tension
battery, if the cells are not.too 'small, can

be used until the voltage falls to .8, or
even .7, provided that the internal resistance of the cell is not excessive.

The wise and careful user of a hightension dry -cell battery insulates each cell
from its neighbour so as to avoid the
battery running down by leakage, or even

The great secret of the superiority of
some makes of cells is the fineness of worse, picking up stray noises -from the
grinding which the powdered contents

floor upon which it stands.

G, S.
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Electrical Benchwork

Blowpipe
Soldering

However careful the user, there are en'33.33131311333133131333333133333a3333 .71)333333)33. )3-13330
bound to be a number of cells that will
"peter out " and lower the efficiency of the
THE process of soft soldering with the knack in use, as it is no use blowing in
battery, and the difficulty will come in
ordinary soldering iron was dealt with gasps ; a continuous blast is necessary.
weeding these out. Nowadays one ought in No. 4. For small parts such as are The best way to. maintain a continuous
to be able to acquire fairly cheaply a required for wireless apparatus the blow- blast is to breathe naturally through the
sensitive milliammeter. Choose one,

if pipe (a typical example of which is given
possible, that has a wide range up to two in Fig. i) is equally satisfactory.
milliamperes:. Now get hold of a coil of
resistance wire measuring just short of Advantage of the Blowpipe
r,000 ohms. Your dealer will let you have
The particular advantage of a blowpipe
a reel of wire of that resistance for a few is that it gives a fierce heat at a very
pence. You can use it just as it is, on the localised area beyond which the solder
reel, if both ends can be got at. It ought, does not run. You can solder spots, and
of course, with the milliammeter in series also unsolder, resolder, or adjust soldered
to measure exactly r,000 ohms, but an parts without allowing heat to stray and
ohm or two more or less will not make cause trouble in other places.

much difference.

Connect one end of the coil of wire to
one of the terminals of the milliammeter.

Operating the Blowpipe

The blowpipe'needs a fair amount of

nose and at the same time keep the cheeks
distended (see Fig. 2). By adopting this
simple dodge you will be able to keep up

a steady blast of air through the blowpipe. If you are working the blowpipe
flame right the flame is almost silent,
whereas a roaring, irregular flame is produced otherwise.

A Lip Guard Necessary
Unless you are more careful than I am
you will often carelessly place the blowpipe after use on the bench and as carelessly replace it in the mouth when it is
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The joint or spot should be frequently

dealt with. Some further examples are
touched with the solder -(not forgetting to given which show the application of sot tful, and to avoid this I place a thick use sufficient flux), when the solder will ioldering to the building up of parts. Suptinplate washer near the mouth end (see soon flow into the joint.
pose, for example, you want some detector
required. The filings, dirt, etc., which
the mouth end picks up are very distaste-

Fig. I.-Simple Blowpipe.

Fig. 4.-Built-up
Finger Screw.

If (as is likely when using a taper) soot
tends to form; this must be wiped away
with a cloth -covered stick soaked with
flux. Smoky flames are produced when
the blast is too weak; after a little ex Fig. 5.-Method of Fixing Ebonite Knob
to Arm.

Fig. 3.-Reservoir
Blowpipe.

The proper way to
make them (although it hardly pays, so
cheaply may they be bought) is to turn
and knurl them in the lathe. A simple
method where a lathe is not available is
to solder terminal screws to pieces of
screwed rod or a piece cut off a screw

adjusting screws.

Fig. i), the object being to raise that
end off the bench.

Spirit Lamp and Blowpipe is Best
There are several types of blowpipe on

the market, but you will find the one
shown in Fig. i the best for use with a

(see Fig. 4).
A simple method of fixing the ebonite

spirit lamp or wax taper, whilst the combined blowpipe and spirit lamp shown by
Fig. 3 is a great improvement. If you
decide to have the type shown by Fig. i,
one about 9 in. long should be chosen, so
that the eyes are kept well away from the

knob to the operating lever is shown in
Fig. 5, a small ebonite knob is fitted on
to a brass screw and the latter soldered
to the lever.
You have probably tried at some time
or other to solder connections to the mica -

flame.

The type shown in Fig. 3 has a reser-

foil

voir into which methylated spirit is poured.

The wick is lit and the blowpipe operated
in the ordinary way.
Fig. 2.-Method of Using Blowpipe.

Soft Soldering with the Blowpipe
Place the work in such a position that perience you will soon acquire the knack
you can conveniently blow on the spot to of regulating the supply of air.
be soldered. Then insert the blowpipe in
the mouth, and with a stick of solder in Some Examples of Soldering
the right hand and the taper or spirit lamp
So far all that you need know about
in the left, a steady blast is maintained. soft soldering in order to do it has been

type of condenser and suffered the

annoyance of melting the protruding ends
of the foil ! This operation cannot satisfactorily be done with the soldering -bit
A special solder
or mouth blowpipe.

(Wood's metal, which melts at a lower

temperature than boiling water) is melted,

and the foil ends of the condenser, with
the wire pressed into contact with them, is
rapidly drawn through the solder. It will

be found that a very neat Connection is
made by this method.
INGOT.

WHAT WIRELESS TERMS MEAN. -V
Some Technical \Words Explained as Correctly as Popular Language Allows
ELECTRO -

INDUC-

MAGNETIC

TION. - The effect produced by a

conductor being caused to cut a magnetic
field.

For instance, if a wire is passed across

the pole of a magnet a current of electricity will be induced in the wire.

RESISTANCE. - The property poss-

essed by all substances of offering in

a greater or less degree opposition to the
passage of electric currents. This term
must not be confused with inductance or
impedence. Iron and steel offer more

effect produced upon

INDUCTION.-The
a coil of wire in juxtaposition to

another coil in which a current of electricity

is made to flow, at the moment this current of electricity is started, stopped or
vaned.

POTENTIOMETER.-A variable high
resistance, usually of the order of
200 ohms through which a current from a
battery is passed and applied to some
types of crystals. Also used in high -frequency circuits to apply a negative poten-

grid connection and in front of the tuning
coil. It may consist of a cylinder of cardboard wound with thick wire, or a number
of slab coils.

CONDUCTOR.-The opposite to an
insulator, i.e. a substance that
permits the free flow of an electric current
and by which it is conducted from point to
point. Copper, brass and most metals are
conductors in a greater or less degree, as
also are water, the human body, etc.

FILAMENT.- That part of a valve
to which the accumulator is connected, causing it to become incandescent,
is made use of when it is desired to limit
the current in a circuit. The effect of
LOADING COIL.-A coil by means of and in that state to discharge electrons
resistance is to produce heat. It is a deterwhich further inductance is added from its surface (see Valve). It consists
mining factor in arriving at the amount of to the circuit in order to enable higher of very fine tungsten wire and is suspended
This property

tial to the grid to stop the valve oscillating
when receiving telephony.

electricity that will flow in a given circuit
at a given voltage. Where a maximum
flow is desired, the minimum resistance
must be secured.

wave length to be received. It is inserted in

resistance than does copper.

series with the tuning coil and may itself
be variable. When added to a valve circuit it must always be placed below the

between two supports. It is very fragile
and easily broken, particularly when cold.

The filament must never be in contact
with any other part of the valve.

entateur Wirdess
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The Crystal Detector
brought nearer together, thus varying the
THERE are a number of different forms pressure between the, crystals. The crysof detectors, perhaps the most stable tals are set in the cups with either molten
type being the carborundum and steel -plate solder or Wood's metal. It is usual to
combination. However, this usually re - employ a pointed piece of bornite or
copper pyritei resting on a flat face of a
piece 'of zincite. Two terminals mounted
on the base complete the detector; con-

is pressed well together, and it is then
firmly bound round with some tough brown

paper which is secured with a little gum.
To serve as a protection against damp, the
finished condenser is painted with hot wax,

great care being taken to cover the parts
where the copper foil emerges from the
paper. If desired, the condenser may be
nection is made, of course, to the fixed cup placed in a box, when the wires would be
and the screw holding the upright.
brought to two terminals mounted on a

Fig. 1.-Simple Detector,

quires a potentiometer, and it is therefore
a little more complicated for a beginner.
Another type consists of a very fine wire
(called a cat -whisker in America) which
bears lightly on the surface of the galena

This combination is perhaps a
little more sensitive than others, but at the
same time it is rather erratic in behaviour.
crystal.

Reference was made to the Perikon detector in' a previous section, and this will
therefore be described.

Many designs of

piece of ebonite on the top.'
The Telephone Condenser
This can be made very simply from tin Connecting the Apparatus
foil and paper. The actual value of'the
Fig. 3 is divided into two parts. One
condenser is not of very great importance, part shows how the apparatus appears
so that the following details need not be when it is connected up, and the other part
adhered to very strictly. Eight pieces of shows the standard way of indicating the
tinfoil 3 in. by t% in. and nine pieces of various components. It will be noticed
thick writing paper 254 in. by 2% in. will that a switch has been included between
he required. Fig. 2 illustrates the method the telephones and the detector. It is so
of assembling the condenser, only four arranged that either of two detectors may
plates being shown for clearness. It is be used at will. This is a very convenient
essential that' the insulation of the con- method of working, as should one detector suddenly become insensitive in the
PAPER
middle of an important signal it is only

7

detectors have been put on the market

WIRE

from time to time, each claiming some 7/07211 -special merit. However, the reader is advised to begin with the simplest form pos- COPPER FOIL

sible, so that when he has gained more
experience he will be able to judge which,
type he prefers.
The detector will be better understood
by reference to Fig. t than by a lengthy
description. The base may be of ebonite,
4 in. by 3 in..and % in. thick. The crystal
cups may be drilled or turned from brass
rod. % in. diameter, or they may be bought
for a few pence. The success of the detector depends upon its rigidity; a weak or
springy detector will never keep sensitive
for more than a few minutes, and it will

CARDBOARD

A

CONNECTOR

.14-7-.)
TINFOIL

'OPPER

B

Fig. 2.-Diagram showing Construction of
Telephone Condenser.

denser should be as good as possible, and
therefore before the plates are assembled
the paper should be well soaked in paraffin
When

tinfoil plates are
assembled the four plates which project on
wax.

the

necessary to put the switch in the other .
position, thereby connecting up the second
detector_.
As soon as the signal has
finished we can immediately readjust the
faulty detector. The switch is also very

useful for comparing two different types
of detectors, since it is possible to change
from 'one to the otter without disconnecting any of the apparatus.
The tuning coil previously described
was designed to receive wave -lengths up to
about boo metres. However, if it is desired

to receive longer waves all that is necesone side are bent on to the top piece of sary is to insert two terminals in the posipaper, and the other four_are bent on to tion marked x in Fig. 3. When receiving
the bottom piece of paper. The length of on the small tuning coil these are conthe projecting pieces should be a little over nected together with a piece of wire, but

an inch.
when it is wished to listen to longer wave
be found a source of everlasting annoy- half
Two pieces of waxed cardboard are cut stations simply disconnect the wire and inance. One crystal cup is fixed near the
end of the base, as shown in Fig: z, and to the same size as the paper to act as a sert another coil in its place. This coil
the othe.r is screwed to the end of a piece
TUNWIG Co,
of brass 2% in long, % in. wide, and a
Nt
little less than als in. thick.
A thick brass screw about 2 in. long is
passed through a hole drilled at the other
end of the base. A strong washer (A,
Fig. 1) is put on the screw, together with
Ci
Duratrolal
a length of stout brass tube about 0 in.
\l'HONES
external diameter. This is followed by the
brass strip, which is finally secured by two
nuts.

The length of the brass tube will

depend, of course, upon the height of the
crystal cups. A similar but longer screw
is fixed to the base with a nut B, and the
end is allowed to project through a slit in
the brass arm. A nut to fit the screw
is soldered to a small piece of thin brass,
which is then screwed to an ebonite knob.
It will be understood that by screwing the
knob downwards the t r o cups will be

Fig. 3.-Details of Connections showing Arrangement of Apparatus and Wiring Liagram.

kind of cover. Connection has yet to be
made to the plates, and this is best done
as follows : Two short lengths of copper
wire are soldered to two small pieces of
copper foil. These are placed one against

each of the bent pieces of tinfoil, being
slipped between the top and bottom pieces
of paper and the cardboard. This should
be quite clear from the diagram. To
ensure an efficient contact the condenser

can be made exactly similar, to the other,
but there is no need to fix a sliding contact since all the fine tuning can be accomplished with the original coil. It is only
necessary to tap the coil at varying intervals, bringing the tappings to a multi -point
switch.

A coil of this description is usually called

a loading coil, since it loads the aerial to
the required xvave-length.. PAUL D. TYERS.

.
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Protecting the Aerial from Lightning
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WHEN you arrive at the momentous half, round off the top, and drill each piece
decision to dabble in wireless, above as shown in Fig. 2.
A piece of steel rod should next be oball things do not make a start in construction or erection until you have schemed out tained 3A in. in diameter and 9 in. long.
Cut it in half and make a nice clean point
at one end and turn down and screw the
other end of each piece as shown in Fig. 3,
The arrester can now be assembled.. Fig.

self-explanatory. The two pieces
(Fig. 2) are fixed on to the ebonite base
by means of o B.A. screws with a washer
at the back. The two points (Fig. 3) are
slid through these 'supports and clamped
4 is

guard and in order entirely to cut off the
delicate apparatus from the aerial and
earth when not in use.

The further advantage alluded to with
this method of protection is that by a suit-

able adjustment of the gap almost complete elimination of those annoying static
discharges, or X's as they are called, may
be achieved.

If it is found difficult to adjust the gap,
which, by the way, should be about half a
1
millimetre, a modification can be made to
the arrester, which will render close adjustwith 2 B.A. screws through the sides 'of the ment more simple.
Fig. 1.-Drilled Ebonite Baseplate.
Instead of fixing the earth wires directly
supports, three washers and a thumb (tercompletely what you want and how you minal) nut being ,used at the screwed end on to one of the pointed rods, provide a
propose to set about it. You will no doubt of each to clamp the aerial leading -in and terminal as shown in Fig. 6, and make the
earth leading -in connection to this, con enlarge and extend as you go on, but it is earth leading -in wires in each case.
well to have something basic to work on
at the outset. Having thus made your de-

cision, be very sure that you include an
efficient

means

protection

of

against

WEATHER -WARD

jjAr---.....LEAD-114

lightning.
With the aerial erected and the leading -

in wires brought to a suitable position, it
is advisable to have a protective device installed outside in order to avoid directly
bringing into the house the aerial leading -

earth, thus avoiding any possibility of
damage.

This spark -gap arrester can easily be

a

Fig. 4.-Assembly
of Arrester.

Fig. 6.-Additional
Earth Terminal.

made as follows : Obtain a piece of ebonite
about f4, in. thick and S in. in length by

3 in. wide. Clean off all the polish from

both sides and edges and leave a matt
surface.

When satisfactory drill as shown

in Fig. r. Now get a piece of brass rod
r in. in diameter and 3 in. long, cut it in

k
.17(a.vtaul

3.11'Dts.

Fig. 2.-Holder
for Electrodes

in wires with no protection. A suitable and
convenient method, and one which serves a

dual purpose, is to fix a well -insulated
spark -gap type of lightning arrester into a
suitable housing on the outside wall, and
connecting the aerial through it direct to

To AERIAL

--ARRESTER
1

To INSTRUMENTS

Fig. 5.-Method of
Fitting and Connections
tector.

of De-

Fig. 3.-Electrode.

The method of attaching the arrester to necting this terminal by a piece of stiff
the side of the house (building, shed, etc.) wire placed under the washer to the supis shown in Fig. 5. The method can be port post, as shown by the dotted line.
varied to suit the conditions of the particu- This relieves the pointed rod of the wires
and makes it easier to adjust. Further, if
lar case and the material at hand.
The chief point about this method of fix- it is desired a suitable screw thread can be
ing is that it is weatherproof. The ar- run up the rod, and the hole in the support
rester is supported by means of suitably post similarly tapped, giving an even finer
bent -up pieces of mild steel strip arranged adjustment.
With regard to maintenance, paint the
at an inclination outwards from the wall,
with roof and sides. The inclination pre- iron brackets and wooden housings, and
vents rain from lodging, and, in most cases occasionally polish up the steel points. If
even touching the arrester points and the a piece of rusPess steel can be obtained,
small roof and sides effectively stops side use it by all means; if not, well polish the
steel rods with fine emery and oil.
and top splasking.
This arrester, of course, cannot be left
The connection of the aerial leading -in
wires and the earth connection should be in circuit when transmitting, but a simple
brought directly to the terminals on the switching arrangement would overcome
E. ALEXANDER.
pointed rods of the arrester, as shown in this small difficulty.
Fig. 5, and connection made from these
THE Handbook on Wireless is acknowpoints to the short-circuiting switch, which,
of course, should be provided inside with ledged to be "Wireless Telegraphy and
the receiver. A 20 -ampere lighting switch Telephony," one of the famous "Work"
is very suitable. The provisiOn of this series of handbooks published at the offices
switch is essential, both, as an extra safe- of this journal. The price is is. 6d. net.
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Photographic Illustrations show a Collection of the Best-known tireless Crystals Enlarged to About Three Times Normal Size.
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Galena and Special Galena

Silicon
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Copper Pyrites

Ca, b3, unium

ALL ABOUT CRYSTALS
Radiocits

WIRELESS signals are transmitted
in the form of waves created in the
ether which, striking the receiver aerial,
cause small alternating currents to travel
up and down it. As these currents are of
a very high frequency, the ordinary wireless telephone receiver cannot detect them.
It is necessary, therefore, to rectify them,
or, in other words, change them into unidirectional currents, before passing them
through the telephones. The rectified currents produce a movement of the telephone
diaphragms and thus the signals are made
audible.

Certain kinds of crystals, such as car-

silicon,
bornite,
galena, molybdenite and iron pyrites, have

borundum,

zincite,

the peculiar property of being able
rectify small alternating currents.

to

We

must explain how they do this.
A crystal rectifies because it allows current to flow through it in one direction

Enclosed Detector

and does not, to any appreciable extent,
allow current to flow through it in the
opposite direction. It is practically a
uni-directional conductor. The ratio of
currents towing in opposite directions
through a good crystal should be about
40 :t. It will be understood that the
crystal acts electrically, very much in the

same manner

as a ratchet -wheel acts
mechanically.
Carborundum is probably the best
crystal for all-round use. It is not

affected by mechanical vibration nor by
fairly heavy electrical discharges across
it, and it is very sensitive. This crystal
has to be used in conjunction with a 4 -volt

battery and potentiometer, because it requires a small initial potential or voltage

to be applied across it to bring it to its

Carborundum is
used with a flat steel surface, the rectificamost sensitive point.

tion taking place at the point of contact.
This crystal is manufactured by fusing
carbon and silicon together in an electric
furnace. In practice three kinds of carborundum crystal are met with : (a) a
hard dark variety, having great metallic
lustre which has poor rectifying proper-

bornite or else zincite and tellurium. The
latter combination is usually found to give

the better results. Zincite, or oxide of
zinc, is dark red in colour; bornite is a
compound of copper and iron sulphides,
being bluish grey in appearance and
Tellurium is a lightfairly heavy.
coloured metal.
The perikon detector

does not require a potentiometer because
the voltage of the incoming signal is sufficient to bring it to its sensitive point.
It has the advantage of being fairly easy
to adjust. Also when a crystal becomes
slightly insensitive it can be scratched

a knife and a new surface used.
To obtain the best results it is usually

with

is

found that the crystals must make a light
contact with each other. This detector is
more sensitive in action than the carborundum type, but not so robust.
Silicon, galena, molybdenite and iron
pyrites, whilst being serviceable for ex* perimental work, do not give such satisfactory general results as either carborundum or the perikon detector. All these
crystals are minerals. Silicon is light
grey in colour and has not many sensitive
points. Galena is very sensitive for long

without doubt the perikon detector. This
is a combination of either zincite and

ranges, but strong signals destroy its
sensitivity. It is bluish black in colour,

ties; (b) a soft crystal of a pale green

colour, a colour due to the presence of
copper and iron salts (this type of crystal
is a very poor rectifier) ; (e) a dark grey

crystal which will be found to give the

best results as regards sensitivity and

stability of action.

The most popular crystal detector

has a metallic lustre, and is heavy. When
using this crystal it is usual to have a
graphite contact in conjunction with it.
Molybdenite is dark in appearance and is
suitable for the reception of strong signals; it is convenient for use in portable
sets. Iron pyrites is a cubical crystal,
being very metallic and heavy. It possesses many of the properties of carborundum but is not so sensitive.

The only sure way to obtain a good

crystal is to search for sensitive points
amongst several specimens. It is wise to
remember that sensitivity is not every-

Permanite

thing; a good crystal should have the

qualities of being constant in action and
of not being affected by atmospheric disturbances. Such crystals as "Radiocite"
and "Permanite" are usually sensitised
forms of galena. They are very sensitive
but not constant; a fine copper wire contact is used in conjunction with them.
There

is

plenty of instruction

In:pr:vised Detector

and

amusement to be had with a good crystal
set. The range of a crystal set is about
30o miles for ordinary ship stations and
20 or 3o miles for high -power telephony.
Several experts prophesy the return of the
crystal and its ultimate triumph over the
valve.

G. H. L. N.
Mercury -cup Detector

Carborundum-steel Detector

Ferikon Detector

" Drawing -pen" Detector

Spring -adjusted Detector

Another Double -crystal Detector

Simple One -crystal Detector
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Practical Working with Valves. II
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THE grid leak and condenser can, with
advantage, be shielded with metal foil,
which should be connected to the positive
terminal of the plate battery. This tends
to prevent the grid of the rectifying valve

an accumulator of at least

moo

actual

ampere -hour capacity should be used for
a discharge rate -of 5 amperes.
Care should be taken that all connections
are soldered, as a bad contact is often the
from being affected by the necessary move- cause of noises in the 'phones.
ments of the hand when making adjust
Dust between, the plates of the variable
ments.
condensers is another fruitful source of
noise, but fortunately the remedy is obvious
Sliding Contacts
simple.
A fixed. condenser, having a value of and
A
great many experimenters, in an
from one-third to one microfarad, should
be connected between the slider of the endeavour to obtain a large range with a
potentiometer and the negative end of the given inductance, use a comparatively
battery. This will act as a by-pass for large condenser in parallel. This is very

radio-frequencym currents which otherwise

might have to pass through one-half a

potentiometer having a resistance of perhaps four or five hundred ohms. Great
care should be taken to see that the sliding
contacts are good, otherwise noise may
result. It is surprising how many people,
including many skilled electricians, there

are who take great pains to keep all oil
and grease away from moving contacts,

bad practice, as a parallel condenser
should never exceed .0005 microfarad
capacity, and is even better if smaller,

say .0003 microfarads. A very suitable
arrangement is to use a series -parallel
switch, wired in such a way that when in
series with the aerial the effective capacity
is the maximum, and when in parallel the
maximum capacity is a much smaller

This is totally wrong, as a sliding contact
if kept covered with a film of oil cannot
oxidise;' such a contact is also self-cleaning, due to the abrasive action of the very
fine dust Which forms (when absorbed in
Nigh -.tension Battery
The plate -circuit battery generally consists of a group of from thirty to sixty dry
-cells. It is fairly satisfactory provided
care is taken not to short-circuit the cells,

or to attempt to discharge at a high rate.
If the discharge becomes heavy the battery
becomes more or less polarised, with the
result that not only does the battery
electromotive force fall, but considerable
noise is heard due to intermittent discharge. Dry cells are cheap to renew,

USEFUL NOTES
Y.)-14111-')

The reactance -capacity method has been

found to be very good, and is somewhat
cheaper and easier in construction; the
Avindings are simple, and the question of
coupling is easily controlled. The windings generally consist of slab, pancake or,
better still, duolateral coils. Above 2,000
metres the simplest, and, probably the best,

method is resistance capacity, although it
has the disadvantages that a higher voltage
plate battery is required and the amplification is not so great.
A Triple -purpose Amplifier
The writer is now building an amplifier
in which advantage can, and will, be taken
of all three methods. It is a simple matter
to arrange if four -point plugs are used to
accommodate the transformers, etc. The
necessary grid leaks and condensers can
either be mounted on the panel with suitable switching arrangements or, as an
alternative, a separate fixed condenser and

leak can be p-rovided for each coil and
mounted on the same -plug. The latter
method is perhaps the best, as the condensers and grid leaks can be adjusted to
suit requirements of the Coil in question.

The writer hopes that the set he is at

Arrangement of Series -parallel Switch

atnoupt. This result is obtained by having

a fixed condenser in series with the mov-

able condenser.
The wiring for this
arrangement is as shown in the illustration.

present constructing will be more satisfactory than the previous experiment, which
had four radio -frequency tapped trans-

formers giving a range of 300 to 15,000
metres. He also hopes that these few notes
will be of assistance to earnest experimenters with more patience than money,

and who prefer to make mistakes and

The reference letters in this figure are apparatus rather than buy finished apparaas follows : A, inductance; B, fixed con- tus and settle down into a round of "listenA. F. C.
denser, say .0005 mfd.; c,' moving con- ing in."
denser, say .0015 mfd.; switch to right
when in series.

A small switch can conveniently be
placed in circuit to short-circuit the fixed
an hour a day-are generally ready for condenser (B) if a maximum capacity in
renewal. The writer always suspects the parallel is wanted. A further advantage
plate -circuit battery when noises occur in of this arrangement is that the minimum
the 'phones, and experience 'has proved capacity of the condenser is reduced.
that many noises are due to this cause.
The battery should always be shunted with Transferring Power
It is very difficult to decide which is the
a condenser of not less than one micro nest arrangement to adopt for transferring
farad capacity.
the power from one valve to the next when
Filament Battery
dealing with radio -frequency currents.
A source of trouble often quite unsus- Three common methods of doing so are :
pected is the filament battery.
Some (i) Radio -frequency transformers; (2) 'reaccumulators, if discharged at any value' actance capacity; (3) resistance capacity.
approaching the rated safe discharge rate,
In the first case the power is probably
tend to give off gas, and it is often noticed transferred to the next valve by a comthat when this gas is rising noise results. bination of transformer effect and reactance
On returning several cells to the manufac- capacity, and whilst very suitable for all
turers for this reason, the makers stated wave -lengths is more applicable to those
that had they known the cells were for of from zoo to 2,000 metres, as above this
wireless work they would have made them the transformers become comparatively
in such a way as to overcome this trouble costly owing to the cost of the wire necesto a large extent. They recommended' that sary for winding.
and after about six months-if used, say,

HIN T S A ND

MARCONI PATENTS
AND THE AMATEUR
THE Marconi Company officially announce that, far from wishing to take
advantage of their patent rights to hamper
and discourage amateurs, they desire to
assist, rather than hinder, them in following the hobby. They state that they have
no intention of taking any action against
amateurs who construct for their own use
wireless apparatus embodying any of the
patents owned by the Marconi Company,
provided that such apparatus is not offered
for sale and is used only for amateur purposes. In this particular connection "construction" is intended to signify the actual
manufacture, wholly or in part, of a wireless set, and not the mere connecting up of
purchased instruments.
On the other
hand, the company intend to protect their

rights when unauthorised use is made of
their patents in the manufacture of apparatus for sale publicly or privately.
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Swansea Education Committee recently
passed a supplementary estimate for L5o
for the purchase of apparatus to enable a
start to be made in teaching the principles
and practice of wireless telegraphy and
T1.7;2)113.7) -331'313.3)13'3331A telephony at the Technical College.

Radiograms

ARRANGEMENTS have been made for

The more progressive newspapers in the
the American wireless station at States are already broadcasting special
Arlington to collect particulars of the talks to readers, market reports, stock
weather conditions every morning from a quotations and sporting news, in addition
number of American stations and wireless to complete musical programmes.
them to the Eiffel Tower. They will then
OM
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THE newspapers tell us that the Post
master -General and the committee of
broadcasting firms are on the point of
reaching an agreement, and that in this
agreement two facts stand out prominbe broadcast from the Eiffel Tower half
The South African Government has ently-the Government will share the
an hour after noon.
approved of the establishment of broad- licence fees with the broadcasting comcasting wireless telephone services. As in panies, and will, in due course, introduce
An international organisation of the this country the circulation of advertising
legislation with a view of ensuring that_
world's wireless operators has been formed.

The federation is to have its headquarters
in London.

matter and commercial traffic is, however,
not permitted.

In the House of Commons on Wednes-

only British -made apparatus shall be used

in the transmitting and receiving of the
broadcast messages. At the time of writing this agreethent is not a fact accom-

day last Mr. Pike Pease said the condi-

plished, and we should like all concerned
been authorised to obtain an estimate of tions for the issue of wireless broadcasting to look closely and anxiously into the
the cost of purchasing a transmitting and licences had not yet been settled. He matter before a hard-and-fast agreement on
receiving set and to submit the same to the hoped to make a statement on the subject these lines is cemented.
We have long seen the very great diffinext meeting of the Watch Committee of soon.
culty the broadcasting firms must be in.
the Middlesbrough Town Council.
A wireless theatre has been established The public calls upon them to provide
MN MN
in Southport. Sixty 'phoneS have been in- amusement, and if the public calls the tune
No official information is forthcoming stalled, and patrons will be able to hear the public must also pay. There can be
as to whether either Glasgow or Edinburgh concerts from London, The Hague, Eiffel no two ways about that. The difficulty
will be the selected spot for a broadcasting Tower, and many other stations, general has been in finding a just way. of making
station. There are rumours that each. city news, weather reports, lectures, etc.:There the public pay. In the United States the
public has paid in one way only, that is,
is to be permitted one!
is one central. receiving instrument to
which the sixty 'phones are connected. by purchasing the goods the broadcasting
The theatre will be open daily from to firms manufacture and sell, and a very
Broadcasting is already well established a.m. to to p.m., the charge for admis- good way, too. In this country the broadcasting firms have hesitated to start amussion being one shilling.
in Ganada.
ing the wireless public until they could be
sure of their return, and that is the very
Receivers are to be installed in every core of the difficulty, but to allow a conA system is now being perfected on the
Continent by which finger prints can be village of any size throughout France. On ference of broadcasting firms to settle it in
the receipt of the official weather forecast secret conclave with the Postmaster wirelessed.
from the Eiffel Tower it will be communi- General was not ideal. The public incated to the inhabitants by the ringing of terest was not sufficiently represented.
The synoptic weather reports and the parish church bell according to a pre- The Postmaster -General represented, first
genesral inferences hitherto issued daily arranged code.
and foremost, the official interest-the inon 1,400 metres C.W. at 6 a.m., 8 a.m.,
terest of a' great public department in
2 p.m., 7 p.m., and also at 9.15 a.m., and
A wireless telephone health bulletin whose hands are the exclusive rights of
8 p.m. (all hours are Greenwich mean
service has been inaugurated by the United
time), in future will be transmitted on
States Public Health Service. A message
4,100 metres C. NV. The synoptic rep6rt at of advice on how the average man and
2 a.m. will continue on 1,400 metres. The woman may ensure continued good health ELECTRADIX RADIOS
BROWN MARCONI H.R. 'Phones,
8.30 a.m. report will cease. In cases of is broadcast twice a week.
2,000 ohms ..
51 s.
..
breakdown or other delay, should trans33s.
Other makes. 2,000 ohms
mission on 4,100 metres not have begun
FORTHCOMING EVENTS
1,500 ohms
26s.
..
within ten minutes of the scheduled time,
Wireless Club. July 20, 7.30 p.m. SULLIVAN'S L.R. Head Phones
20s.
the message will immediately be issued on AtDerby
" The Court," Alvaston, Derby. Lecture
1,400 metres.
on " Detecting Devices," by Mr. E. V. R. Single L.R. Receivers, 4s. 6d. Used Cords, Is. 6d.
The Middlesbrough Chief Constable has

MI

UM II

n

Martin.

Nottingham and District Radio Experimental

Wireless is t6, --be used as a means of Association. July 27. 'Meeting.
Derby Wireless Club. July 27, 7.30 p.m.
'aringing schools lying in outside districts
" The Court," Alvaston, Derby. Lecture
.nto touch with university life. Hitherto At
" Practical Construction of a Single Valve,
here has been some difficulty -in inducing on
Receiver Set," by Mr. A. T. Lee.
)rofessors, lecturers and others to ge) out
TELEPHONY TRANSMISSIONS
o them.
Each
Eiffel Tower (F L). 2,600 metres.

Authorities are of the opinion that the

afternoon (Saturdays and Sundays excepted).
Marconi House (2 L 0). July 20, 8 to 9 p.m.
Transmission tests.

The Hague, Holland (P C G G). i,o7o
.wireless business as it is now developing
July 23, 3 to 5 p.m.
is going to be greater than the gramophone metres.
Writtle (2 M T). 400 metres. July 25,
industry.
8 p.m.

AERIALS. All Accessories in stock.
RECEIVING SETS. Marconi Trench, 50 D.C.,
60s. Complete with Transmitter, ES 10s.

2 -VALVE AMPLIFIERS, £7 10s.
H.T. BATTERY, 60 volts, in polished mahogany
box, 6 sockets, 2 plugs, 15s. 6d.

EVERYTHING FOR WIRELESS
Tons of electrical goods in stock. Call and inspect
our stock, first turning on the left down the Minories.

LESLIE DIXON & CO.,
9, COLONIAL AVENUE, MINORIES. E.1

-

emateur Ws
telegraphy and telephony in this country.
The broadcasting firms represented themselves. There was needed an equal representatipn 9f the public interest, a few good
men of affairs who could have put the case
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If, for the sake of explanation, we say
the dielectric's electrons are vibrating ten

units and the light wave is vibrating at

bowed shoulders, may, and probably will,
cause the closing down of their stations.
The country has nothing to gain scientifically by thousands of "condenser
wanglers" mak ng. the ether hideous with
the' howling of their valves; it has everything to lose by suppressing the top-attie
man. Which of these two distinct sections
will supply our country with wireless
operators in the event of another war ?
Certainly not the arm-cha.;r enthusiasts.

ten also, on impact the two would cancel
and the light waves would not pass.
I think this is sufficient to show that it
'for the people who will have to do the
paying. If the suggested agreement goes is not the ether that is responsible for the
through, not only will the broadcasters be light not passing, but the electrons in the
given a close monopoly, but, in addition, porcelain.-A. P. (Southsea).
they will be drawing a fee from every
SIR,-G. B.'s letter in your issue of the
member of the public who owns a receiving 8th inst. raises some interesting points.
set. The present nominal licence fee will I think it is hardly safe to deduce any -J. F. G. C.
0N.W.".".."."1\1,../ \JO
have to be considerably increased-per- theory from the behaviour of an electric
haps multiplied by four-and that in itself bell enclosed within a porcelain or other
CLUB DOINGS
is not fair in view of the fact that the non -conducting receiver.
broadcasters are shutting out foreign comProposed
Central London Wireless
In the last paragraph but one G. B.
petition, as a result of which their profits refers to the waves of light from the sun
Society
from the sales of apparatus and parts must, as not travelling all around the earth's Hon. Sec.-(pro tent.).-11entAcs E. Holm,
in due course, assume enormous dimen- surface, while "the electro-magnetic waves, 15, Rydon Crescent, London, B.C.r.
sions. We strongly dislike the idea of a as is well known, follow the earth's sur- APPJ,ICATIONS for membership are invited.
monopoly. Every true Englishman does, faCe." Is this last statement unques- Proposed Clapham Park and District
but if, in the special circumstances, it is tionably established, or may it not be that
Amateur Wireless Club
agreed that a monopoly is desirable in the waves travel in straight lines through CORRESPONDENCE is invited by Mr. J. C. Elvy,
this instance, let that be enough. Don't the earth to the several receiving stations ? A.M.I.E.B., M.I.E.S. It is proposed that the
seek to make the public pay at both ends I shall be very much interested to know club should include Streatham, Balham and
of its hobby-more for its licence, and in- other reader's views.-E. W. W. (Coven- Tooting.
evitably more for its apparatus.
The Mid West Herts Wireless Club
try).
Thousands of amateurs are not interested
Sec.-MR. J. R. FRANcis, " Ivy Cottage,"
[We are obliged by great pressure on Hon.
Redbourn, Herts.
in broadcasting. They are more or less
our
space
to
hold
over
many
other
letters
Tae Secretary invites correspondence from all
serious experimenters to whom broadcastin answer to G. B.
Further corre- willing to assist in the holding of meetings in
ing as such has very little attraction.
on the subject is not invited.- St. Albans, Harpenden, Hemel Hempstead
Theirs will be a very real hardship when spondence
and Berkhamsted.
they have to pay for something they do ED.].
Radio Rendezvous
not want and will not have. Sooner or
Testing 'Phones
709,
The
Broadway,
Manor Park, E.12.
later the whole question of the licence and
SIR,-Regarding the short article on
AMATEURS in the districts of East Ham,
fee must be raised. Many amateurs fail testing 'phones, there is a much simpler Manor
Park, Ilford, Wanstead, Forest Gate
completely to find any reason why the test which I have always found to give and Barking are invited to become members
State should take a fee and do absolutely trustworthy results, which is as follows : of the above club. Club rooms are open every
nothing for it.
Place one end of one 'phone lead in the night until so p.m., Sundays excepted.
mouth, hold the other by the insulation, Birmingham Experimental Wireless
ared touch the blade of a pocket knife with
Club
the bare end. If the 'phones are in a (Affiliated with the Wireless Society of London).

CORRESPONDENCE

o

sensitive condition

a distinct click is

Hon. Sec.-PRANK S. ADAMS, no, Ivor Road,

heard each time the contact is made.- Sparkhill, Birmingham.

Can any Reader Explain ?

W. B.

" Listening.in " To Be Dearer
Sut,-There are two points your correspondent should fully appreciate-firstly,
SIR,-Under the above heading one of
that light waves are electro-magnetic in the daily papers published a statement of
nature, differing only in linear dimensions which the following is an extract :
from the disturbances which are created
"The cost of the broadcasting proby oscillating electric currents, etc.; gramme, estimated at 220,000 a year for
secondly, that it is of vital importance that each of the eight stations, has surprised
the

dielectric (in this case porcelain)

should be completely taken into account
arid studied thoroughly, because it is the
"refractive index" of the dielectric which
decides whether the waves are capable of
passing or not. G. B. is aware that wireless waves, also X-rays, are capable of
passing, but fails to see why light waves
cannot if they use ether as their medium.

Can You Propose
a New Feature for
"Amateur Wireless"
For the Best Suggestion on a
postcard received by Wednesday, August 2, a Prize of £1
will be awarded.

those anxious to listen -in, and many have

written suggesting that the price of the
Government's

listening -in

licence,

now

fixed at Dos. 6d., should be increased, and
the sum charged over and above the
original figure placed to a common fund,
out of which the programme could be provided. It is understood that a proposal
on these lines has been placed before the
Post Office authorities, and it is probable
that a considerable increase in the licence
fee will be authorised."
To the hundreds of wireless enthusiasts
with money to spare for expensive valve
.sets the threatened increase will make
little or no difference. To the real

A coNFERrNes of Midland Wireless Clubs is
being promoted by this Club, with a view to
discussing the interchange of lecturers,and other

matters of mutual interest.
It is proposed that the conference shall be

held in Birmingham, as early as possible in
September. All Midland Clubs are invited
to send delegates, and the secretary will be
glad if secretaries of the wireless organizations
will communicate at the earliest possible date.

Stoke-on.Trent Wireless and
Experimental Society
(Affiliated with the Wireless Society of London).

Hon. Sec.-F. T. JoNES, 36o, Cobridge Road,
HANLEY.

AT a meeting of the above society on Thursday,

July 6th, some buzzer practice for the benefit
of the new members was followed by a lecture

on " A Short Wave Tuner," by Mr. A. H.
Wilson.

(Continued on page 136'

amateurs, however, who have built up

their sets step by step, using home-made
apparatus and inventive genius, the additional burden added

to

their

already

uerist's Coupon Available until
Saturday, July 29, 1922

emateur Wireless
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E.= OUT TO -DAY
=

=

HELLO C.9 ?

_

A. E.G. & Telefunken Valves,tested 1016
Valve Holders, Screwed Legs& Nuts 1/6
Condenser Vanes, Aluminium (accurate size and gauge), per doz. 1,'6

THE CONSTRUCTION OF WIREI LESS RECEIVING APPARATUS
=

By PAUL D. TYERS.

=
E
=
=
=
E=

=

The only book which tells you HOW to MAKE ALL the PARTS of a

Valve or Crystal Set.
Inductances - Resistances - Condensers -Grid

Leaks - High - Tension

Batteries-Detectors-Potentiometers-etc.
In fact, EVERYTHING you wish to make. No Lathe or expensive ools
required.

Essential to all who wish to make their own sets.

PRICE 1 s. 6d. Net.

..

(Post Free.)

F_

E
=
=
E
=
=
E
=
=-

THE ESSEX

=
=

LEYTONSTONE. E.11.

(Wholesale & /Id,,

Telephone-WANSTEAD 749.,

(1 min. from Station, G.E.R.)

BARLAW RADIOPHONES
Suppliers also of Apparatus of all the

ORDER AT ONCE.

iI.

i

(Post Free.)

i

Eillinumminiiiiiiimmilinimmiliiitimilimmiiiiiiiiiiritimiiiimumminimilmiiiiiiimilininia

35, Norfolk Street, London, W.C.2.

1
F.,

which has had a phenomenal success. The price of this simple book has been cut
down to a highly competitive figure and is based on the prospect of very large sales,

RADIO PRESS LIMITED,

i.

Complete Receiving Sets from £4

Over 3o,000 copies 01 John Scott-Taggart's books have been sold by us in
There is a reason. 7 his new bo,k front his pen is largely an
abridgement of his "Elementary Text -book on Wireless Vacuum Tubes,"

PRICE 2s. 6d. Net. Cloth, 3s.

EFFICIENT AND RELIABLE

1

three months.

--7

own..

WIRELESS CO.. 499, GROVE GREEN RD.,

OUT ON JULY 19th

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P.

.E--

Screw
6d.
Fusible Alloy (for fixing crystals)
6d.
Hellesen, 35 v. H.T. Batteries,

13,6
with Plug ...
Headphones, Double, 2,000 ohms,
Adjustable Headgear, excellent for speech and music 35/Aerial Wire, Stranded, 7/25 too' ... 4'8
... 37/6
4.coo ohms ditto ...
Do., Egg Insulators (high insulation)
Filament Resistance panel mounting 4: Do., Reel
best quality 4d
Switch Arms, laminated, with bush
Do. Pulleys, Aluminium, with cord 1,6
2,B
..
and spring
...
Panels, Tuners, Transformers. Post age extra. Demonstrations Daily.

EXPLAINED

E.-

9d.

23 gauge, ij lb.
...
1/6
Crystals (special selected), Bornite,
Carborundum, Silicon, C. Pyrites, Galina, etc., etc. ...
6d.

re x5'...1/ Sliders, Ebonite, with Plunger ... 9d.

WIRELESS VALVES SIMPLY

a

...

Enamelled Wire, for Inductances,

Crystal Cups, Brass, . with Fixing

Do , Scales Ivorine, o to 180.... each 1/ Da, Ebonite Tops and Bottoms
(bushed) 1'3
Inductance Tubes, r2' x 3'
8d.
12° X 4' .. ... 9d.
I

:=-Hiniiiiiiiimiiiiiiiinumilmillimilitimilimilitimiliniiiiiiilminifilimillitiliiiiiiitimmilliiii=

=

Sq. Brass Rod, re xexr
'

Do., Large Spacers (true to 'ace) 8d.
Do., Small Spacers (true to .00r") 4d.
=--

E=

ARE YOU RECEIVINC THIS CALL?

.---_

=

'---L"--

i.

Well-known Makes, Spare Parts, Accessories and EVERYTHING for Wireless.

i
i

i

1 THE BARLAW ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,

I

i

i

47, VICTORIA STREET, S.W.I.

Telephone: Victoria 69;9.

Telegrams : Engtbaiac, VIC, L011,1011.

i

.141,..49....411.11w10..1.4wd.........v.. v.0.0.1.40.*wMili......1....4

WIRELESS -:

SERVICE.

QUALITY.

PRICE.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS

to

COMPLETE RECEIVING SETS

Write us for prices, any quantity, great or small.
We hold immense stocks of the following :

en

AND ACCESSORIES OF ALL MAKES

BRASS SCREWED ROUND ROD, B.A.2 in foot length.
CONDENSER SPACING WASHERS 1Zefigh pitri.litinld Toe: fa'
SWITCH CONTACT STUDS with one nut, polished baps.

II

WE HOLD

the largest stock

Diameter of head.
1 in.

Length of head.

fin,

B.A.

fin.

4

VALVE LEG SOCKETS ,

SPECIAL ATTENTION

MACRADIO MANUFACTURING & SALES CO.,
206, Sydenham Road, SYDENHAM, S.E.26.

and assistance given to all interested in receiving
broadcast wireless music, telephony, and Morse
signals.

Illustrated Catalogue
100 Illustrations.
Post 6d. Free

16 Pages.

When writing please mention this publication

LESLIE McMICHAEL LTD.,
Providence Place, West End Lane, Kilburn, N.W.6.
Bus Services 1, 8, 16, 28, 31, all pass West End Lane.
Telephone :

HAMPSTEAD /261.

Nearest Tube Station ; KILBURN PARK (Bakerloo).

with flange, turned and polished brass, complete

with one nut and washer.

Behind the MacRADIO sign is a battery of Bliss
presses and Gridley automatics -

1\7001TM P3MICISM!!
Aluminium Condenser Vanes, accurate size
Doz., 10d.; ti doz 4/6
and gauge.
6d.
Ebonite Knobs, Drilled ...
Ebonite Sliders, with plunger
Enamel Wire, H.C., No. 24 gauge

a
a

Length of stein.

ex -Government wireless
apparatus in the country.
of

lb.

2/2

... 5d.
Large Spacer Washers, dozen
3 dozen for 9d.
Small
8d.
Contact Studs, X 1 dozen

.

X1
... 1:3
Ebonite Valve Socket, four legs
Inductance Tubes (shellac varnished) wound
24 enamel wire
...
4,6
6d.
Square Brass Rod, 13' x
Terminals (4 B.A.). Doz., 1/6; 3 doz., 4/.

Marvellous offer of New French

H.R. Headphones,4,000 ohms,
complete with cords.
(Sold elsewhere at 87/6)

My Price 301- Complete

Cheap Crystal Sets
Comprising single slide inductance coil, wound 24 enamel wire,

crystal detector, condenser, ter initials, ready to connect 'phones
and aerial. All on solid bsse.

15/- 201-

25/ -

Made in my own factory. Postage extra

1VI. RAY ®ND

27, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2
(Opposite Da'y's Gallery Dom)

molcur Wes
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OUR INFORMATION BUREAU
Expert Replies to Readers' Questions.

Hundreds of Replies are sent by Post.

TO ENSURE A PROMPT REPLY PLEASE OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING RULES

Write distinctly, give all necessary details and keep to the point. Ask one Question at a time-never more
than two. Send a Stamped and Addressed Envelope. Send the Coupon cut from page 134.
Valve Panel for Mark III Receiver

Q.-I wish to make a valve panel for use in

conjunction with a Mark III receiver, and
should be glad of advice. - E.U.C.C. (r5)

A.-The usual type of valve panel is well
adapted for this purpose, and may be constructed in accordance with detailed instructions given in Chapter IX of the new hand-

book, " Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony "
(Cassell & Co., Ltd., price is. 6d.). The usual
terminals as fitted will be required as follows :

not be such that self -oscillation of the set

Walthamstow Amateur Radio Club

a separate heterodyne is employed.

The
proposed arrangement should prove very use-

lecture, accompanied by diagrams on the black-

stations within a radius of, say, 5o to 7o miles
the Mark III. set, plus one valve functioning
as a low -frequency amplifier, should certainly

lecture " A One -valve Set."
The club are giving a Public Demonstration
at the Y.M.C.A. on Tuedsay, July 25th, when
they hope to initiate a proportion of the public

occurs, as this distorts received speech, etc., Hon. Sec.-R. COOK, tiverstone Road, Waland may cause considerable interference to thamstow, E.17.
adjacent receiving stations. Self -oscillation is AT a meeting of the above club held at the
necessary for reception of continuous -wave Y.M.C.A., on Wednesday, July r 2th, Mr.
signals, unless a piece of apparatus known as Butler gave a very interesting and instructive
board, on " How to Construct a Crystal Set."
Next week he is taking for the subject of his

ful, though for radio -phone reception from

(f) Valve terminals on Mark III. set to be
connected to aerial and earth terminals of be tried as an alternative arrangement.valve panel, that is to say, to the grid (via CAPACITY.
condenser and leak) and filament of valve,
which may always be regarded as the " input "
circuit. (2) Telephones will require to be re-

moved from Mark III. set and connected to
telephone terminals of panel. (3) L.T. and
H.T. batteries are to be connected to respective terminals on the panel. (4) Reactance
terminals on panel will require to be shortcircuited by means of a piece of stout copper

of the Mark III. tuner., Though not strictly

A home-made tuner of the variometer type
constructed by the lecturer, other tuners, and
a large number of tuning coils were exhibited
and handed round for examination.

necessary for reception of spark or telephony,
a reactance coil affords a means of obtaining
great magnification, but the coupling should

sures of 'Wireless.

The lecturer, after outlining points which if
neglected would greatly reduce the efficiency
of any tuner, dealt with the construction of a

The hackney and District Radio
Society

Hon. Sec.-MR. E. R. WALKER, 48, Dagmar

short-wave tuner on which telephony from
local amateur stations, and the wireless con-

Road, South Hackney, E.9.
THE above society held meetings open to the
public at air, Chatsworth Road, Clapton, on
the evenings of July 6th and 7th.
The lecture given at the opening by Mr. E.
R. Walker, was on " First Principles in

cert sent out from. the Marconi station in Essex,
could be received.

Get Your TOOLS from Us

(Continued on page 138.)

I

We specialise in Electricians' Requirements. Write or call. The Chancery
Lane Tube Station gives all London access to us, and is only one minute away,

We can supply YOU with ALL

just across the road to Chancery Lane and a few doors down brings you to

COMPONENT PARTS

POND TOOL Co

for your wireless set straight from stock

67, 69, 70, t HANCERY LANE, W.C.2.

SPECIAL LINES IN

Wire 'Gauges, 0 to 26, S.W.G., 219; Hand Vices, 4 in., solid steel, 2/-;
Hand Drill. taking all drills, 0 to ass in., 7/6; Combination Pliers. 6, or 8in., 2/-;
Metal -cutting Saws from 1/-; Vices, for clamping on Table, etc, 2/! to 9/6;

If you wish to save money, send for our

--

Complete List

TRADE SUPPLIED

Writ fir our List 6d., refundable on first order

Aerial Wire, 7122 bare copper stranded in 100 ft. banks
5/6
hank
Ring Pattern Insulator, 2 in. by 1 in., in. hbolt).
.. 6d.
pe each.
in. sq. Section Brass Rod for Sliders, cut in 13 in. *length's,
and dtillrd each end ready for fixing ...
13d. each.
Inductance slider, complete with plunger
Cardboard Cylinder, 12 in. by 4 in. diameter
1* e
1014.elaccilt
No. 24 enamelled wire, H.C. true to gauge
2/8 per lb.
Large or small Condenser Plates (Aluminium) ...
1/4 doz.
Large Spacer Washers for condensers, cut true to 1,000 of an

SCIENTIFIC APPLIANCES

Small sparer washers Ditto
... 6d. doz.
Ivonne Scales
.
1./. each.
Condenser Box in Polished Oak or 'Mahogany, 3; in. by If in.

Measuring Slide Rules, 3 in., 2/-; Blowlamps from 29; all poet free.
we have a large stock of Drills. Metal Files, Taps and Dies, Bolts and
Nuts, Wood Screws, Solder Irons, etc. All goods sent on approval against
cash, money returned if not satisfied.

W. HOLLINS.

HENRY J. DALE.

1

of Walthamstow into the mysteries and pleaAll applications for membership should be
addressed to the Hon. Sec.

CLUB DOINGS (Continued from page 134)

wire, unless of course a reactance coil is made
and suitably coupled to the secondary circuit

o
o
e

11 g 29, Sicilian Avenue, Southampton Row, London, W.C.I.
Top of Kingsway.

In Centre of London.

ELECTRICIANS.

Corner of Bloomsbury Square.

OPTICIANS. MECHANICIANS.

ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS at our Works, East Street, W.C., thus saving all intermediate profits,

The Score for all Electrical and Scientific Material
WIRELESS & RADIO MATERIALS,
VALVES. 'PHONES.
PARTS and FITTINGS
Immense Stock constantly adding to, and.
Making ; Specially 'or the Amateur to
Build up a Set Complete and Perfect.
EBONITE.
BATTERIES.
ATRIALS.
INSULATED WIRES. CRYSTALS.
ENGRAVED DISCS.
MICA.
HANDLES,
SWITCHES.
TERMINALS.
STUDS.

Call and see us.
View our Show
Windows. Send for List post free 2d.

Splendid Value in
Secord-hand Appliances
Every Branch of Optical

and Applied Science

Scientific Appliances, 11 & 29, Sicilian Avenue, London, W.C.1.

.

.

.

by 2 in.

5/- each.

'0003 mf. Condenser complete-assembled in polished mahogany or oak boxes
17j6 each.
All necessary parts for above condenser-no drilling or fitting
required, but unassembled
lb- each.
Ditto, but without box
11 - each.
.

Ditto, but without ebonite top, and box suitable for panel
mounting
Crystal detector, mounted t n Ebonite, complete with Crystal
Large or Small Contact Studs
Valve Legs, complete with nut and washer
...
...

each.

51- each.
11- doz.

3d. each.

Instrument Wire at Rock -bottom Prices

J. B. BOWER & CO., Ltd

fbit

WIRELESS MANUFACTURERS,

15, Kingston Road, WIMBLEDON, S.W.19.
'Phone: WIMBLEDON 1030.

Works: MERTON.
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;THE PETOPHONE CRYSTAL SET

£3 15s. Od.

COMPLETE WITH 4,000 OHM HEADPHONES
Comprises Double Slide Tuning Coil, 8 in. X 4 in., Crystal Detector, Condenser, High-

class Sensitive 4,000 ohm Headphones. Set Mounted on Polished Mahogany
Board. Carriage paid 75/-. Delivery in 48 hours. Satisfaction or money returned

BUILD THIS VALVE PANEL

Price

Price

1519

15/9

Set

Set

of

of

Parts

Parts

Full Set of Parts contain Ebonite Panel, drilled and lapped, Grid Leak (Sphinx
Tubular Type, guaranteed 12 months), Grid Condenser, Telephone Condenser,
Systo flex, Wire, All Terminals, Set of Engraved Ebonite Tablets, Valve Sockets.
Blue Print. 15/9, Post 9d. We can supply a Polished Cabineeto fit at 3/6 extra -

Get our Catalogue A. 6d. Stamp brings it to your door.
WE HAVE SETS OF PARTS FOR ALL OTHER TYPES OF RECEIVERS & TUNERS

Don't forget our NEW address

PETO SCOTT (The Condenser King),
FEATHERSTONE HOUSE, 64 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. I
Also at 17, FROME ROAD, WOOD GREEN.

I
I

==

ROADCASTINGE;

E

and GENERAL RECEPTION --z-

E
E

_=

- Single Valve Set
_==

=
E

=
E.-

-=
F--

=

I
I

7_-_--

L.

E

EXCLUSIVE
FEATURES
of No. 1

THE COMPLETE INSTRUMENT.

Highest
quality throughout. Supplied with Set of Tuning Coils.
170-2,500 metres less Valve Phones and Batteries.

700

=
-a-

=
=
E

LE- - THE WIRELESS INSTRUMENT CO. ---==

--g. 328, CITY ROAD, E.C.

,..-Tilliiiniiiimpliniininiitoitintinniffiliiiiiimitiintiiintintitinimilliiiiiiiiiitiliniiiimininumiri

Large Stock of Head -

CONDENSERS

.0015 Set of Parts 25/-, Assembled 30/24/19/-,
.001

.0005
Vernier

12/6,
. .

15/-

HOME CONSTRUCT1ON MADE EASY II

[THE MAN BEHIND
THE VOICE
I

Photographs of London
stations and their opera- I
tors (monthly feature)

ITHE
BROADCASTER
I BUREAU
Expert Advice Free

I AERIAL HINTS
WIRELESS
I SOCIETIES OF
GREAT BRITAIN

I" HOW I DID IT:"
By A NOVICE

and many other

splendid features

of a New

Wireless
Magazine
forAmateurs
Here is a 64 -page

Wireless

Monthly Magazine which does
full justice to a wonderful
subject. Here are splendidly

illustrated and f a scin a ting

articles by eminent authorities,
written in plain simple language'

to enable the amateur to dip

into wireless to his heart's content. The BROADCASTER
is the first English Monthly
Wireless Magazine for Amateurs.

To keep abreast of the times
you MUST read

"THE BROADCASTER."

phones 4000 ohms)

£2 1 0 0

Filament Resistance 4/6, Valve

Holders1 /6, H.T. Batteries 3/6,15 v.

4/6 Switch Studs 1/6 don., Arms 2/-.

B. L. HOUSTOUN, 85, END6Mulnhatrr4fr, wC.2.

WE DON'T WASTE YOUR TIME.
We hold good stocks of everything Wireless, and make
it our boast that every letter has attention

DON'T MISS THE
EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH
GODFREY ISAACS
ON BROADCASTING

Broadcaster
THE RADIOPHONE MONTHLY FOR LISTENERS - IN

WITHIN 24 HOURS.

Complete Lists two stamps.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY STORES,
5, Albert Terrace, King Cross, HALIFAX.

Dne Shilling
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CLus DOINGS (continued from page

/A

Receivers. -A large stock of lonA.resistance receivers, ion to 200 ohms, each ex -Post Office and
Government watch pattern, for sale, 3s. 6d. and

Wireless Telegraphy," Mr. Walker explained
how the aerial became charged so that it produced waves. After this the second lecturer,

6d.

Mr. D. R. Ison, gave an explicit explanation
of reception of the waves, with the aid of a

Marconi 31a tuner. On both evenings various
items of telephony were received. Any

persons wishing to join the society should
apply on Thursday evenings at the above
address, or write to the Hon. Sec.

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
Competition, Free. -to -ft. aerial mast.
Particulars and list, 2d. -F. Armstrong, Wireless

r
Mast Works, Weybridge.
Newtonian Wireless Factory.-2,coo telephone receivers, single 21 s., cords Is. 6d.; double, with head
band, 4os.-13.13, Whitcomb Street, W.C.2. Regent

Newtonian

Wireless

Factory. -Reel

each, post

ceivers, 4,00o -ohm,
each, post free.

insulators,

samples, 6d. each; condenser plates, 3d. pair; crystal cups, 4d. each; ebonite inductance sliders, rod.
each; 3 by 12 spiral wound tubes, 9d. each;
shellac insulating varnish, tod. per bottle ; square
rods, drilled, 13 in. long, od. each. -13-13, Whitcomb
Street, W.C.2. Regent 643.
Newtonian Wireless Factory. -Complete crystal set
for making up your own apparatus, comprising all

London manpfacture, 37s. 6d.'
Everything stocked for the
amateur assembling his own apparatus. Ebohite
panels, cut, engraved and drilled to order.

Send lid. stamp for prices and particulars to

bury Avenue, Eldon Street (near Liverpool Street).

Leverton Street, Kentish Town, N.W.5.

So ohms us. 6d., 120 ohms 215. 6d., and 23s. pair.
Nlilli-amp. and voltmeter o-300, leather case, cost
47, 6os. secures -Service Sales, 8, Great Southsea
Street, Southsea, Hants.
[I s
" Premier " Timing Coils. Tune to r,000 metres,
4,000.

Complete, well

paid. -Johnson's,

18o,

[2 s
Bohemia Road, Hastings.
Parcels of Assorted Brass Rods, ros. each, carin.,
A
in.,
f,
in.,
riage paid. Contents, 2 ft. each 1
A in., f in.., A in., A in., n in. and A in. round
and i in. square. Aluminium condenser vanes, is.
doz. Spacer washers, large 6d. doz., small 3d. doz.
Valve legs with nuts and washers, 9d. for 4. Taper
plugs and sockets, 2d. set. Immediate delivery. Sydney S. Bird, 34, Queen Anne's Grove, Bush Hill
Park, Enfield.
13
Tuning Inductanoesi guaranteed, 4 in. by 4 in.
by 14 in., double slide, polished ends, 215., post
free. -Ernest Batley, Tlrongsbridge, nr. Huddersfield.
[4 s
Masts. -Send for prices. -Stephens and Carter,
Ltd., Paddington Green, London.
s
Aerial Wire, 16 gauge hard -drawn copper, too ft.
3s. gd., carriage paid. -Gibson, Somercotes, Derbyshire.
[6 s
Mast Rope, 'real Manila, maximum strength,
lightness,
in. thick, toS ft. long; price, 4s. 6d.,
carriage is. 3d. -Gibson, Somercotes, .Derbyshire.
Established 18.49. Telephone : No. 19 Somercotes. [4 s
Aerial Insulators, white, 2 in. by r in. reel pattern,
1.s. 3d. doz., carriage
paid.r.Gibso,n, Somercotes,

Derbyshire.

H. BOWYER, la, Railey Mews,

Mahogany and teak cases. -W. H. Agar, 2,. Fins-

[7 s

WIIiCELIESS

[6 s

BAMBOO POLES for AERIALS

Insulators, 4 d.each. CrystalDetectors,5/13each. CrystalCups,401.each.
q Sq. Brass Rod, i; in. Drilled, 8d. each. 13. in .Former Stays, Old. each.
Ivorine Scales, 0-220, 1 - each. Ebonite Knobs, 8d. each. Contact
Studs, wi! h Nws, 1,2 and 11 dozen. Spacer Washers, bid. and Std. doz.
Condenser Plates, Mum.. 2'9 doz : 3d. pair. Sliders andPlungers,101d.
12 x 4 Cylinder, Shellac Varnished and wound with ay g. En. Wire. 6/-.
Valve Legs, 2.9 ,'oz. Variable Condensers, .0003 Asseinoted in Box,18 9.
4,000 0.11 it.Telephones, 37 6 pair. 1 -Valve Receiver, £6 103. 2 -Valve
Receiver, £8 10s. Complete Crystal Sets, from £4 7s, 8d.
W. BIRD &SONS, 33, Fulham PalaceRd.,Hammersmith,W.6
TRADE SyPPLIED. Telephone H.1121t11 0738. POSTAGE EXTRA

ASTOUNDING BARGAIN
SULLIVANIN

AND BAMBOO OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
FROM TWIGS TO YACHT MASTS
Large Stocks Always on Hand

A. E. DAVIES & CO. (Importers)
1641 Lever Street, City Road, London, E,C 1

DELIVERY BY RETURN
SPECIAL WIRELESS LINES

HEADPHONES

materials and z,000 -ohm receiver, reduced price,
43s. 6d. ; carriage, 25.-13-15, Whitcomb Street,
W.C.2. Regent 643.
Bargains. -7 -strand aerial wire, 75. 6d. too ft.
Marconi " Q " valves, nos. each. Sullivan's 'phones,

and with .005 mfds. to
mounted,
its., carriage

WIRELESS RECEIVING APPARATUS
of every description

Wireless double head re-

free'.

Cardboard Cylinders, r 2in by 3 in., 8d.; tz in. by 41n., 9d.; 12 in. by 6 in.,
101d. Enamelled Wire, ca g., 3- per b. Aerial Wire/at, copper, 5/8 r o q H.

Monthly

643.
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NEW!

A limited quantityof 120 ohms Sulli-

van Headphones, double, complete
with Cords and Adjustable Headbands.

Potectty new, offered at

PER 20/- PAIR
CASH WITH ORDER
Complete SATISFACTION or money ref urnzd

F. HARRISON,

CONCERT HONEYCOMB COILS. -Wave range 30o
to 50o metres. Very efficient. Hand wound. PRICE per
pair, primary and reaction -Unmounted 51-, Mounted
1116.

Post 6d..

VALVE LEGS -with two nuts and -washer-lacquered,
21d. each. 9d. per set of 4.

Send for list. Special terms to the trace
Actual Makers: CHAMP, KAY St CO.,
Electrical Engineers, 92, Saltisford, WARWICK.

46, Brooke Rd., Walthamstow, E.17
INSTRUMENT WIRES FROM STOCK
TO WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS. PATENT YOUR

INVENTIONS.
They may prove very valuable. Particulars and consulta-

tions free. BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents, 9, Warwick Court,
Holborn, London, W.C.I. Est. 1840. Tel. Chancery 7547-

HICH CLASS ROTARY VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
'coos in Polished Cabinet, 4' X 4" Y4', Ebonite
Top and Knob, Ivorine scale, o' -18o *,
16 6
Ditto for Panel (scale extra)
...
.. 10/6
.0004 in Cylindrical Brass Case, Lacquer finish,
Ebonite Top and Knob, Ivorine scale ; a very
handsome instrument ...
16/Crystal Detector with Ball and Socket adjustment on
ebonite base,
... 5/6

WEATHERALL & Co., 28. Woodbridge Street,
Clerkensvell, London, E.G. Estab. over 20 years.

COLLOY WIRELESS INSTALLATIONS CASSELL'S

TIME
TABLES

FREE Demonstration in your home if in London
area. Let our expert call and advise you. We install free
Provinces, stamp for list.
and give working instruction.

All component parts stocked at lowest prices

Monthly

4, CLONM ELL ROAD, S. TOTTENHAM

2s. net.

S.W.G.

S.C.C.

47

46
45
44
43
42
41
40

39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28

27

17/14/12/6 15/11/- 13/12/10/8/6 10/9/3
7/9'
6/10 8/6/2
7/6
7/2
5/10
5/6 6/10
5/4
5/4/9
5/4/6
4/3
4/2
Oter
4hl 5

AERIALS,

s s.c.

D.S.C.

110/97/64/50/40/31/30/18/17/16/-

120/107/80/66/52/33/32/22/21/3
19/17/3
15/14/13/9
13/12/10
11/6
9/10
9/6

14/6
13/9
12/9
11/3
10/6
9/1

8/9
7/?
7/6
7/2
7/-

9/ -

EN .

41/- \
26/20/16/13/-

9/8/6/6

6/5/3
4/11
4/8
4/6
4/4
4/3
4/2

4/-

3/10

3/8
3/6

3/5 /

on iliptica8 i6on

FINE7/82

A. E. DAVIS,

SUPPLIES.1

100 ft., 6/.

41, Aingtords.IATad,
Brrixton

30th Edition
Universal Electric Supply
7ilephorie
3109 CITY

BROWN STREET
LINE MDR 1:1101 MR SET Sr

MANCHLVTER
P.O.Bo, No 519,

2427o

qui

30

a

33

e36

6.14,11N1Shla

1892

=Now READY
We have striven to make tliis List
the Most Interesting, Instruc,..vo
and complete Catalogue of" EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

AND WIRELESS"

ever published, and we have succeeded.

A wide range of complete Crystal
and Valve Receiving Sets is shown,
and in addition we list the most
wonderful range of Units and Components for those desiring to make
their own sets.
POST FREE Cd.
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Specially
designed
for
Broadcasting

for ERICSSON PHONES
WHEN you instal your wireless set

-crystal or valve-you'll get

maximum results if you fit Ericsson
Phones-clarity, sensitivity, strength of
signals and absence of "'click." Specially
suited to telephony:
Ericsson

embody the accumulated
telephone manufacture for a

Phones

experience of
generation.

Easy to the head. light and comfortable. The
magnets never lose their strength and " shorts
are non-existent.
Write for Particulars

TheBRITISH L.M.ERICSSON
MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.

HEADGEAR RECEIVERS

Head Office :

6o, Lincoln's Inn Fields, E.G. 2

Designed and manufactured by leading Telephone Manufacturers. Backed by many years experience. Highest efficiency,
concentrated magnetic field, instantaneously adjusted to the
ears, comfortable in wear, either receiver detachable from headband, protected terminals, light weight, twin series cord.
A.T.M. CRYSTAL DETECTOR
SETS. Highest Grade. Maxi.
mum Efficiency. Moderate Cost.

A.T.M. LOUD SPEAKING
RECEIVERS.
Three types of Amplifying Horn.

Ask your dealer for

A.T.M. Broadcasting Apparatus
AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,
London Office:
6o, Lincoln's Inn Fields.

Head Office & Works:
Milton Road, Edge Lane, Liverpool.

I 818111

FOR TOOL
BARGAINS
CALL or WRITE TO -DAY to t
Before buying elsewhere compare our prices. Remember, we have the
Largest Stock 01 Tools to select from in London. We guarantee you
satisfaction, so you can safely shop by post. Bargain List sent post Free.

GEORGE ADAMS,

DOT. slw, 255-6, HIGH

HOLBORN,

W.G.I.
W.
C

EN

1181118111118

DON'T MAKE

VI'

haphazard. purchase& till yatr have,
sent for our CATALOGUE of

RADIO. ELECTRICAL & MECHANICAL 51IPPLIES:'

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES
8,

NI EWINCT"N
LONDON.

Mr MI' ME

WIRELESS
INSTRUMENTS,
ACCESSORIES

and ..

CAUSEWAY,

S:

f.

MATERIALS

We atJek everything for the Experimenter who wishes to build his own Set.

TELEPHONE DOUBLE HEAD SETS. Suitable
forValves
Crystal of
2,000 Ohms, 3216 ; 4,000 Ohms, 34/6. In stock.
MAKE up your own receiving sets. Our price for eompleie set of parts
£1 18. carriage paid, comprising wound inductance with ebonite panel
drilled for 20 studs, necessary studs, elionite knobs, etc., crystal detector,

THE 66ESI-FIX" AERIAL, Patent applied for.
"FIX IT LIKE A CLOTHES -LINE!"

terminals, wire for connecting. (No extras to buy ; nothing to make.)
Slam, for List.

A new " one-ftiece" aerial with 'talented continuous insulation; complete with
straining eye, adjustable susfiensfon and terminal. Ng. lead in tube or other.
insulators revs:red. No joints, no soldering, no leaking, no bother. Can dr
thrown up anywhere, and is absolutely weatherAroof: Maximum efficiency
guaranteed. Send cash with order and secure delivery at once. Length,.
301.; 75/7., 22'6; tooft.,
Carriage paid in U.K. Agents wanted.

P. H. BOYS & CO., 187, Goswell Rd., London, E.C.1

CHAMBERS & ELLIS, 6 & 7, CRAVEN HOUSE, KINCSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2

FOR YOUR AERIAL'
100 ft. 7/22 COPPER WIRE
4 REEL INSULATORS
20 yard Skein ROPE CORD
1

::

MAST PULLEY

DAVIS LIMITED
& TIMMINS!
34a, York Road, King's Cross, N.1

LEAD - IN TUBE
COMPLETE

Post Free

1 016 British Isles

HENRY J. BREWSTER & CO.
11, Queen Victoria Street,

a

London, E,C.4,

SCREWIAND TERMINALS

FOR WIRELESS SETS
ac
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LISTEN -IN" ON THE STERLING No. 1
CRYSTAL WIT RECEIVING SET
The Sterling No. I Crystal Receiver has
been specially designed for use in con-

nection with the Wireless Telephony

Broadcasting Scheme and is suitable for
a range of about 25 miles.
The set comprises:

Immediate
Delivery

1. TUNER.-This consists of an inductance which can be varied
by means of tappings taken to stud switches. Two of these are
fitted, one for coarse and the other for fine adjustment. A separate
ccil is provided which can be plugged into a fitting at the back of
the instrument (as illustrated) for reception of time signals, etc.,
from Eiffel Tower.

2. DETECTOR.-This is of the crystal type, requiring no

battery, and is designed to give universal adjustment over all parts
of the crystal.
The, apparatus is mounted on ebonite panel and fitted in polished
walnut case.
The -equipment includes one pair of No. RI258 DOUBLE HEAD

TELEPHONES wound to a total resistance of 2,000 ohms the
pair.

Sterling Telephone and Electric
Co., Ltd.,

TELEPHONE HOUSE,

210/212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.
Telephone No.: 4144 Museum (7 lines).

17 12 6

PRICE

'WM= WWI= - 110111M
0

tHt. c

PRICE

I JUNIOR SET.

- COMPLETE Y. 4 15s OCR

iOs Od
I(t.Pnirlerc vv;th 5;t\sie ear
rClephOtn.

WIRELESS R ECEIVING SET

5er COn5.i5r5
11-6
I of a Tuning Co'il of ample

A tborooshly efficient
and dependable set

si3e Crystal Dete,cror,

A .4
Lialtx
/4,,,,i6topAiriL
///

-

Condenser,a ser of

....

.Ti

#

j

ar a price ro suitall
pockers.
All broadcastins of
NEWS, CONCERTS,

ti,t

NOP

I Head Telephones,Termi nals, ere. All parrs

01111 l_t

LECTURES,erc can
be disrinclly heard 1

Iready wired s. connected

sup: Aerial Wire and

1insplaror5 ready for
erection.

No batterl es or accumulators

PRATT & C2

00
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.tea mom

Cueutais, Wesdo, London.'

mem maw Emma Roost II =sow =OM * .531**
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Telegrams:

Works : DAGENHAM, ESSEX.
BRANCHES : NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE: 9, Clavar:ng Plac
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et-MITCHELFONES'*)

1

Are not a spasmodic production to meet
a sudden demand, but have been on the
market for over three months, and during
this period 27,000 have been distributed
to the trade, and consequently we have
not been able to offer them direct to the
retail buyer.

1000 per week are now available, and ue announce

IT S A FACT
Is 15 years

CRYSTAL DETECTORS.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

that there

--

ilS4,-IIN

practical Wireless experience behind every

You post your order,

Think
what this means to you-you, perhaps, who

ECONOMIC

product, and that
is why the results

have been waiting and are still waiting.
Standard resistance 4,000 ohms, double headgear with

are so exceptional.
ASK ANY RADIO

double heads: raps, comfortable,
and foolproof

AUTHORITY !

35/...

Write
To -day for 35 Page WIRELESS

List Post Free

240 Illustrations.

ltltoNDoN0A

Telephone:

Head Office: 10, FITZROY
SQUARE, LONDON, W.1

MUSEUM 1055

New Showrooms:

Branch Showrooms:

303, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.1

TWICKENHAM

per pair.

MITCHELLS Electrical & Wireless Ltd.,

COIL HOLDERS.

IC LIMIT,

efficient,

highly

Special Terms to Traders and deliveries
that will surprise you.

4d.

1

or call at our

premises and get them at once.

c

Postal Address: McDermott Road, Peckham, S.E.15.
Retail Address: 188. Rye Lane, Peckham, S.E.15.

'Phones: New Cross 1540/1541.

STORE

GREAT BRITAIN'S GREATEST WIRELESS

THE WIRELESS CRYSTAL OF TO -DAY AND THE FUTURE

"HERTZITE

r ele0 mAnx

TRADE

,,

Iffit111011151'--ssaa

NO BATTERY REQUIRED

SIMPLE TO USE.

Price 2/6 post free

Mounted in our Patent Detector, 5/9, post free

AERIAL INSULATORS

We can give the best Wholesale Terms for all Crystals

BEST QUALITY KNOBS
Drilled and Tapped. 2.B.A.

BRITISH VALVES :-" R " 27/-, " R.M.R." 20/-, " ORA" 15/ -

Excellent

6d.

Reel

4d.

Type

Finish

The " R & S " Complete Receiving Set, with H.T.
PRICE 126/ Telephones, Aerial Wire, etc.,

RUSSELL - SHAW

38, Great James Street, Bedford Row, W.C.1
IVORINE SCALES
Engraved 0-180°

SCIENTIFIC APPLIANCES
W. ROLLINS.

HENRY J. DALE.

11

i 29, Sicilian Avenue, Southampton Row, London, W.C.I.
Top of Kingsu ay.

In Centre of London.

ELECTRICIANS.

Corner of Bloomsbury Sanare.

OPTICIANS.

MECHANICIANS.

ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS at our Works, East fittest, W.C., thus saving all intermediate profits.

The Store for all Electrical and Scientific Material
VALVES. 'PHONES.

NIRELESS & RADIO MATERIALS,
PARTS and FITTINGS

Immense Stock constantly adding to, and
Making; Specially for the Amateur to
Build up a Set Complete and Perfect.
EBONITE.
BATTERIES.
AERIALS.
INSULATED WIRES. CRYSTALS.
MICA.
HANDLES.
ENGRAVED DISCS.
TERMINALS.
SWITCHES.
STUDS.

DEWAR" MULTIPLE SWITCHES
Useful for Mtny Purposes

9d.
CRYSTALS

4 -Way

3/6

CRYSTALS

ONE QUALITY

THE BEST

GALENA, BORNITE,
GRAPHITE, ETC.

SILICON, CARBORUNDUM,

COPPER, PYRITES, ETC.

SLE C Tne

Splendid Value in

54, Grafton Street

Second-hand Appliances

Every Branch of Optical
and Applied Sc ienc e
Scientific Appliances, 11 & 29, Sicilian Avenue, London, W.C.1.

4/6

COMPLETE WITH CUPS

COMPLETE WITH CUPS

View our Show
Windows. Send for List post free 2d.

Call and see us.

s.Way

eat.%tik

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD

LONDON,

'WA

W.1

TELEPHONE: MUSEUM 24I
GRAFETRIC, EUSROAD, LONDON

TELEGRkeS:

IIIIIIIIII111111111'i1111111111111111111111111111111111111II1II11111111I111111Ii
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"ATMOSPHERICS"
Many ideas' have been proposed and
These "X storms" are manifest as tried with the object of obtaining a receiva continual irregular crackling, groaning ing circuit whiCh will respond to a definite
and hissing in the telephone receivers. required frequency without responding to
but their elimination is another matter.
The upper air is nearly always elec- Sometimes the disturbances are so bad that these aperiodic, or untuned, kicks. Such
trically charged with respect to the earth. reception of distant signals is rendered "X stoppers," as they are 'often termed,
Even at a height of only 5o ft. above the impossible and radio communication is are as a rule complicated and usually
ground there may be a potential'of hun- suspended until the ether is again quiet. weaken the required -signals .as well as
ilfeds, or even thousands; of volts with In hot climates, as in India or Africa; the the atmospherics. The tiirnihation of
respect to the ground. At greater heights atmospherics are much worse than in this atmosPheric interfereace is still one of the
this potential or electrical pressure will be country. The disturbances are worst at greatest problems that ,faces the wireless
experimenter.
greater still. Clouds may be charged to receiving stations with large aerials.
Strong atmospherics are louder than
millions of volts, and when these highly electrified clouds come close to others of normal signals, and will throw most of the Charging Up of Aerials
It has already been mentioned that the
a different potential a tremendous spark usual types of crystal detector out of admay leap across the intervening space. justment. The carborundum detector is air quite a short- distance above ground
Or, as is well known, a spark may leap the only crystal detector that will With- may be highly electrified. This was very
from a cloud to some terrestrial body; this stand atmospherics. A valve receiver does well demonstrated in an experiment the
not suffer in this way, but the crashes and writer was making some time ago with a
happens in a thunderstorm.
Now these discharges not only make frying noises are amplified to an unbear- kite aerial. A large kite was sent up on
the end of a length of stout string and was
light, which is seen by the eye, and able extent.
made to carry up with it some thin copper
sound waves, detected by the ear,, but they
wire, the lower end of which was retained
also set up electro-magnetic waves in the Atanospher'cs Cannot be Tuned Out
ether which are extremely powerful but
The worst part about atmospherics is on the ground. The lower end of the wire
of short duration and not directly detect- that they cannot be tuned out in the ordi- escaped for a few . seconds, however, so
able by the senses. The effect is heard in nary way like signals from a spark station that the whole was entirely insulated from
a wireless receiver anywhere within many -they are heard on all wave -lengths. An the ground. When a grab was made at
miles of the discharge as a loud crash in atmospheric electrical discharge is like an the dangling end of the wire a small
the telephones each time a flash of light- explosion in the ether which kicks any spark passed to the hand and a shock was
ning occurs. These disturbing sounds are wireless receiver within range into violent felt.. This charging up of the wire was
by no means only heard during a thunder- momentary electrical oscillation regardless noticeable when the kite was only 4o ft.
storm; they are very frequently heard when of the frequency to which the receiver is high. The weather was fine and there
was no thunder about. (Several investithe weather is perfectly fine in the neigh- tuned.
gators haVe been killed when making this
bourhOod of the receiving station, and
Large aerials frequently
experiment.)
when there is hardly 'a cloud in the sky.
charge
up
in
a
similar
-manner. In hot
In such cases the sounds may be due
Results of Competitions countries, where the effect
is very proeither " to a distant thunderstorm or to
nounced, care has to be taken that the
Announced in Nos. 1 to 5 of " A.W."
smaller local discharges between small
operator does not get shocks from this
clouds or portions of the upper atmosphere
Competition No. 1.-An Original
Short, low, or badly insulated
-source.
at different potentials.
ATMOSPHERICS are the bane of the
ul wireless operator, be he professional
or amateur. Their cause is well known,

of them. They usually get worse at nighttime.

Article.
:WINNER :-Mr. Herbert H. Dyer,

Marconi's "X's"

These disturbances were noticed by Marconi in his earliest experiments on wireless

22, Leopold Street,
Derby.

telegraphy and he called them "X's," as

Competition No. 2.-Novel and Use-

they were then more or less of an obscure
nature. British amateurs usually refer to
them as "atmospherics" or "strays," while

An announcement with regard to this
will appear in next week's issue.

the

Americans

have

christened

them

"static."

Atmospherics are always present to a
certain extent, but they vary greatly in
different -parts of the world,- and also with
the time of year. In the British Isles we
are chiefly troubled with them in the sum=
mer, when we frequently -get -"-X storms";
in -the winter, however, we hear very lhtle

ful Items.

Competition No. 3.-Ideal

Broad-

cast Programme.
WINNER :-Mr.

B.

Robertshaw,

63, Market Street,

Thornton,
Bradford.

In each case the prize is a well-nal: wireless receiver. The successful efforts will be publisherlin due cot.r3e.

aerials do not, show this'effect -so markedly,
though they are not immune from it
entirely. During a fall of snow an

amateur's aerial will often charge up suffi-

ciently to give small sparks if the aerial
switch is left open about a millimetre.
A strong wind with fine- drizzle will also
-rapidly charge up an aerial. Recently
.the writer was 'surprised to see a: torrent
of sparks rushing across the -plates of a
variable condenser in series with a 3o -ft.
-aerial. A high wind was blowing at the
time, accompanied by light rain.
E. H. R.
[in a concluding instalment the author
will offer practical suggestions towards the

elimination esf "atmospherics."-EDI
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A Home-made Clockwork Interrupter

.1

Receiving C.W. Signals on a Crystal Set
ir

is frequently stated that a simple
crystal receiving set will enable the

IT

listener only to pick up spark stations and
telephony, and that valves will have to be
installed before continuous -wave (C.W.)
signals

can

be

satisfactorily received.

This is true to a certain extent, but the
following remarks will show how some
of the louder C.W. stations can be received by means of a very simple addition.

C.W. Signals
The reason why C.W. signals cannot be
heard on ordinary crystal circuits, such as
have been described in "Amateur Wire-

less," is that when the key at the transmitting station is pressed down a continuous rectified current passes through
the head telephones of the receiver, not

an interrupted one as in the case of spark
and telephony, with the result that no
sound is

heard except perhaps a faint

the escapement so that the wheels rotate with the teeth of the wheel T. A piece of
freely. If the spring is now wound up and flexible wire is connected to the clock the mechanism allowed to run it will go frame and another to the tongue; one of
at a tremendous speed and be run down these wires is connected to one 9f the
in a few seconds; a governing device 'phone leads and the other to one of the
must, therefore, be added, and this can 'detector terminals as shown in, Fig. 1.
easily be done by soldering, or otherwise The condenser C, having a capacity of
fixing, a small vane cut out of thin sheet about .or micro -farad, is shunted across
brass to the most rapidly revolving the tikker and telephones, as it greatly
spindle as shown in Fig. 2. Owing to the improves the signals. Some little adjustfriction of the air with this vane the ment of the speed of the tikker and the
mechanism will not be able to "race," pressure of the contact tongue may be
and will run nicely for a considerable necessary before good results are obtained.
time. The actual size of the vane for best When a C.W. station is tuned in (by
working will depend on the nature of the means of the variable inductance L,
clockwork and will have to be determined Fig. t), the detector carefully adjusted
in individual cases by trial ; the larger the and the tikker set in motion, the signals
vane the slower the mechanism will run. are heard as an intermittent musical note
In the writer's own tikker the vane is or a hissing note, usually the latter.
only
in. across and
in. wide, but it
is sufficient to ensure a steady run of about Other Methods
twenty minutes. The only other thing
As a matter of fact, Poulsen did not use

570verv2//95) vane

.-LFI

L
.0.f

Fig. 4.Metal
Tongue

/*nit
Fig. 2

Fig. 1.-Circuit Diagram
of Interrupter.

Fig. 3

Figs. 2 and 3.-Front and Side Elevations of Interrupter.

click when the key is depressed or raised.
If, however; we insert between, 'the crystal

detector and the 'phones an interrupting
device capable of making and breaking
the circuit at a high rate; say 50o times a
second, then any continuous current in
the 'phones will be broken up into a
musical note which is clearly audible.

The "Tikker"

Such an arrangement is shown diagram-

matically in Fig. r. In this figure T
is a rapidly rotating cog -wheel against
which a light metal tongue rests lightly.
The use of such an interrupter is the invention of the Danish inventor Poulsen,
who used it for reception of signals from

mfd

Fig. 5.-Poulsen System of
C.W. Reception.

that remains to be done is to fix a light a crystal detector at all in his receiver.
tongue which has to 'make contact with The tikker is put in place of the detector
the cogS Of the fastest Wheel in the train. as shown in Fig. 5. This arrangement is
The method of mounting is showrL in extremely reliable, but, in the writer's
Fig. 3. A is an ebonite strip, sufficiently experience, is not quite so sensitive as
thick to be rigid, through which a- hole when a crystal detector is included. Howhas been made at each end. By means ever, as crystal detectors are very liable
of a bolt and fly -nut one end of the to go out of adjustment the writer would
ebonite strip is fixed to a point C in the recommend the method shown by Fig. 5.
frame, and that at the other end will come
Where a crystal detector is to be used,
near the wheel T, a hole being made at C either a good piece of zincite touched by
to accommodate the bolt. The tongue B
is cut to the shape shown in Fig. 4 out of
springy sheet brass about the thickness of
drawing -paper. An ordinary pair of scis-

a sharp piece of bornite or copper pyrites,

or a piece of galena touched by a small
spiral of 40 -gauge copper wire; will be the
most suitable. Crystals, like carborun-

sors will cut the brass quite easily, and dum, which require a battery and potentithe hole shown in the wide end may be ometer, cannot be used satisfactorily in
the famous arc -transmitting system which pushed through by any sharp tool. The conjunction with a tikker. Much depends
-bears his name. Poulsen called the in- tongue is fastened to the upper end of the on getting good specimens of crystal.
terrupter a "tikker," and this is the name ebonite strip A by means of a nut and
A gramophone can be used as a tikker
by which the device is still known.
bolt through the hole which has been by connecting one wire to the works and
The cog -wheel T may conveniently be made there, and the thin part of the allowing the other to rub lightly against
the fastest -moving wheel in the mechanism tongue is given a twist through a right the edge of the revolving turntable.
,of a clock. It will be necessary to remove angle so as to bring the free end square
E. H. R.,
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TELEPHONY TIPS
THESE notes are primarily addressed
to those amateurs whose valve receivers employ reaction (either magnetic
or capacity) to boost up the incoming sig-

of distortion. In addition to getting the
telephony at its best, we have the satis-

tension

for telephony, and to

find this

proportion make the following test : Get
faction of knowing that we are not inter- the set into an oscillating condition, then,
loosen reaction until oscillations just cease.
fering with our neighbours.

If carefully followed the best results
will be ensured.

nals.

Other Adjustments
There are other factors which make for
the correct reception of telephony. The
Oscillating Receivers
The reception of wireless speech and filament and high-tension current must be
music calls for very careful adjustment if adjusted to their best values, and it will
one is not to be a nuisance to any wireless be necessary to experiment a little with
neighbours, for it must be. remembered that the filament resistance until the best point
valve receivers of the. reaction type are in is found, always remembering to keep the
themSelves transmitters of small power. valve filament as dull as possible con-

This point can be found by tapping the
aerial terminal while reaction is being

Note the position of inductance
and reactance (or reaction condenser if
this is used) when the oscillations cease.
loosened.

Now tighten the reaction and notice if

oscillations commence exactly at the spot
where they stopped. If this is the case
the proportion of high tension to low ten-

sion is correct, and the set is in its most
sistent with good signals. There is a sensitive condition for receiving tele(Continued on next page)
aerial, although very weak, are capable of correct proportion of high tension to low

The waves radiated from the receiving

travelling several miles, and consequently
will affect all valve receivers in that
radius. Valve receivers only act as transmitters when the set is "oscillating "-that
is, when the reactance coil is so tightly
coupled to the inductance that the valve
generates oscillations which are passed
into the aerial. -When the set is in this
condition it is impossible to receive telephony at its best, although it is as well
to let the set oscillate while searching for

St. Pancras Cadets' V2 Kilowatt Set

the carrier wave of the station transmitting telephony.

The best way to find out if the set is
oscillating is to tighten the coupling between reactance and inductance coils, at
the same time tapping the aerial terminal
with .the finger. If the set is oscillating

a loud click will be heard in the tele-

phones each time the terminal is tapped.
If ' capacity reaction is used, rotate the
reaction condenser until clicks are heard
in the telephones when the aerial terminal
is tapped.

The Carrier Wave
Having got- our receiver into an oscil-

lating condition, we will tune

in some

telephony and make the necessary adjustments which will give us the speech and
music at their best. By means of the aerial
tuning condenser and inductance tapping
switch, search for the carrier wave, which

I T is quite a common thing nowadays trol the heavy current in the low-tension

1 for cadet corps and scout organisations circuit a magnetic switch is used, operated
rotate the condenser until the howl dies to possess a wireless outfit; few, however, by means of an ordinary Morse key by the
out, and it will be found that a still fur- can claim to be so completely equipped as telegraphist.
The "instructor seen in the photograph
ther rotation of the condenser will bring the No. t Aircraft Construction Wing of
the howl in again. The dead spot between 25, Camden Road, London, N.W.t, which is Lieut. A. W. Hulbert,' late R.A.F.,
the two howls is the correct position. If is allied to the t9th London Cadet Organ- whose articles on the practical construction
of wireless apparatus appear frequently in
telephony is going on' it will be very isation.
The installation consists of a I;,/ kilo- "Amateur Wireless."
distorted and indistinct because our set is
It is understood that an assistant wireoscillating. To correct this, loosen the watt Marconi transmitting set as used on
coupling between inductance and react- ships, and a number of receiving sets of less instructor is wanted who would be
ance until the set 'just stops oscillating, various types, including a trench receiver willing to give one evening a week to the
then finally tune the station by means of and a three -valve set specially designed work. The whole thing is quite voluntary, but the applicant, if accepted, is
the aerial tuning condenser. The tele- for use on aircraft.
Mounted on the wall are the high, and granted an honorary commission. It
phony will now be very distinct, and if
the foregoing instructions have been low-tension switchboards and the A.T.I. of might be mentioned that, only ex-R.A.F.'

will come in with a loud howl.

Now

properly carried out, there will be no trace

the Marconi transmitter.

In order to con-

or R.E. officers are eligible.
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If, however, there is an overlap greater capacity than .0005 micro -farads,
of the points where oscillations cease and it will be found an advantage to connect
where they commence-that is, if they do a small three -plate variable condenser
not cease and commence at exactly the across the. aerial and. earth 'terminals of
same spot-it is necessary to adjust the the set. This small condenser permits of
high-tension supply until the two points much sharper tuning than is possible with
coincide.
the larger capacity alone.
Always bear in mind that if your set is
If the aerial tuning condenser has a
phony.

JULY 20, 1922

oscillating you cannot be receiving pure
telephony, and, furthermore, you are in
all probability causing serious interference
,.to everybody for several miles round. As
soon as you have picked up the dead spot
between the two howls of the carrier wave
get off the oscillation point and enjoy the
transmission which you have tuned in.

::.

:,' Using Crystal Parts with Valve Receiver
IT will, no doubt, be of interest to readers
who have been working with crystal sets
to know how they can utilise the old parts
with a valve.
Furthermore,, the cOm-,
ponent parts of an old crystal receiver can,

very often be picked up for quite a low
figure, and such parts are well worth buy-

I

sary to drill a hole large enough to take the addition of a pair of honeycomb or
the short, stout spindle which supports the
ebonite knob, the, latter being temporarily
removed Whilst_ mounting the regulator.
The terminalS should then be inserted into
twelve holes round the edges of the panel,
after which the connections between the

similar coils as shown diagrammatically in
Fig. 4. Instructions upon the winding of
honeycomb coils appeared in No. 2 of

ing by those who are desirous of, con, -various pieces of apparatus, etc., should
structing a valve set at moderate cost. be made as shown by the dotted lines in
Figs i.
These connections should, of course, be
set to discard,' at any' rate *for the time' made with insulated wire or bate copper
being, is the crystal detector itself, this wire passed through insulating tubing
piece of apparatus beingreplaced by the known as "Systoflex" sleeving, which can
thermionic valve. All the remaining parts be purchased for a few pence per foot.
can be utilised on the valve panel.
The first point to receive consideration
is the valve panel. This need not he very
The necessary alterations are quite simple.,
and practically the only part of the crystal

large, and can best be made up from a

piece of ebonite sheet measuring to in. by
8 in. by --fir in. thick, or in the absence of
ebonite a piece of well -dried hard wood
could be used, but it is absolutely essential
to ensure that the wood is quite free from
moisture, otherwise losses due to leakage
will occur. This panel should be marked

-.4-

Fig. 2.-Valve
Holder.

Fig. 4.-Method of Using
Honeycomb Coils.

"Amateur Wireless." These coils can, if
desired, be used equally well without the
loading coil, as will be found froM experiment. The insertion of a small variable
condenser across the reaction coil,

although not essential, will be found con-,iderably to facilitate tuning. D. F. U,
RgACTArt

Fig. 3.-Diagram showing Connections for
Crystal Parts.

HIGH-TENSION BATTERY CONNECTIONS

This latter method is preferable, and is
THE reproduced sketch shows a simple
that usually adopted by manufacturers in
method of connecting small batteries
out and drilled as shown in Fig. r to take the trade. The,connections to the points
the necessary terminals, etc.
marked RG, F F in Fig.. t .on the valve of the flash -lamp type together. The
The following accessories will be re- holder shOuld be made, by neatly soldered
quired : a grid leak with condenser L, valve joints. In order to. complete the panel it
holder A, filament regulator of about should he mounted upon a shallow box
6 ohms resistance, one dozen brass ter- just sufficiently deep to contain the difminals, and a few small screws, all of ferent parts mounted underneath it.
which can be procured for a few shillings
The crystal receiver parts can now be
Simple Method of Connecting Flash -lamp
from any manufacturer of wireless appara- utilised as shown in Fig. 3, with the addiBatteries.
tus. The type of valve holder recom- tion, of course, of a suitable thermionic
mended is that shown in Fig. 2, as, by valve, a 4 -volt accumulator, and a high- sketch is self-explanatory, and it will be
drilling a hole sufficiently large to take the tension battery of from 40 to 6o volts. The seen that a paper clip of the sliding type
portion marked A, this can be readily latter can consist of a number of ordinary is used.
mounted and screwed down to the panel pocket lamp batteries connected up in
from the back. Similarly, the filament series.
A Handbook specially written for the
regulator and grid leak with condenser
Assuming that a loose -coupled tuning amateur constructor : "Wireless Teleare mounted on the back by means of coil is not available, but only a simple graphy and Telephony," by E. Redpath,
small screws. In the case of the filament loading coil having no secondary, this can price is. 6d. net. Cassell & Co., Ltd.,
regulator, however7 it will first be neces- readily be adopted for use on the panel by La Belle Sauvage, London, E.C.4.
Fig. 1.-Diagram of "Valve Panel.
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How to Make an Amateur's Transformer
This 2 in. must be solidly packed iron
construction offers made necessary by cutting the iron and
little difficulty to one who is prepared building it up in segments. Perhaps the sheets, so if the rings are each .or in.
thick you must have too of them for a
to approach the task with determination to diagram Fig. i will make this clearer.
In this figure the ring A is continuous, height oft in.
use skill and patience. The writer gives
from his own experience details which, if and once we have set up a magnetic field
The closer the rings lie together the less
followed carefully, cannot but eventuate
TR A.NS FORMER

successfully.

In the first place it will be advisable,
however, to go over a little of the theory
in order that the practice may be the more
intelligently followed.
If two coils of wire are lying one on the

top of the other, eye to eye so to speak,
but having no metallic connection between

them, then a varying current circulating
in one of them will cause a varying magnetic field to be set up in its neighbourhood. This varying magnetic field will
link up with the other coil and set up in
it another varying current.
Lines of Force
The voltage driving these currents in
the second coil will vary with the number
of lines of magnetic force causing it and

Fig 2.-Photograph of Complete Transformer and Parts Used for its Construction.

the rate at which they vary in a unit of

Thus to,000,000 lines of force. would in it the lines of force have little temptaneed to link up with one coil of wire in tion to leave the iron. In B, which is
one second in order to produce one volt, built up of strips, the lines of force have
or, conversely, one line of force would link to leap the gaps in their race. In order
up with to,000,000 turns of wire in one to reduce the difficulty of the lines of force
second to produce the same voltage.
getting back the strips are laid like B
If the path provided for the lines of and c alternately-that is, the butting
force is of iron the number of lines of gap comes at a different point each time
force would be increased enormously, even and is overlaid each side by a flat plate.
using the same magnetising current. In This construction allows the coils of wire
the case we are considering we use flat being wound by machinery.
circular rings of soft iron, so that the
In order to avoid troublesome calculawhole path of the lines of force may be tions for allowance of the magnetic leakprovided and the lines of force not have age at these joints a jointless ring has been

time.

wire will be needed to -wind on the correct
number of turns. Pinch the rings up together in a vice, and bind them together
with dry cotton tape, while still pinched up

tight, until all the iron is covered. The

danger point in this construction is the sharp

edge at the top and bottom of the pack
of ring stampings, which may cut through

the tape and the cotton coverings of the
wire and spoil all the work. If a piece
of tough but not too stiff paper is cut
into two rings slightly larger than the
stampings and placed on the top and bottom of the piles it will form a protection
to leave their comfortable quarters during adopted here, and the photograph (Fig. 2) for the tape.
any part of their course.
shows a transformer so made. The iron
If any were to get out into the air during rings and double -cotton -covered copper Primary
For the primary, or that circuit which is
any part of their circuit their mutual re- wire are also shown (Fig. 2).
connected with the mains 2 lb. No. 20
double -cotton -covered

a'

wire

will be

re-

quired, and 88o turns of it must be wound

on to the ring if the transformer is

in-

tended for a 22o -volt circuit.

A

a

Fig. 1.-Different Types of Core.

pulsion would at once assert itself, and we
should have difficulty in getting them back
again' into their "straight and narrow
way." Therefore, in order to avoid an
otherwise inevitable and continuous loss,
we take more pains in winding our wire-

Fig. 3.-Core Taped for Winding.

The thin flat rings of iron are about

in. over-all diameter and about 2 in.
wide, with a hole in the centre 4 in. in
8

diameter.

You

will want

enough

to

assemble and build up 2 sq. in. of cross

sectional area-that is, if the rings are
2 in. wide as suggested you will want a
iron ring rather than wind it on a bobbin pile 1.in. high. If the rings are not a in.
and then build up the iron into it. This wide they must be piled up higher so as
that is, we thread it through the closed
is usually done in big commercial trans-

to make the 2 sq. in. of cross section-that

formers, where the "air gap," which is is, if they are only r in. wide they must
the part .of the path in the open air, is be piled up 2 in. high
Fig. 3).

Take the coil of wire as purchased, and
make the round coil into a very flat oval
by squeezing in from Opposite sides, and
then tie it round the middle with an odd
hit of tape to keep the flattened coil together. This will thus form a shuttle
which can be passed through the taped up
ring of iron stampings. With a needle
and thread sew the commencing end of
the wire on to the tape to make it secure,
leaving a piece long enough for subsequent connections. A piece of thin rubber
tubing should be slipped on this free end
to further protect the cotton covering.
Now proceed to thread the formed shuttle
of wire, through and through in the same
manner that the tape was wound. nulling-
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up each turn tight as made until the no
turns are all on. Count after each layer,
and make a note on a slip of paper so that
the number of turns can be checked. You
may, if you so desire, check the efficiency
of the work in the following manner :

JULY 29.1922

tefore winding the -secondary, however,

tape up the primary with dry cotton tape
the iron rings before the
primary was wound on. For the secondary
as you did
21

lb.

of No.

14

s.W.G.

double -cotton -

risk
wire.

of damaging the covering

of the

Smaller Sizes
A smaller transformer might be pre-

covered copper wire will be required. One
volt, or a very little less, will be obtained

ferred, and if so it is only a matter of
varying the proportions. Thus if it is:

adopted as a convenient one.

limit the rule will answer.

of energy. Also it would not be wasteful

though this latter precaution is very rarely

for each four turns of wire wound over desired to cut down the iron to t sq. in.:
the primary. No. 14 wire will carry to of cross section twice as many turns of
amperes at 2,000 amperes per square inch, wire on the primary will be necessary, or
the same rating as the primary, and if you eight turns per volt. It would not be
lamp glows anything like as brightly as desire 40 volts on the secondary 170 turns advisable to carry this reduction pro rata
sq. in., but -to this
it would without the transformer primary of wire will be necessary. This figure is much lower than
Testing

With a 220 -volt lamp in series with the
winding you may turn on the current, as
the lamp will protect the circuit. If the

in circuit with it, there is something wrong

with the winding; probably some turns
It is advisable to protect the transformer
It may perhaps be an advantage to
are short-circuited. It will be necessary bring out a tapping at the eighty-fifth turn when finished, and it -may either be treated
to find out what the trouble is, if any and so have two circuits available, each with insulating varnish and taped over
exists, and remedy it before the secondary giving 20 volts, or it might be even more and again varnished, or it may be placed
is put on.
handy to have a range of voltages to select in a box and the box filled up solid by
Supposing, however, that the lamp, if from, in which case it is only a matter of pouring in molten resin.
it glows at all, is a very dull red. If no counting the number of turns of wire put
In assembling the iron stampings any
indication is given by the lamp, put one on and bring out tappings where desired.
burrs left by the die might be removed
turn of insulated wire through the eye of
This is a transformer capable of carry- from the edges, and even the stampings
the transformer and connect the ends of ing half a kilowatt, and would do admir- themselves might be prevented from makthis one turn by a piece of .25 -ampere ably for any purpose needing that amount ing electrical short circuits by varnishing,
fuse wire or the fuse wire generally used
in the lamp circuit. If this flashes your

on any smaller amount. The sizes are necessary, especially if the iron is left
Work is so far successful, and the secondary given so as easily -to perrnif of threading dirty on the faces, as the dirt will prewinding can be proceeded with.
the wire through the centre without much vent eddy currents.
GAMMA.
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You Heard It On the Crystal ?

e

:.

ar.m.r.-...m,wwiew.,....r."Nerawmm.w.v.w....w.........woweimew.w.w.vm....w.w.w...~.......ml
" V OU heard it on the crystal ? "

On erected in the garden: The lead-in is
I many occasions has this remark been 20 ft. long. The tuning .inductance conaddressed to me by fellow wireless enthu- sists of three single -layer coils giving an
siasts, devotees of the valve, while com- approximate wave -length of 4,500 metres.

paring notes on the reception
particular

transmission: -

of some

Tuning is effected with a four -point switch

Brown type, each earpiece being
of 4,00o ohms resistance with a

thermionic valve and its uses in
application to wireless, I must
confess to an ardent enthusiasm
for crystals,' based upon the excellent results' Obtained with a
crystal set since
erection 'two
and a half years ago.
The proposed broadcasting
scheme has rekindled an active
interest in crystaT receivers, and

small blocking condenser connected across them.
The whole apparatus is
mounted on a varnished wooden
base, and is very compact. The
"

earth lead

taken to a conSituated in
a populous district in N. Lon-

don, I am surrounded by houses,
and my aerial is below the level
of them all. I mention this fact

sceptical as to the results likely
because

of

the

consideration I

in Order that readers can make
a comparison of their surroundings with mine.
As the reception of wireless
telephony is the primary aim of

sets

comparative

cheapness, these notes are intended primarily to establish
their confidence in' crystal receivers by a des'cription of my
set and what it has done.
As the aerial is an important
will

describe

that first. I ani using a single
wire 5o ft. long, and it is fastened to
the window frame of an attic 40 ft. high,
sloping down to the mast 18 ft. in height

is

venient water -tap.

probable that many
"listeners -in"
are

to be obtained with such

two detectors is that with the aid of a
small switch comparison of sensitivity can
be made one with the other.

The 'phones are of the S. G.

Al-

though a keen admirer of the

as it is
would-be

crystals, one zincite-bornite, the other
carborundum. The advantage of having

most newcomers I will first Mention the telephony stations I
Operating a Simple Crystal Receiver.

have received. Croydon aerodrome provides a constant programme in controlling the London -Paris airway,

to bring in or cut out the coils as required,
with a slider on one coil and also a variable condenser. I have worked with two

the

speech

being very clear and.strong. Reception of
2M T (Writtle) is good, with a slight decrease of signal strength since the wave-
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length was shortened. The Marconi House
station, A. 0, is the " star "-telephony transmitter, speech being of extreme clarity and
the strength surprising. On a recent even-

at night from ship stations at iso miles; (G F A) is received loudly, the system used
but as the ship to shore traffic, .and vice being interrupted continuous -wave, and
versa, is usually very heavy, with conse- ,therefore receivable on crystal. The
quent jamming, it is only occasionally weather reports issued from this station

ing a musical programme was sent out that, circumstances are favourable for re-

from Marconi House station 2L 0 in con- ception of the naturally weak signals
nection with a fête in progress at Caxton emanating from ships many miles away.
Hall, and to those who "listened -in" it Commercial Stations
must have aroused the keen hope that the
(F L) is the regular "big noise"
day when broadcast stations commence ofParis
the few high -power spark stations now
operations is not far distant.
working, signals always being very loud
and clear. Poldhu (M P D) is nicely readAmateur Telephony Amateur telephony stations come in well able, and on occasions when I have burned
on short wave -lengths, but not very strong, the midnight oil the C Q press at one a.m.
and I have had much gratification in hear- B.S.T. has always been copied with
ing several good transmissions from zON, crystal reception. -I have never yet found
it- necessary to switch over to my valve
Walthamstow.
When the late Sir Ernest Shackleton set. S A J, the Swedish station which
sailed in the "Quest" several months ago transmits press messages, can always be
a telephony test was carried out between read, as can the time signals from
a station at Chelmsford and the ship while Nauen (P 0 Z). The Air Ministry station
on its passage down the Thames. My
reception of the speech was excellent,
even the sound from the noisy sirens of
shipping in the river, caught by the transmitter, being heard to add to the pleasure
of listening to the famous explorer's farewell message. At various times during
tests music and speech have been heard,
reception being very good.
ERECTING the aerial _is a bugbear
with most amateurs, but the following
Morse
method of erection will prove of interest
Morse signals will not interest the bethose who wish to do the work with a
ginner at first perhaps to a great extent, to
minimum of trouble and expense.
but I feel sure that it will be a natural
The only aerial masts that were at the
sequence of events to ,learn the code and writer's disposal was one of bamboo 25 ft.
copy the messages.
and a Disposals Board mast of 16 ft.
The North Foreland station comes in long
in
three
sections.
well, as does Niton, Harwich, Sheerness,
The
bamboo
was erected at the end of
Ostend, Scheveningen, Boulogne, Le the garden with little or no trouble, and,
Havre, and Dunkirk, to mention but a few in passing, it may be said that, up to a
of the English and Continental stations. height of about 25 ft., a bamboo has been
On an evening months ago (and on many found to be ideal for wireless purposes on
evenings since) I heard clear signals from account of its strength and extremely light
a station whose call was F F S. Reference weight.
to the call book was necessary, as I was
When considering the house end of the
unfamiliar with it, and was considerably aerial,
however, a less easy problem was
surprised to find that the station was S. encountered.
It was not desired to go to
Maries de la Mer, situated in the South of the, trouble and expense of erecting a mast
France on the Mediterranean. A few on the chimney or roof of the house, and
evenings later I heard ToUlon (F U T) in when viewing the site it was thought that
the same locality, transmitting a naviga- instead of erecting it on the top of the
This could be called
tion warning.
it might be an easier job to fix the
"freak" reception, but it is the conimon house
mast
to
the side of the building and so
experience of most amateurs to receiVe at obviate the necessity of obtaining the
night distant stations that are quite in- assistance of the local builder.
audible during the daytime.
The room in which the wireless gear
was housed was on the upper floor of a
Ships
Ship stations come in by dozens, some two -floored house; the eaves of the roof
ft. above the top of the
when in the neighbourhood of the many were about
docks between Southend and the Tower window and projected z ft.
Upon these facts being noted the mast
Bridge providing signals with a density
sufficient to please any loud signal enthu- was assembled upstairs. Next two large
siast. I have attempted on several occa- screw:in hooks were fixed into the top and
sions to log the ship stations received on bottom -of one side of the outside of the
crystal with the view to recording the window frame and a supply of stout line
greatest distance from which signals have obtained from the local store.
The mast was then erected in an upright
been received, but unless one hears the
ship actually open communication with position outside the window, with its foot
the shore station, giving her name, posi- resting on the inside corner of the windowtion, etc., it presents much difficulty. sill farthest from the direction of the pull
Good signals, however, have been received of the aerial, and was lashed up tight

are very interesting and useful, especially
so when one is considering an outdoor
week -end.

A Few Hints
There are one or two hints in connection
with the use of crystal sets which, although
often quoted, can never be emphasised

too often. The crystals themselves should

receive the maximum of care in being
protected from dust, dirt, and anything
likely to impair their efficiency, and if an
.especially good crystal comes along put a
great value on it. Keep all connections
clean and tight, and if the set is to be
self-made take the greatest care with its
construction, and remember patience is a
C. G.
virtue.

Simple Aerial Erection
against the eaves of the house by means of

the hooks and line.

A guy rope taken

from near the top of the mast to a point on

the wall of the house, to counteract the
pull of the aerial wire, completed the job.
The mast, as finally erected, is shown in
the sketch.
It may be added that the writer had no
assistance whatever in the erection of the
mast, and it would appear that if any

amateur does not desire to go

to the

trouble of fixing a mast on the top o'f his
house, the method just described is a very
The window sill on
good substitute.
which the mast rests is 14 ft. from the
iNSULAran
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Simple Aerial Erection.

ground, making the top of the mast 3o ft.

high, which is a useful height for all
ordinary purposes. Apart from the cost
the mast
negligible.
of

itself the

expense was

As regards the actual aerial, which is
6o ft. long, this consists of a single wire
(Continued on page 152)
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THE BEGINNER'S PAGE
SOME ELEMENTARY FACTS CONCERNING ELECTRICITY

IN the following articles the elementary
principles of wireless telegraphy and
telephony will be explained in as simple

carrying Conductor.

language as possible, no reference being
made to technical formula, which is both
confusing

and

unnecessary

to

How these three main electrical terms
are combined in a very simple and very
useful equation will be explained later; at
the present time it is only necessary to
think of them in the way described above.
In order clearly to understand the most
simple theory of electricity it should be

Fig. 1.-Magnetic Field Around Current.
Side View of Variometer.

smaller the pipe the greater the opposition
to the flow of water.

1, I.

anyone

z

simple.

Fig. 2.-Magnetic Field Around Coiled Wire
Carrying Current.

reader is asked to accept for a fact that
electricity is something which flows along

a metal conductor such as a telephone

wire, much the same as water flows along
a pipe. By means of a tap the flow of
water may be stopped ; in the same way
the switch in the electrical circuit controls
the flow of electrical current.
It is generally known that in order to
force a certain quantity of any liquid

Fig. 3.-Increased Effect by Use of Iron Core.

the more resistance is offered to the flow

current to flow from one point to another.
Just in the same way, a battery or
accumulator is very much like a tank full

through a pipe a certain pressure is required ; the smaller the bore of the pipe

In a similar

of liquid and vice versa.

fashion, a wire of small diameter will offer

resistance to the electrical current, and a
greater 'pressure or voltage will be required

than if the same volume of current were
passing through a thicker wire. Also the
pressure or voltage at the end of a long
thin wire will not be as great or capable
of producing the same effects as the pressure at the terminals of the generator.
Certain terms are used in electrical

work to express the properties and effects
of electricity, the most common being
volts, amperes and ohms.
The

pressure or

voltage,

which is

equivalent to the head of water in the
previous examples, is measured in "volts,"

while the current, which may be likened
to

Underside View of Valve Panel.

the

bulb the filament is fine, so that it will be
made white hot or incandescent with as
.r little current as possible.
Magnetic Effects

Electricity and Magnetism
The uses to which electricity is put are
being continually demonstrated all day
long. The telephone, the tram, and the
electric light are such common examples
that few even trouble to "wonder why."
In order to make the theory of electricity
and magnetism as simple as possible, the

Underneath View of Crystal Receiver.

It is obvious that the smaller the wire
the greater the heating effects; therefore,
cables carrying large currents must be
*made proportionally large in diameter,

whereas in the case of an electric light

taking up wireless as a pastime pure and

Simple Crystal Receiver.

other effects of an electric current flowing
in a wire should be considered. One of
the most common, the heating of the wire
by the passage of the current, is made use
of commercially in electric heaters, electric
irons, and electric lamps.

flow

of

water

in

gallons,

is

measured in "amperes."
The resistance which the wire or metal
conductor offers to the flow of current may
be compared to the friction of a pipe; the

The other effect of a current flowing
:along; a wire is the magnetic effect, and
,this is of vital importance in wireless
work, for without it wireless telegraphy
, would be impossible.
A glance at Fig. r will show diagrammatically the magnetic field around a
single conductor along which a current of
electricity is flowing. The dotted lines
are intended to represent the magnetic
field around the wire.

Nov, the magnetic field produced by a
current flowing along a single wire will

taken for granted that electricity exists
everywhere, in everything, but at rest.
When certain effects are produced it
simply means that a certain amount of

C

That is to say,
a dynamo does not make electricity, it
simply creates a pressure which causes a
electricity is in motion.

of water with the tap turned off. The
water is in the tank, but at rest. If the
tap is turned on the water will at once
begin to flow ; in a similar manner, if the

terminals of the accumulator are joined
to a small lamp with a piece of wire a
current will immediately flow from the
accumulator, causing the lamp to light.
If a large pipe is connected to the tank
a large quantity of water will flow from
the tank in a short time, and in a similar
way if a thick wire is connected to ,the
accumulator a large current will flow with
very little loss of pressure, technically
known as voltage drop. If a thin wire is
used, however, the quantity of electricity

Fig. 4.-Diagram showing Induction Effects.

not be strong or intense enough to produce
any appreciable effects, but if the wire is

Inductive Effects
In addition to the magnetic effect produced by a current in a coiled wire, there
is the inductive effect of the sudden production or withdrawal of a magnetic field
from the neighbourhood of a second coil
of wire, which is shown in Fig. 4.
A is a coil of wire connected to a battery
B and having a switch C in the circuit to
switch the current on or off. By the side

front View of Variometer.

of the coil A a second coil D is placed

connected to a sensitive. galvanometer,

which is an instrument for indicating the
presence of a small electric current.
On pressing the switch C, it will be

noticed that the needle of the galvano-

meter will be deflected, while on switching off the current the needle will be
deflected in the opposite direction in spite
of the fact that there is no electrical connection between the two coils A and D.

This is known as the inductive effect of
the current, and by varying the proportion
of turns of wire on the coils A and D the

voltage of the induced current may be
made much higher than the battery B.

High frequency Transformer.

This property of the induction coil is made

use of in medical and spark coils and
transformers, and also in oscillation transformers used in wireless work.

"D.C." and "A.C."

It has been mentioned that a battery,
accumulator or dynamo is a piece of
apparatus for setting in motion a current
of electricity, generally supposed to flow
in a certain direction like the flow of
water in a pipe, the voltage or pressure
being at its maximum at one terminal of
the battery and zero at the other. This is
known as direct current or "D.C."
The other system, known as alternating
current or "A.C.," is so called because the
current is continually changing its direction or sign, being alternately positive or

coiled up, as shown in. Fig. 2, the magwill be very considerably in-

Simple Valve Receiver.

*.tetic field
creased.

A still greater effect is produced when
the wire is wound upon an iron core, and
Fig. 3 in the preceding column shows
diagrammatically the essential details of
an electro-magnet.

One particularly useful feature of the
electro-magnet is the fact that the iron

flowing in a given time will be less, and
the pressure or voltage available to do core is only magnetised when a current is
work will also be smaller.
,:lowing round the coils; as soon as the
current is interrupted the iron ceases to be
Heating Effects
a magnet.
Having grasped these simple facts, the

Fig. 5.-Diagrammatic Illustration of Singlephase Alternating Current.

negative every half wave, as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 5. As the whole of
wireless engineering depends on alternating currents it will be necessary for the
reader to remember a few of the diftrences
between "D.C." and "A.C."
A. W. H.
(To be continued)

Loose Coupler.
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the most common, the heating of the wire
by the passage of the current, is made use
of commercially in electric heaters, electric
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current will immediately flow from the
accumulator, causing the lamp to light.
If a large pipe is connected to the tank
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known as voltage drop. If a thin wire is
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from the neighbourhood of a second coil
of wire, which is shown in Fig. 4.
A is a coil of wire connected to a battery
B and having a switch C in the circuit to
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of the coil A a second coil D is placed

connected to a sensitive. galvanometer,

which is an instrument for indicating the
presence of a small electric current.
On pressing the switch C, it will be

noticed that the needle of the galvano-

meter will be deflected, while on switching off the current the needle will be
deflected in the opposite direction in spite
of the fact that there is no electrical connection between the two coils A and D.

This is known as the inductive effect of
the current, and by varying the proportion
of turns of wire on the coils A and D the

voltage of the induced current may be
made much higher than the battery B.

High frequency Transformer.

This property of the induction coil is made

use of in medical and spark coils and
transformers, and also in oscillation transformers used in wireless work.
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It has been mentioned that a battery,
accumulator or dynamo is a piece of
apparatus for setting in motion a current
of electricity, generally supposed to flow
in a certain direction like the flow of
water in a pipe, the voltage or pressure
being at its maximum at one terminal of
the battery and zero at the other. This is
known as direct current or "D.C."
The other system, known as alternating
current or "A.C.," is so called because the
current is continually changing its direction or sign, being alternately positive or
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A still greater effect is produced when
the wire is wound upon an iron core, and
Fig. 3 in the preceding column shows
diagrammatically the essential details of
an electro-magnet.

One particularly useful feature of the
electro-magnet is the fact that the iron

flowing in a given time will be less, and
the pressure or voltage available to do core is only magnetised when a current is
work will also be smaller.
,:lowing round the coils; as soon as the
current is interrupted the iron ceases to be
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a magnet.
Having grasped these simple facts, the
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negative every half wave, as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 5. As the whole of
wireless engineering depends on alternating currents it will be necessary for the
reader to remember a few of the diftrences
between "D.C." and "A.C."
A. W. H.
(To be continued)
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The wireless telephone will make the
life of the lighthouse keeper less lonesome
and certainly more cheerful. Some lighthouse keepers, for instance, remain at
their posts for three years at a stretch, and

Broadcasting

and the Public

of them remain without mails for
11111%1WLWM Wa W.1111.6 I some
ten months.
THE organisation of commercial wire-

less telegraphy in Austria has been

It is reported that a receiving apparatus

entrusted to the Marconi Company of Lon- many hundreds of times more -sensitive
don. This decision has met with consider- than existing receivers has been invented
able opposition from the supporters of the by Armstrong, the American of "feed
German Telefunken Company. An Aus- back" fame.

trian Marconi Company is to be formed
with its registered office in Vienna, and
Recent experiments have Shown that
half the capital is to be subscribed by the
London Marconi Company. The Austrian wireless can be used quite effectively in
Government will subscribe 30 per cent. mines, transmission being effected from
The concession gives the Marconi Com- one mine to another at a depth of 35o ft.
pany the exclusive right of all wireless
services between Austria and other counThe South African Marconi Company is
tries for a minimum period of thirty years.
projected with a capital of half a million,
four -fifths of which is to be subscribed in
An interesting feature of the recent London and the remainder in the Union.
political campaign of Dame Margaret
Lloyd George, G.B.E. (for the Coalition),
through the south-western counties was
A novel feature of motor -car record the series of demonstrations of wireless breaking by Mr. F. S. Edge at Brooklands
telephony and telegraphy given by Mr. was the installation of a wireless set in the
D. T. Chapman, of Abbotsford, Poole, Dor- car. The idea was to keep in touch with
set. The first and most interesting was the ground staff during the whole attempt
given at the large meeting held in Clifton at making records. An upright aerial, of
Zoological. Gardens, Bristol, -on July 10, course, was out of the question, and therewhen a special concert was transmitted fore a trailing flexible wire was used, the
from the Eiffel Tower, Paris, by kind per- "earth" being the chassis of the car.
mission of General Julien. Dame- Mar-

I

OUR article under the above title in last
week's issue has aroused much comment, and as a result of its publication we

are able this week to give our readers
some information.

Quite unofficially, but
from a source upon which we feel we can
rely, we learn that licence fees are not to

be raised, but will remain at tos. as at
present. We are told that the ten broadcasting stations, which will be distributed
over

the

country,

will cost

at

least

Z250,000 per annum to install and- maintain. Our authority is very certain that
this apparently enormous cost will be
reached, and points out that the Post-

master -General has emphasised the necessity of the broadcast programmes being on

a high level and of every item being an
original production-in other words, not
a "gramophone" item. This quarter of
a million pounds has to come from somewhere. It obviously cannot be found by
the broadcasting companies unless in turn
they can get the money from the public,
and the arrangement proposed is that

foreign apparatus shall be banned, thus

giving British manufacturers a monopoly
in their own country. The present intengaret Lloyd George was an interested
tion is to charge the manufacturers a sum
listener -in. Further demonstrations were
A firm of wireless instrument makers of money on each receiver sold, this extra
given on following days at "Cambre," near Holborn (London) frequently enter- payment being regarded by the broadcastPennsylvania, Exeter, by kind permission tains 4arge street crowds to selections of ing firms as a toll which the buyer will pay
of J. W. Reed, Esq., and record signals music wirelessed from Paris.
in return for what in a sense will be an
and music were received owing to the
absolutely unlimited broadcasting service.
unscreened aerial which was at a height
Although, as we have said, the British
The makers of receiving apparatus are manufacturers will have a monopoly in
450 ft. above sea level. Demonstrations
were also given in the Gyllyndune Gar- at present inundated with orders, and their their own country, our authority has taken
dens, Falmouth, where many people heard manufacturing resources are most severely great pains to assure us that nothing whatwireless for the first time. A 4 -valve re- taxed. Much difficulty is being experi- ever in the nature of a "ramp" will be
ceiver was used.
enced in purchasing small parts, crystals, permitted, and that the toll derived from
the public will be limited to the comparaetc.
tively small sums which will be added to
There has been installed on one of the
Owing to the lack of funds there was a the prices of the sets sold.
London -Paris aeroplanes a combined wireWireless manufacturers believe that, as
less telephone and telegraph equipment of great probability that the Dutch concerts
35 watts antenna output, with a sending would be discontinued. The "Daily Mail," a result of the fillip to their trade Which
range of about 18o miles at goo metres' however, realising their value to wireless such an arrangement will bring about, the
The complete wireless enthusiasts, has generously provided funds Ministry of Labour will be able to transfer
wave -length.
equipment weighs only 125 lb. An air - to ensure their continuance and also de- a large number of unemployed from idleness to remunerative work, and that if
propeller -driven generator for 6 volts and velopment on much wider lines.
7oo volts and a 6 -volt storage battery supply

the necessary current. A 3 -valve amplifier
is used for receiving on all wave -lengths
between 300 metres and 1,000 metres.

The first concert of the new series will be
on -July 27 between 7 and 8 p.m. (summer
time). It will be sent out on a 1,050 -metres
wave -length and a power of 800 watts.

On August 3 the Dutch service will be

"Listeners -in" in Germany are required
to make a yearly deposit of 4,000 marks in
order to become subscribers to the German
Government's broadcasting scheme. An
additional' fee is payable to any one of a
number of wireless Press agencies which
the subscriber may select. All Press messages are coded in such a manner as to be
unreadable by unauthorised persons.

broadcast at a power of

1,50o- watts,

giving a range of 2,000 miles. The call,
P C G G, will at first be given in Morse,
then it will be repeated alphabetically with
the announcement, "The Daily Mail '
wireless concert is about 'to begin."
In The Grafton Electric Company' advertisement in
last week's issue, some prices were accidentally omitted.
The Brass Studs are respectively, xi-, 1/3 and 1,6 per
dozen, complete with nuts and washers.

they can go ahead on these lines-and,

naturally, not until they can see profitable

business in front of them are they prepared to go ahead-the Postmaster -General
will receive such a large amount of money
in the form of licence fees that he will be
able to restore the penny poSt and effect
other economies ! That is a very optimistic view. Let us hope it is a correct
one!

We put a pointed question to our informant : What about amateur sets made at
home?

The definite answer was given

that, there is no intention whatever of
doing anything to restrict their use or to
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make their owners pay towards the upkeep
of the broadcasting stations. Whereas the
purchaser of a new set tvill be subscribing
a small amount to that upkeep, the
amateur who makes his own apparatus at

home will avoid any share of the broadcasting expense.
"How many broadcasting firms are concerned in the arrangement ?" was our
next question. The answer was not abso-

lutely definite, but was to the effect that
the broadcasting firms-two or three in
number-would act in the nature of
clearing houses to which members of the

SIR,-Bricfly G. B.'s difficulty, under the

heading of "Can Any Reader Explain ?"
in No. 5, is that since light waves and
wireless waves differ in some of their properties it seems unlikely that they can- both
be vibrations of the same medium, differ-

SIMPLE AERIAL ERECTICN (continued from page
149)

7/22 stranded copper, each strand
enamelled. This Wire is very efficient,
especially for the reception of short
waves.
It has been found from experience that for reception a single wire is
of

ing merely in their frequency or wavelength. If we decide that this difference practically as good as a twin aerial, and,
sufficiently fundamental to render the
explanation offered by the present theory
unacceptable, we shall have to postulate
is

either the existence of a second and
slightly modified medium or that one of the
phenomena is as material emission (the old
corpuscular theory of light). We must

as the use. of spreaders is dispensed with,
it

does not place half the strain on the

masts.

In order to allow for contraction and
expansion of the aerial, the end of the
halyard on the garden mast was not

firmly fixed, but was joined to a weight
trade would subscribe. These broadcasting firms would install, maintain and bear in mind what a stupendous difference sufficiently- heavy to keep the aerial wire
manage the proposed stations, and would there is betWeen the wave -lengths of visible taut. This allows for any variation in
be supported financially by the whole of light and of wireless waves. The former the length of the wire and guy ropes and
must be measured in millionths of an inch prevents undue strain on the mast in wet
the trade.
And as we closed our conversation our and the latter in hundreds of feet. Com- or cold weather and slackness of the wire
E. E. H.
informant gave us this parting shot : The pared with this the range of audible sound during dry or hot periods.
manufacturers are out to do their utmost wave -lengths is very limited, as they vary
for the amateur public, to help them in - from a few inches only up to 300 or 400

every possible way, not to hinder them, ft. The range of visible light waves is
FORTHCOMING EVENTS
certainly not to "bleed" them; they be- equally small in comparison. Yet in both
Nottingham and District Radio Experimental
lieve that only by mutual co-operation can cases there are marked differences in the
July 27. Meeting.
success attend the very expensive experi- properties of the waves within even those Association.
Derby Wireless Club. July 27, 7.30 p.m. At
ment of initiating a broadcasting service limited ranges.
" The Court," Alvaston, Derby. Lecture by Mr.
We may compare G. B.'s- opaque bell - A. 1'. Lee : " Practical Construction of Single in this country.

'

jar to a receiving aerial tuned to the wavelengths of visible light, for it is composed
of molecules of matter in extremely rapid,
but perfectly definitely timed oscillation.
CORRESPONDENCE
Consequently ether rays having the same
frequency are absorbed, whereas those of
different frequency pass through unCan any Reader Explain?
affected. Turning to the bending of wireStR.,-Your reader states that the electro- less waves round the surface of the earth.
magnetic waves are well known to travel There are several factor's contributing to
the earth's surface, but do they ? To my this, two of which are based directly on
mind we have the Hertzian-wave theory the great length of the waves. If we meet
of to -day simply because it became popular a drum -and -fife band playing in a main
when Marconi took up the theory and road and suddenly turn down a side street
made his announcement to the world in the fifes become much more subdued, in
1896. -Tesla's theory is that we do not comparison, than the drums. This is bedepend on etheric space waves for trans- cause the high -frequency waves emitted by
mission of electro-magnetic waves, but by the former do not "bend" so readily as do
induced earth currents. He also. points the longer ones, which is true of all wave
out that the real Hertzian waves are spent motion. Even visible light bends very
afteP they have travelled from The sender slightly. But the enormously greater wirea short distance only. I may say that I less waves turn corners as readily as do
believe that we depend on induced earth sound waves. The second factor is that
Tesla also proves that the rarefied upper atmosphere refracts and
transmission.
Hertzian lvaves have very little to do with reflects ethereal waves back towards the
the results Obtained to -day, even at a small earth. The conductivity of the earth's sur-

valve Receiver Set."
Liverpool Wireless Society.
ing.

July 27.

Meet-

Hackney and District Radio Club. July 27,
8 p.m. At I i 1, Chatsworth Road; E.3. Meet-

ing.
West London Wireless and Experimental
Association. July 27. Lecture by Mr. F. E.
Studt : " Three -circuit Variometer Tuner."

TELEPHONY TRANSMISSIONS
Tower (F L). 2,600 metres. Each

Eiffel

afternoon (Saturdays and Sundays excepted).
The Hague, Holland (P C G G). 1,15o metres.
July 27, 7 to 8 p.m.
Writtle (2 M T). 400 metres. August
8 p.m.

CLUB DOINGS
Ilkley and District Wireless Society
Hon. Sec.-E. STANLEY DoBsoN,

House," Richmond. Place, Ilkley.

" Lorne

A MEETING was held at the Regent Cafe,

Cowpasture Road, at 7.30 p.m. on Wednesday,
July 5th, when Mr. H. G. Evans, B.Sc., gave a
lecture on " Radio -Telegraphy and Telephony."

The lecturer dealt briefly with the properties
of the thermionic valve, and its application
to simple wireless circuits. The lecture was
illustrated with lantern slides.
After the lecture, Carnarvon, Leafield, etc.,

If two grounded circuits are face also plays an important part in this were tuned in on a very fine set which the
observed from day to day the effect is matter.-G. W. S. (London).
lecturer had brought with him. Unfortunately
distance.

found to increase greatly with the dampness of the earth. I think that there is
no better conductor of electro-magnetic
waves than the earth itself. Why should
the

electro-magnetic . waves follow

the

earth's surface when by ordinary etheric
disturbance they can propagate in all
directions unimpeded? - Recently we have

heard of the "Roger's antenna" (burying
the aerial in the ground for a short distance), also 'of trees acting as aerials,
signals received on sets simply with a
honeycomb coil stuck in position instead
of an aerial connection, etc. All this, in

the telephony which was expected, did not

ANNOUNCEMENTS
" Amateur Wireless and Electrics." Edited by
Bernard E. Jones. Price Threepence. Published on
Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following. It will be sent post tree to any
tart of the world -3 months, 4s. 6c1.; 6 months,
gd.; 32 months, 175. 6d. Postal Orders, Post
Office Orders, or Cheques should be made payable
to the Proprietors, Cassell & Co. Ltd.
General Correspondence is to be brief and written
en one side of the paper only. All sketches and
drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be promptly

considered, and if used will be paid ter.

Communications should be addressed, according to

my opinion, proves the Tesla theory.-

their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement

H. P. (Stockton-on-Tees).

La Belle Sausage, London, E.C.4.

IOW

Manager or The Publisher, "Amateur Wireless,"

come through, on account of a slight misunderstanding as regards the time.
The Hon. Sec. will be pleased to hear from
anyone interested, and will furnish particulars
of membership together with the objects of the
society on application.

Durham City and District Wireless,
Club

Hon. Sec.-Ma. GEo. BARNARD, 3, Sowerty
Street, Sacriston, Durham.

Tug above club held their first meeting on
July rith. The attendance and enthusiastic
spirit quite exceeded all expectations.
Before proceeding to business, Mr. Barnar

made a few explanatory remarks, and al

outlined the objects and aims of a wireless club,
(Continued in second column of next page)
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OUR. INFORMATION BUREAU
Expert Replies to Readers' Questions.

Hundreds of Replies are sent by Post.

TO ENSURE A PROMPT REPLY PLEASE OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING RULES

Write . distinctly, give all necessary details and keep to the point. Ask one Question at a time-never more
than two. Send a Stamped and Addressed Envelope. Send the Coupon cut from this page.

'

Erection of Aerial for Wireless Receiving

s

proper and to each other just before they explained by Mr. Littley in a brief address,

reach the lead-in tube at the instrument room. that in music several particular notes did not
Q.-Will you kindly advise with regard to The total length of wire employed will 'then come out well, and it was curious to note that
erection of aerial upon the roof without using be 86 ft. in the horizontal component of 'the these were always the same. An advantage
poles, if possible ? Conditions as shown in aerial and (say) 54 ft. in the down -lead, which of.indoor aerials, he pointed out, was the almost
just makes up the regulation 54o ft. The tele- total, absence of atmospherics and the smaller
diagram herewith.-L. M. (76)
A.-Querist's diagram (not reproduced) phone wires Mentioned, unless fairly close and liability to jamming.
The gathering was held under the auspices
shows very clearly the conditions to which he nearly parallel to the aerial, will not, it is
must conform. But for the unfortunate thought, have any noticeable effect. Querist of the West Bromwich Engineering Society.

Station

presence of the centre chimney -stack it would

no doubt have been possible to erect a fairly

may possibly overhear telephone conversation,
but that will be about all.-CAPACITY.

useful aerial, though, of course, the actual
height above the roof would at most be but
As the matter stands the writer regrets he
cannot see how the use of poles of some descrip8 ft.

Association
Hon. Sec.-MR. G. W. WthcLuswoRTn, 53,
King. Edward Gardens.

CLUB- DOINGS (Continued from page 553)

tion is to be avoided, and suggests that two A very interesting and lively discussion then'
light poles be obtained, say about 55 to 20 took place which ended in the club being
ft. in length, and tapering from about 31 in. to formed.
It was decided to hold the meetings every
21 in. These should be well secured to the
outer sides of the two outer chimney -stacks, other Friday at 7 p.m. A committee was then
and should each be fitted with light galvanised elected to hold office for three months, after
iron pulley block and " endless ' rope or which time another election will take place.
halyard, say 1 in. in diameter, the poles or It was decided not to elect the President, Vice masts to occupy a vertical position and to have President and Chairman, until a few weeks
an iron cleat fastened near the bottom of each,
to which the halyard may be secured. The
aerial itself should consist of two wires (No.
56 S.W.G. phosphor -bronze, silicon -bronze or
hard -brand copper) spaced upon light ash or
strong bamboo spreaders each 4 ft. long.
Insert one small " reel type ' insulator

Barnsley Amateur Wireless

had elapsed.
The next meeting will be held in the Hall of
the Rose and Crown Hotel at 7 p.m. on Friday,

A GENERAL meeting of the above club was held

on Tuesday, July I1th, in the Guild Room of
the Co-operative Education Department, Market Street.

The question of permanent headquarters was
discussed, and suggestions from the members
present were considered, with the result that
the Association is very hopeful that at a very
early date some of the proposals brought forward will materialise, and that the work of the
Association will commence in earnest.

The annual subscriptions were fixed as
July 21st, when a lecture will be given by, follow :Mr. G. Barnard on " The Electro-magnetic
Adult members, sos., Age a to 21, 7s. 6d.,

Theory and its Application to Wireless Telegraphy."
Applications for membership are invited.
between each wire and the spreader at each
end, and a larger size " reel ' or " saddle "

Junior Members, 5s.
The existing committee was re-elected
en bloc with additions". The question of President, Vice -Presidents, etc., was discussed, and

attached. The down -lead may also consist of
two wires soldered to the wires of the aerial

to the Hon. Sec.

West Bromwich
finally left in the hands of the committee:
insulator between the bridle rope of each
spreader and the halyard, to which same is AT present West Bromwich does not boast a Applications for membership should be made

Can You Propose
a New Feature for
"Amateur Wireless"
For the Best Suggestion on a
postcard received by Wednesday, August 2, a Prize of £1
will be awarded.

wireless society, but a lecture and demonstration of telephony in the local Technical School

(Continued on page 558)

on the 7th inst. attracted a good audience,
not a few of whom were ladies.

Mr. Howard Littley was responsible for
the arrangements, and a Burndept 3 -valve
loud -speaker set was temporarily fixed up in
the physics laboratory, the aerial being slung
between two beams, and the earth taken to a
water tap.
Telephony and music came in splendidly*
from Mr. Littley's home, whence it was transmitted by Mrs. Littley, and the demonstration
proved an interesting example of what can be

done with an indoor aerial, for the physics
laboratory is in the heart of the school.

It was

-

-

Querist's Coupon Available until
Saturday, August 5, 1922

22=111

We have the

"GOODS"

to meet and satisfy
the Boom !

TRADE ONLY
Send for List A/23, containing full
particulars and illustrations of our

wide range of complete Receiving Sets, Units and Components.
INDISPENSABLE TO THE TRADE

-11
3-az

ard5Goldston4

PENDLETON.. ..=ILMANCIIISTER
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WE DO NOT ADVERTISE CHEAP CATCH LINES !!!
A E.G & Telefunken Valves,tested 10/6
Valve Holders, Screwed Legs & Nuts 1/6
Condenser Vanes. Aluminium flat

Sq. Brass Rod, x2' x I" x
...
Enamelled Wire, for Inductances,

(accurate size and gauge),

per doz.

1/ -

Do., Large Spacers (true twoor')- 5d.
Do., Small Spacers (true to .00x") 3d.
Do, Scales Ivorine, o to 180°... each 1/ Do., Ebonite Tops & Bottoms

Crystal Cups, Brass, with Fixing

Fusible Alloy (for fixing crystals)
6d.
Hellesen, 35 v. H.T. Batteries,
with Plug ...
8/6

(bushed) 1' -

Inductance Tubes, :2' X 3'

6d.

23 gauge, # lb.
...
1/6
Crystals (special selected), Bornite,
Carborundum, Silicon, C. Pyrites, Galina, etc., etc. ...
6d.

6d.

Headphones, Double, 2,000 ohms,
Adjustable H eadgear, exSliders, Ebonite, with Plunger ... 6d.
cellent for speech and music 35/Aerial Wile, Stranded, 7/25 roo'
... 37/6
4,000 ohms ditto ...
Filament Resistance panel mounting 4: Do., Egg Insulators (high insulation) 8d.
Do., Reel
Switch Arms, laminated, with bush
best quality 4d
2/6
Do. Pulleys, Aluminium, with cord 1/6
..
and spring
...
Panels, Tuners, Transformers. Postage extra. Demonstrations Daily.
THE

ESSEX WIRELESS

ho,..",,:

CO.. 499, GROVE GREEN RD.,
LEYTONSTONE, E.1 1.
(1 min. from Station, G.E.R.)

ll'holesa/e 4, Retain

Telephone-WANSTEAD 749.

RELIABLE APPARATUS
AT POPULAR PRICES

A
Great
Success !

SOME OF THE
SPLENDID

I

ti

1
of a New

I

CONTENTS

I

Wireless

GODFREY
ISAACS

Magazine

on

I Broadcasting

forAmateurs

PHOTOGRAPHS
of London stations
and their operators
(monthly feature)

It was bound to be a success !
Wireless Amateurs all over the

BROADCASTER
I BUREAU

country had been impatiently
waiting for an English Monthly
Wireless Mggazine which, in
plain simple language, would
unfold the wonders of Wireless.
As a result, thousands, with

Your questions
answered by an
Expet

AERIAL HINTS
:Are you satisfied
I

with your Aerial ?

No.- I to gtiide them, are now
revelling in this new and

I

I WIRELESS
SOCIETIES
NEWS

RADIO IN THE
1 HOME

How to enjoy it

_

fascinating hobby, and in many
cases constructing their own
sets. You too, with the aid of
" THE BROADCASTER," can
learn the delights of listening -in.
But . . . the demand forNo.
is enormous.
To avoid -disappointment. get your copy
to -day..

BrOadcaster
THE RADIOPHONE MONTHLY FOR LISTENERS

One Shilling

CRYSTAL SETS, VALVE SETS, etc. EVERY
NECESSITY & LUXURY FOR THE WIRE LESS EXPERIMENTER.

ti

Fully Illustrated List of Wireless Goods, post free, 4d.

::. H. D. BUTLER &
4

de:

CO.,

LTD. ,,i;

Office: BANK BUILDINGS, 222, GT. DOVER ST., S.E.I

;1

(Opposite Boro Tide Station).

Teleithone:

,7 3o CANONBURY, LONDON, N.1
Works:

s..................

,Tcleg.: " Ingenuity, 'Phone London."

Exibe
BATTERIES
FOR

WIRELESS
We specialise in the manufacture of batteries for filament current supply to
Valves, and high-tension batteries for
application, of Anode Potential. We can
supply these batteries in glass, ebonite,
or celluloid containers
voltage.

to any desired

Exide batteries can be relied upon for
Wireless Work, and retain their charge
over very long periods.

Prices and Particulars upon
application.

6 v. 80 amphour
Exide Battery

,,Thbyribp ELECTRICAL STORAGE
COMPANY LIMITED.

IN

Head Office :

London Showrooms:

CLIFTON JUNCTION,
MANCHESTER.

219/229, SHAFTESBURY
AVENUE, W.C.2.

4
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COMPLETE SET OF PARTS

\-N GC

E
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-7WIRELESS

SPECIALISTS,

3 Valve £8 10 0

£1 15 0
VALVE PANELS: 12 Valve
£5 5 0
,,

3 in. of

..9d.

-

in. Brass Rod fitted with Ebonite Handle..

..

Velvet 4 -leaf Laminated Switch Arm

7 Studs, each fitted with a Nuts _
111

BUILD

Combined Crystal and Valve Receiver
6d.
..
4 in. by 3 in. Prepared Cardboard Former..
t lb. No. 20 D.C.C. Copper Wire
2 oz. No. 26
Copper Wire

WIRELESS

TO

..

..
..

9d.
21d

10d.

The Most Suitable Valve Panel to use with above.

£14 14 0

4

All highly finished and of neat appearance.
I

I

WRITE for our Illustrated Catalogue which gives a full range
of:all panels and accessories, post; free 3d.

Showrooms and Offices :
COMPLETE

Call Letters:

110, STRAND.

a=r`"

211,1 K

2 K Z.

15/9

SET
PARTS

Post
9d.

REVOLUTION IN PRICES
For the convenience of those Amateurs who prefer to make up their own

Variable Condensers we are offering complete sets of parts, ready to
assemble, no drilling or fitting required, at hitherto unheard of prices,
in the following Capacities :
'0015

*001

*0075

'0003

'0005

'0002

Contains Velvet Filament Rheostat ready 111.1UC. Sphinx Tubular Grid Leak, 2 Meg.,
Grid Leak Condenser, Insulating Sleeving, Wire and all Terminals; blue print.

7/ 8/10/21/17/6
151The above are for panel mounting and, at the price, are absolutely the
best Condenser value on the market. With Engraved Ivorine Scale 1/3
extra. Mounted in Mahogany polished Cases, 41 x 41 x 3 i", with ebonite top and knob, scale and pointer, '0003, 12/6; 0005,113].. Vernier
Condensers, unmounted, 3 plates, 4/-; 5 plates, 4/9.

Polished Mahogany Cabinets to fit (extra) 3/6.

BUILD YOUR
OWN CONDENSER.
Set of Parts Complete.
'001

Answer-Mass Production
Buy from the makers and save middlemen's profits. Post Paid on £ I

21/-

How can we Sell so Cheaply ?

'0003

'0005

.0002

8/-

11/-

14/-

'0001

7/ -

Supplied with Knob Pointer and Scale for Panel Mounting. If required fur Box
Mounting Send rj- extra.
Send 6d. for our ENLARGED ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE "A "with list

Orders and upwards

of stations. Crammed full of the latest and best.

A. J. FALLON & CO., The Condenser People,
230a, HERMITAGE ROAD, LONDON, N.4.

PET() SCOTT The Condenser King,
FEATHERSTONE HOUSE, 64, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.

JUST OUT !

ACCUMULATORS

WIRELESS VALVES SIMPLY EXPLAINED
By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P.

Get them at

lEgChief Technical Adviser to "Popular Wzreless."

F. YATES & SON, Ltd.
Brand New GUARANTEED BRITISH
4

in Celluloid
4.

4
$

Volt 40 Amp. 18/6
Volt
to Amp. 2116
Volt fin Amp. 28/2
Volt zoo Amp. 33/.

Order at Once

Price 2s. 6d. Net. Cloth 3s. Post Free

THREE SPECIAL LINES
1:11

tained in polished Teak crate sealed tops at 49/6.
4 Volt 24 Amp. in celluloid cases at 11/- each, postage, 1;-.
2 Volt 16 Amp. in Ebonite cases at 3/9 each, post free.

By Paul

Sloping Panel

3 Valve ,..et £10 0 O.

Crystal Set, very superior quality, 30/-.
Special line of phones 4,000 ohms, 331- per set.
7122 Aerial Wire 5/- per 102 ft.

Hundreds Sold in a Few Days
The only book which tells you HOW to MAKE ALL the
PARTS of a Valve or Crystal Set.
Inductances - Resistances - Condensers - Grid Leaks
High -Tension Batteries - Detectors - Potentiometers, etc.
In fact, EVERYTHING you wish to make. No lathe or

-

Essential to all who wish to make
their own sets.

Price is. 6d. Net.

ALL GOODS CARRIAGE FORWARD.

Phone: Park 4276.

ti

Post Free

144, Church Street, Kensington, London, W.8.

RADIO PRESS LIMITED

One Minute from, Notting Hill Gate Station, Central London Railway and
District Railway.

35, NORFOLK STREET, LONDON, W.C.2

-

.5,

Tyers

expensive tools required.

SPECIAL PRICES TO TRADE

4

D.

An Immediate Success.

WIRELESS SET IN OAK CABINET ti
0 0, 2 Valve set £7 0 0,

THE CONSTRUCTION OF
WIRELESS RECEIVING APPARATUS
The well.known coat, qOutor to "Amateur IVireless."

SPECIAL PRICES TO TRADE ON APPLICATION

a Valve set £5

simple book has been cut down to a highly competitive figure

and is based on the prospect of very large sales.

Volt 40 Amp. 26/3
fi
Volf 6o Amp. 31/9
6 Volt
Bo Amp. 37/3
6 Volt zoo Amp. 41/6
6

6 Volt 4o ACTUAL Amp. hrs. (So ig) in three separate GLASS CELLS con-

Over 50,000 copies of John Scott-Taggart's books have
been sold by us in three months. There is a reason. This
new book from his pen is largely an abridgment of his
" Elementary Text - book on Wireless Vacuum Tubes "
which has had a phenomenal success. The price of this

Publishers of Authoritative Wireless Books

iy

mateur Winless'
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Radio Telegraphy a Telephony
WE CAN SUPPLY ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS FROM STOCK

BUZZERS, ideal for testing purposes and Morse practice, in
nickel plate or brass finish, adjustable high note 5/- each.
INDUCTANCE TUBES, specially prepared
and impregnated ready for winding, in 12"
lengths only, 6k" diem., 1/-. 4" diam.,
10d., 3" diam. 8d. Postage extra.

REEL INSULATORS, white porcelain, 2"
diam., 5/- doz, 6c1. each.
VALVE HOLDERS, as illustrated, in solid
ebonite, each 1/9, 2/- and 2/3.
VALVE LEGS, per set of four with nuts and
washers, 1/-.
CONTACT STUDS size of head I" x 2/. per doz. Complete
with nuts and washers.

VARIOME T ER

FORMERS, made of
hard wood, complete

with

grooved ball,
outer former and
winding former, 10/-.

H.T. BATTERIES, as
illustrated, 36 v, with
tappings at every 6 v.
Supplied com p I ete
with two plugs, 37/6.
Postage 1/-.

GRID LEAK AND CONDENSER, standard valve 3 megohm
and 0005 mfds., 41- each.

INSULATING SLEEVING, in any colour, ram. bore, per yd.
- length, 6d. Per doz, yds., 5/6.
COPPER FOIL, per sheet 18" x 4" x 003", 9d.
MICA best selected ruby, in sheets 3"x 2"x 002", thick per doz..
I

3/-.

SHELLAC best orange flake, per ounce, 9d.
SPECIAL SOLDER, acid free, needs

no flux and requires only a moderately hot iron. Specially made
for wiring up where space is limited

and heat must be reduced to

a

minimum. Per foot, 4d., per lb., 8/-.
SWITCH ARMS, as illustrated, radius

li" complete with two nuts, spring
washer, etc. Well lacquered and
strongly made, each, 4/-,

EBONITE SHEET AND TUBE, all

sizes and thicknesses, best quality only supplied, 7/6 per 16.
CHATTERTON'S COMPOUND per 4 oz. stick, 2/-, 2 oz., 1/2
oz., 8d.
KNIFE SWITCHES mounted on porcelain base, carrying capacity
25 amps. S. P. D. T 3/-, D. P. D. T., 6/-,
1

TELEPHONE RECEIVERS, resistance 4,000 ohms per pair,
thoroughly recommended for all round work. Price 35/-.
FILAMENT RESISTANCES, circular pattern for mounting in
panel, wire element wound on ebonite core, 6/-.

RADIO SUPPLIES (DV), 236 High Holborn, LONDON, W.C.1
TELEPHONE DOUBLE HEAD SETS Suable forValve
2,000 Ohms, 3216 ; 4,000 Ohms, 34/6. In stock.
MARE up your own receiving sets. Our price for complete set of parts
£1 Is. carriage paid, comprising wound inductance with ebonite panel
drilled for 20 studs, necessary studs, ebonite knobs, etc., crystal detector,

terminals, wire for connecting. (No extras to buy; nothing to make.)
Stamp for List.

P. H. BOYS & CO., 187, Goswell Rd., London, E.C.1

P.C.99 Use a Rover No, 3 to receive the Daily Mail
Broadcast Station.

yi

Price £10 including tuner and coils I

)11

Price 21s.

In conjunction with the above use an 1E Equipment 1.

Choose 'phones. batteries, valves, etc., from my FREE LISTS.

G. D. HINKS, Wireless Dept.,

HARDINGTON, YEOVIL.

Also see
previous issues

WHY WAS SOL ANNOYED (SOLENOID) P

Watch these Advertisements for Winners.

A Prize for the Best Answer.
Aerial Wire, 7/22's Enamelled Hard Drawn, Copper, 8/ per too ft.
Aerial Pulleys, 2.6 each.

Aerial Insulators, Shell type,21 in. X 21 in., green, 1/6 each.
Reel type, 2 in. diam., white, Sid. each.

Batteries. For H.T. Make your own. Flasn Lamp
Batteries. 5/- doz.
Buzzers for Morse practice, 31- each.
Condenses. Fixed. Exceptional quality. Terminal
connections ; from 'Goo' to 'oat, 2/9 each.
Condenser Vanes. Is1:1 rubbish. Best Aluminium,
.

doz.

Accurate. Small, 4d.
doz. ; large, 8d. uoz.
Condenser Screwed Rod. Brrss, 12 in, lengths, 2 B.A.,
9d. each. 4 RA., 6d. each.
Contact Studs. Studs, not rubbish, 2/. doz.
Copper Foil Sheets. 9 in. X 3 in., 6d. each

Condenser Spacing Washers.

Insulating Tubing, 6d. per yard.
Ivorineenc Scales. a to 18c8.
Engraved (not printed), 1/2

Valve Holders. Best quality ebonite, 1/6 each.
Valves. 4 pin vertical filament, 10/6 each.

SUPERIOR QUALITY WIRE.
British Made.
Set of 6, 9d.
All wile wound free.
Post extra.
II in. diameter. Superior finish.
Knurled, 8d. each.
Single D. Silk Enamelled
Mica. Pure Ruby. Pieces, 3 in. x3 in. X .002 in. thick, S.W.G. S.C.C.
D.C.C.
Silk
6d. each.
Paraffin Wax, 1,'- per lb.
Resistance Wires. " Elsi" brand. 22'S (1 ohm per
1/to
ilir
12
4/514
yard), 24's (1'7 ohms per yard), and 28's, enamelled
1/11
2/119
14
514
1/10
(4 ohms per yard), 2d. per yard.
116
/2/I
5/6
412
5/6
18
2/r
212
414
Sw ?ph Arms. Exceptionally strong and well made, 2/6
ivorine Tablets.
Knobs.

Ebonite.

A very neat wireless terminal. Polished,
complete with nut and washer, 2/6 dozen.
Tin Foil. Free from lead. Sheets, 26 in. by 13 in., 4d. each.
Valve Sockets. With but and washer. Fine finish, set

20
22

212

216

213
2111

24

3-

3/

3/7

4126

414

4/7

26
28

418
51-

5/6
6/8
7/2

Ebonite. Best quality. Any size, rod or sheet, 5/- per lb.
516
30
of four, 10d.
61T2
6/Filament Resistances. For panel mounting. A speciality.
7/3
32
11/6
VALVE PANELS. Single valve. Mahogany case. Baize 41- each.
8/3
7134
818
xcla
36
covered base, ebonite top. Containing grid, leak
Inductance Tubes. 12 in. long. Specially impregnated.
16/38
/3
Filament
and condenser, telephone condenser.
2i its., 6d. , 3 in., 7d. ; 3} in., 8d. ; 4 in., 10d. ; 4i in.,
1312
18/1816
resistance, and with terminals to allow the addi1/-; 5 in., 112; 6 in., 1,8 each. Postage 9d. each.
Isl40
2t/31/6
tion of extra panels. A beautiful piece of work42
Inductance Slider Rad, in. square in 12 in. lengths,
.7/3
manship.
Price,
2916
each.
7d. each.
Carriage extra. Please remit ample postage, balance returned. Orders over La carriage paid. Money back if not satisfied.

6/2
6/8

714

8/2

91 -

1/6

218
218

312

3/6

to/.

3/10

131141-

4/2.

1-

229/16

4/8
5/3
6/6

341'

91-

15/6

`g.

414

Electrical Dept. A, 130/132, London Road, Manchester. f Grameam,
c'Petr:t0t. 1 J. L. CARTWRIGHT & Co., and Manufacturing
Radio Engineers;
Manchester."
Special Terms to the Trade.

moteur Wire.655
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CLUB DOINGS (continued from page 154)

South Shields Y.M.C.A. Amateur
Wireless Society
Hon. Sec.--jAs.

TEASDAI,E,

38,

The above club has now been formed, and
a single valve receiver has been installed.
Intending members should communicate
with the secretary or attend any of the meetings which are held every Friday at S p.m.,
in the Y.M.C.A. Buildings, Fowler Street,

Make Your Own Crystal Set
Complete Set of 105 Parts, comprising the following,
ready for assembling:

Strength and Strain

Parts -Terminals- Crystal
Detector -Aerial -Diagram,
Can be assembled by

etc.

3516

is needed.

FLEXIBLE STEEL WIRE ROPE
Aeroplane Cable made to Govt. specification to
specified breaking strains.

PRICES BELOW Cosr.

No.

Dia.

1

3'32'

3
51
53
5

1;8"

5/32'
3/16'
7/32'

Breaking Price
strain, per coo ft. No.

10 cwt.
2) cwt.

cwt.
45 cwt.
25

70 ctrl

13/-

8/-

10/121-

16i-

6
7
8

9
10

li'a
1/4'

freaking Price
strain. per loo ft.
80 cwt. 18/-

5/16' 100 cwt.
8/8' 120 cwt.

7/16' 140 cwt.

1/2'

160 cwt.

20/22/24/26/ -

Strainers for use with above, right and

left hand threads, 9d. eaeli, or 8/6 per dozen.
Orders of 10,r- and seer carriage paid, otherwise please

-Ernest Batley, Thongsbridge, nr, Huddersfield.

[7 s
Wireless Headphones, 2,000 ohms, 27s. 6d. complete.

add 11- for postage.

SMITH & ELLIS,

Wound Coil --Polished Box -Ebonite Panel
Drilled, etc. - Condenser

4,000

and a Thousand Purposes where Great

South Shields.

3516 Wireless Parts 3516

Broadcasting receiving sets, £3 ^s. Ileadphogle
ohms, 36s. ; tested; post eree-Austin, 143.
Farringdon Road, London.
[3 S
" Newtonian" Wireless Factory. -Complete crystal
sets for making up your own, also comprising all
materials and 2,000 -ohms receiver, reduced price 42.
-Below.
" Newtonian" Wireless Factory. -Further reductions in the price of wireless parts -reel insulators,
5d. each; crystal cups, 4d. each; ebonite inductance
sliders with buffers, 5d. ; shellac varnish, Sd. ; square
rods drilled, 5d. -Below.
" Newtonian " Wireless Factory. -All parts straight
from the factory at competitive prices. The trade
supplied. --13-15, Whitcomb Street, W.C. Regent 643.
Filament Resistances, best quality, 5s. ; crystal detectors, 4s. 6d; crystal cups with knurled adjusting
screws, od. ; terminals, is. 6d. and as. 6d. doz. ;
tuning coils, range 2,o0o metres, two sliders, 205.
sliders, with spring and plunger, gd. ; I -in. square
brass, drilled and lacquered, 7d. ft. ; condenser
knobs, 6d. Carriage paid over tos. Satisfaction or
money back. -Arthur, 53, Etherley Road, Nous.
Trade supplied.
[5 s
Tuning Inductances, guaranteed, 4 in. by 14 in. by
14 in., double slide, polished ends, 215, post free.

For SECURING Your AERIALS

Readhead

Avenue, Westoe.

JULY 29,1922

Money returned if not satisfied. -Direct Wireless
Supplies, 49, Heaton Road, Peckham, London, S.E.
[8 s

(Dept. 66), 11, LITTLE BRITAIN, E.C.1.
Tel. No. City 8904.

\NMI

HIGH CLASS ROTARY VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
'coos in Polished Cabinet, 4' X4"><4., Ebonite

Expert Advice WIRELESS AMATEURS AND RETAILERS
the Ordinary Amateur.
PARTS SUPPLIED FROM STOCK
Given Free.
List free. Condenser Plates, 1/6 doz. pairs (post 3d.).
Price of Valve Sets on Application
FRASER, SENTINEL Ho. SOUTHAMPTON ROW, LONDON

SPARE PART PRICES

Resistance Switches ... 5,3 Washers( pscer large, doz. 5d,
small 2td.
Condenser Vanes doz. 9d.
218
... 8d. Terminals (large)
Condenser Scales
Ebatf te Knobs ...
Ebonite, Plungers

(small)

..

5d.

...

8d. Valve Holders

TRADE SUPPLIED

1/9

each

1/3

STRAND ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

210, Strand, London, W.C.2

MAKERS' PRICES.

JUST TRY US!

Aluminium Condenser Vanes, fixed and
moving, 1 d. each ; I doz. 9d.; 6 doz.

4/3; 12 doz. 8/-.

Large Spacer Washers, 5d, doz. ; 6 doz. 2/4.

Small Spacer Washers, 3 doz. 9d.; 12 doz.

2/8.

Terminals, 4 B.A. with nut and washer,
2d. each ; 1/6 doz.

Contact Studs, with nut and washer, i" x i",
9d. doz.
Ebonite Knob, drilled, 6d.

TO WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS. PATENT YOUR

INVENTIONS.
Particulars and consulta-

They may prove very valuable.

tions free. BROWNE & CO, Patent Agents, g, Warwick Court,
Holborn, London, W.C.I. Est. 1840. Tel. Chancery 7547.

RECEIVERS

A large stock of low -resistance receivers, 100 to 200 ohms,

eaeli ex -Post Office and Government watch pattern, for

sale, 8s. &I. and 5s. 6d. each, post free. Ebonite panels cut,
engraved and drilled to order. Mahogany and teak cases.

Details of Single Valve Panel:-

Ebonite panel, S by 6, drilled and engraved
Ten terminals with nuts and washers
Mahogany case, hand polished for above ..
..
Valve legs with nuts and washers, set
..
..
Telephone blocking condenser
..
..
..
..
Grid leak and condenser
..
..
..
Filament resistance
..
..
-..
..
..
Mullard valve
..
..
..
..
..
..
Variable condenser, .0095 with scale and pointer..

£ s.

d.

4

6
0
0
0

166
Top and Knob, Ivorine scale, o° -/8o*,
Ditto for Panel (scale extra)
...
.. 10/6
'0004 in Cylindrical Brass Case, Lacquer finish,
Ebonite Top and Knob, Ivorine scale ; a very
handsome instrument ...

16' -

Crystal Detector with Ball and Socket adjustment on

5/6
WEATHERALL & Co., 28. Woodbridge Street,
CIerkenvrell, London, E.C. Estali. over vo pears.
ebonite base

WIRELESS APPARATUS

Complete Crystal Sets on Polished Oak
with H.R. 'Phones, Aerial Wire, Insulators, etc., £4. Carriage 'Said 1-.K.

H. BOWYER, la, Railey Mews,
Leverton Street, Kentish Town, N.W.5.

EBONITE

Sheet: 0 in. Is., in. 6s. 6d., I in. los. sq. ft. Any
Size Cut. Porcelain Reel Insulators, 9d. each.
1
2 in. diameter 7/22 enamelled aerial wire 7s. 6d. 100 ft.
3 '6 10s.'150 ft. high grade. Velvet filament resistances
2

6

4 6
4
15
17

High-tension batteries, 30 v. with tapping and
plugs, Siemen's manufacture ..
..
..
10
Accumulator, 4 v. 40 amp., Fuller block ..
.. 1 12

0
0

6
0
6

Double headphones, 4,000 ohms, London manufacture ..
..
..
..
..
..
1 17
Insulating sleeving and connecting wire ..
1
..
Aerial wire, 7/22 silicon bronze, 100 ft
7
..
Reel insulators, six
..
..
2
..
Leading -in tube ..
..
..
1
Leading -in wire, C.T.S., per yd.
..

6
6
6
0
0
9

3s. 9d. each. Condenser dials 4s. 9d. each. Laminated
switch arms 2e. each. Valve holders is. 9d. each.
All above goods in stock. NO WAITING ! ! !
ENCLOSE POSTAGE - BALANCE RETURNED IN FULL.
HOUGHTON'S WIRELESS & ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES, High St., Blackwood, Mon.
INSPECTION INVITED.

LOOK !

HEADCEARS!

HEADCEARS!

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

25 Sets Sullivan 120 ohms at/

Ebonite Slider, with Plunger, 6d.
.. £7 16 6 25 Sets Sullivan 120 ohms atlliI fif 6 Set.
A complete station ready for assembling for
Aerial Wire, 7/22 bare copper stranded,
All Complete with Cords. All in good order.
Carriage extra.
Any item sold separately.
9d. Postage on all Headgears. Stamp reply.
100 foot hank, 4/-.
W.
H.
ACAR,
Telephone
&
Telegraph
Engineer,
Ring Patt. Insulators, 2"x r -g" hole, 4d.
E. MARTIN, 2, FRENSHEM ROAD, PORTSMOUTH.
2, Finsbury Avenue, E.C.2.
each,. 3/- doz.
Established 10 years.
Crystal Detectors, on ebonite, with crystal, Tel. London Wall 3305.
4/- and 5/- each.
ENAMELLED WIRES
Condenser Rods, set of 4 with nuts, 8d.,
PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
10d. and 1/- set.
47 S.W.G,
40
42
41
46
13/6
8/- 12/6 19/6 30/- lb.
" Premier" Tuning Coils. -Tune to t,000 metres,
Valve Legs, with nuts and washers, 2d. and
AERIALS, -11.D. COPPER .. 7/22
7'20
with
.sot
mfds.
to
4,000.
Complete,
well
each ; 1/8 doz.
PLAIN
..
4/6/. 100 ft.
iss., . carriage paid. -Johnson's, ,8o,
ENAMELLED
15/6/6 ,. .
Ebonite Valve Holders, 4 legs and nuts, 1/4 mounked.
Bohemia Road, Hastings.
[2 s
Terms: -Cash with Order. Postage extra.
Springs.=1
gross
box,
assorted,
2s.
;
samples, 3d.
Special Leading -in Wire, heavily rubber HORROCKS & ASPIN, 12, Schwabe St., Rhodes, Manchester
-Cotton, so, Derby Range, Heaton Moor, Stockcovered, yard, 5d.
port.
'
Crystal Cup, with screw, 2d. each : 1 /6 doz.

12

Southwark has its ear to the keyhole of the world.

Southwark Wireless Telephony Association,
Hexagon Nuts, per doz., 2 B.A., 3d. ; -The
headquarters, King's hall, London Road, S.E.
4 B.A., 2.d.
Meeting and listening -in, first and third Sundays.
6d.
month.
Members
wanted.
Brown's Headphones, new, ex -Gov. stock, Subscription,
August 6th, open competition -prizes, gold and silver
8,000 ohms, 40/medals -home-made crystal set, transmitting from

end of hall to other. August zoth, single -valve
Sullivan's Headphones, new, ex -Gov. stock, one
competition. -Apply Secretary, W. Helps. 'Phone

8,000 ohms, 35/-.

(Limited Stock -early application desirable.)

New 4,000 ohm Double Headphones, very
best quality, limited supply, 30/-..
Postage extra. All orders executed in rotation, but
I endeavour to supply by return.
M. RAYMOND, 27 Lisle St., Leicester Sq., W.C.2
'Phone Gerrard 4637. (Opposite Daly's gallery door.)

Ilop 756.

s

Wireless Parts made to order. Aluminium vanes,
bd. and, Ss 6d. per gross.
Trade supplied;
also general engineering. -7, Kingsway, Coventry.
75.

[4 5

Twelve -inch Spark Coil, new platinum points conFirst offer, £3. Bargain. Look,
amateurs, radio equipment free selling our goods,
stamp particulars. -;liaison Passant. 1;8. Earl Street,
denser, base.

Longsight, Manchester

[6 s

DELIVERY BY RETURN
SPECIAL WIRELESS LINES
CONCERT HONEYCOMB COILS. -Wave range 300
to 5o. metres. Very efficient. Hand wonnd. PRICE per
pair, primary and reaction -Unmounted C.., Mounted
11/6. Post 6d.

VALVE LEGS -with two nuts and washer -lacquered,
2 id. each. 9d. per set or 4.

Send for list. Special terms to the trade

Actual Makers: CHAMP, KAY & CO

Electrical Engineers, 92, Saltisford, WARWICK.

159
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" THE WHISPER - PHONE

93

WONDERFUL NEW SENSITIVE MICROPHONE
Detects whisper (1 conversation front a distance. Strongly
magnifies Wireless Signals and Telephony. More sensitive
than a Crystal Detector. For constructing Detectaphone,
Deaf -phone, Loudspeaking Telephone. Magnifies the tick-

Specially
designed
for
Broadcasting

ing of a watch. PRICE

6/9

ONLY, post free.

illustrated leaflets sent with Instrument. Send stamped
Actual dilm. 21 m. line All
black enamelled. aft. Best envelope for leaflets only.-CHARLES ADOLPH, TAYLFORTH
and CO., Works, 12, Leverington St., Clerkenwell, E.C.1.
braided cord attached.
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DO YOU READ PRACTICAL BOOKS ?
= See Cassell's List of Technical, Practical and Money -saving
Books. A p.c. will ensure your receiving it.
.:=.-

=
=
-:--,

=E.-

=
-fE CASSELL & Co., La Belle Sauvage, LONDON, E.C.4. fi
=-
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HEADGEAR RECEIVERS
Designed and manufactured by leading Telephone Manufacturers. Backed by many years experience. Highest efficiency,

concentrated magnetic field, instantaneously adjusted to the

ears, comfortable in wear, either receiver detachable from headband, protected terminals, light weight, twin series cord.
A.T.M. CRYSTAL DETECTOR
SETS. Highest ,Grade. Maximum Efficiency Moderate Cost.

A.T.M. LOUD SPEAKING
RECEIVERS.
Three types of Amplifying Horn.

A. T.M. Broadcasting Apparatus
AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,
London Office

Head Of/ice &' Works

Carriage

6o, Lincoln's Inn Fields.

£7 15 0 Paid

READ THE. SPECIFICATION OF THe WONDERFUL

F. & B. SINGLE VALVE SET

Well finished wood base, upon which is mounted Inductance Coil
and Slider, Valve Base, Mullard Valve, Filament Resistance.

EVERYTHING
INCLUDED.

Ask your dealer for

Milton Road, Edge Lane, Liverpool.

OUR PRICE FOR THIS OUTFIT

NO

EXTRAS

Grid Condenser and Leak, with all necessary, terminals and
connections made, and insulation to all back connections.

6 volt 20 ampere Accumulator for the low tension and 60 volt
high tension Battery.
100 feet or 8120's Aerial Cable with necessary insulators,
leadingin tube and earthing clip.
Pair of Double Head Receivers, 4,000 ohms total resistance,
included. We also supply a very reliable crystal set, everything included, £4 16 0.

TO

ORDERSIEXECUTED IN ROTATION: SEND AT ONCE TO SAVE DELAY

BUY.

FOX & BRATBY, Ltd., 34, Duke Street, St. James'

+

Mail Order Department, PICCADILLY, S.W. 1

DON'T MAKE

haphazard purchases till you have
sent for our CATALOGUE of

RADIO. ELECTR ICAL & MECHANICAL SUPPLIES.

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES
8,

PM:YE

NEWINGTON
LONDON,

CAUSEWAY,
SE I.

WIRELESS
INSTRUMENTS,
ACCESSORIES

and .
MATERIALS

We stock everything for the Experimenter who wishes to build his own Set.

COLLOY WIRELESS INSTALLATIONS
FREE Demonstration in your home if in London
Let our expert call and advise you. We install free
and give working instruction. Provinces, stamp for list.
All component parts stocked at lowest prices
area.

4, CLONM ELL ROAD, S. TOTTENHAM

WIRELESS

Prompt Deliveales

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY STORES,
5,

HALIFAX.

CONDENSERS

"FIX IT LIKE A CLOTHES -LINE"

A new " one -Piece" aerial with patented continuous insulation, ample& with
staining eye, adjustable suspension and terminal. No lead-in tube, or other
insulators required. No joints, no soldering, no leaking, no bother. Can be
Maximum efficiency
thrown up anywhere, and is absolutely weatherproof
guaranteed. Send cash with order and secure delivery at once. Length, so ft.,
Agents wanted.
Carriage
paid
On
U.K.
IL,
1.5i-.
r2/6;
loo
ro/-; 951t.,

CHAMBERS & ELLIS, 6 & 7, CRAVEN HOUSE, KINCSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2

FOR TOOL
BARGAINS
CALL or WRITE TO -DAY to ;
Before buying elsewhere compare our prices. Remember, we have the
Largest Stock of Tools to select from in London. We guarantee you
satisfaction, so you can safely shop by post. Bargain List sent post Free.

GEORGE ADAMS,

HIw.c
GH

teon,
255 -fl,

British Make 4,C00 ohms

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK

Large Stock of Headphones (4,000 ohms)

VARIABLE

£2 10 0

.0015 Set of Parts 25/-, Assembled 30/.001
19/-,
24/Filament Resistance 4/6, Valve
.0005
12/6,
15/ - Holdersi
/6, H.T. Batteries 3/6, 15 v.
Vernier ..
4/6 Switch Studs 1/8 dos., Arms
"t
B. L. HOUSTOUN 232, Putney .feed
Br dge

PT. AllY,

HOLBORN,

W.C.I.

WIRELESS TELEPHONY

SERVICE

85, Endell Stondon, W

D

HEADPHONES (Double) best French H. R. 35/-

ALBERT TERRACE, KING CROSS,

Lists two stamps.

THE 66ESI-FIX " AERIAL Patent applied for

'PHONE.

REGENT 4 911.

CONDENSERS

'0003
Skeleton Type

9/6
EACH

-

-

- 27/6

CRYSTAL DETECTOR
Vertical column. A real precision
instrument, Crystal readily replaced

6, 6

AERIAL WIRE
7/22 Copper 51- 100

HENRY J. BREWSTER & CO.,
11, OUEEN VICTORIA ST., LONDON, E.C.4
'Phone ; CITY 768.

ft.

1011411

160
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We can supply YOU with A LL

expERFArc2

COMPONENT PARTS

Wireless Telephone

HEAD SETS

for your wireless set straight from stock
If you wish to save money, send for our
Complete List

TRADE SUPPLIED

Aerial Wire, 7/22 bare copper stranded in 100 ft. hanks

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK

516 per hank

These telephones are of the highest grade diaphragm
type and have been specially designed for the reception

DESIGN.

Ring Pattern Insulator, 2 iu. by 1 in., t in. hole
..
6d. each.
in. sq. Section Brass Rod for Sliders, cut in 13 in. lengths,

and drilled each end ready for fixing
81. each.
1/. each.
Inductance slider complete with plunger
Cardboard Cylinder, 12 in. by 4 in. diameter
... 102. each.
No. 24 enamelled wire, Fla true to gauge
2/S per lb.
Large or small Condenser Plates (Aluminium)
lid doz.
Large Spacer Washers for condensers, cut true to 1,000 of an

of wireless broadcasting.

Small spacer waslicrs
fid. doz.
Ivorine Scales ...
1/- each.
Condenser Box in Polished Oak or*Mahogatty, 3! in. by 3! in.
by 2 in.
'0003 mf. Condenser complete-assembled in polished mahogauk or oak boxes
...
... 1716 etch.

SENSITIVITY,

Every part is of standardised construction and thoroughly well finished. The
cases are of polished aluminium. The terminals are fitted with insulating
caps. The set is light and comfortable to the head.
These telephones are highly sensitive, being of

CONSTRUCTION.

....

All necessary parts for above condenser-no drilling or fitting
required, but unassembled
Ditto, but without box
.
but without ebonite 'top, and .ox suitable. for panel
mounting
Crystal detector, mounted n Ebonite, complete with Crystal:
Large or Small Contact Studs
...
Valve Legs, complete with nut and washer
...
.

('RICE.

151- each.

ill each.

.

101- each.
51- each.

1/. doz.

Id. each.

35/6

show you their perfect internal construction.
ORDER AT ONCE TO SECURE DELIVERY

Instrument Wire at Rock -bottom Prices

J. B. BOWER & CO., Ltd.,

RADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD.,

WIRELESS MANUFACTURERS,

Managing Director,

15, Kingston Road, WIMBLEDON, S.W.19.

J. JOSEPH. M.I.E.E.
Late Manager to
Mr. H. W. Sullivan

Works: MERTON.

'Phone: WIMBLEDON 1030.

ONLY ADDRESS.

Chief Designer.

Works, Offices, Showrooms:

W. A. APPLETON,

12a, Hyde Street.

NEW OXFORD STREET.

Telephone: Regent 1908.

DAVIS LIMITED
& TIMMINS

The diaphragms in

CARRIAGE PA ID
IN THE U.K.
Do not confuse these high grade telephones with the cheap inferior
imitations you may be offered. CALL AND SEE THEM. Let us

boxDitto,

.

4,000 ohms resistance.

every set have been accurately adjusted for maximum sensitivity. Other
diaphiagm type telephones may cost more but none are more sensitive,
Each set complete with two earpieces and flexib!e

W.C.I.

M.B.E., M.I.E.E.,

late Admiralty Techni-

cal

Research Officer.
[E. P.S. 3A

Telegrams: Instradio. London.

I
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34a, York Road, King's Cross, N.1

SCREWS AND TERMINALS

FOR WIRELESS SETS
Are You Ready for the
"Daily Mail" Wireless Concerts?
By installing our special receiving apparatus
in your own home, you can enjoy concerts
conducted from The Hague.
One to Four Valve Sets, complete from - £9
Write now
for full particulars and prices to :-

Component parts supplied to order.

FREDERICK
E. FRENCH
Late Wireless C.P.O., R.N.
276, Farnham Road, SLOUGH; BUCKS.
Telephone

Slough 240 Ellen. 90.

INSIST ON HAVING A

FULLER"BLOCK"TYPE
ACCUMULATOR
FOR YOUR WIRELESS SET !
The only Accumulator on the market that will hold its charge from 12
to 18 months when not in use.

4 -volt 40 amp. hours, £1 12 6, plus 1/3 carriage
£2 8 9, ,, 1 /6
6 -volt 40
Note :-These prices are 33% below those of the actual makers.

8,000 Sold. 20,000 still in stock.

Descriptive and Instructive Pamphlet on request from-

The CITY ACCUMULATOR Co. (Dept. 14)

79 Mark Lane, E.C.3 (Attuttl)

ALSO SUPPLIED BYE

SOlfrialge & Co., Ltd., Wireless Section ; A. W. Carnage, Ltd.,

Wireless Dept. ; Barnsley British Co-operative Society,
Radio Section; Richford and Co., i53, Fleet Street, E.C.3. ;

The South Wales Wireless Installation Co. Ltd., 18, West
Bute Staeet, Cardiff.

Printed and Published in Eneland by CASSELL & COMPANY, LIMITED, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4. Sole Agent for South Africa, Carrara Naas
AGENCY, LIMITED.
Saturday. July 29, toss.

